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OPEROING RSWW35 MOR TUS FLIGNT CORTUL SYKPOSWUN
Robert R. Makine* Jr., Colonel, US"?

Conmnder# Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL)

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to the *Design
Criteria for the Future of Flight ControlsO Symposium. it is a
pleasure tot se to be able to open this conference and extend my
wishes fog a most successful interchange on behalf of the Air
Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories and Wright-Patterson Air
Fore Base. Much, work and effort has gone Into the planning and
coordination of this week's activities. I'm sure the Symposium
will be a tremendous success.

te pace of technology Is setting new world records almost
daily. We to the Military must learn to utilize and employ such
bgeahthrougha in the strategic realla to maintain our position as
Loeder of the Flee world. This constant change puts new
coustraints, and challenges to those of us in the military hardware
business. and to those wbo govern the requirements that such
hardware must meet. As a result, the military standards and
specifications for weapons systems acquisition have been the
sub)oct of continuing work. As a whole, government, industry and
research g1o4ps. who. you assembled here today represent, are to
be cinesded tot your unparalleled support of the goal of better
Ond .@re useful specifications through this transitory period. I
feel that the movement toward new formats and styles for

~uiresots. as evidenced by both the Flying Qualities STANDARD
N0@ and the Flight Cont rols SPK? ICATION and *ANDDOOE

will greatly settle much of the confusion which Is In existence
today. And this trend will make your jobs, whether in Industry, or
to the goverrmnts whether in des ign and manufacture, or in
p#OcVCODMO such easler. More important, we will have the tools
wiceb are needed In order to incorporate the technological
advace sure to affect our futures. We trust your discussions
bere this wee" will be Important steps toward these goals. Wet are
depending o your succes we art confident of no other result.

Owe boy~*~t speaker becio a recognized expert in the areas
we will be discussing before he moved on to broader
tooepIbilitieso So Is a graduate of the University of Illinois,
inhere he reeved his Sachelor of Science In Aeronautical
Sagisetriag is 1954. so later ceioved his Nasters of Science from
George Volipm nversity. After serving with the United States

Aimy ~ ~ o asa"le-im vater until is$# our speaker joined the
Celeeme" Division Rf ockwell International. In 1966g, he Joined
tOW staff of the Noval Air Systo Commnd, where he held several
polifts n rlated to aircraft development and research and
techeelegy, " tan planning. So led Navy participation in the
fociftlatlea ei the lamacrt Fing7,4 Qualities Specification,
OlLt'SSS9. 1A 1#79v he seved "s Staff Specialist for
AeronaOUtic Ibe6eeley at the Pentagont responsible for
triser0vift aeronu'tica technology peog rme and insuring a close
reistoebip between tae Department of Defense and the National

I - - OM& num



uegmatics and Space Administration. Earlier this year he was
toted Director, Engineering Technology in the Office of the
I Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, where he

bes management responsibility for a wide range of vehicle and
w aa technology programs in the Department of Defense.

It Is a distinct pleasure for me to introduce Mr. Raymond F.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Design Criteria for the Future of Flight Controls Symposium

Raymond F. Siewart, Director, Engineering Technology
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, The Pentagon

Thank you, Bob. Good morning.

Ladies and gentlemen, I must apologize right from the start because I
woke up this morning with a rather severe cold; so my normal monotone voice
is going to be even more so, I am afraid, but I'll try to get my points across.
I don't think all is lost though. Last night I was reading Mark Russell's
book, Presenting Mark Russell. For those of you who may ot be familiar with
Mark, he is a political satirist who for years has performed in the Marque
Lounge in the Shore Hotel in Washington. And T noted this quote that I think
fits very well today: "Adult candidates speaking at a nolitical banquet can
make you yearn to hear the clergyman's opening prayer all over again; so, if
there's some consolation, maybe the dullness will allow someone to find
religion."I

The other thing I have to mention i~s if you'll note in the program, the
Air Force is trying to get me in trouble wi':h this title "Honorable." Not
that I'm "dishonorable," but it seems that in the hierarchy where I work in
Washington, the title "Honorable" is reserved for Assistant Secretaries. Now
you know we have Secretaries, Deputy Secr~tari's, Under Secretaries, Assistant
Secretaries, and Deputy Assistant Secretaries, and Deputy Under Secretaries.
The Navy, I think, has done the best o' anybody in this area because they
have one position listing in the DOD edirectory as the Associate Deputy Secretary
and he's not "Honorable."

I'm very pleased to be with you this morning and share some of my thoughts
on this subject. When Dave Potts called me last fall and asked me to deliverI. the keynote address at this meeting, I readily agreed. Those of you who have
known me through the years--and there are many out there I was pleased to
meet again--you know that I am never shy about stating my views on this subject.
However, after I hung up the telephone, two questions hit me. First, what
really is a keynote address; and second, how does it fit in with a symposium
on military specifications. The first thing I concluded was that a keynote
address does not require vieugraphs, and for a bureaucrat from Washington not
to use viewgraphs is tough. But then, to get a better answer to my question,
I did what all us good engineers do: I consulted an authoritative reference,
in this case Webster's Dictiona.., which defines a keynote address as "a speech
that sets forth the main line of policy" and that really had me thinking.
Since last fall, I've been very involved with the Office of Science and
Technology Policy, trying to develop an aeronautical policy for research
policy for the 80's and 90's, and we still have yet to come to an agreement
as to what the policy issues are. So when one talks policy, it's very nebulous.
Then how do you bring this question of policy to this meeting? Well, I dug
back in history a little bit, and if we go back to the mid 70's, we find what
I termi the "anti-specification era" within DOD. There' s no wonder that this
anti-specification feeling existed when you consider that the specification
for white cotton pillow cases was some 22 pages long. And the specification
for men's white cotton shorts was over 25 pages. In addition, it was felt and
documented to some extent that applications of these elaborate specifications
inhibited flexibility and resulted in costs, excessive costs, for a wide
variety of materiel.

9
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Hence, we adopted the concept of tailoring specifications. The currently
proposed MIL-Standards and MIL-Handbooks represent the efforts by the Air
Force to tailor the specifications in our areas of interest. Whether this
radical departure in specification format is required or justified, I believe,
is a matter of debate. The present flying quality specification HIL-F-8785C
provides the mechanism to alter any or all the requirements contained therein,
and that's right there on the first page about three paragraphs down. We
should realize that this document is the result of years of effort to unider-
stand and define the flying qualities of aircraft that are necessary for
proper performance of specified missions. I want to get back to this point
of missions again. MIL-F-8785C represents the thoughts of the best technical
minds in the business, although to the nonspecialist, it probably appears
to be appallingly complex. This apparant complexity results from a real
effort to deal with a multi-dimensional problem in a rational manner rather
than from the capricious and arbitrary decisions the specification writers
are frequently suspected of being guilty of.

We should also realize that military specifications, particularly those
similar in nature to specifications which form the basis of this meeting,
serve many roles. First, they can and do form a portion of the contractual
documents in any aircraft procurement. In this role, they must be legally
correct, as straightforward as possible, and contain only pertinent requirements.
Second, they serve as guides, not only during the procurement process,
but also in-between procurements when they sit on the shelf representing the
best guidance available for future aircraft designs. Obviously, in this role,
specifications should be updated regularly to reflect the latest knowledge
and lessons learned. Finally, they provide the common ground to facilitate
communications between the developer and procuring activity. The specifications
serve in the communications role to transfer the results of our research and
technology division in flight control areas to the industry. With regard
to the communications role, I believe that the new format will result in
increased communications at least an order of magnitude greater than we have
experienced in the past, just to arrive to that common ground.

Hopefully, we now all share a common understanding of this thing we
call NiL-SPEC, and I would like to get more specific about handling qualities
and flight control. This is a rather unique area in the engineering comunity.
We attempt to identify a set of parameters and assign values of those
parameters such that we can identify a good airplane. But what is good?
To me, it means that the pilot-aircraft combination must be able to perform
the designed missions with a high probability of success. For example, if
the design is a tactical aircraft, there should exist the capability to
kill enemy targets in the air or on the ground with high probability.
If it is a strategic aircraft, it must have good range payload capability
to be a stable launch platform. But as a transport, obviously, long duration
flights must be accomplished without undue crew fatigue. Underlying all
this is an inherent requirement for safety and survivability, particularly
for certain critical flight phases, such as take-off, landing or high-angled
attack maneuvering. The unique nature of all this is that we have very
little direct correlation between those aircraft parameters we select and
mission effectiveness, which of course raises the question, "How does one
determine whether the airplane is good or bad?" In the last analysis,
this will have to remain where it has been since airplanes began to fly, i.e.,
based on a considered judgment of the men who operate the airplane-know-
ledgeable and motivated pilots.

10
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With these thoughts in mind, I believe it might be enlightening to
see how far we have progressed in this business. In 1907. the first
specification for military aircraft was prepared. The handling qualities
requirements for this observation airplane were stated in one sentence.
During this trial flight of one hour, it, the aircraft, must be steered
in all directions without difficulty and at all times under perfect control
and equilibrium. From that original requirement, we have progressed through
a variety of documients up to the present flying qualities specification,
NIL-F-8785C, which contains 93 pages of requirements and related information.
We are now proposing a new format wherein we will fill in 44 pages of
blanks with data drawn from a 620-page handbook. The question is, "Have
we made progress in assuring good aircraft in the future?" I believe the
answer is doubtful. We are still not smart enough to be sure that strict
compliance with requirements of the flying qualities specification will
ensure a good airplane, nor can we be certain that noncompliance will
inevitably result in a bad airplane. I am sure that we all know of several
examples of both situations: therefore, I will not take time now to tell
my favorite war story. And I've got a few.

In reflecting on the current situation, I believe there are many
factors that impact the future af flight control specifications. First is
the fact apparent to us all, namely that new military aircraft development
program are becoming fever and farther apart. As a result, we don't have
the operational feedback to tell us how well or how poorly airplanes designed
to our present specifications measure up. Secondly, when a new aircraft
devleopment is initiated, there is that drive by all concerned to make the
new aircraft significantly more capable than its predecessor. An airplanes
become more capable, they also become more complex. This increase In
complexity is nowhere more apparent than in the control system. The result
is that modern control system lead to the situation wherein the flying
qualities become more difficult to describe. Many flying qualities are
specified in term of basic modal characteristics of airplane dynamics.
This was a fundamental and rational approach when airplanes flew like
airplanes. But the newer control system incorporating prefilters, forward
loop compensation, and crossfeeds, are being used on many current aircraft.
These artifacts do increase system order and we need to increase the effects
and requirements. However, one questions the need to increase the
order of the system to the extent that has been experienced recently. Is
all this compensation required for good flying qualities? Or to it being
done because we like to display our technical cleverness? And this clever-
ness can be easily implemented today through the extensive use of digital
flight control computation schemes. In this case, I agree with the airplane
design philosophy of William Allen, former president of the Boeing Company,
which is, simplicate and add lightness. All of the above notwithstanding,
we recognize that increased capability leads to some Increase in complexity.

In flying qualities, this has led to the concept of equivalent systems
as an attempt to utilize the existing data base for a broad range of control
system mechanizations. However, as noted on page 61l of the Draft NIL-Hand-
book, as we consider configurations with dynamics that depart more and
more from the classical order form, more and more Judgmnt will be required
in defining the appropriate equivalent system parameters In accessing
compliance with the requirements. I believe that the question for all of
us to consider on reflecting on that paragraph is "How amenable Is the
system we work in, I.e. not the control system, to developing and applying



the requircment judgment?" I donot know. I believe that thii question become
even more germaine if we examine the potential Iqact of som of our
current flight control research and technology program. We are stressing
the integration of the flight control with the fire control, weapons system.
propulsion system, navigation system. We will shortly fly an V-16 air-
ratt that will be capable of any independent modes of motion. Wh- this

capability is Integrated with subsystem mtioned abow, then a sertis
question in my mind Is, "How do we specify the flying qualities?" With
all due respect to John Hodgkinson, I don't believe the equivalent system
concept will be adequate. Finally. I would like to share with you some
obarVcIOnS about this specific meting. One of the stated purposes of this
syposium Is to bring the handling qualities and flight control specialists
togethter in the same room. But are we thinking together about the subject
at haxnd? A cursory review of the two standards documnts indicates that
both specifications set requirements on airplane response to control system
tdilure. While theme requirements do not mes to be in conflict, and
although they could be lacking proper coordination in filling n the bLanks,
thev Jo t.nd to be confusing because of the use of different terminology.
AnO wh-, ., Ve hawv. to specify the sam thing in two different places?
I? L4 tsted in the preface of the Handbook that a primery objective of
tkie 4n:.-Standard and Handbook Is to accomodate highly augmented airplanes.
Afc,,r roing through sowe of the documats, I'm afraid that result my
.ncoirigt contractors to offer highly augnted airplanes. It will take
a great deal of skill and Judgwnt (there's that word l§Mt spin) to
fill in the blanks so that on the one hand, reasonable assutance of adequate
fRyin. qualities exists while on the other, we can allow for proper flexibility
during negotiation and procuremnt process. Somewhere In this process,
we a,,-t examine the impact on program cost. Shoving compliance with all the
requir.'wnt% is no trivial mtter.

In conclusion. I'd like to share with you soe thoughts I haw about
eronautical technology as a discipline. I beliew that we are at a

cruciA.i point in the evolution of this technology as far as ammmed aircraft
are concerned. I'm speaking primrily of military aircraft, tactical air-
craft. We are meting here for three and a half days to review specifications
that miv be obsolete before they are published. For example., can we really
;ep4r,,ire flying qualities and flight control? Yet, we are talking about
tvo separate documnts. How do we address other elemants of the aircraft
4wch a- the propulsion system which will be thought more and sore as part
of the flight control? I don't know how many are representing engine
companies here today. An interesting question, "Now mNy here repre st
engine companies today?" Yet, we're talking about that as a part of flight
control. How do they feel about that? How are we going to git them in
bed with us? How do we cope with design concepts of the future such as
independent modes of motion and Integrated control. These M perplexing
qiuetions, and underlying all of them i the growing ftellag that mybe
we have to take a new look at what constitutes flight control criteria.
I hope that during these next three and a half days you'll be -n

opportunity to debate them* and other questions, and through your wisdm
provide guidance for future directions in this technology. Think you.
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OP II G RHAmS - DIM9 BANQUt
Robtrt C. arilow, Colonel, USA

Director. Flight Dynalss Iaboratory

Good evening ladies and gentleman. CH behalt w the Flight
Dynamics Laboratory, let me wecowe you to tht F!ight Contici
Symposium Dinner Banquet.

I know that the confeencte has been a ouccoos &a tai . TMe
interface achieved in the focml s*ions and the 4A44orsil
workshops has already proven the Invaluabde progCess poesirle Wber
both the Flying Qualities end Flight Control cormpnitse, )asirtly
tackle the problems exposed by today's highly tchtnilca All Force.
I vish you continued ouccess this weqka wcmre ilRW40tsft. 3 hope
you've gained :oe valuable insight tot continud &ucct'a in your
own individual ti ponSibilitle.

It iS my distinct pleasure this *vWeing to lant oUC YOU tO .
san who is eminently qualified to addreos tt.,ib conolr'rnco. VIying
Qualities and Flight Controls watt a*Ong tto manv I'loltant
aspects of the systems the Aeronautic: Syotviek Div~tiiti Pianageo
under his leaderhip and guidance. He played a r0a4cr rcac i ttw
effort to tranSItio to sore atrea,|ined **ft at1440 s8t
specifications. In fact. it was during tlt tvr~ur as the AM&r
Commander that the principle of using the VTAfDAtD atd IANDWK*
for aircraft procureent developed. rufthbr, he fo0re'tft.d thl
research and developwmnt comaunity of the p1oblrts *sosiociad Vitb
too rapid an entrance into high-technology hardware wittout t)e
supporting data base, technical requIrements and odkasq ctitr*ia
and specifications. We in the Flight Dynaeica Laboratory ahatv tilt

concerns.
Jame T. Stewart began his illustrious ellitaty catt it

1941 as an Aviation Cadet at rookes field# xsas. "v was
commissioned in the United States Atr#V Air Corpa Pei".vetI arnd
aw.-dvd wings in 194Z. #te obtained his bachelorc Degree in
Aeronautics ( o the University of Michigan abd later hig Mastutr
of Business Adinitration (fro George uashinqton LivJersty.

General Stewart held varying reaponsibilitiet during Woatd
Wt l. Se transitioned to the S-I, becami an Instructor Pilet,
and later commanded the S6t0 bomadtis'int Squadron. ngland. 1e
completed two combat touts during his Eutopean assigqruent.

After returning to the statese General Stewart continued to
affect aircraft development and opetational use, pioneering let
aircraft piloting techniques for long-range cruise and
dive-bombing. His abilities led hie overseas again, this time to
the Pat tostetn Air Force Headqtrtets. okyo, where e was a key
planner in P-S4 niucleat delivery capability.

Gentral Stewart retutned to Air Force ea uattets fot
several positions before being assigned to the Office of the
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Is ~ #4 uitteing desanded ftic flight Control Systems and
V~ytmq Qwalitee. in term# uta perfection across the flight
envelop*. that insuafficient attention ib focused on the primary
*tssioo7 To dig#*&*, the worst agpiant I ever encountered, as fdar
as lp#Am~ty *tasic. flying qualities were concerned, was the C-125
As~ault ?w~napogt toi the late 1940s. The C-125 was a high-wing,
1t**ds4a eel-sotg eonfiguraticn, with an bit loadinq ramp ala
tio. C-146. TMe C-MZ genecally set the stability and control
goqeutmento of Asay 0119 Spec C-1615--in normal take-offE and
leadings. tin climb at about 120 knots, and In cruise at a zippy
148 Ist. Patout~u~tely. at assault landing speeds, with power
*a,, it MOd vistually no ptt-otall warning, and would unexpectedly
"uit tlying witb waptedictable violent departureb. N~onec Li the
%*vb~t bifld&i6 fixes. sue osi air quid@&, ait fences, stall strips
of fillets voted any of it*6 deadly characteristics; and the 25 or
)0 C-1150 built veto fia'lly cansignevd to the Mechanics School at
$**pp*#a. tt enough attention wa# paid to flying characteristics
in the 96 Imay *loion~e tact of tlte flight envelope.

Pais to the coftotns. A~s a tong-time pilot, I'm del ighted to
So* mere ottenttof frruood on wctowde and tasks. Put desiqners

aboudootbevoe o vnofos5d in these sub)*cts that insi~ficient
atteatioo io paid to h4; Ith* pilot'*) strong end weak attributes.
tot **ample& the buea9t btrairs digoato visual cuts ve-ry w~ell. Sound
inputo at* a distant oeicod. ar'd you CA" pretty well forget about
the t aqt t"e bo"An sontrs.

The £ommopity toese to tt focusing on a singl~e
*pitcetonlsaadrd tot all aircraft. Would life Ve Vore

mbogoebI* tot t"e reqwirements wtito.a designeri an~d evaluators
if there were five of six sepotate classes for the vaticus geritc
14ifdu of licrt?

And finally. t thirol you should be very corncernd about tht
ap*11cotloo of te MIL-POlNt forsetted specification. The concept
of bving a Shopping list that covers the waterfront, andi then
selecting Itce that list. and filling in the blanks to tailor a
flying qwlitls/flight control syste* Sec to each new system is
gret. D&OOmewr t"e applicotion isrn't all that POSY.

t would tweind you of the 327, seties of Air rorce Regulations
oSystem Progra NAftgement. About 20 years ago, they grew oat of

Soid were dwsiqrod to guide systes acquisitions as complex as the
1CI Program.. Ite coocept--sound familiar? -- was to selectively
tailot the. tot oysteme of lesser prograss. The only problem was
tbet meet Directao of lesser program didn't have the depth of
**parieoct required to do selective tailoring, so they applied the
waole inet. I sboldn't have to tell you what the results were in

ftl. tbe old familiar Timex tells we I have danced away most
of my allotted time. $ot in closing, let me just offer a couple of
obetwat ions.
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On the one hand, I stand in absolute awe at the knowledge,
te capabilities and the possibilities in the flying
qualities/flight control system arena. And what you are doing in
youg Symposium is important to further advancement. But, on the
4tbeg hand, were I the Commander of ASD at this moment, I would be
concerned about guarding against sophistication for
%ophiatication's sake.

What it all adds up to is a tough road ahead for most of you
kese--a never ending series of difficult choices between
*equireaents, capabilities and costs.

Speaking of difficult choices brings to mind the young fellow
*V.'e wealthy aunt in Brazil died and named him a principal heir.
w. sold everything and went to Brazil for the reading of the will.
TU will stipulated that he had his choice of her coffee
pln&ntotln or her nut farm. He chose nuts. Shortly thereafter, the
ptice of coffee tripled and the bottom fell out of the nut market.
Oo toot everything. He sold his new, gold Seiko to buy an airline
ticket back to the States. At the airport, he had to choose
b*etuot Los Angeles and New York as a destination. He chose Los
A~oles. The New York plane was a brand-new Boeing 747. The Los
A"qelos plane was a 1928 Ford Trimotor--which incidentally had
twooo"bly good flying qualities, and a very simple, reliable and
Low-cost flight control system. Well, over the Andes, an outboard
wqine fell off and the over-loaded Ford began to lose altitude.
out "to made his way forward to the cockpit, and offered to bail

Sto lighten the aircraft if the pilot would give him a
V*achute.

009,0 said the pilot, "but anyone who bails out of this
*trplanv has to wear two parachutes!"

So. he buckled them on and jumped. He decided to use the seat
Vac and yanked the ripcord handle. But, alas, the cable was
tusted and pulled apart. Frantically, he pulled the chest-pack
tipcord. That parachute came out and blossomed. But, almost
immediately, the rotted shroud lines parted, and he plummeted
tewotd the earth. Somewhat desperate at this turn of events, he
frantically screamed out,

*St rtancisl Save me! Save me!"

A great hand reached down from the sky, grasped him by the
wrist, and gently stopped his death plunge toward the rocks below.
Ada deep, pleasant voice inquired,

*St Francis Xavier, or St Francis of Assisi?"

?bank you again--my pleasure to have been here tonight.
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN FLIGHT CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

Marie Hewett
Northrop Corporation
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alrrft. A primary objective of the Standard/andbook development was

to establts a forest wich mould allow the inclusion of criteria appro-

priate to hiskly augmented aircraft.

TIe KILo-rOS forest was Judged to be unacceptable because the

estting criteria are organized according to classical aircraft "modes"

soh s phuagold, aort period, etc. For ougmented aircraft these modes

are freq, #tly suppressed, "king it impossible to characterize aircraft

respos oe acording to specific modes. Ilence. we have reorganized the

egeesticution t ferm of responses along and about the aircraft axes.

Itt ctnis Proposed organtiactoo, the sequence of major topics in the

#sadlrd ae, ma ftollows

I) flt* Qlllty Itequrements for Pitch Axis

) rly1* Q4aity Requirements for Vertical Flight
path Axis

) flg OQalty Itequireents for Longitudinal
(Spee) Axls

4) Flylog Qality Requifements for iol1 Axis

S) Flylog Qoality Requireumta for Taw Axis

Ci flying Qwsity Requlreaents for Lateral Flight
Path CIl

1) fltlnt 9sality lequirements for Combined Axes

3) 11*ln 9uailty Requireent Io Stalle, Depsr-

t-Vtot. *a spinsI

linen oo e cootrol power, pilot-Induced oscillation, trim authority,

euilrsi ftret., #d flplacese to would all be covered under the appro-

ptriqe pe4jIrg ftot eeO. axis of motion. Thie approach IS applicable to

all t "e o1 elrcalt (i.e., all aircraft have 6 degrees of freedou),

m*W hrpfwliy wilt o* application of future research results more

direct.

w& %w" departed ftme the orgaizsation by axis for stalls, depar-

totes, en opine beomes of the volque character snd strong interaxis

CkM10ti06 that etally eWlets In this flight regime. In the draft

0# t%* StaedaRd boe&, stalls, departures, and spins vere

llee tidedwdet *CW" te4 8ss"*. Nowver, this al'oroach seemed somewhat
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.a.., .'., '4 sop4rate section is felt to be warranted for such an

.t 4 erIabe Uela tor Airplane Normal States

r.o s w r part the KIL-F-8785C flying quality criteria are

lwi Z ,sI. I~eew "eve!s" of acceptability corresponding to the fol-

L ftrie qualities clearly adequate for the mission

'rt :i 0%ae. Aircraft is satisfactory withoutI

.j #lft# qualities adequste to accomplish the mission
ftf.,i-. Phase. but some increase in pilot workload

or gro4ation In mission effectiveness, or both,

g.*V.*. Aireraft deficiencies warrant improvement.

,is-.: 9,<f- q*Ittles such that the airplane can be

ea.tirlled safely. but pilot workload is excessive

-t O effectiveness is inadequate, or both.
pgarft A flight Phases can be terminated safely,

.-. ,;ory 8 and C Flight Phases can be com-
i;:PI4. Aircraft deficiencies require improvement.

, ..* -*. **- a. fte flyln quality boundaries were obtained by fair-

., c, ,9 io, pf-lr-harper pilot rating. Hence it was neces-

S..-. , #t.'i im definitions between the Cooper-Harper scale

i * ,-o; 4.i*imtlo". Typically, a Cooper-Harper pilot rating of 1

-. h. ; ~ .w *L-rel 1, a Cooper-Harper rating between 3-1/2 and 6-1/2

., ;-,: , ,*d a Cooper-Harper rating between 6-1/2 and 9-1/2

* o. i' e !4std.'Randbook, allowance is made for using the

*, .e ditectly as the definition of Flying Quality Levels

*%, or n#. ;. otte, the procuring activity has the option of apply-

.s 1io **'P* ;e#l dofiwnticns or the Fig. 1 scale for various criteria

it v €.. oow-i-et. it is our opinion that use of the Cooper-

**r'Vct avee taalts is a sore consistent set of requirements. This

, s-et* t vttant fct-r when compliance is to be shown via demon-

• .-.. ' , f *,t w* t ltaria and by analysis on others.
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It is expected that flying qualities will degrade with increasing

atmospheric disturbances and/or airplane failure states. To account for

this, the Levels wiii be adjusted as a function of turbulence magnitude

and aircraft failure states. These adjustments to the definition of

flying quality Levels are to be used for those requirements where numer-

ical values are not specifically stated. The adjusted Level definitions

should not be construed as a recommendation to degrade flying qualities

with increasing values of atmospheric disturbances. The effect of

atmospheric turbulence on Levels is discussed in the following section.

3. Allowable Degradations In Flying Qualities
In Turbulence (Not covered in MIL-F-8785C;
Para. 4.3 in Standard)

The intent of this requirement is to insure that atmospheric turbu-

lence is accounted for in a reasonable way. The adjustments in Level

definitions are presented both in terms of adjectival phrases and

Cooper-Harper pilot ratings in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. The defi-

nitions that use pilot ratings allow a more fine-grained distinction.

This has been utilized to define a more appropriate degradation in

flying qualities with turbulence. For e"ample, the Level I definition

in Moderate turbulence is 5-1/2 (as opposed to 6-1/2). The rationale

for this is summarized as follows:

* Adequate performance should be obtainable with

considerable compensation; extensive compensation

is felt to be excessive for flight in moderate
turbulence (see Fig. 1).

* During a several-year simulation effort to

develop STOL airworthiness criteria for the FAA

the evaluation pilots generally agreed that 5-1/2

represented adequate safety for normal operation
(the standard a u used in that simulation was
4.5 ft/sec).g

A Cooper-Harper rating of 7-1/2 was assigned to "severe" turbulence

f or Level 1 (see Table 2). This choice was based on the rationale that

according to Table 3 control Is momentarily lost in severe turbulence.

This seems consistent with a pilot rating of 7-1/2 (Fig. 1), which is

between "controllability not In question" and "considerable pilot
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roe foil *atlai vem r~oltremosts of this paragraph are written In
go#" a# sim go ",blow a crat.ang 1 t bank &%&Is of 25 do& or

sm** %hog so. tho ep orvesond to large-cOst rl-iqut *aus. The
es0r aepl)S; reqvireeaw dealing with rotl repe*" for svil inputs

to OGMed to 3,5.4. Ouaserity of bli hepo"S to ftll Controller," a

pei qulitative rfoleronses. Mei to 4 shortcoming In KIL-F-87SSC

aid to the Slaedad. A 444d ftr MSquatitttv masure to assure

oseeptable mill mmosm for eml.q tine imputs to needed. Such a mea-

I& e m wely swllabl.. Nowsver design uatdace bsed on

Oema 0luwotetoI provided.

too#1 rollemes vtj has ame" tovad to beea problon. Skoever, the

spo of ki*% Paso 1410 sether tip smnd ma-etetio" systems

fCAS* %do 1ee to powe with sroe sensitivity for snall inputs.
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#90" of Maee PC it84 o emal Inuts via a nonlinear stick

9*401*0 "tsw". 011iek sibtweta wre cmely found on recent oug-
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ro~stm~ithea t 40#10 their EItlng4 characteristics. Nowever.

le5I~gto pieie bo" b so eSverie" with specific aircraft.

tne wet ioe 11tftst my f1tedb deling"* huteceri. sholobe

tow I the to"g tern it 1A OeW episle that a sn direct tonnaection

bemee the 0amn OmlGO the 1W~qir"Wate to rquired. With the recent

"Vmm"e to dfaebt io t0~10"q~, sod better understanings of pilot

WOVIlsed m0 et. It to beteSing M"r practical to OhWW compliance
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vie ~uueh0 uthe mt Val being to retain quantitative cri-
9Swv ew U eelp pideace sad to relegate compliance to simulation and
#1404 9ee9. later* swch an qprech Is viable the follow-Ing uignif 1-
sasS WM ad .eeeer~ seed to be accomplished.

* 08U bubla aMihdeogU for defining task a1.-
" aof setas @eguesta.

Malls wtiteal disturbeeces, for each task ale-
40

Nobsab msbeidlgy for mormaliuing pilots,,
ibis Is, Owe1 tllvift Item should be trans-

a) tarprealom of the pilot voting
fee Ing "aIe

* buabliab simUator requirements for every
6sfined Cask elemnta where simulation is pro-

No) Inerueeto
3) Visal syse

Ues uto** ars foridable, ad are not expected to be resolved for

a omaodrabl. period of tim. to the Interim, we must continue to
oqede the pinatitative flying quality criteria. The lessons learned

fraw this samelse should provide the answers to many of the above areas

of waeereN. Seedlog to a truly miasion-oriented spocification.

S. Nstemeea, David Je. Robert J. Woodcock, and Timothy P. Sweeney,
~IMaKcseom sad Status of the Proposed Rtevision (1978) to NIL-F-
1M2.*, Proeenag of AM~E 71ring Oualities Symnosium Held at

$gtht 1st RUnnrity 12-t3 Sentember 1978p AIFL-TR-78-l71,
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COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

Tomn Cord, FDL: How does the Cooper-Harper means of defining flying qualities
levels account for the adequate/desirable performance requirement?

Answer: It is possible to tie in the Cooper-Harper definitions with the
more mission-oriented tone of the Standard and Handbook.

Naval Test Center: What is an adequate sample size for pilots?

Answer: More work is required for this issue to be resolved. Currently,
three (3) seems to be a minimum.

Sam Craig: We need to make sure that an interface to crew station and
human factors engineering exilsts as we move to a more mission-oriented
approach and task definitions.

Tom Black, OSU: How do we account for turbulence response changes which
are a function of aircraft design and physical paramters (wing
loading, e.g. , etc).

Answer: Evaluate total airplane response. Ride quality could possibly be
tied in with performance.

John Schuler, Boeing: The Cooper-Harper rating of 9j corresponding to the
upper boundary of Level 3 seems high. 81 seems to be a better value.

Answer: Good point.
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AN ASSESSMENT OF MILITARY FLYING QUALITIES:
A LOOK AT DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE FUTURE

Stanley G. Fuller, Captain, USAF
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories

Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio

BACKGROUND

In 1979, the Flight Dynamics Laboratory began a contracted
effort vith Systems Technology, Incorporated (STI) revising and
updating MIL-F-8785C, "Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes"
(Ref 1). The new format is to be consistent with guidelines set by
the Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD). We will provide a choice
of requirement forms and numerical values. Since specifications
are to be only for hardware (e.g., the flight control system) the
flying qualities requirements have been re-designated a
NIL-Standard. A supporting NIL-Handbook accompanies it. Draft
versions of the documents (Ref 2) were completed and revieved by
both government and industry representatives. The Air Force review
began in late 1981 vith AFWAL and ASD representatives. Findings
viii be combined and used by STI to complete an AFVAL Technical
Report covering their work under this contract. This final report
will be the foundation for a later tri-service review (Fall 1982)
leading to a new NIL-Standard and NIL-Handbook, "Flying Qualities
of Air Vehicles." This paper summarises important findings end
recommendations of the AFWAL/ASD review, mostly dealing with the
structure of the specification or generalities concerning the
requirements. It also highlights areas of emphasis which were
discussed during the symposium.

ORGANIZATIONAL FORKAT

The transition to a new format or method of specifying flying
qualities requirements naturally leads to confusion snd some
misapplication of the intent and detail of the requirenets. ence
such a transition must be made as smooth and straightforward as
possible. Already there is a recognised and documented werimees of
the new Standard and tandbook style. Industry snd government
representatives may be apprehensive that some mew requiresests say
overly restrict design, not assure mission capability, be too
complex, voluminous, difficult to understond or to apply, sot
well-founded or substantiated.... Some are mot ready for a
massive restructuring of either the documents or their ov
familiar flying qualities perceptions.

In 1976, the Office of Management and Budget isseed Circular
A-109 (Ref 3), statim that mission needs tather than teebieeel
requirements would govern future procurements. As applietion of
this circular to their Standards and Specificationo syste bee led
to the NIL-$tandard/gpecification and NIL-tasdbok style vbieb
calls for the sew documents to be orgaaieed with several critical
governing objectives in mind (Ref 4W),
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The Air Fe$t review ge$ concludod their evaluation of the
SI dwesi Sieodoed nd Seedbook after spending nearly three months
to desesld diecoosieso eod appraisal. Their fiedings were

a. Sytse*e Tecbselog,. Iscorporated is to be commended for
sbeiw effect* is uessroctuintg end ormaing the military flying
qeeltsies reqoiresesto into e NIL-Itandard end landbook. The
desteied deeceipt4ose berein &nd the mere volume of the documents
*%less go he stops, of ehe effort.

b. SPUWL'e Wlagb Syosmice Laboratory. specifically the
Piptag Qe.aliies Creep of she Flight Control Division acts
offesuetly to coJeoctios vitb she Flight Stability and Control
Sioep of %be ateeanieicel Systems DlvieLos to measee the flying
qealaslee opocufaeeeio end its roqeireueste. It io responsible
foe bolb Oe eolevee e and &he currency of the requiremests, and
me see to is %bat she scepe of &he requirements are adequate for
(ete eaq*loisleoo. to order to accomplish this tesk effectively,
it to impeotsive %hat feedback from industry end government users
60 b seloed as 0 timely basis. Further, more in-depth
eionme6ieetIeo be*een flyi4g quelities end flight control system

eoSIeeefe SeeS often,.

s. ftmeetoe tocnbical areas were bigblighted which need
fwetesb reeeereh. Some of these areas are the Subjects of
pbeeoee-day i-be**e sod conetected Flight Dynamic* Laboratory
effeee. tese ate ebjects of other contracted and in-bouse
e#eeeeb ottettoe Pevy, Army* SA46, etc. Some were discussed
dating the epeele. Pinally, otbers are is need of initial
teeeob eftoetse. Impertant arote mentiooed by the review team,
with some #test of torront wFponsored work indicated
pe5esetally ee•

I. SeqeiteeGte for aircraft having
ein-degeee-ef-feedeo control (sea also

1. **eable siterat| configurations and
eeoased *totic stability effects (nee else

1. Pilot staties locatie snd related effects
(ne otots *I**&?L-7rl-81-31l8)

4. lideetieh testllnr reqoirements (see also
iMLPYrTI9-11 to

S. Pote* gradienta compatible fer me sad
9mo pilots (cetretly mndet stndy by the 9S
&it Petee Leremedical leseareb Laboratory at

Wtigbt-Pettet~o Air Vece lose. A strength

etacdatd is eurreetly being ceeidered by AV
o~aeees t •)



6. Requirements for aircraft which fly in
specialized portions of the flight envelope
such as STOL

7. Lateral-Directional dynamics: better
definition and broader data base (see also
AFWAL-TR-81-3171)

9. Further development of alternate criteria

10. Time domain criteria

It is hoped that this partial listing of critical flying qualities
research areas will become the subject of much future effort as ye
strive to develop design criteria for the future.

To further the usefulness and impact of the flying qualities
requirements, the groundwork for an Air Force validation study is
being laid. This study will go beyond comparing a present-day
aircraft with the requirements. Rather, it will task the
contractor to identify the critical requirements which drove
either the cost or the performance in the development of a
vehicle. Costs and benefits of either meeting or not meeting the
requirements will then be identified through the use of simulation
or flight test data. The object will be to identify the
cost-effectiveness of the flying qualities requirements and the
most important contributors to a vehicle's design.

CONCLUSION

The events, papers and discussions of the "Design Criteria
for the Future of Flight Controls" Symposium have been of great
value to all participants. They will directly impact the future
usefulness and application of the new NIL-Standard and Randbook,
"Flying Qualities of Air Vehicles." Our driving goal is to design
and build aircraft with superior mission effectiveness. It is
imperative that we, the engineers from both industry and the
government, work together to attain this difficult, but achievable
goal.
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PLIGHT CONTROL TO SATISFY FLYING QUALITIES

E. G. Rynaski
Arvin/Calspan Corporation
Advanced Technology Center

INTRODUCTION

In the past, there has been a tendency to define flying qualities
criteria independently of the methods used to design flight control systems
that are to satisfy those flying qualities requirements. As a result, the
flight control system designer has had to design to criteria that only nomi-
nally and incompletely considered the dynoiic or other effects of a flight
control systcm (as in NIL-F-S78SB) or has hb4 to use criteria that were never
adequately verified or improved using experimental flight test methods (as in
C*WJ). The result has been flight control systems that satisfy the letter
rather than the intent of the criteria or are nearly totally dependent on
ground-based simulation for validation and evaluation. This has led to a suc-
cession of aircraft, starting with the F-Ill (when quantitative requirements
were first imposed) to the P-18 that have had problems relating in one way
or another to flying qualities.

The purpose of this paper is to take a look at flying qualities from
the flight control point of view. An attempt is made to assess the flying
qualities requirements as they now exist and to try to suggest areas of the
specifications that might be improved, or the format changed to decrease the
possibility of misinterpretation by the flight control system designer.
Finally. flight control system design methods that my oe used to design sys-
tems are suggested that can satisfy flying qualities specifications as they
now exist.

FLYING QUALITIES IUQUIR8IENTS

NIL-P-878S(ASG) (Reference 1) is the classical flying qualities spec-
ification that sumnarizes and formalizes the lessons learned from a decade of
simulator, and nore importantly, experimental flight test using variable sta-
bility aircraft dedicated specifically to the definition of the specification.
The language of the specification is that of the flight dynamicist and stresses
such classical requirements as short period and Dutch roll natural frequency
and damping ratios, eigenvector relationships such as #/B and, of course, static
or steady state requirements such as stick force per "8."

Often the flight control system designers tended to ignore the
specification because the control system design techniques used, mainly
lode plot and root locus methods, stressed the use of compensation net-
works. Often these compensation networks were well within the passband of
the vehicle dynamics itself, therefore giving rise to a higher order system re-
sponse with significant residues in the compensation network poles excited by
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the pilot during normal maneuvering. Because MIL-F-87855 did not address this
problem, the next step was to evaluate the system using ground based simulators.
Ground based simulators have notion ad visual scene restrictions which have
not predicted the PlO tendencies of the real aircraft. Perhaps the linear no-
tion restrictions have led to concentration on th. angular pitching motions of
the vehicle. The problem is that when the pilot pulls back on the stick, he
expects the vehicle to accelerate upward and change flight path, a most funda-
mental method of flying an aircraft. This basic vehicle aerodynamic behavior
is generally not reproduced accurately on a ground based simulator. When
coupled with a realization that no ground based simulator can reproduce the
visual scene with absolute fidelity, the result has been control system de-
signs with less than optimm flying qualities.

EQUIVALENT SYSTEM APPROACH TO FLYING QUALITIES EVALUATION

In an apparent attempt to make use of the many years of experimental
research results embodied in 878SB, the next version of the flying qualities
specification, MIL-P-878SC (Reference 2 ) made reference to an equivalent
short period frequency and damping ratio. This subtle change in requirments
appeared to be in deference to research being conducted by McDonell-Douglas
(Reference 3 ,4 ) in which it was proposed to assess the flying qualities of an
aircraft having a dynamically complex, high order flight control/airfrae
combination by approximating the high order system with a low order model.
The flying qualities compliance evaluation would then be with respect to the
lower urder approximation, not the original system. Thc form of the proposed
lower order model was given at that time by

KF e _A--- + 1

In a noe by Anaski (Reference S). a number of possible problems
associated with the mathemtical model of Equation (1) and proposed analysis
method were cited. Among these were:

1. The mathematical model did not contain a phugoid mode. Phugoid
dynamics were easily evaluated from MIL-F-88SB.

2. Most control systems contained a prefilter or comand augmenta-
tion compensation network. This kind of lag is generally assoc-
iated with both analog and digital systems, while the transport
delay is more often attributed to digital systems. both can
be evaluated but they are different in nature and effect and a
differentiation should be mde.

3. An equivalent system match should be made of L (a) and L 'e)

or a (a) simultaneously because the short period of an airplaeP
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represented motions of two degrees of freedom of notion, while
Equation (1) could imply that the aircraft may change pitch angle
without a flight path change.

4. Time domain techniques of parameter identification are equally as

accurate as frequency domain methods, require less flight time to
gather data and do not require a Fourier transform pre-analysis
step.

S. The zero of the pitch transfer funclion(2/T 0 )should not be

allowed to be "free" because this zero would always be equal to

a , +Z- in an aircraft that had coupled pitch-heave motions to a

pilot co mand input, which results in the same short period natur-

al frequency end damping ratio for qPa (a) and a/Pr (a) responses

of the vehicle.

With the exception of item 4, the proposed NIL Standard revision to

NIL-F-878SC addresses each of the points listed above, but the 
inclusion of these

provisions leads to other problems that will be encountered when attempting to

use the equivalent system method of flying qualities evaluation.

EQUIVALENT SYSTEMS FROM A PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION VIEWPOINT

Four axioms of parameter- dentification have a significant effect on

the results and should, therefore, be considered carefully.

0 otions - or input design
M Models - general form of the equations of motion

* Measurements - how many and which sensors?
e Methods - time or frequency domain

Motions and Models

The model form is incorrect by design. This means that the parameters

of the equivalent system will then be very heavily dependent upon the input de-

sign, i .e. the motions of the vehicle that are to be used to extract the param-

eters of the equivalent system (see Reference 6, for instance). This means that

the values of the parameters of the equivalent system that best match the vehicle

response will be different for ouch and every different input time history

injected by the pilot. In the frequency domain, this can be explained by noting

that each input has a frequency spectrum associated with it, resulting in a

different signal/noise ratio at each frequency and, therefore, a different

measurement and plant noise covariance matrix. If the model form were exact.

the band-limited white noise spectrum proposed for parameter identification

would be close to optimum .
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In an equivalent system analysis for short-period flying qualities
evaluation, pitch rate and angle of attack models should be used rather than
pitch rate and normal acceleration. There are three reasons for this:

1. The nt a ) response is station-dependent and nonminimum phase aft
of the vehicle center of percussion.

2. Rotation corrections to angle of attack vane measurements X

can be made using pitch rate measurements but n . measurement

corrections should be made using the output of a rotary acceler-
ometer.

3. Pitch rate and angle of attack are almost always Minimum
phase responses of the aircraft. This means that only amplitude
matches are required; the phase angle that goes along with the
resulting amplitude match, within the passband of considered
data, is automatically defined by the Hilbert transformation.

Measurements

The NIL-Standard backup document includes an equivalent phugoid mode.
In order to have a chance at an identification of a phugold mode simultaneously
with pitch and heave modes, at least three independent measurements, one for
each degree of freedom of motion, are required. Otherwise, pole-zero cancel-
lation or linear dependency problems can occur, particularly if the aircraft
is heavily augmented. Because pitch angle and pitch rate are not usually suf-
ficiently independent to enhance identifiability, a measurement of velocity
change is usually required. The identification problem then becomes one of
trying to decide how to weight the pitching motions to the heave motions to
the velocity change motions of the vehicle. Not only is this problem not do-
fined, it isn't even discussed in the MIL-Standard backup document.

Methods

Good alternatives to the frequency domain parameter identification
method directed by the MIL-Standard handbook are available along with the free
computer programs to perform the parameter extractions. Using t ime domain
methods such as maximum likelihood, the actual pilot's inputs can be used,
resulting in less flight time and semi-automatic weighting of the errors with
no requirement for pro-processing, i.e., Fourier transform analysis. Because
the results are obtainable in either transfer function or stability derivative
form, an instant check with a time history or frequency domain envelope is
possible. Finally, a transport lag is more easily and precisely defined in the
time domain. There is no reason to exclude time domain parameter idwntifica-
tion methods in equivalent system investigations and computer programs capable
of doing the job both ways should be provided.
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Specific Equivalent System Pitfalls

Figure I shows Bode plots that can be obtained from an aircraft that
exhibits significant aeroelastic effects and the time histories that can result
from the actual or equivalent system represented by the Bode plots. The Bode
plots indicate that the rate gyro and normal accelerometer are likely co-located
near an antinode of the lower frequency elastic mode shape. Because the signal
picked up by the accelerometer is proportional to the mode shape while the rate
gyro senses the derivative of the mode shape, a significant resonance of the
response is evident in the accelerometer but not the rate gyro. The equivalent
natural frequency of the pitch response would be quite different from that of
the normal acceleration. In a case such as this, the signature of the n8 error,

as shown in the time history response on thc right in the figure, would be criti-
cal to the analyst in trying to assess the flying qualities. An equivalent
system would mask these effects.

Not only will higher order system effects reduce the usefulness of
equivalert systems, but lower order effects can also create problems. The equiv-
alent system approach to flying qualities evaluation becomes questionable when
some dynamics of the system become marginally observable, and this can happen
with systems exhibiting behavior less than the fundamental second order. Con-
sider the fundamental two-degree-of-freedon equations of motion given byA r '*1"-]F,' 1 r',.]

1t _ q [ 6 (CJ (2)
i at) af Z-JG(t) [0V 1 (6

with a feedback control law

Incorporating the control law yields the closed-loop equations

K 1 'Vl Ma - X:2 6 ] N][OW]) I z a (9 0,' 0

(4)
which yields the characteristic polynomial

a(*) a (,-t q(e-Z 0  ""a- M6 N (S)
a a

in which (8-M7#KI 6 ) represents the pitching mode, (@-Z.) the heave or flight

path mooe while the term N0 -KgN. represents coupling between the flight path

and pitching modes of motion of tde aircraft.

The transfer functions relating the output response variables to the
stick comand input are given by
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qN 6 0(e-Z) 6  N Z
A( . W ) 67 a 7

000 0 )6 oM

The transfer functions show that I/To *Z and that in the steady

state the attitude of the aircraft is perpendicilar to the radius of curvature
of a pullup maneuver.

If the feedback gain is chosen to decouple the flight path and pitch

modes of motion, i.e., if is chosen such that Nk - '6 0, X 'A C
12 6 2 N 0-C "a

the transfer functions become

"o 0" " +9 ' 6 [e) - ,. s ,,.J +Ko
M6 %

a 0 aeo a 0

ooIn this case, - - (a) exhibits a first-order response to an elevator
6e

command input and I/T does not exist, so the argument of I/, fixed or free

is moot. The system is still second order and, in fact, all the dynamic param-
eters can be identified from the a(fJ or 4(t) response of the system which al-
ways lags the pitch rate response by the term defined by the flight path mode.

Flight path and pitch rate response to a pilot stick command input
can be made identical by feedback to a direct lift device from the output of
a pitch rate gyro. i.e.

6a . -K'9(V (8)

yielding the closed loop equations of motion

4(t) 1-X4Z Z.J e t) (9)

which yields the characteristic polynomial
a(1) - (a-N Jd'eZ a N(1-k (10)
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and transfer functions

N6 (0-201) N6 1-1 2 Z6  N6 X2 IZ

which shows that the flight.path no longer lags the pitch rate by the flight
path mode term &-%. The 10° (s) response has a numerator zero, different from

Ze. This term should be included in the lower order equivalent systems model.

If the pitch rate feedback to the direct lift device was chosen to
decouple the pitch and path modes of notion, i.e., if -1 a0Z6  - 0, i.0.,

X21 - I/z6 , the transfer functions become 
a

a N6

This equation shows that pitch attitude is perpendicular to the radius
of curvature both dynamically and statically, but neither 1/,0 nor % appears
to exist in the response of the aircraft to a pitch stick comnd input. So
again, the question of whether JA 9 is free or fixed is moot.

The system, however, is still second order and in this case, the
remainder of the system dynamics are not observable unless the response to a
command to the direct lift device is ourod. In this case, the transfer
functions relating pitch rate and angle of attack to a direct lift command
become

-ZZ (1

6 (-N) )-Z ) 6, -
% q a %0 0

The pitch rate response lags the angle of attack response by the pitch mode
term a- . A dilems, therefore, exists for the flying qualities analyst try-

9
in% to define a mthematical form of an equivalent system involving the short
period response approximtion of an aircraft that can be coemmanded by a soent-
producing or a direct lift force-producing device.

DMSIGN fMlOS IAT DO NOT iuInUTLY INCREASE OMIR

Because the flying qualities of low order systems have bee reasonably
well mapped and because low order appears to be desirable, it seems well worth
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while to investigate the use of those design techniques that do not inherently
increase the order of closed loop systems. It is true that hardware realities
such as actuators, sensors and structural mode filters will always result in a
higher order system. but the design can be such that these elements contribute
little within the pilot passband of interest. In fact, an airplane is struc-
turally elastic, so the aircraft is always of infinite order, but the limited
bandwidth of command excitation is such that the higher frequency modes are
seldom excited to the extent that they have significant effect on the flying
qualities (not ride qualities) of the vehicle.

Control system desigusing any time domain, state space oriented
method will not inherently increase the order of the closed-loop system compared
to the bare airframe open-loop system. Basically, this is because the control
law consists only of non-energy storage feedback gains. Among the more promis-
ing methous of control system design to satisfy flying qualities are:

1. Linear optimal control
2. Model-following methods
3. Pole placement/pole-zero placement methods
4. Robust observer techniques.

Linear Optimal Control

The basic properties of linear optimal methods as applied to flight
control were described in detail in Reference 8 and repeated in different form
and notation in many subsequent studies. The basic characteristic of linear
optimal control is that whatever response variable or variables are included in
the performance index tend toward the response of a Butterworth filter as the
weighting of the response variable with respect to the control power is made
very high. For aircraft control, it then becomes important to recognize or
define those motion variables or time histories that may respond in the smooth
and well behaved mamner of a Butterworth filter responds. To illustrate, con-
sider, as shown in Figure S (Reference 9 ) the two performance indices, the
resulting migration of the closed-loop poles of the two degree-of-frodom
aircraft representation as the weighting on the output variable becomes large
with respect to the input and the resulting responses of the aircraft to a
pilot step comand input.

As shown in the sketch, the use of performance index (I) will lead to
a response in angle of attack approaching that of a second order Butterworth
filter while the use of performance index (2) will lead to a first-order re-
sponse in pitch rate as the ratio q/1 becomes large. Therefore, a flight con-
trol system designed on the basis of the first performance index will enable
the pilot to change his angle of attack rapidly and smoothly by a stick input.
allowing for enhanced aircraft maneuverability. The second performance index
will yield an aircraft system that mnuovers sluggishly but allows for rapid
and precise pitch rate control. Any cominattio of vaables, such as C*(ti,
can be included in a performance index. However, if one recalls that C*(t
is nearly all pitch rate at low dynamic pressure flight conditions euch as land-
ing, the pilot will have difficulty accomplishing the lading maneuver if the
vehicle has low Z with a tendency to overdrive the stick and subsequent
"ballooning" should a touchdown not occur on the first try.
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MODEL FOLLOWING

Model-following methods can be used in conjunction with optimal con-
trol (References 8, 10) or they can be designed directly (Reference 11). The
model can be expressed implicitly as a weighting function of the performance
index (Reference 8) or explicitly as a command augmentation computer that cal-
culates the forces and moments to be applied to the aircraft to respond as the
model. Reference 11 defines the explicit model-following design method while
Reference 10 shows implicit model-following designs. In either case, the cqua-
tions of notion of an "ideal model" having Level I flying qualities are ex-
tracted fro& MIL-F-878S5B and , control system is designed to match the modcl re-
sponses as closely as possible. Because an airplane is completely controllable.
one model response variable can be "exactly" matched for each independent con-
trol input, so optimal control is generally an unnecessarily complex and round-
about way to get to where you know you want to go. A performance index is use-
ful mainly in those specific task-oriented situations whe * an exact model of
the desired dynamics cannot be obtained from NIL-F-878S.

POLE PLACEW MNIETDS

The flying qualities specification rather precisely defines the
range of phugoid and short period poles for Level I flying qualities. If the
open-loop poles are known and the desired closed-loop poles specified, then pole
placement techniques will directly yield the control law required for superior
flying qualities. Generally speaking, all poles can be placed with one con-
troller. If zeros are also to be placed, these must be done with a second con-
troller. ror instance. lito Q a) can be adjusted usin n a or angle of attack

feedback to a direct lift detice, while all poles can be placed using feedback
to the elevator or moment-producing device.

The most direct way to devise a control law for pole placement is
through the use of the phase variable transformation. The familiar equations
cf motion of the vehicle are expressed in matrix vector form as

z Fz 0 16e (14)

where z represents a vector of aircraft motion variables such as aO, s. a* and
0, and p and G are matrices of stability and control derivatives. A similarity
transformation r is defined to transform Equation (14) above into the phase
variable form

P LGo 60 (IS)

where r and Go are of the form
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0 1 O ... . ... . 00

0 1, 0 01

F 0 - I 0 , C 0 - ; (16)

00
0 10
°a° -a] . . . ~ .

The last row of the matrix P is formed from the characteristic

polynomial of Equation (14), i.e.:

De;-) I -FI- an + + +a2 a ... ae + a0  (17)

The transfer function matrix of the aircraft equations of motion
can be expressed as

- = 1 (18)

where a- (1 . ...... an 1] is an nxl matrix of ascending powers of the
Laplace transform variable and T is the similarity transformation. Therefore,
the rows of the matrix ? are made up of the coefficients of the numerator
coefficients of the transfer function of the response variables of the aircraft.
If a desired characteristic polynomial, obtained from the MIL-F-878S speci-
fication is given as

(a) , an + n-1 + an n-2 + aIa + a0) (19)

then the feedback control law that will yield the desired closed-loop poles,
such as short period and phugoid, is simply

6 - -1 o - a, a1 - a2 , .... a - an. Tz (20)

ROBUST OBSERVERS

The control law of Equation (20) above requires feedabck from as
many independent measurements as poles of the system. For the longitudinal-
vertical degrees of freedom of motion of the aircraft with relaxed static sta-
bility, it may be desirable to alter all four poles to meet the specification
and restore the elgenvector relationships that exist in a more conventional
aircraft. This can be done using robust output observers, a filter arrangement
that has the effect of reproducing independent measurements of the dynamics
of the airframe and, therefore, do not alter the phase and gain margins or
robustness of the closed-loop system as compared to state feedback.

The observer theory of Luenberger specifies the conditions that must
be satisfied for a filter to be an observer. The observer is of the form

a- An + By D (21)
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subject to the conditions

1) The matrix A yields a stable observer set.
2) A transformation T can be found such that 2P - AT - BH
3) G - D

where F1 G and H are defined by the linearized equations of vehicle motion

PX + GU

y Hz

A robust observer must satisfy, in addition to the above conditions,

4) The observer poles, defined from Ila-Al - 0, must be selected
from an the system transmission zeros, defined from
I.1(is-r)- Cl - 0.

5) The matrices H and 7 must constitute a nonsingular transforma-
tion N on z

such that the feedback control law can be defined as u~ - - -N [j]

If a sixth condition can be satisfied

6) TG- D-0

then the robust observer becomes a robust output observer requiring no input
measurement for realization.

The transmission zeros are the key to the design method described
above, for if the observer poles are selected from among the transmission zeros,
the residues in the observer poles are zero to a comand input. The observer
itself is then unobservable and robustness compared to state feedback is pre-
served with no increase in the order of the response of the closed-loop system
as compared to the open loop. This, then, satisfies the flying qualities
axiom that, in general, tho design technique should not introduce additional
or higher order dynamics into the system. Output observers can, of course,
be used to reconstruct a state such as the equivalent of an angle of attack
measurement from a pitch rate measurement and this can be useful for measure-
meut simplification or analytical redundancy purposes, but it is not at all
obvious that this is a most effective way to use observers.

Figures 6 and 7 show examples of robust observer configurations
that can place the poles of a statically unstable aircraft such a the AFTI-16
into the desirable short period and phugoid regions defined by NIL-F-878S.
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Figure 3 a shows an output robust observer configuration using only one meas-
urement, a rate gyro. As shown in the figure, it was necessary in this con-
figuration to integrate the rate gyro output to obtain complete dynamic sys-
tem observability. An alternative to integrating the rate gyro is shown in
Figure 3b.. in which a 6 emeasurement is used as an input to one of the ob-
server poles. It should be stressed that the two observer networks shown in
Figure 3 are only two of a possible near infinite set, and the process of going
from one configuration to another is not merely a matter of block diagram man-
ipulation.

Figure 4 shows in observer set using an angle of attack measurement
rather than a rate gyro. The 6 eaddition to the output measurement yields
complete system observability without the need to differentiate or design a
lead-lag network on the output of the angle of attack measurement, so the ob-
server network will not increase the gust sensitivity of an aircraft. In gen-
eral, all observers can be designed as lag or lag-lead networks to produce
the added benefit of attenuating the feedback signals at the structural mode
frequencies of the airplane.

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND SUMMARY

Since the introduction of MIL-F-878S8, a number of attempts have been
made to extend flying qualities requirements into a region that would permit
significant higher order system response behavior. The two major efforts,
mainly C*(t) and the equivalent systems method, have not been shown to be effec-
tive predictors. Perhaps it is possible to develop both an equivalent system
method and a response envelope time history method, but the present tools do
not appear suitable and it will be necessary to map the higher order effects
much more extensively than has been done to date. A versatile, high perfor-
mance aircraft with independent force and moment control capable of rapidly andI. accurately simulating and mapping higher order dynamics is not yet available.

The flying qualities requirements of lower order, bare airframe rigid
body dynamics are quite well known and are extensively documented. Because the
more modern state-space-oriented control methods do not inherently increase the
order of the closed-loop system as compared to the open loop, it seems that this
time period represents a natural time period to link these design methods dir-
ectly to the requirements of 141L-F-878S. A true union of flying qualities
and flight control can be achieved with much higher assurance that total com-
patibility between the disciplines can be achieved. The result can only be
superior flight control systems for the superior U.S. aircraft of the future.
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COMENTS AND QUESTIONS

Roger Hoh, STI: The equivalent systems approach may mask higher-order
modes and imply that those modes are unimportant. If a mismatch
occurs, it points out problem areas requiring further investigation.

Answer: Not necessarily. Som matches showing high values of mismatch
have proven good. The converse has also been found-lov mismetch
value, yet a very poor match. Sensor location introduces problem.

Roer Burton, NATC: Does reliable data exist which has been validated
by the equivalent system method?

Answer: Yes. The B-1 was investigated at several desip points during
the envelope expansion phase. Both the NT-33 and the C-131 TIFS were
used from an equivalent system viewpoint.
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EqUIVALENT SYSTEMS CRITERIA FOR THE rLYING QUALITIES

MIL STANDARD*

BY J. HODGKINSON AND J. R. WOOD
McDonnell kircraft Companv
McDonnell Douqlas Corporation
St. Louis, MO.

ABSTRACT

The flying qualities of fighter airplanes with modern

augmented control systems are difficult to analyze using classical

criteria. However, a new approach, the equivalent system method,

reduces the high order dynamics of these airplanes to low order

forms, which relate well to classical criteria when a recuirement

is also imposed on equivalent time delay. Recently, two develop-

ments have been proposed for the flying cualities MIL Handbook

that yield more acceptable and useful equivalents. First, Ditch

rate and normal acceleration responses should be matched simul-

taneously. This eliminates the large variations in the numerator

root of the pitch rate transfer function that can occur for nitch-

rate-only matches. Second, mismatch envelopes have been eeveloned

for 11aximum Unnoticeable Added Dynamics. These explain wh,, larqe

mismatches between high and low order systems were unnoticeable to

pilots in a variable stability NT-33 simulation. The mismatch

envelopes also emphasize the importance of a good match in the

crossover region. They can be included in the match algorithm to

oenalize poor crossover region matches.

INTRODUCTION

"Equivalent systems" are now required for the Military rlving

Qualities Specification MIL-F-8785C, Reference 1, applying to those

*Presented at the Joint Flying Qualities/Flight Controls Symposium
sponsored by AFWAL/FDL, 2-5 March 1982, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
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= 2 where (l/T02 S + 
(/ToF s  7 p 2Sp 2( )

rsp; WSO] I S2 + 2r SPSp S + WSP2

The requirements specify w as a function of n/u = - L wherePa I

V is true speed and L is the aircraft dimensional lift slope

parameter. For an augmented system, feedback to a single air-

craft control surface (e.q., elevator) cannot chanqe the numerator

term (l/T 02), which is approximately L.. This numerator term

governs response ratios. For example, flight path anqle, y, lags
I/To 2

pitch angle according to the relationship I = (I/TO2) , which is

unchanged by feedback. There is therefore an excellent arqument

for fixing the lI/T,, value in pitch matching at its true value.
2

Suppose, however, that a first order lag orefilter with a

break frequency approximating I/T,, is the only augmentation effect
2

added to an aircraft with short period flying qualities described

by the above equation. Then the short period pitch resoonse is

exactly matched by:

[S e (2)
s ESP.. WSPT

We can interpret this I/T value as being effectively

infinity, clearly not a realistic value for L . A correspondingly

large n/a can be calculated usinq true speed and the gravitational

constant. The specification requirements can then be applied, though

in this case the parameters apply only to the pitch response and

the large n/a does not define the response ratio. The specification
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requirements specifying modal parameters, i.e., time constants,

damping ratios and natural frequencies. This means that whenever

MIL-F-8785C is uned for an aircraft whose linearized mathematical

model is of high order, a matching procedure must be used to

match the response with a low order, classical-appearinq response.

The parameters of the low order system will then he compared with

the specification. The justification for this is contained in

a number of reports and papers, including the Background Informa-

tion and User Guide, Reference 2.

Recent developments which have become part of the proposed

MIL Standard and Handbook answer two primary questions which

have been raised concerning equivalent systems:

o Why do unrealistic values of a fundamental aircraft

parameter, La , occur in some equivalent systems?

o What degree of mismatch is acceotable when comnarinq

a low order equivalent aqainst its hiqh order counternart?

UNREALISTIC La VALUES

In regard to the first question, the procedure we are proposing

for the MIL Standard precludes unrealistic values. This procedure

is also suitable for the current specification. The requirements

for acceleration sensitivity and short period natural frequency,

from MIL-F-8785B and C are involved. These are important reouire-

ments because they ensure that aircraft have sufficient rapidity

in their attitude response at normal piloting frequencies.

The equivalent system form for short-term, small perturbation

response to stick force is:
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then clearly shows the flying qualities problems to be expected,

as illustrated in Figure 1. Therefore, for systems resembling

Equation (2), there is an excellent argument for allowing IT0

simply to optimize to an artificial value.

The outcome of these arguments is that matching the pitch

response alone with lIT0 2 free, though not actually misleading, is

not allowed by the proposed MIL Handbook. The pitch and normal

load factor responses are to be matched simultaneously. It will

now be demonstrated that this method usually produces the same

answers as matching pitch response alone with lIT e2fixed.

Simultaneous Matching

To demonstrate the effects of simultaneous matching, we

selected three groups of configurations from the variable stability

NT-33 experiment of Meal and Smith (Reference 3). Each of Neal and

Smith's groups had the same short period roots. We wished to focus

on the effects of short period natural frequency, so we chose

groups with good damping (nominally 0.7) and different frequencies.

These groups were 1, 2, and 8, which had frequencies of nominally

2, 5, and 16 radians/second. Within each group, Neal and Smith

added various high order terms which created configurations such as

1G, 2H, and SC.

In some cases, the added terms changed the flying qualities

drastically, even though the short period roots remained constant.

This incidentally illustrated the unsuitability of using short

period roots alone, without employing an equivalent system procedure.

We matched frequency responses of: the pitch response alone,

with and without IT 0  fixed; normal load factor alone; and both

pitch and load factor simultaneously (weighted equally, and with

ILis
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1/Te2 free). The equivalent syr.:em form was equation (1) for

pitch, and the following for nZ:

nz  Knz e nz S

s [SP; "SP(3)

For groups I and 2 we matched in the range of 0.1 to 10 rad/sec

and for group 8, 0.1 to 20 rad/sec.

When the only added high order term was the second-order

actuator (f - .7, e - 75 rad/sec) all of the matches

were of course excellent. All of the responses produced

the same values of cSp, OSpI T 6 and Tn.. However, when more laq

was added, the parameters differed. For example, confinuration

IG exhibited the changes shown in Figure 2 for pitch-alone

matching. Some of the parameter variations in this fiqure apnear

large - for example, the numerator parameter more than triples.

However, this is offset by a corresponding change in a denominator

parameter. The specification parameters are not dramatically changed,

and the predicted level does not chanqe at all.

The configuration has too much lag, and the actual ratings

were Level 2. This was predicted by the pitch alone match with

I/T8 2 free. Nevertheless, the lI/T 2-free, pitch-only procedure

was considered unsuitable for specification ourposes. One reason

wad the tendency of l/T0 to seek arbitrarily large values.

Another reason was the confusion between the equivalent I/T and

the actual l/To. This confusion would be heightened when there
82
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is an additional active control surface such as a canard or

flaps for direct lift control (DLC). In this case, the flight

path would not be coupled to the attitude response through

the natural I/T value.

The pronosed MIL Handbook avoids this confusion, and orovides

a way of treating DLC and similar systems, by requiring pitch

and normal load factor to be matched simultaneously. The term

l/T0 is then allowed to seek an optimum.
02
For configuration groups 2 and 8, which were fairly well

matched, this produced the same answers as fixing lI/T 0  in a

pitch-alone match. When the matches are far worse than those

obtained for 2H, l/T02 can seek a slightly different compromise

value. For example, simultaneous matching of configuration 1G

produced a pitch mismatch of 151, and an equivalent l/T of

1.6, versus the natural value of 1.25. But the remaining para-

meters were within 5% of the pitch-only, fixed l/T02 match value.

The pilot rating was 8.5, which the low short neriod frequency

and large delay predict, in spite of the mismatch.

Apparently, in most cases, matching both pitch and normal

load factor produces the same answer as matching pitch alone

with the numerator fixed at the natural value.

Bischoff (Reference 4) has analyzed some operational aircraft

with very poor matches. They have essentially confirmed the

results described above.
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THE QUESTION OF MISMIATCH

In the configuration just described, lG, the equivalent

system parameters clearly show the reasons for the poor ratings.

However, the equivalent system match is quite poor, as the

frequency response of Figure 3 illustrates. This calls into

question the reliability of the equivalent parameters.

In Reference 5 we introduced the idea of the sum-of-squares

mismatch function, defined in Fiqure 4. When this was ten or

less, we found the match quality visually acceptable. Mismatch

was usually this small, particularly since we were able to reduce

it if necessary by freeing l/T 0  in the pitch-alone match. On the

other hand, when the mismatch function was large, the equivalent

parameters were exaggerated to values which correctly indicated

flying qualities problems.

In our later efforts to produce specification-worthy cri-

teria, we needed to focus on mismatch as defining an acceptdr.-

degree of precision for equivalent systems. An exploratory

study of mismatch was therefore performed in 1978, i'sing the

USAF/Calspan NTr-33 (References 6, 7, and 8). High order longi-

tudinal and lateral systems were evaluated, together with various

low order equivalents. We chose the low order parameters to

exhibit various types and amounts of mismatch when compared with

the high order systems. By comparing pilot comments and ratings,

we hoped to determine what level of mismatch would correspond to

a noticeable difference in ratings.
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However, flying qualities seemed equivalent regardless of

mismatch level. We needed an explanation for this, since mismatch

levels were often by design quite high - up to 200 in some cases.

And the more recent requirement to match pitch and load factor

simultaneously means that high mismatches will be more common.

Critical Added Pitch Dynamics

In 1979 and 1980 we performed a similar study of mismatch

for V/STOL aircraft, using our ground based AV-8 simulator

(References 9, 10). We suspected that evaluating high order

systems and their low order equivalents would lead to the same

inconclusive results obtained with the NT-33. This time, therefore,

we progressively added high order terms to low order dynamics in

order to build up mismatches in restricted frequency regions. We

summarized the results by drawing frequency response envelopes

around the "critical" added dynamics - the largest frequency

response additions which did no. cause a change in rating. Thus

a frequency response mismatch within that envelope would probably

not be noticeable to a pilot.

To establish envelopes for conventional CTOL aircraft,

we reviewed the Neal-Smith and Landina Aooroach Hiqh Order System -

(LAHOS) data. These are Reference 3 and 11 respectively. These

studies evaluated the effects of several tyoes of added dynamics

on fighter handling qualities. By examining the pilot

ratinqs, we defined the critical cases from these two

experiments.

For example, Figure 5 shows the pitch frequency responses

of a low order system (LOS), along with those from two high

order systems (HOS) derived from it by adding different first

order lead-lags. The higher frequency lead-lag addition in MOS
122
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#1 causes no pilot degradation, but the lower frequency lead-

lag addition in HOS #2 causes a definite degradation. In

Figure 6 the mismatch from Figure 5 is plotted. (The mismatch

is the difference between HOS and LOS, ie HOS-LOS).

Based on pilot ratings from Figure 5, a HOS with a mismatch

falling within the HOS #1 mismatch should have the same pilot

rating as the low order system. At some mismatch between HOS

#1 and HOS #2, a degradation in rating might be expected. HOS

#1 therefore represents the critical added dynamics for the two

first order lead-lag additions shown.

The process of finding the critical cases was readily

performed in our V/STOL study because the experiment was designed

with that in mind. The Neal-Smith and LAHOS programs were not

run with this in mind, and therefore some inference was needed

when interpreting the data. For example, the LAHOS phugoid

caused no adverse comments and so was arbitrarily used to provide

a tentative envelope of low frequency added dynamics.

In Figure 7, the frequency responses of the cri-tical cases

are plotted on a common Bode plot to obtain tentative envelopes

(gain and phase) of Maximum Unnoticeable Added Dynamics (MUAD),

for pitch dynamics.

The envelopes defined the pilot's frequency range of interest -

the narrow region of the mismatch envelopes. The narrowing of the

envelopes suggests that pilots notice much lower values of mis-

match in this frequency range (essentially the crossover region)

than at other frequencies.
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Envelopes of Maximum Unnoticeable Added Dynamics

Envelopes were drawn by fairing smooth curves either through

parts of the various critical added dynamics or tangent to them.

The four envelope curves (an upper and a lower for gain and phase)

were then matched by transfer functions, using an interactive

matching program (Figure 8). The resulting transfer functions

can be used for any frequencies and frequency ranges within the

limits of 0.1 and 100 rad/sec. These transfer functions are

(from Reference 12):

Upper Gain Envelope:

3.16S 2+ 31.6lS + 22.79
S2 + 27.14S + 1.84

Lower Gain Envelope:

.0955S 2 +-9.92S + 2.15
2

S + 11.60S + 4.95

Upper Phase Envelope:

68.89S 2 + 1100.12S - 275.22 .0059S

S 2+ 39.94S + 9.99

Lower Phase Envelope:

475.325 2 + 184100S + 29456.1 e -' 0072S
S2 + 11.66S + .0389

A pitch rate response mismatch falling within the envelopes

indicates that the low order equivalent system is satisfactory

as a flying qualities tool. The envelope transfer functions have

also been used as a design tool to predict whether a set of

added dynamics will be noticed by a pilot.
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Figure 9 compares the CTOL and V/STOL envelopes. These

imply that the pilot's frequency range of interest was the same

for aerial tracking, for demanding touchdowns, and for low speed

and hover. In practice, matches for most configurations fall

well within the relatively large match envelopes.

Mismatch Weighting

The envelopes show that the closest match is needed in the

central crossover region. We modified our matching program to

emphasize the match in this region. We weighted the match as an

inverse function of the allowable mismatch at each match

frequency (Figures 10 and 11). The weighting is therefore largest

when the envelopes are narrowest. With these weighting factors,

good matches can theoretically be obtained in the crossover region

by sacrificing somewhat the quality of the match elsewhere.

In practice, the matches for most existing configurations are

not affected dramatically by weightinq factors. The situation

may be different for aircraft with highly unconventional dynamics.

CONCLUS IONS

Two developments have been proposed for the flying

qualities Military Standard. Because they are anplicable to the

current Military Specification, the developments respond to the

question, 'Are today's specifications appropriate for tomorrow's

airplanes?' (Reference 13).

First, longitudinal equivalent system matching of pitch and

normal load factor simultaneously, with the pitch numerator free,

is an acceptable match method. Second, the consequent, relatively

large mismatches should fall within newly established envelopes

which define acceptable precision of equivalent systems.
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To put these two developments in perspective, it is evident

that a computer program with the appropriate optimization, input

and output options, dual response matching, mismatch weighting,

mismatch envelopes, etc., will be a significant advantage in

determining cost-effective equivalent systems. For most cases,

however, matching pitch rate response to stick force with the

numerator term remaining fixed will give adequate answers. This

can, if necessary, be performed by hand.
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Figure 1. Effect on Equivalent Parameters, and on MIL-F478$C
CoeslatIon, of Fixing and Freeing Pitch Numerator Root In

Matching Process. Pitch Response Alone Matched.
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Figure 2. Effect on Equivalent Parameters of Fixing and Freeing
Numerator Root In Matching Process. Pitch Match Only, Compared

with Pitch and Normal Load Factor Matched Simultaneously.
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Figure 7. CYOL Critical Added Dynamics and Envelopes
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COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

Dave Moorhouse, FDL: There has not been an Air Force decision on whether or
not, when using an equivalent systems program, to fix or free La.
There is valuable information which can be gained from both.

Answer: Both are possible with the McDonnell program.

Chick Chalk, Calspan: Do you have to fix L. when matching both 0 and Uz?

Answer: No.

San Craig: The NIL-Specification/Standard is also design guidance. By your
approach, you lose the option of influencing the wing design (i.e., l/T02,
n za).

Bill Bihrle: We're losing the concept of CAP. Pilot-in-the-loop, the pilot
moves the stick, creating an angular acceleration sensed by his inner
ear. In the frequency domain, a 2nd order system may not be the best
to match against. The time domain was initially used to discuss the
threshold of the human operator.
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PITCH RATE DEMAND SYSTEMS

s TEND TO BALLOON FOLLOWING FLARE & LAND LONG

s REQUIRE MORE COMPLEX-CONTROL INPUTS BY PILOT

TO LAND

s REQUIRE PILOT TO PUSH NOSE DOWN TO REDUCE

ANGLE OF ATTACK WHILE NEAR GROUND

* CAUSE LARGE EFFECTIVE TIME DELAY

s REDUCES FEELING OF POSITIVE CONTROL

0 HIGHLY SUSEPTIBLE TO PIO NEAR GROUND

* PRIMARY FACTOR IS POLE NEAR 1/T 8 2
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COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

Ed Rynaski, Calspan: Could you use a or j instead of 8 in the time history
envelopes?

Answer: A requirement could be added for flight path response.

Duane McRuer. STI: The importance of time delay is true. The Space
Shuttle is a good example. However, the Flight Control System for
this vehicle did not follow a standardized design procedure. The
Shuttle has an effective time delay of approximately 0.25. Effective
6/6 (1st order) has time response of 1/3.5 (.286) rather than the l/T 0 2

value. The major parts of the effective tim delay, T , is a composite
of components of the FUS: stick filter, low w and phate lag effects
of anti-bending filters, aliasing filters, and mini-effects of
computational lags. You could possible eliminate some of these
effects or reduce their influence by changing location of some of
these filters or by making the system gain-stabilized rather than
phase-stabilized.
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r2
GUIDANCE FOR THE USE OF EQUIVALENT

SYSTEMS WITH MIL-F-8785C

Thomas A. Gentry*
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories

Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

Abstract

The increased use of augmentation in aircraft flight control systems has

made comparison of these aircraft with MIL-F-8785C increasingly difficult.
One solution is by using a lower-order equivalent system (LOS) of the com-

plete aircraft high-order system (HOS). Guidance in the use of longitudinal

and lateral-directional equivalent systems with MIL-F-8785C is presented.
Topics discussed include fixed versus free-L. matching, simultaneous match-

ing, the frequency range for LOS matching, the 1.-quivalent system effects

of forward-loop integration, prefilters, actuators, feel systems and struc-

tural filters, the effect of the phugoid mode on the longitudinal LOS para-
meters, and digital control systems. The special importance of the equiva-

lent time delay which is produced by high-frequency control system elements

is also stressed.

1. Introduction

Handling qualities requirements for military conventional aircraft

(excluding V/STOL aircraft) are specified in MIL-F-8785C, "Military Speci-

fication - Flying Qualities of Piloted Airolanes". This specification does

not concern itself directly with the actual design of an aircraft system,

but rather places requirements on the characteristics of the overall air-

craft system as perceived by the pilot during piloted control. Conventional

aircraft have tynically had fairly simple characteristics for which the

specification could rather easily and confidently be applied. Now, however,

with more complex flight control systems, application of the specification

to check for good handling qualities must be done carefully.

*Aerospace Engineer
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Highly augmented aircraft can have many characteristic response modes.

Some aircraft designers have examined longitudinal characteristic equations

of order as high as 50th, 60th, even 70th. How can such characteristics be

checked for compliance with the specification? To answer this question it

must be remembered that a pilot will not be able to distinguish each indi-

vidual mode but will instead perceive the system response as an interaction

of all of the modes simultaneously. It is believed that pilots have a

simple mental model of aircraft response to control inputs. Furthermore,

both upper and lower bounds have been found to exist in pilots' frequency

response for closed-loop control. Good results have been obtained by con-

sidering the frequency range or time span for short-term control as nomi-

nally 0.3 to 10 rad/sec or 0 to 10 sec. Longer motions have not been much

of a problem with higher-order control systems, and anyway, pilots tend to

control them open-loop. Frequencies much beyond 10 rad/sec are generally

beyond pilots' control capability. Control theory indicates a need for good

system representation in the frequency range around the closed-loop

bandwidth frequency.

II. Equivalent System Approach

Equivalent System Matching

In order to compare future augmented aircraft systems to MIL-F-8785C

the equivalent system approach has been suggested (Reference 1) and much
work in this area has been performed by John Hodgkinson (References 8, 9,

10, 11) and Dave Bischoff (References 12, 13). Simply stated, this approach
attempts to approximate the actual characteristics of an augmented aircraft
by the use of perceived characteristics which are important to the pilot,

as specified in MIL-F-8785C. First use has been in the area of longitudi-

nal dynamic analysis. This paper presents guidance in the application of

the equivalent systiam approach to augmented aircraft longitudinal dynamics
and similar application to lateral-directional dynamics where appropriate.

The equivalent of an augmented system is actually produced by matching

the actual high-order system (HOS) with an equivalent low-order system
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(LOS). We choose to do the fitting in the frequency domain. First we

choose an appropriate form of transfer function for the LOS and then we

match the HOS Bode plot within a predetermined frequency range. Such match-

ing is very easily accomplished on a digital computer. The program current-

ly being used at the Flight Dynamics Laboratory is one developed by John

Hodgkinson and Jim Buckley of the McDonnell Douglas Corporation and is now

available from McDonnell Douglas on request. For longitudinal dynamics the
program input is the transfer function of pitch rate to stick force, the

form of the low-order system, and the frequency values at which to match.

The program output is the LOS transfer-function coefficients and the COST
function. Since the LOS cannot be an exact match of the HOS, the program

attempts to minimize the mismatch by varying the LOS coefficients in an

organized manner until the COST function is minimized. Its final value is

then an indication of the actual mismatch between the LOS and HOS.

The COST function used in this program is:

COST = (20/n)Zwn[(gainHos-gain )2+.O1745(phasesphaseo )2

where: gain is in dB
phase is in degrees

w denotes the input frequency

n is the number of discrete frequencies

The relative weighting of phase and amplitude can be changed if desired.

The user may specify the frequency values for the match or input a minimum

value, maximum value, and the number of discrete frequencies, n, letting the

program calculate the required frequency values for equal spacing on a loga-

rithmic scale. A good visual match on a Bode diagram is ncrmally obtained

for a COST value of 10 or less.

A multivariable search routine is used to vary the LOS transfer-function

coefficients (user-defined form) to minimize the COST function. The user

has the option to fix any of the LOS coefficients at the initial-guess
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values. Another option allows the inhibition of sign changes in any of the

variable parameters. The program iterates through the search routine until

either the user-specified number of iterations is reached or the variation

of each LOS coefficient remains within a very small percentage change (.001

percent). The program will output the LOS coefficients, the value of the

COST function and, at the user's request, the amplitude ratio and phase

angle of the HOS and LOS at the matched frequency values and the roots of

the LOS transfer function numerator and denominator polynomials.

Because the program is searching for a local minimum of the COST

function, the initial guess is very important. If an arbitrary initial

guess is given to the program it may converge to a totally meaningless

final match, wasting user and computer time.

HOS Model Accuracy

Since all of the equivalent system analysis relies on the HOS charac-

teristics, it is imperative that the HOS characteristics be an accurate,

complete description of the aircraft response dynamics. This point cannot

be stressed enough. It is especially important to include the lower-fre-

quency effects of high-frequency dynamics from structural filters, servo-

actuators, etc., which individually would not appear to be significant to

pilot control but when taken together with the airframe dynamics and the

rest of the control system have the potential to significantly impact air-

craft controllability. Every effort should be made to ensure the accuracy

of the complete HOS model amplitude and phase within the matching frequency

band before the equivalent system analysis is performed.

Frequency Range of the Match

As stated previously, a nominal frequency range of 0.3 to 10 rad/sec

is typically used for equivalent system matching. A maximum range of 0.1

to 10 rad/sec should be the largest normally required. The upper limit is

based on the maximum frequency that human pilots have been seen to generate

in high-gain manual control situations (Reference 14). The lower limit is
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an estimate of the frequency below which pilots tend to control the air-

craft open-loop, i.e., ma.kc an input and check later on the resultant

response. One investigation of augme,,ted CTOL aircraft (Reference 3)

suggests that pilots are most sensitive to frequency response character-

istics within the range of approximately I to 5 rad/sec. Another investi-

gation of V/STOL aircraft (Reference 4) suggests that pilots are most sensi-

tive in the range of approximately 0.5 to 4 rad/sec. The two ranges are

different because of the different tasks and types of aircraft involved.

These restricted ranges are useful as an indication of the frequency range
in which a good match is most important. However, by no means should only

the restricted ranges be used. In closed-loop piloting tasks, bandwidths

as low as 1 rad/sec have been found for single-loop attitude control on

approach, 0.5 rad/sec for a second path-loop closure. One might arbi-
trarily raise the lower bound from 0.1 to 0.3 rad/sec to eliminate the

distortion of a lightly damped phugoid mode, since the pilot's attitude-

loop closure will tend to suppress that mode anyway. At the high-frequency

end, closely matching a greatly attenuated response may not be warranted.

However, any contraction of the matching range should first get careful

consideration of its possible effects.

Number of Frequency Values

An absolute minimum of 20 frequency values equally spaced on a loga-

rithmic scale is recommended. For the range from 0. 1 to 10 rad/sec this

ensures 10 frequency values per decade. Normally 25 or 30 values have been

used to provide closer spacing. If a particular match requires more values,

the computer program previously discussed will handle up to 50; but this
also adds to computer cost and required capacity.

Mismatch Criteria

Throughout the following discussions the value of the COST function is

given as an indication of the goodness of fit of the respective matches,

but without indicating whether any COST criterion is exceeded. Mismatch

criteria for equivalent system matching are not well defined yet. Although,
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as we have said a COST value less than 10 represents a good match, for

higher COST more research is needed - especially for matches with COST

values in the hundreds and thousands (example Reearence 15). One common

observation so far is that aircraft configurations for which a "good"

equivalent system match cannot be obtained are generally not rated well by

pilots. That is, aircraft which deviate too far from the assumed classical

form with added time delay will need special attention. A good example is

the YF-16 (Reference 6). The initial value of the breakpoint frequency for

the pitch-axis stick prefilter was 4 rad/sec, well within the pilot's fre-

quency range of interest. During final approach the pilots noticed a mild

PIO tendency. Only after the prefilter breakpoint frequency was raised to
8 rad/sec late in the testing was this tendency lessened to the point of

pilot acceptance.

Ill. Longitudinal Equivalent System

Longitudinal LOS Form

For comparison with tIL-F-8785C the short-term dynamics of pitch rate

to control stick force are required. The general LOS form of this transfer
function is

q KTeleTe 2ewhepe(O) (1/Tele)( 1/T2e)e"Tes rad/sec

Fs  [Cphe,wphe] [sPe.wspe] lb

where: (l/T) - s + /T

[C,W] = S2 + 2 cwS + W2

q - aircraft pitch rate, rad/sec

Fs - control stick force, lb

K a steady-state gain, (rad/sec)/lb

T9leT82e a equivalent numerator time constants, sec

e a equivalent time delay, sec
phe - equivalent phugoid natural frequency, rad/secOphe - equivalent phugoid damping ratio, dimensionless
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Wspe = equivalent short-period natural frequency, rad/sec

and 4SPe = equivalent short-period damping ratio, dinkisionless.

This is the most general LOS form for comparison with the longitudinal modal

and time-delay requirements of MIL-F-8785C. Because the phugoid mode may

have a natural frequency below .1 rad/sec an expanded frequency range for

matching from .01 to 10 rad/sec should normally suffice for this 4th-order

match. The phugoid mode has been included because its damping ratio is

specified in IL-F-8785C and in principle should be matched with an equiva-

lent mode.

In practice, though, inspection of a few 4th-order matches will proba-

bly justify reducing the LOS order to a first over second-order form with

added time delay. Normally the actual phugoid mode essentially "stands

alone" in the low frequency range of the match (.01 to .2 rad/sec) and so

will be matched almost exactly with the corresponding equivalent-system

mode. The normally very light damping of this mode will produce very high

levels of mismatch if the actual mode is not matched almost exactly. Once

the presence of a unique, lightly damped phugoid mode has been established

in actual matches, the Investigator may thereafter use the damping ratio of

the actual phugoid mode for camparison with this requirement in IL-F-8785C.

Further order reduction of the LOS will normally be allowed to the first

over second-order (short-period) form of

q KT eewiPe( l/Tee)eTes
- a

F s  [CsPewsPe

where, in order to simplify the nomenclature, Te2e has been replaced by Tee-

If augmentation does provide greater than normal damping, then the phu-

gold requirement would certainly be met. The preceding arguments may not

apply and order reduction to the short-period form would need other justi-

fi cation.
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On the Bode diagram of the reduced-order LOS the low-frequency amplitude

ratio and phase angle asymptotes are 20 log K dB and 0 degrees, respectively.

Breakpoint frequencies are at I/Tee and wsPe , with the value of spe con-
trolling the amount of resonance near wspe . The equivalent time delay con-

tributes only phase lag of an angle equal to wre.

This transfer function has the conventional approximate short-period

dynamics with a time delay term added in order to match the phase-angle

effects of the high-frequency dynamics of actuators, filters, compensators,

etc. which the pilot perceives as a time delay. MIL-F-8785C places limits on

sPe and Te directly and on wSPe versus n/a. Limits on Tee are not speci-
fied. At the writing of this paper, discussion is centering on whether to

fix the value of Tee at the actual value of Te2 . A more detailed explana-

tion of this discussion follows.

Feedbacks of angle of attack, pitch rate and normal acceleration change
the frequency and damping, but generally do not add new modes. Some recent

designs, however, by incorporating forward-loop integration or proportional-
plus-integral feedback do create new modes. Even then it has often been

possible to get a good match with this LOS. One might think to improve the

match by increasing the order of the LOS, but unfortunately the data base
for our requirements does not include such dynamics. There is no purpose,
then, in adding more elements to the LOS.

IV. Guidance For Use With MIL-F-8785C

Fixed vs Free - 1/Te. (L,) Match

Probably the most discussed and most investigated aspect of the longi-.
tudinal equivalent system approach so far has been the question of whether

to fix or free the value of the LOS numerator zero at the value of I/Te2 .

For a given configuration and flight condition, according to the short-
period approximation nz/a has a steady-state value of -ZwVo/g, which is

independent of any flight control system which, longitudinally, involves
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only the pitch controller. This static sensitivity is one flying qualities

parameter. Classically, nz/a - (I/Te)Vo/g - but since the ratio is independ-

ent of the flight control system, here l/Tee should be fixed when matching

the HOS. But consider the block diagram

+ +(-) q(s)

It is apparent that, using the short-period approximation and taking normal

acceleration at the instantaneous center of rotation for pitch control,

uz(s) ax(u)/6(s) -VON Zve Is (92 + 2cSWSa + )

q(s) q(ls)/6(&) J( 2 4 2c;SpSsf - + 6 /TO) m

S(s + 1/T o)

but since the time constant here belongs to the airframe and has nothing to

do with the flight control system (the elevator wiggles and the airframe
responds) again i/Tee should be fixed when matching the HOS. Still, control

of pitch attitude is itself a

'dD WqPTO major factor in flying qualities.

On that basis, the product WspT,

which is the frequency separation
.______._______ (on a logarithmic scale) between

O(lo. saetvw
0Wsp and I/T e , is an important

4 -6 flying qualities parameter. It
-I-10 ,"governs the slope of the awpli-

tude vs frequency curve near the
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bandwidth frequency; large values can result in low gain margin and large

pitch-rate overshoot. Moij (Reference 16) has shown pilot ratings to

deteriorate with decreasing I/Te2 at constant wsp and nz/a. Also STI has

shown that the available data correlate about as well (they claim better)

with wspTe2 as with the MIL-F-8785C parameter w.p/(n/a), for a lower

boundary. Thus, depending upon one's point of view, either fixed or free

I/Tee can be justified. Investigation is continuing. Note that the value

of Zw is generally available with good accuracy, even when maneuvering flaps

must be accounted for.

Simultaneous q/F nd n/F Matching

A fixed 1/Tee match utilizes a theoretically derived relationship

between q and nz as previously stated, while a free 1/TBe match essentially

ignores the q to nz relationship. Again, certain tasks essentially involve

pitch attitude control only, with the nz response not a critical factor.

But a recent large-aircraft simulation program (Reference 2) by Arvin/Cal-

span using the USAF Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS) demonstrated an
additional complication.

In this program one set of approach and landing simulations was performed

for different simulated pilot positions along the fuselage, keeping all

other parameters fixed. What this variation produced in terms of the q/Fs
and nz/Fs responses was a fixed q/Fs response with a variation in the nu-

merator zeros of the transfer function of the nz/F s response sensed by the
pilot. The simulated pilot positions produceq-a range of s-plane locations

of the nz/Fs numerator zeros. One pilot location was 10 feet behind the
instantaneous center of rotation of the simulated aircraft, which caused

one of these zeros to become nonminimum-phase. For this position the

initial pilot normal acceleration for pitch commands then was in the oppo-

site direction to that of the steady-state nz. The other pilot locations

were 10 feet and 50 teet in front of the instantaneous center of rotation

which produced all minimum-phase nz/F s zeros. For these positions the

initial pilot normal acceleration was in the same direction as the steady-

state normal acceleration. At 50 feet the initial pilot normal acceleration
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was more abrupt than that for 10 feet in front of the instantaneous center

of rotation (see Figure 1). For a more detailed discussion of the effect

of position on the numerator zeros see Reference 20.

The pilot ratings and comments for these three simulated pilot positions

were different, with further aft pilot positions rated progressively worse,

even though the simulated pitch attitude responses were maintained identical.

This means that at least for certain tasks, here approach and landing, the

normal acceleration at the pilot's seat should be considered in the analysis

of an aircraft's flying qualities along with the pitch rate response charac-

teristics.

For such cases where both pitch rate and pilot normal acceleration

responses need to be considered, simultaneous matching of the q/Fs HOS and

the nzp/F s HOS is suggested. The required form of the nzp/Fs LOS is:

nzp = Khew2pe[;hetwhele'TheS g

Fs  ,09e [;spewspe I lb

where nzp = normal acceleration at pilot seat, g

Fs = control stick force, lb

Khe = steady-state gain, g/lb

4he = equivalent numerator "damping ratio" ,dimensionless

whe = equivalent numerator "natural frequency", rad/sec

sPe = equivalent short-period damping ratio, dimensionless

wsPe = equivalent short-period natural frequency, rad/sec

and Te = equivalent nzp time delay, sec

Of course the nzp/Fs LOS has the same characteristic mode as the q/Fs LOS.

Also the value of he may be greater than one and w=e can be negative. For

a pilot position aft of the instantaneous center of rotation the numerator

should factor to two real-valued zeros, one negative and one positive, indi-

cating the expected nonminimum-phase effect for this positiQn, For

reasonable matches the value of 'the should be close to the value of le-
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Currently no requirements exist on the allowable range of Che and whe

simply because pilot position effects had not been a real problem until

fairly recently with the space shuttle. The importance of the pilot's

normal acceleration characteristics on longitudinal PIO tendencies has been

investigated by Ralph Smith (Reference 7). In qualitative terms of flying

qualities a pilot position behind the instantaneous center of rotation needs

to be checked for its capability to produce poor flying qualities. It is

also possible that a pilot position too far forward as could occur in an

extremely large aircraft, will be rated poor because of severe normal-

acceleration abruptness to pitch control.

STI has proposed for the conversion of MIL-F-8785C to a Standard and
Handbook to recommend simultaneously matching the normal acceleration at
the instantaneous center of rotation with the 1/Tee-free q/Fs LOS. The

resulting pure-gain nz/6 numerator precludes concern about matching parame-

ters che, whe which do not appear in the requirements. This proposal is

still being evaluated and may not be adopted. As already discussed, simul-

taneous matching preserves the relationship between pitch and flight path

response. There may be tasks, however, for which only the pitch response

affects pilot rating. Such a match also cannot predict pilot rating dif-

ferences caused by different pilot positions on the same aircraft, as pro-

duced by the large aircraft TIFS program. Additional research is needed

to determine the proper form of requirements to handle this question.

Influence of the Phugoid Mode on Short-Term Response

Conventional aircraft typically have well separated phugoid and short-

period modes. MIL-F-8785C assumes this separation by not putting any

quantitative requirements on the natural frequency of the phugoid mode. The

phugoid is generally at a low enough frequency that the pilot controls it

open-loop. The short-period mode then is the only longitudinal response

mode that the pilot has to control closed-loop for good task performance.

The British specification AvP 970 even warns that problems may occur if the

phugoid natural frequency is greater than one-tenth of the short-period

natural frequency. This separation of modes helps keep pilot workload at
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a minimum. The form of the longitudinal equivalent system transfer function

also assumes enough modal frequency separation so that the first over

second-order LOS form will adequately match the HOS short-term character-

istics.

When the phugoid mode affects the response within the frequency range

of the match, the values of the first over second-order LOS parameters will

be different than when the phugoid effects are absent. A simple example

will demonstrate the varied effects that will occur. In this example the

HOS is

e K(.0607)(.526)

Fs [.0965,wph ][. 774,. 7871 [. 7,15 ] (l.g)

with a variable phugoid natural frequency. The HOS also includes a 15 rad/

sec feel system and a 19.9 rad/sec actuator which contribute equivalent time
delay. This HOS was matched with the equivalent first over second-order

transfer function with time delay, using the previously mentioned computer

program, over a frequency range of .2 to 10 rad/sec for 30 equally spaced

frequency values on a logarithmic scale. Following are the results (wph

phugoid natural frequency).

1/T e-FIXED

Wph WSPe CsPe I/T6e Ie COST

(r/s) (r/s) (uls) (s)

.0524 .730 .830 .526 .149 6.66

.0787 .723 .828 .526 .148 5.90

.157 .665 .835 .526 .142 43.4

.210 .623 .739 .526 .132 314.
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1/Te e-FREE

ph SPe CsP e  i/Tee e COST

(r/s) (r/s) (l/s) (s)

.0524 1.068 .796 1.256 .143 3.58

.0787 1.070 .800 1.289 .142 2.97

.157 1.321 .947 2.471 .131 40.6

.210 .316 .823 0.00 .137 180.

Substantial variations in the values of the LOS parameters are produced

by the varying degrees of influence of the respective phugoid modes. For

the I/Tee-fixed matches some definite trends can be noted: the equivalent

natural frequency tends to become lower as the phugoid natural frequency

is raised, while the damping ratio and time delay are not greatly changed.

For the I/Tee-free matches, as wph increases, wsPe ,  SPe and i/Tee first

increase then decrease. In fact, for the match with wph = .210 rad/sec,

the computer program would have made i/Tee a negative value if it had not

been prevented from doing so by the user, hence the zero value for I/Tee for

this match.

This sensitivity of the short-period LOS parameters to the influence

of the phugoid mode is not a desirable feature, since not enough is known

yet in this area to clearly determine that such effects are discernible and

of concern to the pilot. Because the phugoid mode is so lightly damped

( c c .1 normally), the phugoid mode's frequency response characteristics

are very nearly equal to its high-frequency asymptotes (magnitude and phase

angle) at a frequency just twice its natural frequency (see Figure 2).

Therefore to effectively eliminate the influence of the phugoid mode all

that need be done is to make sure that the lower frequency limit of the

match is at least twice the phugoid natural frequency. In some instances

this lower frequency limit may be higher than the previously suggested

lower limit of 0.3 rad/sec; however, twice the phugoid natural frequency

will normally not be much higher than 0.3 rad/sec, so the slight loss in

frequency range will be outweighed by the increase in the quality of the

match.
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A good example is the equivalent system matches given in the Appendix of

Reference 2. For these matches the lower frequency limit of the matches

was set at .25 rad/sec. Angle-of-attack feedback was used to alter the air-

craft characteristics, which also varied the phugoid natural frequency to

as high as .16 rad/sec. The value of .25 rad/sec was chosen for convenience

at the beginning of the matching process. Based on the highest phugoid

natural frequency the lower limit could have been set at .3 rad/sec and there
would have been no need to change it thereafter. Though .25 rad/sec is not

always twice the phugoid natural frequency for all of the configurations, even
for the matches where it is not, the quality of these matches is still good as

indicated by a relatively low COST value, meaning that the effect of the
phugold had been effectively eliminated. For comparison the fixed and free-

1/Te matches for the configuration with the highest phugoid natural frequency

of .16 rad/sec were rerun over a frequency range of .3 to 10 rad/sec with the

same number of frequency values (25). These two matches showed no substan-

tial change in equivalent modal parameters (CsPe' wspe) or equivalent time
delay when compared to the same respective parameters for the matches down to
.25 rad/sec and for both matches to .3 rad/sec the COST values were approxi-

mately one-half the respective COST values for the matches to .25 rad/sec.

The only substantial change in parameters occurred for i/Tee in the free-

i/Tee match, which changed from .873 for the .25-10 rad/sec match to .770

for the .3-10 rad/sec match. The actual lower limit of .25 rad/sec was

adequate because the configurations with the higher phugoid natural fre-
quencies also had very low values of phugoid damping ratio ( = .04).

Unstable Airframes

To reap the performance benefits attributed to unstable airframes has

called for augmentation to provide stability of the aircraft. Although

unstable airframes might not seem amenable to the use of MIL-F-8785C and

equivalent systems for analysis, such is not the case. Reference 2 pre-

sents such configurations in which unstable airframes are augmented with

either angle-of-attack feedback or pitch-rate feedback with a forward-loop
integrator. The latter combination produces an attitude-hold/rate-command

system. All of the configurations were matched with simple first over
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second-order equivalent systems with time delays; even unaugmented, unstable

configurations were well matched. In fact the worst match of all had a COST

value of 35.4, so actually none of the matches could be considered poor and

many were actually very good. We see that just because an unstable air-

frame is used does not mean the aircraft characteristics cannot be matched

with an equivalent system. In fact equivalent system matching is encour-

aged since such matching extracts those aircraft characteristics important

to the pilot that may be hidden within the complete aircraft characteristics.

V. Lateral-Directional Equivalent Systems

Lateral-Directional LOS Forms

For comparison with MIL-F-8785C, the short-term dynamics of bank angle

to roll control stick force (typically aileron control) and sideslip to yaw

control stick force (typically rudder control) are required. The respective

LOS forms of these two transfer functions are

€ K, w[ Ie,WcAeeT e es rad

FA 2eTSeTRe(1/TSe)(1/TRe)[ DeDe ]  lb

and

KBTBleT0 2eTB3e we ( l/TB1e)( I/TB2e)( I/T6 3e)e "taes rad

FR e)[cD ~ lbFR  T eTRe(I/T Se)( (I/Tpe[D, e]I

where € = aircraft bank angle, rad

FA = lateral control stick force, lb

0 - aircraft sideslip angle, rad

FR = directional control stick force, lb

K0 = roll steady-state gain, rad.lb

Ke = directional steady-state gain, rad/Ib

44e = equivalent roll numerator "damping ratio", dimensionless
wee = equivalent roll numerator "natural frequency", rad/sec

TSe a equivalent spiral mode time constant, sec

TRe = equivalent roll mode time constant, sec
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€De = equivalent Dutch-roll damping ratio, dimensionless
wDe = equivalent Dutch-roll natural frequency, rad/sec

T8e)TI 2eT03e = equivalent directional numerator "time constants",

sec (there may instead be a complex conjugate

root pair)

Tee = roll equivalent time delay, sec

and TBe = directional equivalent time delay, sec.

In the case of a coupled roll-spiral the roll mode and spiral mode would

conine to a second-order factor with appropriate damping ratio and natural

frequency.

Although the yaw-rate and lateral-acceleration responses can also be

significant, presently there are no requirements on them. The roll and

sideslip transfer functions have the conventional lateral and directional

dynamics with the addition of respective equivalent time delay terms in

order to match the phase angle effects of the high-frequency dynamics of

actuators, filters, etc. just as for the longitudinal equivalent system.

Simultineous matching of both transfer functions should give the "best"

match , general, one that is physically meaningful. This means that both

LOS transfer functions should have the exact same denominator or charac-

terlstic modes as shown in the given forms. MIL-F-8785C places direct

limits on the characteristics of the roll, spiral, and Dutch-roll charac-

teristic modes. Indirect requirements are placed on the numerator dynamics

with requirements on the time-response parameters posc/Pav and AB/K,

respective ly.

VI. Guidance For Use With MIL-F-8785C

Very little work in the area of lateral-directional equivalent systems

has been performed so far. This will be reflected in the limited discus-

sions presented here. This is not to be misinterpreted to mean that lateral-

directional flying qualities-equivalent system analyses are less important

than longitudinal flying qualities analyses. It is just that work in the
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area of equivalent systems is still relatively new and investigators are
first dealing with the somev.hat less complicated longitudinal dynamicsI before attempting to deal with the more complicated lateral -directional
dynamics.

General Guidance

The complexity of both transfer functions requires an involved matching
procedure but the coupling between o and a also produces some advantages.
Three modes (or for coupled roll-spi ral , 2 second-order modes) must be
matched, making the matching routine more involved and generally requiring
more time than the longitudinal routine. A computer program to perform the
simultaneous match is also available from the M~cDonnell Douglas Corporation.
This program is very similar to the previously described program. Simul-
taneous matching is encouraged because of problems that can occur when only
matching one transfer function. A good example is the case where the y

Wsecond-order numerator happens to cancel the Dutch-roll Mode in the HOS
O/FA transfer function. This cancellation prevents the equivalent Dutch-
roll Parameters ;D and wefrom being determined from a match of only o/F A'
Likewise a match of only the 8/FR characteristics could have similar diffi-
culties for the equivalent spiral or roll mode time constants. Simultane-
ously matching the two responses effectively prevents such problems because
of the different */F A and 8/F R numerator characteristics. The equivalent
characteristic modes so obtained are then to be compared with the lateral-
directional modal requirements in MIL-F-8785C.

Spiral Mode Simplification

In many instances the spiral mode time constant is such a large value
that the factor associated with this mode in the transfer functions may be
simplified to a free s (an integrator). This would allow the matching of
j/F A and PFRwith third-order denominator LOS forms. Justification for
this technique would be shown by a spiral mode breakpoint frequency below
0.1 rad/sec (preferably well below) with preliminary full fourth-order
lateral-directional matches which consistently yield an equivalent spiral
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mode time constant essentially equal to the HOS spiral mode time constant.

The first condition is usually met, while the second condition will be met

if no other low frequency modes are introduced by the aircraft flight con-

trol system; i.e. the spiral mode essentially "stands alone" in the low

frequency lateral-directional characteristics. When these conditions are

met, the actual spiral mode time constant can be compared with IL-F-8785C

and the resulting third-order modal parameters would be compared to the

MIL-F-8785C roll and Dutch-roll modal requirements and the roll-yaw

coupling requirements.

Alternatively, the existence of a coupled roll-spiral mode will be

obvious in the actual HOS. The two appropriate LOS transfer functions

would then be matched in that form for comparison with MIL-F-8785C where

a coupled roll-spiral is allowed.

VII. Design Guidance

Particular Element Effects

Among the flight control system elements which have become popular for

use in augmented aircraft are five particular types: (1) forward-loop inte-

gration, (2) stick prefilters, (3) actuators, (4) feel systems, and (5)

structural filters. It is worth investigating the effects each one can

have on an aircraft from a flying qualities equivalent-system viewpoint.

The effects of the first three can be demonstrated well with a YF-16 example.

The last two will be discussed separately.

This example is a simplified representation of the YF-16 CCV aircraft

used by Systems Technology, Incorporated (STI) in Reference 5; Figure 3 is

the block diagram for the longitudinal flight control system in the conven-

tional flight mode. The transfer functions for angle of attack (a), pitch

rate (4) and normal acceleration (az) response to control surface deflection

(de) are

a., -. 1534[.1503,.054731(138.6) rad
6e18
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. -21.13(0)(.02598)(1.22) r.d/ sec
6e a rada

az 139.1(.02298)[.05438,11.731
Te a rao

where A = [.1426,.05702](4.496)(-2.372) is the bare airframe characteristic

polynomial. It is interesting to note that the bare airframe has a very

unstable root at s = +2.372, corresponding to CM,/CL, - 0.10 - a negative

10% static margin. The acceleration az is taken at the feedback acceler-

ometer, which is located forward in the aircraft at a position near the

pilot's seat.

In order to get the LOS for this configuration it is necessary to obtain

the transfer function of pitch rate to stick force (q/Fs). Two transfer

functions will actually be matched. The first will be the transfer function

for the ratio of the pitch rate to the signal F1 shown on the system block

diagram (Figure 3). The other transfer function will be the final desired

one of q/Fs . The difference between these two will show the effect of the

stick prefilter on the LOS match.

Inserting the required bare airframe transfer functions into the block

diagram and solving for q/F I yields

S-.3.868(1.074)(1.007)(.02598)(10)15)(5)(15) a/F1 .8433) (1.468) (.02285) [.6Z05,4.44g ] [.g9,11.53] [.6504,19.40 s

This transfer function has been cleared of common factors in the numerator

and denominator. The numerator factor for 1/Te2 of (s + 1.082) does not

appear because it has been cancelled exactly by a factor in the denominator.

Note that the system now exhibits all stable roots.

From the system block diagram, the transfer function q/Fs is easily

determined to be

1328 
radr1c
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The prefilter and stick gain change the system gain and introduce an

additional real root at s = -8.3.

Next these two transfer functions are matched with the LOS equivalent,

a first over second-order transfer function with exponential time delay. A

quick check of the q/F I  OS transfer function shows that three zeros at s =

-1.074, -1.007 and -.02598 roughly cancel three poles at s = -.8433, -1.468

and -.02285 leaving high-frequency modes at and beyond 10 rad/sec, one

complex pair of poles having a natural frequency of 4.449 rad/sec and a

damping ratio of .6205, and one zero at s = -5. Because this rough can-

cellation technique leaves the proper form, a good match is expected.

When the two HOS transfer functions are matched with the best-fit LOS

the following transfer functions result:

299l.8)-.0572s COST
i/Tee fixed . 11,2.96]082)e 8.76

e.2193(3.094)e' 0337s
i/Tee = '1.653,4.06

i/Tee fixed =..03329(1.082)e'" 1286s 17.818 e d 1s=  .987,2.49] .8

i/Tee free _ = .02025(5.648'1e089s[.63
F5 I [. 4q.301

All of the matches are good, with the matches for i/Tee free being

excellent. This is expected, since the 1/T2 factor was cancelled out and

the nearest numerator factor not cancelled out is (s + 5) (This factor

actually is produced by the gain on the forward-loop integrator in the

flight control system). The effect of the stick prefilter can also be seen

mainly as an increase in the equivalent time delay. The effect of the high-

frequency modes is reflected mainly in the value of the equivalent time

delay.

From this example some design guides can be inferred. First, the place-

ment of the numerator zero produced by the forward-loop integrator can be
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very important. In this case, because the numerator factor for I/T8 2 is

exactly cancelled out, the value of i/Tee for the 1/Tee-free fits is

strongly influenced by the value of this numerator zero. For the l/T8e

fixed fits this cancellation causes relatively poorer matches because

actually the "effective" short-period value of 1/Te 2 has been "moved" to

5. Second, a stick prefilter will produce one or two effects depending

upon the value of its breakpoint frequency (for a simple first-order pre-

filter). For a prefilter with a breakpoint frequency above 10 rad/sec the

main effect will be an increase in the equivalent time delay, with increasing

additional time delay for decreasing prefilter breakpoint frequency. For a

prefilter with a breakpoint frequency at or below 10 rad/sec, besides the

equivalent time delay effect, the presence of the prefilter will also lower

the equivalent system natural frequency. This double effect can be seen

in a comparison of the YF-16 I/Tee-fixed fits with and without the 8.3 rad/

sec prefilter. Without the prefilter the equivalent time delay is .0572

sec and the equivalent natural frequency is 2.96 rad/sec. With the prefilter

the equivalent time delay increases to .1286 sec (an increase of .0714 sec)

and the natural frequency lowers to 2.49 rad/sec. It is interesting to note

that the Level I requirement in MIL-F-8785C is that there be no more than

.1 second of equivalent time delay. In view of the substantial increase in

equivalent time delay it is important that designers carefully weigh the

benefit of input smoothing against a prefilter's capability to produce a

significant system time delay.

Last, a universally common source of equivalent time delay is the con-

trol surface actuator. Obviously, a slow actuator will produce more equiva-

lent time delay than a faster actuator. Of course, as in the YF-16 example,

the actuator is one part of the complete closed-loop flight control system

and augmentation in the flight control system can increase the effective

actuator natural frequency. However, only so much augmentation can be used

before the demands on a relatively slow actuator exceed its mechanical capa-

bilities, indicating the need for a faster actuator all along. One good

approximation technique is to match the actuator model with only a time

delay. The value of time delay obtained is then the equivalent time delay

contribution produced by the unaugmented actuator. For example, the YF-16

actuator model of 13/(s + 13) can be approximated by an equivalent time
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delay of .07 seconds for piloted control. A common actuator model is 20/

(s + 20), which could be approximated by a time delay of .048 seconds. This

approximation technique can be compared to equating the phase lag of the

first-order model to the phase lag of its equivalent time delay at a fre-

quency of 7 rad/sec. Solving for the time delay yields

TD = .002493 tan'1 (7/wB) wB z 10 rad/sec

where TD = equivalent time delay contribution, sec
and wB = breakpoint frequency of first-order actuator model, rad/sec.

It is not recommended that this equation be used for wB < 10 rad/sec.

Feel systems, another very common element of manual control systems, can

be in series or in parallel in the flight control system. In terms of

equivalent system analysis the distinction between series and parallel is an

important one. A simple block diagram for each will help show the difference.

[Pilot Pilot FeelI To
Input System FCS

Series

Pit Pilot To
Input FCS

Parallel

In the series configuration the output of the feel system is the input to

the flight control system, while in the parallel configuration the pilot

input is sent directly to the flight control system. Therefore, in terns of
aircraft response to pilot input, the series configuration would need to

have the feel system included while the parallel configuration would not.
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This distinction becoms important because of the contribution series feel

can ake to equivalent time delay.

Two typical examples for investigation are second-order feel systems

with natural frequencies of 15 and 25 rad/sec. Generally the damping ratio

is .7 so this value will be used for both. A match of these two feel

systems with an equivalent time delay yields the following results

15 rad/sec feel system = .100 sec time delay

25 rad/sec feel system = .058 sec time delay

Just like prefilters and actuators, a series feel system will cause a sub-

stantial increase in the equivalent time delay of a system even though the

natural frequency of the feel system may appear high enough that the feel

system dynamics would not be important. Because pilots use both force and

deflection cues, feel systems, whether series or parallel need to be care-

fully considered in aircraft design, development and testing.

Figures 4 and 5 summarize the significant effects of prefilters, actua-

tors and feel systems. Figure 4 gives the approximate time delay equivalents

for varying values of the breakpoint frequency of these elements (feel

system damping ratio of .7). Figure 5 shows the effect of a prefilter on

the equivalent short-period natural frequency for a LOS match of the higher-

order system

S_,18.5 a

for breakpoint frequencies a = 5,6,7,8,9,10 rad/sec. This figure shows the

very pronounced effect of the prefilter element on the value of WsPe for

the lower values of the breakpoint frequency. The value of CSPe ranged

from .653 (a - 10) to .614 (a - 5) and Te ranged from .070 sec (a - 10)

to .0977 sec (a - 5). This means that for the lower values of the prefilter

breakpoint frequency the q response to pilot commands will appear to be

slower and with somewhat less damping than the actual HOS mode would
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indicate, and will also have a substantial apparent time delay.

Figures 6 and 7 show that an equivalent time delay is a good model for
the effects of these elements. Figure 6 compares the phase shift produced
by a 15 rad/sec prefilter (or actuator) with that produced by its .062
second time delay equivalent. Figure 7 shows a similar comparison for a 25
rad/sec feel system ft .7) and its time delay equivalent of .058 seconds.
Both figures show very close agreement between the particul..r element and
its respective time delay equivalent within the pilot's frequency range of I
interest. Thus these elements, when comrbined with the airframe dynamics and
the rest of the flight control system, essentially appear to the pilot as

time delays in the aircraft response to pilot commnands.

The last commoun control system element which merits some discussion is
the structural filter. Even a structural filter with a relatively high
cutout frequency may affect piloted control. For example Reference 6 shows
a 55 rad/sec structural filter in the roll axis of the flight control system
functional block diagram. The equivalent time delay for this filter is .036
seconds. Even a 147 rad/sec structural filter shown in the yaw axis equates
to a .014 second equivalent time delay. Although the intended function, to
sharply attenuate the amplitude at the cutout frequency is realized, even
.01 second time delay may be a significant contribution, considering the 0.1
second limit for Level 1 flying qualities.

As can be seen in many of these examples, equivalent time delay becomes
more and more important as more augmentation is added to aircraft. Very few
of the previously cited elements can be used together without the accompa-
nying time delay effects accumulating beyond the maximum level required to
assure good handling qualities. It should also be painfully obvious that
flying qualities can only be assessed correctly by analysing the cumulative
effect of components which may appear innocuous individually.
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Digital Control Systems

In spite of the well-advertised benefits of digital computation, the
single most important flying qualities aspect of digital flight control

systems may well be time delay. Digital control system cannot avoid it.

Conventional zero-order hold digital controls will take an average sam-
pling increment for commnanded changes to be input, and at least 1 sampling
increment for computation. For a 20 Hz system an average .075 sec will
therefore elapse before any commnanded changes can occur. This time delay
is three-fourths of the allowable Level 1 value of .1 second and does not
include equivalent time delay effects of the actuators, sensors, smoothing
filters and anti-aliasing filters that would add to the digital time delay.

Digital systems can avoid a significant delay if they stick to doing the
"old job better". This has not been done, so that time delay has become a

problem.

Since equivalent system matching is performed in the frequency domain
an equivalent system match of an aircraft with a digital flight control
system would require that frequency response data (amplitude ratio and phase
angle) of the aircraft be obtained. Since digital systems normally use the
z-transform the frequency response would have to be derived from the z-

domain characteristics (References 17, 18) or obtained by actual frequency
response testing of the aircraft model. In some cases, such as with proto-
type aircraft, the actual aircraft can be tested to obtain the frequency
response data for validation of the model and equivalent system of the air-
craft.

VIII. Conclusions

The current flying qualltiesspecification, 141L-P-8785C, requires the
contractor to define equivalent system matches to represent the high-order
dynamics typical of highly augmented aircraft. These equivalent matches are
forrmlated in classical terms so that the equivalent modal parameters can
be compared with the requirements directly. It has also been necessary to
add a new terra, equivalent time delay, for which new requirements were
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for-ulated. This paper has presented some guidance in determination and
application of equivalent systems. The cumulative effect on equivalent time

delay, from seemingly harmless individual components, has been highlighted.

It is also admitted that much more work is needed, especially for lateral
and directional axes, and also for digital systems. A generic simulation

model based on the equivalent system concept (Reference 19) is currently
being verified. This will be a major tool in our continuing research into

equivalent systems.
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COMENTS AND QUESTIONS

Roger Hoh, STI: Concerning fixing or freeing L a . Freeing L gives a

better match - however only pitch attitude is investigated and not
y. You can't use La on wnsp vs nz/a figures of the specification

since n /a is really flight path. Simultaneous match is the only
proper way to do it if you're going to compare to the n /a figure
in the specification. You can free L for pitch responle but you
will need another criterion for path.a

Concerning digital systems, and the Space Shuttle, only 50 ms of
time delay came from digital portions; the rest came from the
high-gain/high-authority FCS.

Ed Rynaski, Calspan: You're using n as a state to be identified which
is a function.of the center of rotation. An alternate would be to
use a response. In low-speed flight, phugoid and short period are
not very separated. Then you have to worry about I/TO6 .

Lateral-directional matching - you only showed 0/FAs and 0/FRp.
You should also look at /& RP and B/SA *

Answer: The current specification only matches */FAS and B/FRP and that
was the scope of my investigation.
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NEW FLYING QUALITIES CRITERIA FOR

RELAXED STATIC STABILITY

John M. Schuler
ADVANCED AIRPLANE BRANCH

BOEING MILITARY AIRPLANE COMPANY

Seattle, WA

Abstract

New criteria are developed for airplanes with relaxed static

longitudinal stability based on a fixed base ground simulator investigation of

approach and landing, and the available flight test data. It is shown that a

criterion based en just time-to-double amplitude is invalid, and other
elements of the pitch attitude transfer function (e/F s ) must be included

to adequately define flying qualities. Criteria based on both airplane

parameters (open loop) and closed loop frequency response are developed. The

results were obtained from Boeing IR&D studies and from Air Force Contract No.

F33615-78-C-3603, one of a series of contracts to update MIL-F-8785, Flying

Qualities of Piloted Airplanes. This paper summarizes only some of the

results of the two studies. The full results are presented in Reference 1.

Introduction

Substantial performance benefits may be realized by relaxing the requirements

for aerodynamic stability (e.g., by placing the c.g. aft of the range normally

required). To allow this option, special alternate requirements are

formulated applicable to the deliberate use of relaxed static stability

(RSS). The alternate requirements are formulated on the basis that stablity

augmentation will be used to provide normal-state flying qualities.

This paper is concerned only with the requirements for stability and

the response of pitch attitude to pitch control. These are central to RSS.
Furthermore, the existing requirements (time-to-double amplitude greater than

6 seconds) are neither sufficient nor necessary. The results sumarzed in
this paper provide new and more valid criteria for stability and pitch

attitude response.
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The investigation of flying qualities requirements for RSS

concentrated on the approach and landing task as this is likely to be critical
for the design of any airplane with RSS. This criticality is in part due to
the low Mach no., low dynamic pressure, high lift coefficient, and high
probability of encountering turbulence. The landing is a demanding task
requiring precise attitude and flight path control, is the primary task
pertinent to flight safety, and is the one most likely to have to be
accomplished with failed augmentation. Furthermore, there is no way to avoid
this critical task - the airplane must be landed.

Existing Flight Data on RSS Flying Qualities

Criteria developed in past investigations for the minimum levels of
allowable stability (maximum instability) for safe operation have mostly been
in terms of the time to double amplitude of the airplanes response, usually
calculated from the unstable root (Xj) of the three degree of freedom

characteristic equation as follows:

T2 = I 2/X1 = .693/X 1

Alternatively, boundaries have been drawn in the wn v.s. 2~nplane

where w n 2  and kw n are the coefficients in the quadratic defining the
short period mode as follows:

3 bs + a =0

The advantage of the W ) 2  ~ n coordinates is that they allow
plotting of all possible values of short period roots, stable or unstable,
oscillatory or real. Also the MIl-F-8785C short period requirements can be
plotted on these coordinates.

Since the approach and landing data from the three variable-stability
airplane flight test programs of References 2, 3, and 4 comprise the bulk of
the flight data on minimu, stability levels applicable to RSS, they are
analyzed in some detail. Acronyms (LAIIOS, SST, B-26) are defined for each for
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ready reference, and a synopsis of the characteristics, limitation and

procedures for each investigation follows.

LAHOS Smith (Ref. 2)

SST Wasserman and Mitchel (Ref. 3)
B-26 Bull (Ref. 4)

Bull's investigation predated the Cooper-Harper scale, and the pilot ratings
are given with adjectives: acceptable, acceptable poor, and unacceptable.

These were considered to apply to making a landing in the emergency case with

failed augmentation system. Based on the wording used in the Cooper-Harper

Scale (Ref. 5) and MIL-F-8785C, the following equivalents are believed

appropriate.

Adjective Pilot Rating Level

Acceptable 5-7 (or better) 2,3(1)
Acceptable Poor 8-9 3

Unacceptable 10 >3

To provide an overview of the flight data and various criteria,

selected data points from the LAHOS, SST (TIFS), and B-26 flight test

investigations have been plotted on the w v.s. 2tn plane in Figure

1, together with the B-26 rough air and smooth air boundaries, appropriate
Level 1, 2, and 3 boundaries from MIL-F-8785C, and lines of constant time to

double amplitude (T2 = 2 and 6 sec).

The SST stable configurations (1,13,20) support the Level 1 boundary,

but SST configurations 14 and 15, and all three LAHOS configurations (7-1, -2,

-3) indicate that the Level 2 boundary should be well below the 0n- 0

axis, going somewhere between the T2 - 6 sec. and 2 sec. lines for

kwn larger than 1.0. SST configurations 2, 3, 4, 10, and 11 all have
PRA9 with the exception of a flare and touchdown ratings of 10 for each of

configurations 2 and 3. This suggests that near wna 0 0, the B-26 roughn
air boundary (which goes through all these points) is about on the Level 3
boundary,. However SST configurations 5 and 12 (also on the B-26 rough air
boundary) with T2 u 2 sec have PR - 10, indicating the boundary should be

above and to the right of these points.
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If we except SST configuration 16 (PR =10), there are three bands of

data running parallel to the B-26 boundaries, (1) the B-26 rough air boundary
with PR o 9.5, (2) a line intercepting the wn axit through kn

1.1 with PR 6.5, and (3) a line intercepting the wna axis at 2 Cn

= 1.9 with PR>6. Clearly, there is a strong gradient of PR along lines of

constant T2 , with PR improving as 2 Wn increases. In summary, the

specification Level 2 boundary should be lower and the Level 3 boundary much

lower than they currently are, allowing negative wn 2 for large amounts of
n

damping ( 2Cn). Clearly, T2 does not define the flying qualities for

statically unstable aircraft as there is a strong gradient of pilot rating

along lines of constant T21,

Proposed Criteria for RSS

A piloted flight simulator was the primary tool for establishing

criteria. A fixed-base simulation, including a visual scene of a runway
during approach and landing, was used for the experiments. The pilot's task

included glide path acquisition, instrument approach, breakout, visual

approach, and flare and touchdown. The C-X cab was used for the cockpit to

take advantage of its high-quality center stick which has adjustable,

well-controlled, well-defined, static and dynamic characteristics.

High-quality flight instruments were also included. For fighter simulation,
the right seat with its left-hand throttles was used and a screen was

installed to create the illusion of a single-place cockpit.

The various elements of the landing simulation are shown

schematically in Figure 2. The cockpit arrangement of pilot controls and
instruments is shown in Figure 3. The actual field-of-view is larger than

shown since the photo was taken well aft of the pilot's eye position.
Controls are stick, rudder pedals, throttles, flap handle, wing-sweep handle,

and gear handle. The instruments on the main panel are the ADI with (raw) ILS
localizer and glide-slope on the needles, HSI, RNI, airspeed indicator with

digital Mach number readout, altimeter, radar altimeter, VSI, digital DME with
ground speed readout, control position indicators, and thrust indicator. Gear

lights, marker beacon lights, and augmentation system failure lights are
,rovided. Stall warning is audible and tire screech indicates touchdown.

Aollout is not simulated, but to maintain a semblance of realism the airplane
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is automatically stabilied in ground attitude and decelerated to a stop once
touchdown occurs.

The simulator was used to perform piloted evaluations of different

augmentation systems, with CG locations reflecting relaxed static stability,
in both normal and failed conditions. The evaluations were performed for

three different pitch augmentation systems, various levels of stability,
various values of actuator rate and position limits, and with both normal and

failed pitch augmentation systems. Each evaluation consisted of three
landings. The first was in still air, started five miles out on instruments

with level flight for two miles to glide-slope acquisition, during which the
pilot was asked to feel out the airplane. Then an ILS approach was made with

breakout at 200 feet altitude, followed by a flare and tuchdown. The second
landing was started from three miles out, on glide slope, with moderate

turbulence. A lateral offset of the localizer was included, randomly to left
or right, so that the pilot had to perform a rapid lateral maneuver before

landing. The third landing was from three miles out, in heavy turbulence,
without any lateral offset. Desirable lateral-directional characteristics

were maintained constant throughout.

Parameters must be found upon which to base flying qualities

prediction and criteria. Since attitude response is considered to be of
primary concern to the pilot during approach and landing, we look to the

attitude transfer function for the needed parameters.

Airplane

Aa (s- Z 2)(s - Zo,
SIM ) 5 Aspa) ( 64a IIPChpS 4'Wn

Control System r
F F s 1Feel as

Ga in
2': 6-., A A@ AO 25Mr.

malts M51M
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The above transfer functions are in the form for the unaugmented

airplane. However, most augmented airplane transfer functions can be recast

into the above form by one of two techniques: 1) equivalent stability

derivative approach, or 2) equivalent system approach. The first is suitable

when simple response feedbacks are used (e.g., c,nz,q...), without

significant low frequency compensation or feedback dynamics, so the feedback

can be represented as the weighted sum of the airplane state variables. The

second is suitable when significant compensation or control system dynamic

elements are included so that the closed loop airplane response is of higher

order than normal in the frequency range of interest (0.1 to 10 rad/sec).

Thus by specifying response characteristics in the normal unaugmented form for

an RSS airplane, criteria for two different conditions are developed:

1) Unaugmented RSS airplane, following failure of normal FCS,

2) RSS airplane augmented with backup FCS, following failure of normal

FCS.

The specific parameters in the /Fs transfer function selected

for study were 'sp 1 , sP 2, and Z02  on the assumption that

variations in wnp, p, and Ze1  would not be as important. Some

investigation was also made of the control sensitivity Meu. In addition to

the linear respoise characteristics defining minimum stability levels, the

minimum requirements for control system rate and authority were investigated

for both the augmented and unaugmented RSS airplane.

Criteria for relaxed static stability are based on the following

equivalence between Level and pilot rating (PR):

Level 1 1 < PR < 3.5

Level 2 3.5 < PR < 6.5

Level 3 6.5 < PR < 8.5

The Level 3 boundary, conventionally considered equivalent to PR - 9.5, has

been chosen at PR = 8.5 as being more consistent with the definition of Level

3 for the landing task.
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Criteria for the short-period roots ()ksplpSPz) are presented

in Figure 4 for a restricted range of Z = -1/Tea. (large zero of the

9/F Stransfer function) and desirable levels of control sensitivity,

defined as follLeos:

.25 < M < .55 rad/sec 2/in

2 < MF <4,5 deg/sec2/lb - stick controller

4 < MF <9 deg/sec /lb - wheel controller

The dashed line labeled "critical" in Figure 4 separates the Xspl,

)ksp2 plane into two regions. Above the critical line, PR does not vary as

the magnitude of %sp 2 increases at constant Isp 1 . Below the line, PR

decreases sharply with the magnitude of )'sp 2 . Apparently, pilots find

airplane dynamics in the upper region uniformly mediocre, but a boundary

exists past which flying quality deteriorates rapidly.

The criteria in Figure 4 are specified at three different levels of

turbulence. These correspond closely to the three levels specified in

MIL-F-8785C. The specification was released in November 1980, after all of

the simulation was completed. The differences are probably undetectable by

the pilots.

Turbulence Turbulence

Level OW  Level oW  Exceedence

(Simulation) ft/sec (MIL-F-8785C) ft/sec Probability

Negligible 2.5 Light 2.5 10-1

Moderate 5.2 Moderate 5.1 10 3

Heavy 7.2 Severe 7.6 10- 5

The right hand boundary In Figure 4 at Asp, - .35 ( T2 = 2 sec) Is not

based on specific data. Rather, it reflects the lack of any data for larger

values of Asp,, the rapidity of a two second divergence, and the certainty

that such a boundary does exist for some Isp, larger than .35.
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Figure 5 compares the actual pilot ratings obtained from the
simulator to the proposed criteria. Agreement is quite good. Corrections to
the pilot ratings for aircraft with Z 0.or M 65outside the nominal
values have been developed, but are not given here due to space limitations.
The corrections appear in Reference 1, and some of the data upon which they
are based is presented in Figures 8 and 9. The effect of Z ise2
profound. The effect of low sensitivity (M) can be quite deleterious.

RSS Neal-Smith Criterionj

An alternative approach employing the closed-loop f requency- response
analysis techniques of Neal and Smith (Ref. 6) has been developed which does
not depend on the specific form of the transfer functions. It may be presumed
that if criteria for RSS airplanes can be developed using the normal form of
the OlF Stransfer function, then these criteria will apply to higher order
systems as well. Of course, the assumption must be tested and proved valid.
The beauty of the Neal-Smith approach is that is should be able to handle
simultaneously the low frequency problems attributable to RSS and the high
frequency problems associated with higher order responses and excessive
control system lags.

The criterion of Neal and Smith (Ref. 6) has been modified to make it
applicable to the assessment of flying qualities for airplanes with relaxed
static stability. The data presented here are based directly on the
fixed-base ground simulator investigation of approach and landing, with some
extrapolation made to broaden the applicability of the criterion. The
criterion, as modified for application to conditions of relaxed static
stability, is called the RSS Neal-Smith Criterion. It is based upon a
closed-loop analysis of a pitch attitude system consisting of a pilot model
and the airplane pitch attitude transfer function.
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A modified pilot model is used for application to RSS or cases with

low static stability where pilot lead above 85 deg is needed to achieve the

higher bandwidths.

Yp(s) = Kpe 0.3 & ( , S-* I )('CPSIS + I

I/tP3 = BW

BW = 1 and 3 rad/sec

Droop = 0 db

Changes from the standard Neal-Smith criteria are 1) the added lead term, 2)

minimization of pilot lead (0PL) instead of resonant amplitude (RA), and

3) the simultaneous application at two specific bandwidth frequencies (BW)

instead of one. The selecion of zero droop follows directly from the thesis

that minimization of pilot lead is the primary adjustment criterion. The

selection of 1/t BW, and criterion based on two bandwidths, 1 and 3
P3

rad/sec, were arrived at from extensive analysis and correlation of the pilot

rating data as described in Reference 1.

To represent flying qualities for a given aircraft, Kp and the

c's in the pilot model are adjusted. For stable aircraft, they are adjusted

to minimize the amplitude ratio (AR) of the closed loop response; for unstable

aircraft to minimize the phase lead of the pilot transfer function (OpL).
Bandwidth (BW) is defined as the frequency at which -900 phase response

occurs for the closed-loop system. An additional criterion dealing with

"droop" is invoked. Droop is defined as the minimum AR measured between .1

rad/sec and the BW frequency. Droop must be between 0 and -3 db at some

frequency between .1 rad/sec and the BW frequency.

With the above criteria, the relationship between flying qualities

and the parameters OPL and resonant amplitude of the closed-loop transfer

function (RA) have been developed from the simulation data base, and are shown

on Figure 6.
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The Neal-Smith PR = 6.5 boundary has been somewhat arbitrarily used

as a cut-off of resonant amplitude for the Level 2 boundaries at bandwidth

(BW) = 1 rad/sec. The Neal-Smith Level 1 boundary is used to indicate
potential approach to Level 1 flying qualities for relaxed static stability,
though caution should certainly be used in allowing any airplane with

marginal, neutral, or a lack of longitudinal static stability to be considered

Level 1.

For BW = 3 rad/sec, the boundaries have been extended from 800 to

1250 of pilot lead. The Level 2, heavy turbulence boundary is reasonably

well established by the simulator data. The remaining boundaries involve

substantial extrapolation, especially the Level 3 boundary. This Level 3

boundary passes through the PR = 8.5 data for moderate turbulence at

OPL = 1100, with a slope judged consistent with the rest of the data.

The PR = 8.5 data for heavy turbulence has almost the same iso-rating as that

for moderate turbulence, and extrapolation irdicates the same for negligible

turbulence. The boundaries are drawn to cPL = 800 to indicate that this

is an appropriate value at which to shift from the standard Neal-Smith

approach to the RSS approach with its additional pilot lead term. However,

with the RSS approach, a pilot lead of less than 800 is readily obtainable.

The boundaries are extended to 1250, with a cut-off indicated.

The analysis of the simulator pilot rating data with the proposed RSS

Neal-Smith approach using a resonant amplitude vs. pilot lead criterion

provides excellent correlation of the data for a bandwidth of 1 rad/sec. The

results appear to provide a good basis for developing a criterion for flying

qualities of airplanes with relaxed static stability. Figure 7 shows a

portion of the pilot rating data from which the proposed criterion was

developed. Establishment of the new criterion for BW=1 is relatively clear;

however, the results of the analysis for a bandwidth of 3 rad/sec are not as

satisfactory. Some modification to the approach seems indicated.

From the experimental data it is clearly apparent that the pilot

varies bandwidth during the course of an approach and landing, and criteria

for both high and low bandwidths are necessary. However, the high bandwidth

criteria for BW * 3 rad/sec is based on data which did not severely excercise
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high frequency problems. These are normally associated with sluggish control
system dynamics and too much lag or time delay in the control system. Both

feel system and actuators had reasonably high natural frequencies and good
rapid response for the data on which the criteria are based. It would be very

desirable to combine slower control system dynamics with relaxed static

stability to further test and establish the boundaries for the high bandwidth

criteria.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. The long held criteria for the amount of static instability in pitch

allowable, a time-to-double amplitude of less than 6 seconds, is

essentially an invalid criteria. Other parameters in the /Fs

transfer function are found equally, if not more, important.

2. The results of fixed-base ground simulation of approach and landing

show that criteria for relaxed static stability can be based on four
primary parameters, the value of the short period roots ( Nsp,

and X'sP 2 , the small positive root and the large negative root),
the large zero in the /Fs transfer function (Z e ), and the

control sensitivity (M6ES or MF ) "  For the criteria to hold,

the phugoid roots must be small.

3. Alternate frequency domain criterion, based on the closed-loop

characteristics of o/F s developed by Neal and Smith (Ref. 6), can

satisfactorily handle all the above parameters with the exception of

control sensitivity. This frequency response approach looks

promising as the criteria are able to account for phugoid as well as

control system and higher-order characteristics.

4. Ground simulator investigations should be performed to extend the

results to larger values and more combinations of parameters for
approach and landing, and to other flight conditions.
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5. The frequency domain approach to criteria for relaxed static

stability should be further developed as it appears to offer more

promise than other approaches (parametric, or equivalent system).

The following specifics are recomended.

a. Improve pilot model by adding lag to go with lead added for RSS.

b. Apply technique to additional existing data.

c. Develop BW = 3 rad/sec RSS criteria by applying to RSS cases with
degraded actuators and feel systems.
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FIGURE 3. COCKPIT CONTROLS, INSTRUMENTS, AND
LANDING VISUAL SCENE
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ABSTRACT

Three alternative criteria described in the proposed MIL
Handbook - Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes, are applied to
the pitch response of the F-14A airplane. Shortcomings in the
definition of each criteria are addressed and suggestions
provided for corrections which will improve the correlation
between alternative criteria. Among the criteria under
consideration, the requirements of the current specification,
MIL-F-8785C, with proper interpretation of the boundary
conditions, should be retained as the primary method for
describing dynamic pitch response characteristics.

NOMENCLATURE

SYMBOLS

g - Acceleration due to gravity - ft/sec 2

K - Gain
n/a - Acceleration sensitivity parameter - g's/rad
s - LaPlace operator
V - Velocity - ft/sec
a - Angle of attack - rad
6 - Control deflection - deg

- Pitch angle - rad
- Time delay - see
- Damping ratio

w - Natural-frequency - rad/sec
Te2  - Pitch numerator time constant - see

ABBREVIATIONS

CAP - Control Anticipation Parameter
CAP' - Attenuated Control Anticipation Parameter
HOS - High Order System
LOES - Low Order Equivalent System

SUBSCRIPTS

BW - Bandwidth
e - Equivalent
nd - Non-dimensional
p - Phase response estimated parameter
sp - Short period
s - Steady state
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INTRODUCTION

The proposed M~IL Standard - Handling Qualities of Pilot
Airplanes, reference 1, will provide the military procuring
activity with the freedom to specify the requirements it feels
are necessary to develop an airplane with satisfactory handling
qualities. General areas of concern are identified, with the
detailed requirements to be specified for the design of each
particular aircraft. With this approach, the procuring
activity's engineers must decide the criteria format that is
applicable to the aircraft being designed, as well as the
appropriate numerical requirements. In order to assist them in
this task, a Handbook, reference 2, is being prepared which
provides recommended, as well es alternative, criteria for
various applications. The procuring activity, then, will be
required to become familiar with these requirements and their
applicability to the particulir design situation confronting
them.

In the case of the pitch attitude response to pitch
controller requirement, three alternative criteria are presented
in the Handbook: 1) the equivalent systems approach, 2) a
closed-loop bandwidth criterion, and 3) a time response
criterion. Two boundaries are presented for the equivalent
system approa'ch - one correlated via the acceleration
sensitivity parameter (n/a ) and one via the pitch numerator
time constant (T02 ). There are currently no time response
criteria in the Handbook.

In this paper, the criteria presented in the Handbook were
applied to the F-14lA airplane and the results (in terms of
levels of flying qualities) compared; both to gain an
understanding of the methodologies required'and the criteria's
applicability.

SUMMARY OF CRITERIA

Equivalent Systems Criterion

The application of equivalent systems to high order system
(HOS) aircraft responses has been widely discussed in the
literature (references 3 - 5, for example). Briefly, the method
consists of matching the high order frequency response, via the
aid of a digital computer, with a low order equivalent system
(LOES) defined by

INs K*( + (1)

SOa) a* + ca +2

The match is conducted by individually varying the parameters Of
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..e LOES until the variance between the high and low order
systems is minimized. This match is typically conducted in the
frequency domain over a range of .1 to 10 rad/sec. (The
frequency range may need to be modified to avoid phugoid
contamination of the match). The model parameters obtained from
the LOES are then compared to the requirements of figure 1. It
should be noted that this method is the one presented in the
current specification, MIL-F-8785C, reference 6. The major
problem associated with this procedure has been the question of
whether i/T 2  should be restricted to the known aircraft value
or allowed to be selected by the computer algorithm in the
matching process.

The frequency, damping ratio and n/% requirements of
figure 1 were developed from unaugmented aircraft analyses. The
time delay requirements resulted from recent high order system
aircraft flight tests. The frequency and n/a requirements of
figure 1 can be correlated with pilot opinion ratings via the
control anticipation parameter (CAP) which is a measure of the
initial pitch acceleration to steady state normal acceleration
response:

b(t-0O+ y  W2

CAP - s (2)
n zg

An alternative correlating parameter (I/Te 2 ) is proposed
in the Handbook. The basis for this parameter arises from the
fact that

n . An/6 V I
-Tn 7 02 (3)

and the assumption that data which correlate with n/a will also
correlate with 1/T0 2 . The controversy over whether the
experimental data correlates better with n/a or 1/Te2  has
raged for a long time. The inclusion of the Te2 derived
boundary in the Handbook is an attempt to allow the procuring
activity to choose the criteria it feels is most appropriate.
The T0 2 boundary requirements are presented in figure 2.

Bandwidth Criterion

The bandwidth criterion attempts to measure an aircraft's
response characteristics when operated in a closed-loop
compensatory tracking task. The bandwidth is measured from the'
open loop frequency response as that frequency for which closed
loop tracking can occur without threatening stability, as
defined in figure 3. The phase margin choice of 45 deg is based
on the condition that minimum acceptable closed loop damping
ratio ( . = .35) corresponds to an open loop phase margin of
approximately 45 deg (reference 7). The 6 db gain margin
results from the requirement that the magnitude of the response
at the bandwidth frequency be at least twice that at the
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_%ndition for instability C -180 deg). The bandwidth
criteria resulting from an analysis of the reference 8 flight
test data is presented in figure 4I.

CRITERIA APPLICATION

The criteria of figures 1, 2 and 4I were applied to the
F-114A airplane in cruise configuration at 15,000 ft altitude.
The F-114A airplane's pitch response to cockpit control position
inputs was modelled from the wind tunnel and flight control
system information of reference 9. The aircraft system
description consisted of the bare airframe, a first o~rder power
actuator and compensated, washed-out pitch rate feedback, as
outlined in figure 5. The cockpit control feel system was not
included in this analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

EQUIVALENT SYSTEM RESULTS

n/a Correlation

Equivalent system models for the F-1L4A airplane were
developed in reference 5. The resulting modal parameters are
plotted against the n/a criterion in figure 6. In all cases,
the data indicate level I flying qualities.

The slowest speed data points (.5M) in figure 6 can be used
to illustrate the 1/T02 fixed versus free controversy mentioned
above. The frequencies plotted represent the values obtained
from: a) the oscillatory root pair of the high order system, b)
fixing 1/TG2 at the known aircraft value, and c) allowing

1T2to be free in the search process. Each of the resulting
frequencies lie within the acceptable level 1 region. However,
the identified 1/T902  value, when freed in the search process,
has nearly-doubled, resulting in a very unrealistic value. In
addition, calculation of the respective control anticipation
parameters yields widely varying values as indicated on figure
6. Equivalent system models have been developed for other
aircraft configurations (references JJ and 5) which indicate
significant variations in identified flying qualities levels as
1IT9, is freed. Proponents of this procedure have argued that
freeing1I/Te2 yields a control anticipation parameter which
more nearly approximates that measuired from the time history
responses as

C"P (14)

and more readily correlates with pilot opinion ratings
(reference 4).
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In utilizing this procedure, however, it must be recognized
that the maximum pitch acceleration measured from actual
aircraft responses is not the same as the initial pitch
acceleration obtained from the short period approximation.
Rather, it is generally a smaller value, having been attenuated
from the short period approximate response by the interaction of
the control system dynamics. In general, CAP and CAP' can be
related by

2
wsp

CAP$ - - Ond (5)
n/o;

where 8nd is a non-dimensional pitch acceleration attenuation
factor. It equals the ratio of the maximum pitch acceleration,
including control system dynamics, to the initial pitch
acceleration, excluding such dynamics. Similar relationships
are seen to exist between the high and low order equivalent
system time responses. Therefore, an equivalent CAP' can be
defined as

mw 2

We - a max HOS a e max HOS (6)
ril 8max LOS n/a K.

Applying these concepts to the example aircraft, the
results presented in Table I are obtained. The correlation
between the high and low order systems is seen to be improved
for the attenuated control anticipation parameter and defines a
consistent level of response. This procedure has been applied
to various Navy aircraft with similar results (reference 5).

Table I

CONTROL ANTICIPATION PARAMETER COMPARISONS

F-14A Airplane - 0.5 Mach, 15,000 ft Altitude

LOS

I_________ *FIXED '*2FREE

W 2.78 2.36 2.74
n/ 12.7 12.7 21.9

614, 1.6 .217 .24s

i .266 .277 .24S
nZ, .101 .631 .714
wm21m/a .61I .4 4 .3 4

CAPU (0)/n n !.l .44 .34
CAP .2 .32 .28
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In order to be useful in the definition of levels of flying
qualities, boundaries based on CAP' must be developed which will
in general be different from those for CAP. The unaugmented
aircraft data utilized to develop the specification boundaries
of figure 1 were originally developed in support of the CAP'
concept (reference 10). Assuming the CAP' values developed in
reference 10 to be applicable, the para.eter plane presented in
figure 7 results, where the abscissa is defined as

'JEFF 0 -sp 4 = f(CAP') (n/a) (7)

When viewed in this manner, similar results are obtained
for the high order system, and both the I/T0 2 fixed and free
low order equivalent systems.

wTG62 Correlation

The equivalent system results for the F-14A airplane are
presented against the wTo2 requirements in figure 8. The data
again indicate level 1 flying qualities for all conditions
investigated. However, further examination of the data reveals
discrepancies when comparing the minimum frequency requirements
obtained from the wT0 2 requirement versus those obtained from
the n/ requirement.

For any particular flight condition (i.e. - velocity and
T0 2 known), it should be possible to calculate minimum
frequency requirements from the minimum CAP and wT0 2
requirements. For example, at a flight condition of .7M, 15,000
ft altitude, the minimum frequency requirements of Table II are
obtained for the F-14A airplane.

Table II

F-14A Airplane Minimum Frequency Requirements

0.7 Mach, 15,000 feet altitude

1/T02 = .962 /sec n/t 21.9 g's/rad

Specification Requirement Minimum Frequency

CAP a 0.28 (rad/sec) /g W$P = 2.48 red/sec

wTe 2 = 1.6 rad w$, = 1.54 rad/sec

The wT0 2 boundary, when viewed in this manner is found to be
more lenient than the CAP boundary. These same discrepancies
are noted for other aircraft and flight conditions in figure 9,
where the wT0 2 boundaries for a constant value of CAP (.28)
are presented. From this figure, it can be seen that constant
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.alues of wTE 2 can be determined which approximate the CAP
requirements of figure 1. However, that value of wTe2  is
peculiar to each aircraft and altitude. It is not the purpose
of this analysis to debate the merits of correlating short
period frequency with n/a vice 1/Te 2 for any particular
aircraft. That question has received considerable attention in
the literature, with various conclusions being stated. It is
important, however, to realize the limitations of establishing
universal requirements based on such correlations.

BANDWIDTH RESULTS

Bandwidth results for the F-14A airplane at 15,000 ft
altitude are plotted against the proposed criteria in figure 10.
Only one of the flight conditions analyzed (Mach number = 1.2)
lies within the level 1 boundary. These results are in
contradiction to the results presented above.

The acceleration sensitivity and bandwidth criteria are
both developed from the classical pitch attitude response to
control input transfer function:

es) Ke(s + 1/TB e2 8

5(s) (82 + 29sp( pS + W2p) a (8)

The n/ criteria reflect the pilot's desire for increased
frequency response as speed and/or 1/Tt 2  increase (i.e. as
n/ increases). In addition, limits are placed on the
acceptability of damping ratio and time delay. In this manner,
short period requirements are defined by a minimum of 4
parameters, w., , n/ot and T , with the overall level
being defined as that of the worst parameter. The bandwidth
criteria proposes to reduce the problem to the specification of
2 parameters - bandwidth frequency and time delay. The
bandwidth frequency is put forth as a measure of the frequency
response which accounts for 1/TO 2 , sp , sp and T . Further,
it is hypothesized that pilot opinion ratings, and therefore,
flying qualities levels can be correlaed via the two parameters;
bandwidth frequency and time delay.

Based on the augmented aircraft flight test data of
reference 8, the bandwidth boundary between level 1 and level 2
flying qualities is established at a frequency of 6.5 rad/sec
(for low values of time delay). Attempts to correlate the
unaugmented aircraft of reference 10 via the bandwidth criterion
results in n lower level 1 boundary ( W8W = 4 rad/sec) as shown
in the Handbook. This disagreement is left unresolved, with the
inference that the evaluation tasks for the unaugmented aircraft
may not have been demanding enough to promote pilot objections
to aircraft characteristics. Although this may be a possible
explanation, it should give rise to objections to the quality of
the unaugmented aircraft criteria. However, the Handbook
acknowledges that the unaugmented aircraft criteria are well
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established and documented by the reference 10 data.

Further discrepancies are noted when the unaugmented
configurations of the Neal-Smith data are analyzed with the
reference 10 data as shown in figure 11. Those configurations
which have level 1 damping ratios correlate well with the
unaugmented data. (The reference 10 configurations all have
level 1 damping ratios.) However, configurations 4A and 5A,
which have low damping ratios, only correlate via a high
bandwidth requirement (6.5 rad/sec), whereas configurations with
level I damping ratios result in lower acceptable bandwidths.
Based on these observations, closer analysis of the bandwidth
hypothesis was undertaken.

Frequency responses for equation (8) with w$p = 5 rad/sec,
1/T0 2  = 1.25, and various damping ratios and time delays were
developed. The resulting gain and phase characteristics are
presented in figure 12. Using the definitions of figure 3,
bandwidth is seen to be a function of damping ratio as well as
time delay at any particular value of 1/TG 2 and w5 . Similar
curves can be developed for variations in 1/Te 2 and/or w.,
resulting in the complex parameter maps of figure 73.
Restricting the discussion to values of 1/T.0 = 1.25./sec, sp, 5
rad/sec (i.e. Neal-Smith configurations 2, 4A and 5A) the
bandwidth parameter plane appears as shown in figure 14.
Defining acceptable bandwidth as being greater than 6.5 rad/sec,
eliminates a large number of configurations which are acceptable
by the current damping ratio (.35 < 5$gms 1.3) and time delay
( r .07) criteria. Neal-Smith conrigurations MA and 5A,
which were driving factors in establishing the acceptable
bandwidth range, are seen to correlate with the revised
boundaries. Generation of bandwidth contours for configurations
with limiting values of the control anticipation parameter (CAP
= .28, 3.6) compare favorably with Neal-Smith configurations l-
and 3- as shown in figure 15.

This analysis indicates that while the bandwidth parameter
provides a measure of the important parameters in an aircraft's
pitch attitude response, it is also highly sensitive to those
parameters.

Utilizing the acceptable regions for the classically
defined short period values, differing regions of acceptable
bandwidth can be defined for each aircraft flight condition. In
order to determine the proper acceDtable region for each flight
condition, the basic 1/Te 2  and W$_, parameters, to which the
high order system can be related, must be determined. One way
of accomplishing this is to utilize the eouivalent system
response as the starting point for determining acceptable
bandwidths.

The F-14A airplane was analyzed in this manner. First,
equivalent frequency and 1/T0 2  (fixed) values were obtained for
each flight condition. Using these values as starting points,
regions 'of acceptable bandwidths were defined with
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.35 c~ < 1.3, r .5 .07. The bandwidths of the complete high
order system responses were then plotted versus these criteria
boundaries. The results are presented in figure 16. The F-14A
airplane's response to control position inputs (as measured by
bandwidth) is now seen to exhibit level 1 flying qualities at
each of the-flight conditions analyzed; in agreement with the
results of the p/ct criteria.

In this manner, the bandwidth parameter serves as a measure
of the acceptability of the equivalent system match and provides
little information beyond that obtained from the equivalent
system results.

The bandwidth parameter is an effective means of obtaining
information concerning the overall frequency response of an
arbitrary system. However, in the form in which it has been
presented, its use appears to be limited to those applications
which require a fixed speed of response, regardless of operating
condition - such as in the decoupled force modes for which it
was originally developed.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on an analysis of the F-114A airplane, the 'Proposed
MIL-Handbook wTOZ and bandwidth criteria for pitch response to
pitch controller inputs are inconsistent with the w vs n/ct
requirements. The minimum wTe 2 boundary results in minimum
frequency requirements which are less than those obtained from
the minimum CAP boundary. The bandwidth parameter, whileI' encompassing the frequency, damping ratio, time delay and
numerator tim'e constant parameters in evaluating the
characteristics of a particular frequency response, fails to
allow for acceptable variations in these same parameters when
specifying boundary conditions.

The equivalent systems criteria, correlated with n/t'
should be retained as the primary method of evaluating pitch
response to pitch controller input dynamic characteristics. The
problems associated with fixing or freeing 1/T02 in the
equivalent system search routines can be resolved through
correlation with the attenuated control anticipation parameter
(CAP'). Additional work is necessary to determine the influence
of various control system configurations on the determination of
CAP' boundaries.
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COMENTS AND QUESTIONS

Roger Hoh. STI: We need to know operating conditions. Neal-Smith data
was trying to correlate task. Bandwidth minimum value is intended
to be based on task and therefore shouldn't vary with Mach. Also,
all criteria should be used as design guidance since each is
supposed to highlight something.

i
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ABSTRACT

Laterel-directional equivalent system models were developed
for three Navy aircraft using the classical roll mode and Dutch
roll approximate and full three degree of freedom transfer
function representations. Examples of applying the methods are
shown for the A-6 airplane. Acceptable models were generally
obtained for the classical approximate forms. Matching of the
full three degree of freedom forms required simultaneous
matching of bank angle and sideslip response transfer functions.
Additional study is necessary to determine methods of evaluating
high order systems with prefilter components and to verify the
equivalency of high and low order responses via piloted tasks.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Symbol Definition Units
CO Air-to-air combat
GA Ground attack
K Numerator gain
Lp Rolling moment due to roll rate 1/sec 2
L6a Roll equivalent system gain I/sec 2
N6r Sideslip equivalent system gain 1/sec 2
q Dynamic pressure lb/ft
s Laplace operator I/see
t Time see
To Sideslip numerator time constant see
Tr Roll mode time constant see
T$ Spiral mode time constant see

Sideslip angle deg
6 Control deflection deg

Yaw angle deg
Roll angle deg
Damping ratio
Frequency rad/sec

Subscripts
DR Dutch roll
f Flaperon
PED Pedal
r Rudder
(') Derivative with respect to time
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INTPCrUCTICI:

The determination of lpteral-directional flyirp qualities
of piloted -ircrrft as described by VIL-F-87t5C end the proposed
VIL- Standard (references (F) znd (M)) requires the definition
of equivalnt classierl systemis whose responses nost closely
uatch those of the actual aircraft. For these equivalent
systems tle numerical reouirements of linear systeu parameters
such as freouency, damping ratio, and rodal phase angles are to
be applied. However, no guidance is giver Ps to how these
systems shall be defined nor with what criterie their rdcquacy
will be judged. In the lcngitudinal case, reference(c) p resents
an effort to determine equivplent system descriptions of current
tactical Navy aircraft. For t he more coirplex lateral
directional case, these frequency response rratcting technicues
have experienced liftited application to date.

This paper will discuss an ongoing effort at the t;aval Pir
Development Certer to gererate eouivplr.t systrm dscriptiors
for the lateral- directional rodes of current tactical Navy
aircraft. Results will only be presented for the A-6 aircraft
although sirilar analyses have been corpleted for the S-3 and
A-7 aircraft. These preliminary results indicate that within
the scope of the completed work, the equivalent system s closely
match the higher order augmented systems. Problerr areas and
limitations which have been encountered during theze Enelyses
will also be discussed.

APPRCACH

The frequency response matching techniques used in this
analysis are described in rcferences(d) and (e). These met.ods
match, in the frequency domain, a high order phi(roll Engle) to
pilot command transfer function, beta(sldeslip angle) to pilot
command transfer functi.'n, or both with equivalent low order
systems. The forms of these equivalent systems are shown as
equations (1) and (2). These are the standard laterPl
directional transfer functions (reference (f)) which have been
augmented by a time delay (t# or to ) to account for the phase
characteristics of high freqqency roots in the frequency range
of interest.

* L6A (82 + 2cos + w#2)

(u+s/tr) (8+Ura) (82 + 2COD3~e + uDR )

i - 36r (B+t/TO) (s.14/T62) (s+11T0 3 ) toB
6r (S+tltr,) (,S)(S 2  + ) (2)
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In Fcditicr t~o ftt Ftov! fcouctions, P rollinp Prproxinactior Pnd
F Lutcf! roll rrroxirirticr iwerc dcvrloped.

Py assur'irp the roll irg rotior to invclve or) y the * degree
of frrfedon in t~e equations of rrotior, ther ecuiNa)(Ent tranrsfer
fL rct ion tfecor u-s,

L6 atO

For Fte~dy statc r-)] rpte, L~ =-1/T and (ouaticr 3 yields
the, roll Iinp --pprox in Etion,

0/6-s
a 5(S+ 1 /Tr

The sanme rCsuLt could I'avc tceen ottaiccd fromr ccuation (1) ty
FsLrrn C = CDR W, WOE Rznd neCutral spiral stability(l/T1  =0).

In ttc case of the Lutch roN2 ap-proxirratior tke rcllinp
dereer of freccecr, is elirrinatce fron- the outtiovs of notion.
P.ftfer c-ccounting fcr ther tirre delay, to , the cuiv~lent systeir
forr of thE: EutcI roll rproxin'atior tecorres,

(5)A
r 2 2-(S + 2 C WDRS + wDR )

This result could Elso te obtained fror t~e stancdard
1Et r I-di rect ior 7 1 forrr ( Equation ( 2) ty z ssunring To T Or

and t1,FtT.TB%,TSand I/TS3 >>1O.

Trec Ftandard I atcrFl-(ircctiona] ecuivzlent syste'
rquations (() rnd (2)) zlbnf witt these FpproxirvaFtior.s ((4J) Pne
(5)) were used to otain rquivalenrt systerr re pre senta-tions of
the higher order sysierrs. The accuracy of these waetches in the
frequency dowain ;4ps rweesured by the fo11cv.ing cost function
(referecec (d)),

CCST= 20 t[eci Fein )2 + .C17 145(pase -phasOSe 2

gan isi ecbl

rhase is in degrees
w - denote s input frequency
n - nuirber of discrete frequencies
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Although no quantitative measure of the cost function has been
conclusively established to determine a good match, preliminary
tests of high and equivalent low order responses with mismatches
as high as 190 have yielded equivalent pilot ratings (reference
(g)). The frequency, damping ratio, and time constants
identified by these lower order equivalent systems were then
compared to the requirements of MIL-F-8785C. The A-6 lateral
and directional flight control systems are p'resented in Figure
1, along with the *i 6a and 0/6r transfer functions analyzed.
The Stability Augmentation System (SAS) OFF transfer functions
were constructed from the stability and control information of
reference (h). The SAS CN transfer functions were obtained from
a state space representation of the coupled system using the
computer program TOTAL (reference (k)). The conditions at which
these transfer functions were calculated are Mach number equal
to 0.4, altitude equals 20000 ft., and a clean flexible
airplane.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

GENERAL

The results presented in the following sections were
obtained via three procedures of determining lower order
equivalent system matches for each higher order system
(1/ 6.or S/6r). The first procedure utilized the NAVFIT
(reference (e)) computer program to obtain the approximate
equivalent system described by equation (4) or (5), depending
upon the parameter response being matched. For the second
procedure, the program LATFIT (reference (d)) was used which
assumes the lower order system to be one of the standard
lateral-directional transfer functions (equations (1) or (2)).
The last of the three procedures also assumed the form of the
standard equations, with both 0/6a and 8 6 r being matched
simultaneously while constraining the identified denominators to
be identical'. Si-mdltaneous matching of the standard equ-a.t4onF
was found t6 be necessary since ;0 , w and CDR ,wDR as well
as TS and T r fall relatively close together and are masked in
the'higher order response. As a'result, LATFIT identifies
erroneous values for CDR and-woRwhen matching only the
O/Atransfer function unless Co and w are constrained at
known values. Similarly, erroneous values for Tr are
identified when only matching theS/6 transfer function
unless To, is constrained'at a known value. Matching both
generally allows C, , wR , and Tr to be determined without
constraining these other parameters in the frequency range of
interest.

STABILITY AUGMENTATION OFF

Each of the three matching procedures discussed above was
applied to the higher order systems with the stability
augmentation off in order to gain familiarity w.th and
confidence in the fitting routines. Table I summarizes these
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results for the A-6 airplane at Mach number equal to 0.4 and an
altitude of 20000 ft. The values ofCDR,W. , and Tr  identified
by NAVFIT, using the rolling and Dutch rofl approximations, show
good correlation with the high order system. When the standard
equations for ./6a and Bl6rwere used individually to match the
higher order system (UATFIT) two significant results were
obtained.. First, in order to generate a good
.match,C, and w had to be fixed- to known values for
the 16 transfer function. Second, in the case of
the 816r transfer function, the parameter To, had to be fixed to
iderftify good values Of CDR and wDR as well as having a low cost
function. By usingthe ,standard equations to simultaneously
match */ 6a and 0/6r , none of the parameters had to be fixed and
a match consistent with the high order system was obtained.

STABILITY AUGMENTATION ON

Table II summarizes the results obtained by applying the
three matching procedures to thef/6aand 0/6rtransfer functions
with the~stability augmentation system on. A typical lateral
frequency response obtained from .the matching process is shown
in Figure 2. Roll rate time histories obtained for each of the
matching procedures are shown in Figure 3. The cost functions
associated with these matches indicate a significant increase as
compared to the case with no stability augmentation. This is
due to the additional control roots in the frequency range of
interest which were not present in the SAS off case. These
results also show that the rolling approximation and the
simultaneous matches of O/aand 8/64 yield similar results.
However, for the simultaneous matching technique the
paraMeters C. and w, had to be fixed at a known value in order
to obtain aln acceptable match. The l(west mismatch obtained
resulted from independently matching 96a with the standard form
of thef/6a transfer functicn (equation (1)). However, in this
ease the match yields a separation in w* and wDm along with an
increase 'in Tr , none of which are desirable effects. As
indicated in Figure 3, this match produces an oscillatory
response up to 3.0 seconds which mby be disturbing to the pilot.

The directional responses of these equivalent systems are
shown in Figures 4 and 5. The typical frequency response
(Figure 4) shows good agreement between the high order system
and the low order equivalent system. In the timp domain (Figure
5) all the responses appear similar with the only ,discernable
difference being a higher damped equivalent system due to the
simultaneous matching technique. Based on these results, it
would be desirable in the directional case to use the equivalent
system generated by the Dutch roll approximation to model the
high order system.

The matching techniques described above for the A-6
airplane produced similar results when appiled to the A-7 and
S-3. However, in the case of the A-7, forward loop prefilters
are present in the control system descripton. As a result, the
equivalent systems models expressed above are not sufficient to
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adequately define the resulting $/6a response as shown in Figure
6. Additional work is necessary- to evaluate acceptable
equivalent systems responses for these types of control systems.

CCMPARISON WITH MIL-F-8785C REQUIREMENTS

The lateral-directional oscillatLon, roll mode, and time
delay paragraphs of MIL-F-8785C include the following
requirements for Class IV, Category A level I flying qualities:

Tr -< 1.O see
woR m - 1.0 rad/sec
% ?:0.4 (configurations CO and GA)
;j >-0.19 (all other configurations)

-N u !O.35 (configurations other than CO and GA)
t -s 0. 1 see

The equivalent values for T r  , and t resulting from
acceptab'le matching procedures all meet these requirements.
However, t-he equivalent damping ratio, while meeting the
requirement for configurations such as cruise, formation flying,
etc., fa.ls'short of the requirements for combat and ground
attack configurations.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Lateral-directional equivalent system descriptions have
been determined for three tactical Navy aircraft using the
frequency response matching techniques of references (d) and
(e). These techniques are relatively straightforward and easy
to apply. As a result of applying these techniques to the
A-6,A-7, and S-3 aircraft, thi following conclusions can be
made:

1.) The rolling and Dutch roll approximation equivalent
system forms identify values of Tr -, DR, and Con

similar to both the unaugmented and augmented high
order systems..

2.) Independently matching f/6, or 0/6r with the standard
forms of the equivalent systems requires , , and
to be fixed to known values in order to generate
acceptable matches with the high order, systems.

3.) Simultaneous matching of 4/6, oand B/6r with the
standard equivalent- systems generated acceptable
matches. However, € € and w o had to be fixed in
the aagmented case.

4.) Comparisons of rr C |* ,and w 3 1  identified by these
equivalent systems procedures wfh the requirements of
MIL-F-8785C indicate level 1 flying qualitie~s for the
A-6 in all but configurations CO and GA where Cn_ 0.4.
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The following items are recommended for further study in
the development of the lateral-directionel equivalent system
methodology:

1.) Methods of defining acceptable equivalent responses
for high order control systems incorporating prefilters
in the frequency range of interest.

2.) More extensive comparison of equivalent system modal
perameters with specification requirements.

3.) Verification of equivalent system models of high order
system responses via piloted evaluation tasks.
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AN IN-FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF HIGHER
ORDER CONTROL SYSTEM EFFECTS ON THE
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL FLYING QUALITIES

OF FIGHTER AIRPLANES

Abstract

This in-flight simulation experiment, using the USAF NT-33 variable
stability aircraft operated by Calspan, was undertaken to generate lateral-
directional flying qualities data applicable to highly augmented fighter
aircraft. In particular, the effects of time delay and prefilter lag in the
lateral flight control system were studied for representative Flight Phase
Category A and C tasks. Included were actual target tracking, air refueling
and precision landing tasks as well as special Head-Up Display (HUD) tracking
ta-ks. Results indicate that a HUD bank angle tracking task is a valid flying
qualities evaluation task. Data show that lateral flying qualities are very
sensitive to control system time delay and that very short values of roll mode
time constant typically result in poor lateral flying qualities. Excellent
separation of the data into flying qualities levels is achieved for the
Category A task data using equivalent time delay and roll mode time constant
parameters. An optimum equivalent time constant value of 0.6 sec is indicated
by the data.
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1. Introduction and Objectives

Modern fighter flight control systems use digital or analog computa-
tion techniques in combination with their advanced "fly-by-wire"l technology
to gain potential advantages such as improved mission performance and weight/
cost reduction. Examples of modern fighter aircraft which incorporate such
advanced flight control system designs are the F-16, YF-17, F-18 and Tornado.
Unfortunately, the potential of this-expanded flight control technology has
not been realized. In fact, new flying qualities problems have often been

- i created in the process of solving the old ones.

With the operational acceptance of full-authority electronic augmen-
tation systems, the designer literally has the capability to tailor the flying
qualities of the aircraft as desired for each mission task. Typically, these
advanced design efforts have produced overly complex designs characterized by
"higher order" responses to the pilot's inputs. The additional control sys-
tem dynamics, or higher order effects. can potentially cause serious flying
qualities problems for modern fighter aircraft while performing precision tasks.

These new flying qualities problems are most often related to the
time delays which are introduced into the control system by the advanced flight
control design. The source of these time delays, which can cause dramatic de-
gradation in flying qualities for precision tasks, can be from the higher order
complexity of the flight control system design or, in the case of digital sys-
tems, inherent time delays. Digital flight control systems tend to be the
worse offenders since the power of the computer unfortunately encourages the
design of very complex systems.

Criteria based on classical aircraft characteristics, such as those
presented in t4IL-F-8785B (Reference 1) are not applicable to the design of
modern aircraft with highly augmented flight control systems; they are also
not-adequate to evaluate the flying qualities of aircraft equipped with such
systems. A series of research programs have been conducted using the USAF/
Calspan NT-33A variable stability aircraft (References 3 to 10) to acquire a
flying qualities data base which is applicable to aircraft with highly
augmented flight control systems. The new military flying qualities
specification, MIL-F-8785C (Reference 2), utilized these data to produce
new -requirements which are directed at today's complex fighter aircraft.

Most of these previous flying qualities research efforts have centered
on fighter aircraft longitudinal flying qualities. However, aircraft with
modern, highly-augmented flight control systems have exhibited equally serious
lateral flying qualities problems. A suitable lateral flying qualities data
base applicable to modern, complex fighter aircraft did not exist. Without
such a data base the designer cannot avoid a potentially very expensive trial
and error development process with the real aircraft. The genesis of the
research experiment described in this paper comes from a clear need for a
lateral higher order system flying qualities data base for fighter a!.rcraft.
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This paper describes a research program intended to collect basic
lateral-directional flying qualities data applicable to aircraft with higher
order lateral flight control systems. The major portion of this experiment
was devoted to the lateral axis because 1) the directional axis is not yet a
primary control axis, 2) experience to date with higher order flight control
systems has not shown significant directional flying qualities problems,
and 3) modern flight control systems allow the isolation of the lateral and
directional axes. Future flight control systems may use the directional axis
as a primary control axis (e.g. wings level turn, fire control-flight control
coupling) and will require extensive directional flying qualities research.

The specific objectives of the flying qualities research program
described in this paper were to:

" Gather lateral-directional flying qualities data applicable
to fighter aircraft with complex higher order lateral flight
control Systems in the context of precision maneuvering,
tracking, and refueling tasks, and terminal approach and landing
tasks (Class IV aircraft, Category A and C Flight Phases),
as a function of important lateral control system parameters.

" Continue the development of suitable control system design
and evaluation criteria which are applicable to highly
augmented fighter aircraft.

" Compare various Flight Phase A and C lateral evaluation tasks
with head-up display based evaluation tasks. Determine which
evaluation tasks are most sensitive to lateral control system
parameter changes and evaluate the validity of head-up display
evaluation tasks.

The research program on which this paper is reported in some
detail in Reference 18; this paper is intended to be a sumary of the main
features of the experiment and the primary results.
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2. Experiment Design

2.1 NT-33 Aircraft

The test aircraft for this program was the USAF NT-33A research air-
craft operated by Caispan. This aircraft is equipped with a Variable Stability
System CVSS) which utilizes an analog response feedback technique to generate
the desired augmented basic aircraft dynamic response. A variable feel sys-
temn, suitable control system dynamics, in the form of prefilters, and an ad-
justable time delay circuit, allow simulation of various flight control param-
eters. For this program, a center stick was used. A detailed description
of the NT-33A VSS is included in Reference 11.

A potential limitation in the experiment was the NT-33A maximum
achievable steady state roll rate of approximately 100 dog/sec at 280 KIAS.
An examination of the flight records showed that the maximum roll rate comn-
manded during the evaluation tasks was less than 100 dog/sec. Therefore, the
NT-33A roll rate limit did not affect the results of this experiment.

For the refueling task evaluations, an air-to-air refueling boom was
attached to the lower right forward portion of the NT-33A nose (Fig. 1)
The boom latched into the tanker drogue but did not transfer fuel.

2.2 DEFT System

The NT-33A is also equipped with a Display Evaluation Flight Test
(DEFT) system which includes a fully programmable Head-Up Display (HUD) sys-
tem. For this program the HUD was used as the primary instrument reference
by the evaluation pilot (Fig. 2 ). A fixed HUD symbol, depressed approxi-
mately 1 degree below the horizon in level flight, was used as the air-to-
air tracking index or "pipper". The HUD and associated digital computers
were also used to produce the bank angle and heading tracking tasks used
during the evaluations in this program.

2.3 Lateral-Directional Flight Control System

POr this experiment the evaluation configurations were mechanized
using the NT-33A variable stability system, special electronic circuits, and
a special digital time delay circuit. A block diagram of the lateral-
directional flight control system is presented in Fig. 3.

The lateral-directional flight control system was designed to allow
investigation of several primary characteristics typically found in highly
augmented fighter aircraft.
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Experiment Controlled Variables

PAS

-high roll damping (short T.) in combination with the
necessary high command gains (high L' ) to achieve

FAS

satisfactory steady-state roll performance is the typical

- transport time delay to represent the equivalent delay
effects of high frequency higher order control system
elements and pure digital time delays found in typical
modern flight control system designs.

2+

- first order lag or lead/lag representative of typical
comand path prefilters.

Mini-experiments were performed during the program to investigate
the effects of non-linear command gain and high values of Dutch roll damping
ratio (-'0.7). The results of these experiments are contained in the full
report, Reference 18.

The selected evaluation configurations were specific combinations
of these primary experiment parameters and the other fixed simulation charac-
teristics. The experiment controlled variables and the range of values tested
for each flight phase are summarized in Table 1. A complete summary of the
configuration characteristics is contained in Reference 18. Values for the
fixed characteristics and the ranges for the variable elements of the lateral
directional control system were selected as appropriate for modern high per-
formance fighter aircraft engaged in Flight Phase A and C tasks.
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TABLE 2-1

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EXPERIMENT VARIABLES

FLIGHT
VARIABLE PHASE NOMINAL VALUES TESTED COMMIENTS

CATEGORY

TR A • .1S, .25, .45, .8 sec. - Simulation minimum

(Roll 
TR is .15 sec.

Damping) - NIL-F-878SB Level 1
mxium -R is 1.0 sec.

C . .2, .2S, .45, .8 sec.

PSfFM A a 10, 18, 25 deg/sec/lb -. Spans approximate
14L-878SB Level 1

(Related to limits.
Command
Gain L, )

C o S, 10, deg/sec/lb - Spans approximate
MIL-878SB Level 1
limits.

"  AC o 55,75,105,125,225 milli - See Reference l8for
(Equivalent sec (ms) details.
Time Delay) (TO to T4)

T2 8+2 A,C 0 Lag (T2 -0): T2 =.0 2 S, - Nominal confiparations
all included .025 sec.

T 2 8+2 .10, .17, .33, .5, 1.0 sec (40 ils) pre2ter.
(Fl to FS)

(Prefilter) e Lead/Lag: 2 .0AS, - Used with TR -0.45
(F7) T2a ".02S TReO.80 cases.

9 Lag/Lead: T a .1S - Used with TR 0.lS cues.

(F6) 2 w.4
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2.4 Experiment Configurations

Experiment configurations were formed by choosing combinations of:

* TR and L'

T0 , Te 2 (lateral prefilter characteristics)

* T (lateral transport time delay)

The complete lateral-directional characteristics for an evaluation
configuration consists of a combination of these elements as illustrated in
Fig. 3.

Baseline Lateral-Directional Configurations

The first step before the effects of the major control system elements
of interest - time delay and prefilter lag - could be properly evaluated was
to evaluate a baseline set of configurations with different combinations of TR

and L wv . These baseline configurations were all flown with a 40 rad/sec lag
AS

prefilter because of VSS lateral noise considerations with force commands.
In effect, these configurations can be considered to be without significant
control system dynamics.

The baseline configurations are presented in Fig. 4 on a plot of
versus L' Configurations were selected to lie along 3 lines of con-

stant p 8/F: 10, 18 and 25 deg/sec/lb as shown.

Other Lateral-Directional Configurations

During the remainder of the experiment the effects of time delay
and prefilter dynamics on the baseline TR/L'FAS combinations were evaluated.

The primary emphasis in the experiment was the investigation of the effects
of time delay and prefilter lag for the various Flight Phase Category A and
C tasks. First, the effects of the experiment variables were evaluated
individually and then, to the extent possible in the context of this
experiment, in combination.

Each configuration represents a particular combination of the experi-
ment variables as previously discussed and illustrated in Fig. 2. For example,
a configuration identified as "Configuration 5-2T1Fl" has T - .15 8eo,

Ps/'AS .. 10 deg/aeo/lb,. - 75 miZZiseo, prefiLter T2 - 0 a.oo

The nominal Dutch roll damping ratio was C Z 0.35 and the roll rate
response to lateral input was essentially first order (no Dutch roll excita-
tion) for the evaluation configurations discussed in this paper.
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2.5 Evaluation Tasks

Flying qualities evaluations are dependent on configuration charac-
teristics and the task being performed. It has been shown that evaluations
of highly augmented aircraft with significant control system dynamics are
particularly sensitive to task. For example, the flying qualities of aircraft
with large time delays in the longitudinal flight control system can degrade
dramat? 2ally during the last 50 ft prior to landing when a precision landing
is the task (see Reference 8). This "flying qualities cliff" may not be
exposed if the task constraints are relaxed. If for example, no landing is re-
quired or the precision landing goal is removed. Also, if the visual environ-
ment cues are sufficiently inhibited (as in a ground-based simulation) such
that the pilot is not properly stressed and his "gain" does not approach real
task values, the serious flying qualities deficiencies may not be observed.

For this experiment, which is primarily concerned with the effects
of representative higher order lateral control system elements on lateral-
directional fighter flying qualities, it was therefore imperative that realistic
tasks be used for the evaluations. Since the tests were performed in the NT-33A
aircraft, the visual environment was the real world and no compromises
existed in that area. Within the constraints of flight safety, every
effort was therefore made to make the tasks realistic. Tracking was done
using a real target; refueling included all the ingredients of the real task
except the actual transfer of fuel. Close formation maneuvers were on the wing
of the target aircraft; finally, the approach and landing tasks included
precision actual touchdowns. In addition, realistic HJD tracking tasks were
included to evaluate the validity of HUD evaluation tasks. In every case,
tasks were intended to direct the pilot's attention tu the evaluation of
lateral flying qualities.

1) Flight Phase Category A Tasks

• Close Formation Flying
e Mtr-to-Air Gun Tracking
0 Air-to-Air Refueling
0 HUD Bank Angle Tracking
S HUJD Heading Tracking

2) Flight Phase Category C Tasks

" Instrument Landing System Appziach a'd Visual Landing
e Visual Landing
" HUD Bank Angle and Heading Tracking

Evaluation of lateral flying qualities was primary. Use of
rudder was allowed if necessary, or if rudder significantly improved task
performance/reduced pilot ,compensation. Otherwise use of rudder should

be kept to L minimum.
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3. Conduct of the Experiment

3.1 Simulation Situation

For this program, the simulated aircraft was defined as a typical
modern, single seat, fighter aircraft (Class IV). Where appropriate, such as
during simulated instrument tasks, the pilot was required to extrapolate to
this fighter aircraft environment which would include realistic additional
cockpit duties.

Since inclusion of wind and turbulence as controlled variables was
beyond the scope of the program, flights were conducted in a wide range of
wind and turbulence; conditions encountered are considered normal for typical
fighter operations. The pilots were asked to evaluate the aircraft in the
condition of the day, but to comment, if appropriate, on the projected effects
of different representative wind and turbulence conditions.

3.2 Experiment Data

The primary data from the experiment take these forms:

0 Pilot Ratings

- At the completion of each evaluation, the pilot was asked to
assign a pilot rating using the Cooper-Harper Rating Scale
(Reference 12)

- These ratings were assigned immediately after the completion
of the evaluation tasks before making any detailed pilot
comments; a review of the initial rating was a part of
the comment card

- In addition to the evaluation pilot rating, the safety pilot
assigned a pilot rating before the evaluation pilot gave his
rating. This additional rating can be used to increase the
credibility of the evaluation pilot's rating and potentially
as an aid to understanding any rating discrepancies.

* Pilot Comments

- After the initial rating, the pilot was asked to make recorded
comments on specific items listed on .the Pilot Comment Card.

0 Task Performance, Records -

- Complete records were taken of task performance during each
evaluation using the NT-33A 28 channel digital magnetic
tape recorder.

- These records included complete records of the HID tracking
task performance; both the input commands to the pilot, the
error signal created and his response were recorded.
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3.3 Evaluation Summary

The three evaluation pilots performed a total of 214 evaluations of
118 different configurations during the program; 42 evaluation flights of
approximately 1.3 hours each were flown. There was approximately 20% overlap
in configurations and each pilot repeated approximately 20% of his evaluations.

4. Task Comparisons and Baseline Configuration Results

The purpose of this section is to present the pilot rating results
of the experiment which, along with the pilot comment data, form the data
base for the more detailed discussion and analysis of the results presented
in Section S.

The major thrust of this experiment was to gather a lateral flying
qualities data base applicable to highly augmented fighter aircraft with
significant control system dynamics in the form of time delays and lags. A
few evaluations to investigate the effects of special filtering (lead/lag,
lag/lead) were also performed. The presentation of the results of this
multi-dimensional experiment in an orderly fashion is not easy. To assist
in this effort the results of the gun tracking (Th) and air refueling task
(AR) are combined and the BUD only evaluations are not included directly in
the data base. The justification for this step is given in the next two
subsections.

4.1 Comparison of Tracking (Th) anid Air Refueling (AR) Results

The averaged pilot ratings for the two tasks are compared in Figure
S. Use of averaged pilot ratings is the only way in which the trends of the
data can be seen clearly. In addition, the fact that the evaluation pilots
were fortuitously representative of a wide, but realistic, range of pilot
task aggressiveness makes the averaging process more credible. In the
context of the typical inter and intra pilot ratings scatter in the experi-
ment (see Section S for details), the results for the two tasks are similar.
The TR and AR pilot rating results are therefore considered together in
this report.

4.2_ Comparison of Tracking and Refueling (TR + AR) Results With
BUD-Only Results

The averaged pilot ratings for these tasks are compared in Figure 6.
HUD only results are for the evaluations in which only BUD tracking tasks
were evaluated. HUD tracking tasks were generally included in the tracking
(TR).

Although the scatter in the data is larger than for the other task
comparisons, in the context of the inter and intra pilot rating variability
shown in this experiment, the results for the BUD-only evaluations are
representative of those given for the actual tasks. Further support for
this generalization can be found in the pilot comments for the actual
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7

tracking tasks when HUD tasks were also included. In the majority of cases
the pilots indicated that the observations from the HUD task were similar to
those for the real tracking task.

These HUD only data are not used as part of the experiment data base
except for guidance when no other data exist

4.3 Baseline Pilot Rating Data

The results for the combined TR and AR tasks are presented in
Figure 7 in the form of averaged pilot ratings. Estimated PR = 3.5 and 6.5
boundaries are included on the figure.

Baseline configuration averaged pilot rating data for the approach
and landing tasks (LA) are presented in Figure 8. No estimated pilot rating
boundaries could realistically be estimated with the limited data set.

Presentation of the complete results on the effects of time delay
and lag on the flying qualities of the baseline lateral configurations is
beyond the scope of this paper; the results are documented in Reference 18
and discussed in the next section.

5. Discussion of the Results

5.1 Baseline Configuration Data, TR + AR Tasks

The approximate PR - 3.5 (Level 1) and the PR a 6.5 (Level 2)
boundaries drawn on Figure 7 show that the data from this experiment
indicate limits on roll damping (TR) and command gain (L ). The values

AS
of steady-state performance, p /FA used in this experiment appear to be
satisfactory provided satisfacf ry values of TR and L'FAS are selected.

The data suggest minimum values of TR of:

Level 1 (PRS 3.S) - 0.3 sees

Level 2 (PR1 6.5)-, 0.17 seCs

and maximum values of L' F of:

Level 1 - 55 deg/sec 2/lb

Level 2 - 110 deg/sec 2 /lb

Assuming that the Dutch roll is effectively cancelled in the 4/FAS

transfer function and the spiral is neutral, which are valid assumptions for
this experiment.
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Without significant control system dynamics, as in the baseline
configurations,

* L? is a measure of the initial acceleration
PAS

* R  is the dominant factor in the predictability of
the final response

Ps*P is a measure of the steady-state roll
performance

P-/ is related to the gross roll maneuvering performance and is
of course, Iuition of Z' P and xR . L'F  and TR are of direct importance
to the fine tracking perfor;Nce of the aircl4 t. All of these parameters are
interrelated and the discussion of the data can therefore be made from several
different viewpoints. From the pilot's viewpoint, for a given task he desires
good initial response (PMA/FAS or' ,P for the baseline configurations).

predictable fial response (good value of T and satisfactory roll performance

Correlation of all the Category A data including the baseline config-
urations as well as those with added time delay and prefilter lag is discussed
in Section 6.

Of primary interest is the observed trend from the pilot rating data
which indicates a degradation in pilot rating as TR is decreased at essentially
constant L 'FA and satisfactory values of ps/P&4. The data suggests that

there are lower (TR too short) limits as well as upper (TR too large) limits
limits on roll mode time constant.

Baseline configurations 2-4, 3-3 and 5-2 are obvious candidates for
discussion; they are configurations with approximately constant initial acceler-
ation to a pilot input (LA ) yet the averaged pilot ratings degrade from 3.5

to 7 as TR decreases from 0.4S to 0.1S sec for otherwise satisfactory values

of P88/F (2S to 10 deg/sec/lb).
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5.2 "Roll Ratcheting", Baseline Configurations 2-2. 3-3, 5-2

As shown on Figure 7, the pilot ratings degrade as TR is decreased

in moving from 2-4 (PR a 3.5) to 3-3 (PP a 5) to S-2 (PR a 7). Typical pilot

comments were:

Confil. Pilot Comments

2-4 B "Precision/accuracy good even when
aggressive"

3-3 P "Desired performance obtained but
jumpy response"

B "Definite ratcheting - small
corrections during fine tracking
were a problem"

S-2 B "Wing rocking, roll oscillations,
quick, sharp, ratcheting - certainly
did bother fine tracking (rudders
didn't help)

The cOnundru presented by this data is centered on the fact that as
TR is decreased the 41FAS transfer function becomes more "K/s Zike". Since
the general assumption is that pilot's prefer K/ type systems, the pilot
ratings should improve with increased roll damping (YR deazuing), not degradw.
The data, both pilot ratings and comments, however do not appear to support
this position.

Although the scope of this present effort precludes a very extensive
exploration into this apparent dlg, it is logical to look into the experi-
sent data ore carefully and to review outside data sources for suitable
information.

HUD Tracking Task Data

A review of sample HUD tracking task data for baseline Configurations
2-4, 3-3 and 5-2 indicates that:

4 The tracking performance in terms of the is essentially
the same for each configuration in that norglfshoots or
oscillations are present.

0 Small amplitude oscillations are evident in roll rate for
Configuration 3-3 (Pilot B) and strongly present for
Configuration S-2. Prequency of the "ratcheting" is * 16
rad/sec.
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• These oscillations are pilot induced.

* Nulling of the tracking error is done less crisply for

Configurations 3-3 and S-2 in that a long "tail" exists on
the ERROR trace.

* The roll rate and lateral stick force traces for 5-2 are
less sharp than for 2-4 indicating that the pilot is perhaps
intentionally flying smoothly (applying lag compensation) or

backing out of the closed loop in the presence of the
ratcheting potential of the configuration.

0 The sideslip excursions during the task are about the

same for all configurations.

The tracking records indicate that the ratcheting problems certainly
were real. It is interesting to note that the deterioration in performance as

measured by bank angle errors in the HUD task or pipper motion in the gun track-
ing task is not significant; in fact, desired performance can often be achieved
yet the overall aircraft is judge to require improvement, i.e. "ratcheting is

not acceptable," and gets a PR - 7 for Configuration 5.2. This situation often

led to a "rating/coment anomaly".

The problem of ratcheting is almost a ride qualities concern in that

the angular accelerations or lateral accelerations at the pilot's head are the

major problem; the aircraft doesn't move far but the ride is unacceptable in

the fighter task. A simulation that did not include very accurate accelerations
at the pilot station would not therefore expose the "ratcheting" difficulties

observed in this experiment. Perhaps the experiments which verified the
"goodness" of K/s systems did not properly reflect these attendant real-life

acceleration factors.

Open-Loop Considerations

As previously mentioned, there are several vantage points from which
to view the interaction of the primary variables in this discussion ( Lr. r A

and pag/FAS) in the context of the pilot's lateral task.

For a step input, the configurations exhibit nearly identical maxi-

um values of P and F ("Jerk") although the shapes of the responses are
different. The pso achieved varies from 25 deg/sec/lb for 2-4 to 10 deg/sec/
lb for 5-2.

If the pilot is assumed to desire a specific roll rate then his

input must be 2.5 times greater for 5-2 than for 2-4; the attendant g maxima

would be proportionately greater.

The response of 2-4, 3-3 and 5-2 to the same unit pulse show that

the maximum values of p, P and P are essentially the same for all the
configurations but the bank angle achieved is reduced as T decreases (going
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from 2-4 to 5-2). Again if one assumes that the pilot has some standard of
performance during tracking such as requiring a given bank angle the lateral

accelerations would be much higher for 5-2 than for 2-4.

The high lateral accelerations associated with 5-2 are apparently
the basis for the roll ratcheting problem. These high accelerations would
be generated if the sane bank angle performance achieved for 2-4 was attempted
in 5-2. In any event the catalyst for the phenomenon would appear to be
excessive roll damping (TR too 8hor-).

It appears from the HUD tracking performance records that the pilot

attempts to compensate with 5-2 by using similar sized inputs as in 2-4 but
holds the pulse for a longer time to achieve the desired bank angle change.
He, in effect, attempts to slow down his inputs; however, he typically
reverts inadvertently to abrupt commands which lead to the small amplitude
"ratcheting" oscillation.

Closed-Loop Considerations

A recent analysis centered on analytically investigating the roll
ratcheting question (Reference 13) indicates that the ingredients of the

observed ratcheting problem can be reproduced in a reasonable fashion if
the following scenario is followed.

0 A simple pilot model consisting of a gain, a first-order lag
compensator and 0.3 transport delay is adjusted to achieve a
satisfactory closed-loop bank angle tracking bandwidth (using
the Neal-Smith definitions in Reference S) of approximately
2 rad/sec for a X/ like aircraft (very short roll mode time
constant).

0 This compensation and bandwidth would allow satisfactory bank
angle control and avoid abrupt inputs which produce unwanted
high accelerations.

0 Suppose the pilot reverts to an abrupt input technique to
demand the desired response more rapidly, creates high
angular accelerations and then switches his closure to
angular acceleration error instead of bank angle error.
Then, with sufficient pilot gain a ratcheting type oscilla-
tion of s 16 rad/sec results. The study concludes the roll
angular acceleration and the lateral linear accelerations
at the pilot station are important considerations in flying
qualities.

Roll ratchet is best explained by a model that assumes the
pilot is closing the lateral loop on angular acceleration
response cues.

Clearly, more analysis is required in this area; fortunately, the
HU tracking task performance data which contains all the necessary iniput and
output data present a unique opportunity for pilot modelling studies.
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Other Data

Recent modern fighter aircraft have exhibited roll ratcheting problems
similar to the problems noted for Configuration S-2. In each case the aircraft
was, highly augmented with particularly high levels of roll damping. This
evidence adds further substance to the credibility of the data set from this
experiment.

A previous NT-33 experiment (Reference 14) conducted to investigate
lateral-directional flying qualities of lifting body entry vehicles noted
similar ratcheting problems when TR became small (around 0.1 sees).

Finally, the V/STOL flying qualities specification background data
(Reference 1S) contains examples from hovering experiments which substantiate
the trends shown in the data from this experiment. The hover data indicates
a degradation in pilot rating, for constant control sensitivity (L or N6 ),

p qas the damping (Lp or M ) is increased.

These data represent further evidence that there is a real-world
upper limit to the levels of roll damping (lower limit on T ) for each level
of flying qualities. The X/e criterion for good flying quafities does not
apparently directly apply to real aircraft in high gain tasks.

5.3 Time Delay and Lag Effects, TR . AR Tasks

Time Delay

Although the data are hardly sufficient to define the rating trends
with time delay completely the following estimates are made. Configurations
2-2, 2-3 and 2-4 are the basis for these estimates which are clearly "best
guesses".

Additional Time Delay Threshold: 75 ms (millisec)
(Equivalent time delay added with
no effect on PR)

Total Time Delay Threshold: * 125 ms (millisec)
(Includes actuator and nominal
prefilter effects)

- Slope After Threshold: * PR/15 ms (millisec)

Prefilter

For good basic configurations such as the "2-" series the effect
of the prefilter is not apparent until values of T2 of about .17 sec (6
rad/sec prefilter). For the more sensitive configurations, 3-4 and 5-3, the
prefilter lag is clearly beneficial and lags of T2 - 0.3 can be tolerated
before degradation due to lag begins.
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Comb ination

In each case, the rating with the time delay added to a given pre-
filter configuration is worse than the rating with the prefilter alone; in
most cases the combined rating is worse than the time delay alone case.

The most startling result is that the beneficial effects of the
prefilter lag are totally eliminated when even small time delays are included
in combination.

5.4 LA Tasks

Baseline Configurations

The data, although limited in coverage, suggests a minimum value of
Tr of 0.2 to 0.25 sec for Level 1 (PR<! 3.5) flying qualities. As in the
6ategory A data, when -TR is reduced at a constant value of L1, 4 1fying

qualities begin to deteriorate for small "R (a 0.2 eec) when the roll

ratcheting problem surfaces (Configuration L4-1).

Time Delay Effects

As for the Category A case, estimates which qualify as "best guesses"
car be made using the better Configurations (Ll-2 and L2-1) for guidance:

- Additional Time Delay Threshold = 75 ms
(Equivalent time delay added
with no effect on PR)

- Total Time Delay Threshold = 125 ms
(Includes actuator and normal
prefilter effects)

- Slope After Threshold: = I PR/30 ms

Prefilter

Again the trends are similar to those shown in the Category A task data.

For a good Configuration (L2-2), a .17 sec prefilter lag (6 rad/sec
prefilter) can be tolerated before significant degradation in pilot rating
occurs. Prefilter lag is beneficial to "sensitive" configurations like L4-1
which exhibits the beginnings of roll ratcheting.
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6. Correlation of the Data Using Equivalent

Time History Parameters

6.1 Equivalent Parameters

The search for a suitable criterion with which all of the data
could be viewed finally centered on a time history criteria analogous to
that used by Chalk for pitch axis correlations in Reference 16. This
approach is similar in concept but different in some details to that used
by Van Gool in Reference 17 to correlate large aircraft lateral flying
qualities.

The criterion is in effect an equivalent system approach in the
time domain. As shown in Figure 9, the time history of the p response to
a step force input is utilized to make the necessary measurements of the
equivalent parameters.

TEff - Effective Time Delay (Sec)

TR Effective Roll Mode Time
Eff Constant (Ser)

The t Effis not included in the measurement of Eff and is measured

as shown by back plotting the slope of the response to the axis.

6.2 Application to Category A Task Data (TR + AR)

After calculation of the equivalent parameters, the next step in

the correlation process was to assume that for each set of configurations
with the same TR value there exists an optimum command gain. Assuming that

the command gain can be optimized, the best pilot rating from among the set
of configurations was used as the representative pilot rating data point.

Consider, for example, Configurations 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4 which all

have the same TR -. 0.25 and T 0.05 sec.Pilot rating varies from 3.5 to
Eff Eff

6 as command gain increases; the PR - 3.5 data point was therefore used.
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The selection procedure outline above was used in reviewing the
Category A task (TR + AR) pilot rating data; the results are plotted in
Figure 10 with TEff versus R "

REff
Considering the very wide range of configuration characteristics

included in the data base, the separation of the rating data into flying
qualities levels is really excellent.

Observations are:

0 A value of TREff of approximately 0.5 sec is optimum; sensitivity

to TEff is at a minimum at this value.

* Maximum tolerable TEff for Level 1 flying qualities is 0.1 sec.

a The increment in T_^f between Level 1 and Level 2 pilot rating
boundaries is approximately .04 sec; lateral fighter flying
qualities are apparently very sensitive to time delay.

* Lower limits on TEff are evident.

6.3 Application to Category C Task Data (LA)

The equivalent parameter correlation process was employed for the
Category C approach and landing data. All the Category C data are plotted
on the equivalent parameter plane (TEff versus TR ) in Figure 11. The data

base for this portion of the experiment is consideably smaller than for the
Category A tasks and the variation in pilot ratings is somewhat higher.

Considering the wide variety of characteristics, the separation of
the data into flying qualities levels is reasonable and similar to the
results for the Category A tasks data. The Level 1 boundary is similar to
that estimated for the Category A data with a slightly greater tolerance
to larger TAeff values suggested. A level 2 boundary cannot be completely

defined but appears also to indicate greater tolerance to larger TEff values

than for the Category A tasks. This increased tolerance to effective time
delays would seem to be reasonable for the less demanding landing task.

The separation of the data into well defined flying qualities
regions is clearly not as good as shown for the Category A task data. In
most cases the anomalies are the result of somewhat inconsistent pilot
ratings; with the limited data set these anomolies cannot be clarified
properly.
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Observations are:

0 A value of TR of approximately 0.5 sec is optimum;

sensitivity to TEff is at a minimum at this value.

* Maximim tolerable T for Level 1 flying qualities is about 0.14
Effsec.

0 The increment in T Eff between Level 1 and Level 2 pilot rating

boundaries cannot be accurat'ely defined but is approximately

the same as that for the Category A task data.

0 A lower limit on TR is suggested but not clearly defined.

7. Concluding Remarks

This experiment which employed the NT-33 variable stability in-

flight simulator was directed at the lateral-directional flying qualities
of advanced fighter aircraft. In particular, the effects on fighter lateral
flying qualities of control system elements, such as time delay and prefilter
lag, were of interest. Although further analysis is clearly in order, the
following conclusions may be drawn.

0 Air-to-air gun tracking and air refueling (probe and drogue
styl-) are equally demanding lateral flying qualities tasks;
precision formation flying is not a critical task.

• A properly designed HUD bank angle tracking task
is a valid lateral flying qualities evaluation task.

0 Short roll mode time constant (high roll damping) can lead
to serious lateral flying qualities problems in the form of
"roll ratcheting" during precision tasks. This experiment
defined bounds on roll mode time constant for satisfactory
flying qualities.

* Fighter lateral flying qualities are very sensitive to time
delay in the lateral control system.

0 Excellent correlation of pilot rating data with the lower
order equivalent system parameters, time delay and roll mode
time constant, was obtained. The equivalent system parameters
were derived from the augmented roll rate step response time

history.
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Fig. 1 NT-33 Variable Stability Research Aircraft

Fig. 2 Evaluation Pilot Cockpit in NT-33 Aircraft
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|AVERAGED PILOT RATINGS

120-- 25

6 18
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S PR-6.5 1
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20- 1-3 2 / / 1

e All Include Prefilter (T 2 = .025 sec)

0.8 0.45 0.25 0.2 0.15 TR (sec)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 /T R (rad/sE

Fig. 7 Pilot Rating Data, Baseline Configurations, Gun Tracking (TR)
and Air Refueling Tasks CAR), Flight Phase Category A
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Fig. 8 Pilot Rating Data, Baseline Configurations,

Landing Task (LA), Flight Phase Category C
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Fig. 10: CorrelLtion of Category A Task (TR + AR) Data with TEff and TR
Eff
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CONNENTS AND QUESTIONS

Jerry Lockenour, Northrop: There is a potential problem with all the

different definitions of time delay.

Sam Craig: Was a force stick used?

Answer: It was a center stick with motion.

Dick Quinlivan, GE: A difference of one on the Cooper-Harper scale (7 to
8) is the difference between doing the job and pilot comfort.
This was based on the film of NT-33 experiments. This is not
coupatable with a mission-oriented specification.

Answer: Good point.
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Introduction

The objective of this in-flight research program, utilizing the Air
Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory/Calspan Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS),
was to obtain data applicable to Flight Phase Category C operation of Class
III airplanes, i.e., approach and landing task for very large (one million
pound), low-load factor airplanes. The experiment was to provide data on the
following factors:

* Minimum short period dynamics
* The need for absolute n/a limits
SEtfe:t of normal acceleration cues
* Augmentation system bandwidth
* Control system time delay and phase shift limits
• Multi-loop control in landing
* Lateral acceleration tolerable to pilot
@ Demonstration of lateral-directional augmentation concept

Three different aircraft designs were generated to evaluate pilot
position versus instantaneous center of pitch rotation. The aerodynamics
and control systems of all of these configurations were essentially the same
except for the value of Z, or lift due to elevator deflection, which was used

e
to shift the center of rotation. The three basic configurations were: (Also
see Figure 1).

Long Aft Tail - a generic conventionally designed aircraft.

Canard - pitching moment controller forward, shifting the
center of rotation aft, similar to a slender
arrow-wing supersonic cruise design with a canard.

Short Aft Tail - a generic delta wing design with elevons fo-
pitch and roll control, shifting the center of
rotation forward of the pilot, similar to the
space shuttle orbiter design.

The location of the cockpit relative to the center of gravity was also varied
to cover an extreme range of pilot locations relative to the center of rota-
tion.

Combined with the three basic configurations were two different
types of pitch augmentation systems: an angle of attack feedback system
(Figure 2) and a pitch rate feedback system (Figure 3). Control system gains
were varied to augment the statically unstable basic airframe toward Level 1
handling qualities.

Included in the command paths were different levels of extra trans-
port delays (representative of digital control systems) and first order pre-
filters (representative of structural filters).
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Low-maneuverabiliy configurations (low n /a) were evaluated by re-
ducing the lift curve slope for the Long Aft Tail configuration with the angle
of attack augmentation system.

In the lateral-directional evaluations, two values of roll-mode
time constants were combined with various levels of roll command path delays
and prefilters as in the pitch axis. In addition, different vertical pilot
positions were evaluated to investigate lateral acceleration effects.

A more detailed description of the configurations which were eval-
uated are outlined and illustrated in the following section along with other
details of the experiment design. The mechanization of the experiment includ-
ing the description of the TIFS setup follows that. The results of the pro-
gram are presented along with the conclusions. The entire experiment is docu-
mented in Reference 1, AFWAL TR-81-3118. This technical paper will discuss
only the longitudinal portions of the experiment.

Experiment Design

Configuration Description

This flight research program consisted of seven sets of longitudinal
configurations which are outlined and illustrated by the following discus-
sion and diagrams. Configuration sets 1, 2, and 3 were intended to explore the
interactions of basic configuration factors together with an angle of attack
augmentation loop only. The a augmentation system is shown in Figure 3.
The a signal used was an inertial quantity which eliminated direct turbulence
effects on the feedback signal. The a feedback gain was varied, along with
the effective time delays in the pilot's command path to the elevator. These
configuration sets are illustrated by the following diagrams.

Set 1 - Long Aft Tail Set 2 - Canard Set 3 - Short
a Augmentation a-Augmentation Aft Tail

a Augmentation

-A 5 C BAD

x 2.10 At x -io x -se,
Xp as .6 fs Zm5

- 140O X --I# A"
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T1  is the nominal effective time delay (A = .06, B = .13,

C .2 sec).PikMP and XPCR refer to the pilot position with respect to the center

of gravity and center of rotation, respectively.

The q augmentation configuration sets are illustrated by the fol-
lowing diagrams:

Set 4 - Long Aft Tail Set 5 - Canard Set 6 - Short Aft Tail

q Augmentation q Augmentation q Augmentation

Nede High

HighH h

A. A
pitch 1 pitah lpioh

1 -110 ft. X -110 ft. X -50 ft.
XPO- 97. 5 ft. - 140 ft. XXR z - o f.

The q augmentation parameters (K and T ) on Figure 3 were selected to give
augmented dynamics analogous in in "equivalent system" sense to the short
period dynamics of the a augmented configurations of sets 1, 2, and 3. The
XC gain was inversely proportional to dynamic pressure, q, to keep the dyna-
mics constant when speed changed. Actually the gain calculations were done
before formal equivalent system parameters were obtained. Specifically, the
value for T was arbitrarily set at 1 second and the K gain varied until the
pitch rate iime history from a step input reached a malimum at the same time
as that for the equivalent a augmented configuration. Figure 4 shows where
these configurations appear on the MIL-F-8785C short period requirements. Equiv-
alent system analyses of these configurations are presented in Reference 1.

In addition to the above configurations, which were flown at their
respective nominal pilot positions, a few extra evaluations were flown with
the pilot position shifted. This was done to gather data on the effect of
initial normal acceleration and altitude cues on the pilot. These were all
run with T 1 t A:

Long Aft Tail, High q - 50',X = 32.5'
Canard Aft Tail, High q, - 50 ,, ip- - 80,
Short Aft Tail, High q , - 70', ?PCR = 10,

Short Aft Tail, High q Z . 110', E - 50,
MP PCR

Configuration set 7 was intended to test the validity of the require-
ments for minimum n /a limits in the MIL-F-8785C requirements. These cQnfig-
urations were achieved by rotating the C versus a curve about the trim
and by revising the C versus a curve such that the C versus C curve was com-
mon for all three configurations. This avoided complications rlating to
extreme backside of the power required curve operations that might have other-
wise occurred.
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Set 7 - Long Aft Tail, High a Augmentation
T = A, n /a variation1pitch

K Higha2

2 3 4.15 S/rad

Experiment Mechanization

Equipment

The USAF/Calspan Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS) was used as the
test vehicle in this experiment. TIFS is a highly modified C-131 (Convair
580) configured as a six degree-of-freedom simulator (Figure 5). It has a
separate evaluation cockpit forward and below the normal C-131 cockpit. When
flown from the evaluation cockpit in the simulation or fly-by-wire mode, the
pilot control commands are fed as inputs to the model computer which calcu-
lates the aircraft response to be reproduced. These responses, along with TIFS
motion sensor signals, are used to generate feedforward and response error
signals which drive the six controllers on the TIPS. The result is a high
fidelity reproduction of the motion and visual cues at the pilot position of
the model aircraft. A detailed description of the TIPS can be found in Refer-
ence 2.

Simulation Geometry

The TIFS motion system was configured to reproduce the model's mo-
tion at the evaluation pilot's eye point as if the TIPS were positioned as shown
in Figure 6. In this sketch, the model is shown in its approximate attitude
at touchdown. Despite qualms about the possible effect on pilot rating of not
actually touching down, it was decided to preserve the proper geometric rela-
tionship between the pilot and main gear at touchdown.

Approaches were made to a simulated touchdown with the evaluation
pilot at his proper eye height. The TIPS wheels at this altitude were approx-
imately 29 feet above the ground. Altitude was measured by a radar altimeter
mounted on the underside of the TIFS fuselage.

Evaluation Cockpit Configuration

The evaluation cockpit was. configured with the evaluation pilot in the

left seat with wheel-column and rudder pedals. The four throttle levers were

active and commanded the total thrust of all four engines on the model without
any yawing moment effects, i.e., each throttle lever controlled one fourth of

the input to the total thrust computation. This provided a large-airplane feel

without added computational complexity.
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12.

The following cockpit instruments were included in this program: ADI,
HSI, horizontal meter between the ADI and the HSI displaying sideslip angle and
a vertical meter to the right of the HSI displaying angle of attack. Raw glide
slope error was displayed as a vertical bug motion on the left side of the ADI.
Raw localizer was shown on the localizer needle on the HSI. Rate of climb and
radar altitude were displayed on the tape instrument to the right of the ADI.
Pitch and roll trim controls were combined in a wheel-mounted thumb switch.
The rudder trim control was a switch on the center console. A Collins flight
director, installed in the TIFS, was used during the IFR portion of the evalua-
tion task and drove the command-bars on the ADI.

Evaluation Procedure and Task Description

The subject aircraft in these evaluations was a very large Class III
military transport which was evaluated in the terminal area flight phase.

The evaluation tasks consisted of the following elements:

* Up-and-away airwork (Specific evaluations of up-and-away tasks
were eliminated after the second evaluation flight to allow more
time for approaches. Thereafter, the pilot was allowed to briefly
sample the up-and-away characteristics of the configuration before
the first approach and on the downwind leg between approaches).

- Trimmability
- Maneuvering about level flight
- Airspeed changes
- Altitude changes

* Specific landing approaches aided by flight director information:

- Localizer offset, randomly right or left
- Crosswind, randomly right or left
- Turbulence, a and 8
- Precise touchiown pafameters

The approach and landing evaluation task, following the brief airwork,
consisted of the following:

Precision tracking of the ILS beam, preceded by a "capture" Segment 0
beginning beyond the outer marker and at an angle between 30 and 45
to the beam. The evaluation pilot was "under a hood" during the
simulated IFR approaches until the final portion starting from the
middle marker at an altitude of approximately 300 feet down to the
completion of the task. This latter portion of the approach including
flare and a simulated touchdown at proper model eye height of 43 feet
was to be completed visually. Precise simulated touchdowns were to
be attempted. Acceptable landings were defined to be within a
1000 feet zone centered 1000 ft from the threshold of the runway with
a low sink rate (<S ft/sec). Touchdown was signaled by a tone over
the intercom and a signal light.
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The task was made more difficult with the addition of localizer
offsets and artificial or natural atmospheric disturbances of crosswinds and
turbulence.

The localizer offset was a constant 1.5 degrees or 1.2 dot angular
offset that translated to a 400 ft lateral error at the breakout altitude of
300 feet. This forced the pilot to make lateral-directional corrections,
so all of his attention was not kept on the longitudinal task.

The crosswind was added or canceled out with the TIFS sideslip mis-
match capability. This capability is limited to a B of .1 radian, equiva-
lent to a 15 knot change in the apparent crosswind at an airspeed of 1SO knots.

Turbulence was also added to disturb the model's response. It was
desired to have a light to moderate level of turbulence during each evalua-
tion. When the natural level of turbulence was at this level, it was meas-
ured and introduced into the model's aerodynamic equations through a and B
components added to the inertial a and Br signals to form the totalgsignald
a and a . When the natural level of turiulence was less than this, artifi-
cially ginerated turbulence was introduced into the model. The turbulence
signals recorded on an FM recorder are filtered Gaussian white noise. The
filtered noise approximates a Dryden model of turbulence at one specific
altitude and speed. The filter characteristics were chosen to duplicate the
power spectrum of turbulence at 330 feet and 150 KIAS.

Pilots and Evaluation Summary

Two evaluation pilots participated in this flying qualities inves-
tigation. Both of them are Calspan research pilots with very extensive exper-
ience as flying qualities evaluation pilots. They are also flying qualities
instructors at the Air Force and Navy Test Pilot Schools, demonstrating
stability and control characteristics with Calspan's variable stability air-
craft. Pilot A's flight experience of 7500 hours includes 750 hours in
Class III aircraft. He was also an evaluation pilot in Calspan's space shuttle
orbiter simulations. Pilot B's flight experience of 5500 hours has been in a
wide variety of aircraft.

Results of the Experiment

The primary variables in the Large Airplane longitudinal experiments
were:

* Pilot location with respect to pitch center of rotation pre-
sented as three different aircraft design configurations -
Long Aft Tail, Canard, and Short Aft Tail.

Augmentation schemes - a-feedback and q-feedback with propor-
tiohal plus integral command to yield attitude hold.

* Level of augmentation - from statically unstable to Level 1
oability.
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Time delay - produced by model-following lags and inserted pre-
filters and pure time delays.

The results of the experiment are extensively analyzed and reported in Refer-
ence 1. This paper will briefly discuss airspeed control problems and the
effects of pilot location relative to the center of rotation. The effects of
augmentation and time delay are treated through closed-loop analysis.

Airspeed Control

The pilots noted problems with airspeed control on about two thirds
of the evaluations. Airspeed problems occurred a little less often with
q-augmentation than with a-augmentation and the problems were less severe for
the higher augmentation gains than for the lowest gain configurations and the
unaugmented airplane. For the latter cases,' pitch control required so much
attention that airspeed simply could not be given enough attention. There
were very few cases, however, where pilot ratings of better than 3 were re-
ceived even when there were no problems with pitch control. There may have
been a one-to-two-point degradation in pilot rating due to the speed control
problem. A number of factors can be identified which contributed to the air-

speed control problems. The configurations were slightly on the backside
thus requiring active control of airspeed and thrust management in turns. The
lag in thrust buildup following throttle inputs was long (a 3-second time
constant) and the throttle position for trim was difficult to find. Together
with turbulence, these factors caused airspeed to wander and made the response

to throttle difficult to predict. Although low thrust-to-weight was not men-
tioned, the longitudinal acceleration/deceleration limit on the order of 0.1 g
may also have contributed to speed control problems.

Pilot Location Effects

Figure 7 shows how pilot ratings were affected by the variation of
pilot position with respect to pitch center of rotation. The pilot position
was varied from ten feet aft of the center of rotation in the Short Aft Tail
configuration to 140 feet forward in the Canard. The dqta presented in Figure
7 is only the high level of augmentation cases with the low time delay level,
T, = A. There is a definite trend towards better ratings as the pilot is
pnsitioned further forward of the center of rotation. The differences in pilot
ratings between the Long Aft and Short Aft Tail configurations are generally
three to five.

This large variation in pilot ratings for configurations that were
essentially the same except for pilot position is partly the effect of visual
perception of rate of climb and altitude at the pilot position when near the
ground and partly the effect of normal acceleration felt by the pilot. These
cues are the normal acceleration at the pilot station and essentially the
ifitegrations of it. Normal acceleration at the pilot station is defined by:

XM1q
n -n +
p P .g. 9
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Figure 8 presents the normal acceleration and altitude step responses for the
three configuration designs (Long Aft Tail, Canard, Short Aft Tail), each for
the High a augmentation level. The distances from the center of rotation to
pilot position are +92.S, +140., -10. feet, respectively for these configura-
tions. It can be seen that the Canard configuration has a 50%6 larger initial
N zkick than the Long Aft Tail configuration. The Short Aft Tail design pro-

du~es a nonminimum-phase shape with the response initially going slightly neg-
ative before going positive and-matching the other responses near three seconds
into the time history. It is near one and one-half seconds into the response
before the pilot can actually see his altitude change. The pilot comments
clearly indicate that the pilots perceived this. With the Canard configura-
tion, the pilots found they could fly the airplane more "naturally," the
response felt more crisp and fine corrections in sink rate near touchdown were
easily made. These comparisons are with respect to the Long Aft Tail con-
figuration. The better perceived control over rate of sink, especially in the
flare, overcame some of the problems related to the low short period frequency,
sometimes described as ponderous, with the Long Aft Tail. The Short Aft Tail
design was described as "very sluggish and delayed" even with the high augmen-
tation levels and no extra lags or delays added. The ILS and VFR tracking
away from the ground was described as "all right" but as soon as the pilot
acquired outside cues for references in flare and touchdown, the control de-
teriorated. Many times, PIO's resulted. Comments indicated precise control
of sink rate near touchdown was very poor or impossible. All of the pilot's
attention was devoted to the altitude and rate of sink task with the touchdown
point and lateral-directional task ignored many times.

Pitch Attitude Pilot/Airplane Control Loop Analysis

The effects of time delay, augmentation type and level of augmenta-
tion were treated through closed-loop analysis. The pitch attitude control loop
structure used in the analysis is illustrated by the following block dia-
gram:

0 + 80 PILOT ESSIMULATED

-e AIRCRAFT ,

The analysis is derived from the work by Neal and Smith reported in
Reference 3. The basic approach is to model the pilot-airplane pitch attitude
control loop as a unity feedback system with a pilot model of an assumed form
in the forward loop. The form of the assumed pilot model permits accounting
for the following characteristics exhibited by pilots when controlling dyna-
mic systems:

* Adjustable gain.
* Time delay.

9 Ability to develop lead or to operate on derivative or rate infor-
mation.
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a Ability to develop lag or to "smooth" inputs. (Lag was not used
for the configuratiuns investigated because it would not improve
the closed-loop dynamics).

0 Ability to provide low frequency Lntegration.

The form of the pilot model defined below accounts for the observed
capabilities and limitations of the pilot with sufficient accuracy to permiz
approximate analysis of the dynamics of the closed-loop, pilot-airplane system
in pitch. It should be emphasized that it is not necessary for the pilot model
to be an exact analog of the human pilot for it to be useful in the context of
design criteria. The design criteria are based on the hypothesis that if good
closed-loop dynamic performance can be achieved with an autopilot of the form
described by the assumed pilot model, then the human pilot will also be able
to achieve good closed-loop dynamic performance.

The pilot model used is:

Y p e = K p 6e-. ( 8 _..) (T L8+1 )

The gain, Kp8 , is in the units of pounds/rad.

The e- ' 25S term accounts for time delay in the pilot's neuromuscular
system. The value of 0.25 sec. is based on delays observed in records for
the discrete tracking task performed in References 3 and 4. These records
exhibit delays ranging from 0.20 to 0.40 seconds. The value of 0.25, selected
on the basis of cut and try data correlation, is interrelated with the band-
width frequency that is specified for a given flight phase or task.

The term provides low frequency integration capability. A form
S

of the pilot model without this term can be used when constant speed or two
degree-of-freedom equations are used to represent the airplane. In that case,
the airplane transfer function should have a free a in the denominator and low-
frequency integration by the pilot will not be necessary. When three degree-
of-freedom equations are used, as is the case in the present analysis, or when
the flight control system uses high gain attitude stabilization, it may be
necessary for the pilot model to perform low frequency integration to avoid
droop at frequencies less than wBW. The 5 sec. lead term permits using inte-
gration to avoid the droop limit at low frequency but will not significantly
affect the short term dynamics of primary interest.

The (TL8+1) term accounts for the lead that the pilot provides to
achieve desired closed-loop performance and is a measure of his workload.

Because the closed-ioop, pilot-airplane dynamic system has been

modeled as a negative feedback system with unity gain in the feedback path,
it is possible to relate the dynamic characteristics of the elements in the
forward loop, e/e, Y Y , to the dynamic characteristics of the closed-loop

system, 0/ 0 - Y YO+Y Y , through use of a Nichols diagram, (Figure 9).

This diagram consfstX of t e uperposition of two grid systems. The rectan-
gular grid is the magnitude and phase of the forward loop dynamic elements,
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Y 1' , and the curved grid system represents the magnitude and phase of the

clsea-ioop system 6/e = YI Yc /+Y Y . Therefore, one can determine the

closed-loop dynamic characteris ics by plotting the magnitude and phase data
of Y Y for a range of frequency on the rectangular grid.

P Ce e
It is hypothesized that a given Flight Phase or task performed in a

typical environment will require certain minimum dynamic characteristics of
the closed-loop, pilot-airplane system. The parameters used to define the
closed-loop dynamic performance are bandwidth, droop at frequencies below the
bandwidth, and resonance magnitude. These closed-loop system parameters are
defined by the curved lines on Figure 9. The maximum droop permitted for
w < wBW is -3.0 db. This value has been defined somewhat arbitrarily but can
be justified from examination of discrete tracking task records in References 3
and 4 and by interpretation of pilot comments in these references (W is a
parameter which varies as shown along the amplitude-phase curve).

The closed-loop system resonance limits for Level 1 and Level 2 have
been determined from empirical data correlation.

The bandwidth frequency is dependent upon the task.

In application of these design criteria, the designer must succeed
in finding a combination of P, and TL which will cause the amplitude and phase
data for Y Y to plot in the Level I or Level 2 regions of Figure 9. It is

necessary, pherefore, to perform a parameter search. This search procedure
is not difficult; it can be performed graphically using graphical aids de-
scribed in Reference 3 or the process can be mechanized on a digital computer.
Because the calculations involved in evaluating the magnitude and phase of
YPaY as a function of frequency are simple to perform, it is feasible to use
a simple trial and error approach to test whether or not a proposed airplane

design meets the design criteria for closed-loop performance.

Pilot Compensation (Neal-Smith) Analysis

In this analysis, pilot lead compensation (T s+1) was obtained that
would make the open-loop compensated pilot plus aircraft transfer function
(e/e ) drawn on a Nichols diagram pass through the acceptable closed-loop cri-
teria region (see Figure 9). That is, find the appropriate gain and lead to
keep closed-loop resonance less than +3 dB and closed-loop droop less than
-3 dB for w < wBW . The bandwidth frequency is defined as the frequency which

results in a closed-loop phase of -90 degrees. The bandwidth chosen for this
set of data was 1.5 rad/sec. This value of bandwidth resulted from c8rrelation
of the PR - 3.5 data with pilot lead compensation of approximately 45 or less.
This value of bandwidth appears appropriate for the task of landing a very large
transport in a manner which does not require high agility of the closed-loop
pilot-airplane system.
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To obtain the pilot compensation, lead was added to force the 1.5
rad/sec point through the -90 deg closed-loop phase line with the e/6, plot
just skimming the +3 dB closed-loop resonance boundary. The resulting closed-
loop droop was much less than -3 dB (near 0 dB) for most configurations. Lower
resonance could have beei, obtained with the droop still not dropping below -3 dB
by using more lead compensation. The solutions chosen, therefore, usually
represent minimum pilot lead required to meet the performance standard. The
maximum lead time constant used was approximately 7 seconds. This results in
lead of: tan- (T L WBWO) = 85 degrees at the 1.5 rad/sec bandwidth. This

limit is arbitrary but represents the situation of diminishing returns that
occurs in the closed-loop system, i.e., extreme increases in pilot lead do
little to improve closed-loop performance. For a few cases, the performance
criterion of less than 3 dB resonance could not be achieved with this maximum
lead.

The aircraft (with the 25 rad/sec feel system) plus compensated-
pilot, open-loop e/6E transfer functions for each configuration evaluated are
presented in Reference 1. Plots of pilot rating versus the pilot compensa-
tion, 4PC, are presented in Figures 10 through 12. All of pilot B's ratings
are included although many were performed using the 15 rad/sec feel system.

There is a definite trend towards worse pilot ratings as more pilot
compensation is required. From the Long Aft Tail and Canard configurations
data, it appears that the phase compensation must be less than S5 degrees for
Level 1 ratings and less than 75 degrees for Level 2 ratings. The points with
large pilot compensation correspond to the configurations with low augmenta-
tion levels and extra time delays and lags added. The correlation of pilot
rating and pilot compensation generally agrees with data from Reference 3
and 5. This means that the amount of phase compensation at the bandwidth
frequency required to meet the closed-loop performance criteria is a good
measure of pilot acceptance of the configuration. The same values appear to
be valid for fighter tasks as well as transport approach tasks as long as the
appropriate bandwidth is chosen.

The Short Aft Tail configurations do not appear to correlate well
with these criteria. Pilot ratings up to 10 were received for configurations
which required only 55 degrees of phase compensation. The Extra-High q-

.(augmented configuration required only 17 degrees of compensation but still
received a pilot rating of 4. This points out the fact that the pilot uses
more than just pitch attitude in his control scheme. Normal acceleration,
altitude rate, and altitude responses at the pilot position must also be impor-
tant.

For both the Long Aft and Short Aft Tail configurations, the q-
augmented configurations consistently received better ratings than the a-
augmented ones even though the required pilot compensation was nearly the
same. This again shows that characteristics other than closed-loop attitude
control are affecting pilot ratings. The q-augmented configurations exhibited
reduced response to turbulence (see Figure 13) and did not require control
force in turns. These features definitely improved these ratings over the
comparable a-augmented configuratior,-. The operation of the aircraft on the
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backside of the power required curve in conjunction with the slow thrust re-

sponse also appears to put a limit on the best pilot ratings of approximately
3. Only rarely were pilot ratings of 2 or 1 received. The pilots down-
graded otherwise good configurations due to the speed control problems.

Effect of Bandwidth on Allowable Time Delay

From previous experiments dealing with higher-order systems and their
effective time delays, there appears to be a general increase in the level of
time delay acceptable as the task presented the pilot becomes less difficult.
Reference 6 compiles much of this data and, in particular, shows the effect
of time delay on pilot ratings for three degrees of task difficulty. Data
from Reference 3 was obtained from air-to-air combat evaluations. Data from
Reference 4 was obtained from fighter landing approach and actual touchdown
evaluations. Data from Reference 7 was obtained from "up-and-away" and low-
altitude waveoff approach evaluations. The closed-loop pitch attitude band-
widths which the pilots were generally believed to be requiring in these experi-
ments were 3.S rad/sec, 2.5 rad/sec, and 1.5 rad/sec, respectively as the task
became less critical and the pilot did not have to be as aggressive. Shown
in Figure 14 are the bands of effective time delay t , calculated from the
maximum slope intercept method, associated with the goundaries of flying
qualities levels (pilut rating of 10, 6.5, 3.5) versus the bandwidth for the
evaluation task. The data from which these bands were obtained are from con-
figurations that were rated Level 1 with minimal time delay. It can easily
be seen that the pilot becomes much more tolerant of, or less sensitive to,
time delays as the tasks become less critical. The landing approach and sim-
ulated touchdown task of the present experiment with a large, slow-responding
aircraft can be considered as having the same bandwidth requirements (1.5 rad/sec)
as the "up-and-away" and low altitude waveoff task of Reference 7. When the
present experimental data for the Long Aft Tail and Canard High a and
q-augmented configurations are pointed out on Figure 14, it agrees with the
trend shown, i.e. large time delays become acceptable at low bandwidth and rela-
tively little degradation in pilot rating results from the large variation
of time delay used in the present experiment, compared to higher bandwidth tasks.

A functional relationship was determined between the average toler-
able effective time delay and bandwidth for the task for pilot ratings of 10,
6.5, and 3.5. In the relationships derived, the allowable effective time delay,
t , was inversely proportional to the bandwidth of the task for the various
flying qualities levels:

.65 4.
@ PR = 10 t =-- ; @ PR = 6.5 t _f 4 ; @ PR = B.W t _--

1 BW WBW W BW

These relationships are plotted on Figure 14, along with the data from the Long
Aft Tail and Canard, High a and q-augmented configurations. For the data from
the present experiment, the average pilot ratings increased from approximately
3.5 to 6 as the effective time delay increased from .14 to .3. This tends to
support the relationships shown at wBW = 1.5 rad/sec.
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Multi-Loop Analysis

In order to better understand the evaluations of configurations with

varying pilot position versus instantaneous pitch center of rotation with all
other characteristics constant, a multi-loop analysis was performed. The model
of the control structure is shown below. There is an inner pitch attitude con-

PILOT MODEL TITUDE,
h h + a SIMULTED •

IAIRCRAFT A

Yhie. 5  ( (! T a * 2), poundradPe e  *

Y X. ,rad/ft
Ph Ph

trol loop with an outer altitude control loop in series. In the outer loop,
the pilot is controlling the altitude he sees at the pilot station. The inner-
loop pilot gain (Kpe).and lead (T.) were fixed at the values obtained in the
pitch attitude closed-loop analysis where a bandwidth of 1.5 rad/sec was
achieved. The pilot model for the outer loop was a pure gain, Kh, regulating
the perceived altitude error, hc, at the pilot's position. The lead term in the
inner loop (T s+1) effectively gives some lead in the altitude loop also.

L
Configurations analyzed included the Short Aft Tail, High q-augmented,

delay T1 = A, with pilot positoin XVP = 50, 70, 110 feet or pilot position with

respect to the center of rotation (ApCR) of 10 feet aft, 10 feet forward, and 50
feet forward, respectively. Added to these configurations were the Long Aft

Tail and Canard, High q-augmented configurations which have similar dynamics as
the Short Aft Tail configurations. The pilot positions of these extra configura-
tions were X = 92.S feet forward and 140 feet forward of the center of rota-
tion. In adci'ion, the Short Aft Tail, High q-augmented configuration with extra

delay T = .35 (equivalent to the shuttle's lag/delay) and the Extra-High
q-augmenied configuration were analyzed.

The analysis is based on the transfer functions in Reference 1 which

are evaluated at the nominal trim speed. Complete transfer functions were used
without simplification or approximation. The time delays were 

treated in .
- "a

form. The computer program developed in Reference 8 was used to calculate root

loci and Nichols diagrams were used to determine closed-loop bandwidth. It

should be noted that all of the configurations have a low-frequency factor in

the numerator of the altitude-elevator transfer function that is in the right
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half plane as a result of being on the "backside." The analysis performed con-
sidered multiple feedback to a single controller, the elevator. This loop clo-
sure results in a low-frequency pole of the closed-loop system being driven
toward the low-frequency zero of the altitude-elevator transfer function, and
in all of these configurations this root was unstable.

Configuration Zero Location Closed Loop Pole

Short Aft +.0037 +.0036 for K = .010
Long Aft +.0030 +.0030 for KP=.014

h
Canard +.0023 +.0022 for K ..014

In order to stabilize this closed-loop pole, it would be necessary to close a
low gain feedback loop of airspeed to the throttle. This loop closure was not
included in the analysis, and the results described in the following paragraphs
must be viewed with that fact in mind.

Although the closed-loop system transfer function was 11th order
over 15th order and included time delay, the results of the analysis will be
discussed in terms of the dominant set of complex roots of the closed-loop
altitude-stick force dynamic system.

The root locus analysis for the Short Aft Tail configurations show
that the altitude mode goes unstable at increasingly higher gain and higher
frequency as the pilot position is moved forward. The potential closed-loop
bandwidth is thus higher at the more forward pilot locations. Low bandwidth
of the altitude loop correlates highly with the occurrence of PIO's near
touchdown. The Long Aft Tail and Canard configurations do not go unstable
with increased altitude loop gain.

The Nichols analysis for these configurations show that the highest
achievable bandwidth for the altitude control loop increased from .43 rad/sec
to 2.30 rad/sec as the pilot position was moved from 10 feet aft to 140 feet
forward of the center of rotation. A large increase in bandwidth was obtained
when going from the Long Aft Tail to Canard configuration. It should also be
rioted that the pilot lead used for the inner loop (TrL) has a significant
effect on the bandwidth of the altitude loop. The effect of pilot lead in the
outer altitude loop on the altitude loop bandwidth was also shown to be signi-
ficant (see Figure 1S).

Pilot rating and pilot-induced oscillation rating are correlated
with the calculated altitude loop bandwidth in Figures 15, 16 and 17; the
trend towards better ratings with high bandwidth can be seen. Though not
enough samples were taken to absolutely define flying qualities boundaries, it
appears that a bandwidth of greater than .5 rad/sec: may be necessary for
Level 1 ratings. This correlates well with data obtained by the Dutch in an
NLR study (Reference 9). They used the same altitude control loop pilot
model in a medium transport landing approach experiment, and proposed a .SS

rad/sec altitude bandwidth as necessary for Level 1 flying qualities.
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Conclusions

1. The pilot rating and comment data obtained in this experiment for a million-
pound airplane exhibit significant effects of the following experiment var-
iables:

0 Augmentation type and level of loop gain, i.e., angle of attack feed-
back or pitch rate feedback with proportional plus integral in for-
ward path and automati'c elevator for turns.

* Pilot location relative to the center of rotation for elevator com-
mands.

* Lag and time delay in the command path for both pitch and roll.

0 Slow thrust response coupled with backside aerodynamic characteristics.

* Direct lift control.

* Lateral acceleration at the pilot location.

Neither the MIL-F-8785C requirements nor any of several proposed require-
ments for pitch and control system dynamics were capable of correlating
the experiment results without significant modification or extension.

2. The pitch rate augmentation system was generally preferred over the angle
of attack augmentation. This was especially true for the Short Aft Tail
configurations with the pilot behind the center of rotation. This was
due to the lower turbulence response, attitude-hold feature, and level
turn capability without pitch inputs with the q-augmented configurations.

3. The pilot ratings were degraded for the cases where the pilot was located
near or behind the center of rotation.

4. The evaluation pilots tended to apply a less demanding standard of man-
euverability than for previous landing approach studies because the con-
figurations were defined to be very large, one-million pound, Class III
aircraft. The closed-loop pitch attitude bandwidth requirement for the
landing approach task with this Class of aircraft appears to be 1.5
rad/sec.

5. The degradation caused by time delay was less severe than in previous
landing approach studies in both pitch and roll. This is primarily a
result of the decreased bandwidth demanded by the pilots for this class
airplane. The present equivalent time delay requirements of MIL-F-8785C
appear to be conservative for this class of airplane and flight phase.
Data is presented which suggests that the amount of time delay that can
be tolerated in the command path is inversely related to the dynamic
bandwidth required to perform the task.
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6. When the pilot position is forward of the center of rotation, the pitch
acceleration response to control provides an earlier linear acceleration
cue at the pilot position that is easily perceived by the pilot and
serves to confirm to the pilot that the airplane is responding to his
command. When the pilot is located far ahead of the center of rotation,
the linear acceleration cue is amplified immediately following the trans-
mission delay through the control system but before the lag associated
with the short-period mode. This effect may contribute to the higher
tolerance to control system time delay observed in this experiment.

7. A multi-loop analysis which modeled an outer altitude control loop in
series around the inner pitch attitude loop provided insight into the
effects of pilot location relative to the center of rotation. A low-
frequency closed-loop pole goes unstable at relatively low gain and fre-
quency with the pilot aft of the center of rotation. As the pilot moves
further forward of the center of rotation, this complex mode remains
stable and closed-loop bandwidth of the altitude control loop increases.
A closed-loop altitude bandwidth of .5 rad/sec appears necessary for
Level 1 ratings. For the Short Aft Tail configurations, it was shown
that increasing the level of q-augmentation had a similar effect on alti-
tude bandwidth as moving the pilot forward.

8. Evaluation of the shuttle-like Short Aft Tail configuration with the pi-
lot located ten feet behind the center of rotation indicated acceptable
flying qualities could $le achieved when the command path time delay was
low and the Extra-High pitch rate augmentation was used. This aircraft
design was unacceptable when time lag and delay equal to that of the
shuttle was introduced into the pitch command path and the High pitch
rate augmentation was used.

9. The effect of turbulence on the unaugmented configurations was relatively
low except for long-term speed control due to its negative static sta-
bility. As the a-augmentation level was increased, a pitching and air-
speed response to turbulence became greater at frequencies below I rad/sec.
At the highest levels of augmentation, the response to turbulence at low
frequency seriously hindered control. The effect of the pilot be.,ng very
far from the center of rotation also added to the motion felt by the
pilot in turbulence. As the q-augmentation level was increased, these
turbulence effects became less. This was due to the low static stability
of the base airplane and the long-term attitude hold of the q-feedback
configurations.

10. The slow thrust response (three second time constant) to throttle caused
difficulty in thrust management and forced open-loop manipulation of the
throttles, i.e., set and wait to see if further adjustment is required.
This complicated airspeed control and degraded the pilot ratings, espe-
cially for the a-augmented configurations. The slow thrust response com-
pounded airspeed control for these-configurations since they were also
slightly on the "backside" at the trim speed.
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11. Reduction in n /a from 4.2 to 2.0 g/rad caused pilot ratings to degrade
zby PR = 2-3 points. The degradation, however, was more related to the

pitch control force and thrust iequired in turns than to pitch dynamics.

12. Direct lift control, commanded by a thumb wheel, mounted on the throttle
lever, improved control of sink rate during flare and touchdown for the
Short Aft Tail configuration. More pilot experience and a force/feel
system with the direct lift control would be necessary for a thorough
evaluation.
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F/A-IS HIGH AUTHORITY/HIGH GAIN DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT AND FLIGHT TESTING

R. A. Burton
B. T. Kneeland, Jr.

Naval Air Test Center
Patuxent River, Maryland

Abstract Subscripts

The F/A-iS airplane employs a fly-by-wire full ()o iWitial condition
authority/high gain digital flight control system (FCS) ( )m measured
which at times can completely dominate aircraft response
to pilot inputs, resulting in higher order system responses Introduction
that are a new and significant challenge for the flight test
engineer to analyze. This paper overviews the develop- Since the first flight in the F/A-18 on 17 November
ment of the F/A-18 digital FCS, detailing changes to the 1978, full scale development has been conducted at the
programmable read only memory (PROM) flight control Naval Air Test Center (NAVAIRTESTCEN) under a prin-
laws to correct flying qualities problems. In addition, a ciple test site concept. The digital FCS has grown consid-
summary of the advanced stability and control test tech- erably in this time frame having undergone over a dozen
niques and data analysis procedures used are presented major control law changes. Flight test verification and
and it is demonstrated how these techniques can quantify validation of these control law changes has resulted in
complex changes in flight control laws. These techniques some rather significant and new testing problems. This
consist of a maximum likelihood parameter identification has resulted in the utilization of a blend of classical
program used to perform an equivalent system analysis. approaches to flight testing and advance data analysis
Data are presented which demonstrate the success the techniques. Testing has consisted of ground laboratory
airframe contractor has had in reducing overall system verification procedures and in-flight evaluations using
equivalent time delays. classical flying qualities tests and mission oriented tasks.

Major problem areas discovered in handling qualities have
Nomenclature been in the performance cf precisely defined closed loop

tasks. Classical stability auid control data analysis tech-
Symbol Symbols Definition Units niques have provided little insight into understanding the

overall pilot/airframe/FCS interface because the
b Measurement bias vector advanced FCS can at times completely dominate the
D Matrix relating measurements to response of the airplane resulting in higher order system

control vector response. This has been especially true in separating the
F Matrix of transfer function effects of the digital FCS (time delay) and classical

modal parameters airframe stability parameters (frequency, damping, and
FLong Longitudinal stick force lb time constants). This has been a significant problem
FLat Lateral stick force lb during the development of the F/A-is since many of the
G Matrix relating controls to state flying qualities/FCS improvement efforts have been

vector directed towards reducing digital/overall time delays in
H Matrix relating measurements to the FCS/airframe interface in an effort to correct the

state vector handling qualities problems cited during mission tasks. In
Ke  Longitudinal pitch gain rad/lb order to solve this problem, the Navy has utilized the
Kem Scale factor on measured pitch application of a maximum likelihood parameter identifi-

attitude cation program to quantify the changes/improvements in
Kqm Scale factor on measured pitch the flight control laws and to provide a means to corre-

rate late FCS performance with pilot assigned handling quali-
Kp Lateral roll rate gain rad/sec/Ib ties ratings.
Kprate  Scale factor on measured roll

rate Flight Control System Description
KO Scale factor on measured bank -

angle The FCS in the F/A-ISA employs a full authority, high
N, Normal acceleration g gain control augmentation mechanization. Electrical
Nz/Ct Normal acceleration sensitivity g/rad inputs generated by applied forces to a center stick and
p roll rate - rudder pedals are processed through flight control
a laplace operator - computers according to specified control laws. The result-
u control vector - ant signals are then routed to the appropriate surface
X state vector - actuators to provide desired aircraft response (figure 1).
y measurement vector - Primary pitch control is provided by symmetric deflection

angle of attack rad of horizontal stabilizers. Trailing edge and full-span
short period damping ratio - leading edge maneuvering flaps provide optimum lift-to-
confidence bounds - drag ratios for maneuvering, cruise, and high angle-of-

TDLong Longitudinal equivalent time sec attack (AOA) flight regimes. A spoedbrake located in the
delay upper surface of the aft fuselage provides drag control

IDLat Lateral equivalent time sec Roll control Is effected primarily by differential
delay stabilizer deflection and by conventional ailerons. Recent

o Pitch attitude rad modifications to improve roll response characteristics
0 Bank angle rad also provide for differential leading and trailing edge flap
W short period frequency ad/sec deflection@. Directional control is provided by dual
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rudders. A roiling surface to rudder interconnect (RSRI) is Flighlt Control System Development
used to provide improved turn coordination. Also, a rudder
pedal to roll command signal is used to improve roil at Throughout the full scale development flight test
higher AOA. The FCS requires 28 volt DC power from the program of the F/A-ISA airplane, several updates aid
aircraft's electrical system. Four separate circuits of the changes to the basic control laws that provide the signal
hydraulic system provide primary and backup hydraulic shaping between pilot command inputs and resultant
pressure to the surface actuators. control surface commands have been made. The versa-

tility of the digital design of the F/A-iSA FCS provides a
Is PAPS unique and practical way of implementing any desired

R~ft control law changes. Control laws are programmed on a
NE number of PROM modules which are mounted on remov-

able boards in each of the two flight control computers
Control law changes are introduced by incorporating

&AM Lss, go~ueupdated or revised PROM's. A summary of the PROM
am changes that have been incorporated and flight tested to

date is presented in table L The table shows that, in the
3 years since first flight (17 November 1978), more than a

AM dozen PROM changes have been flight tested. When one
considers that, in many cases, the changes represet
essentially the incorporation of a new FCS, one can esl
see the tremendous versatility inherent in a digital fly-by-
wire design.

Figure 1 F/A-iSA FCS Functional Diagram

Table I PROM Configuration Changes(1 )
PROM Version Malor Change lmefra..

3.11-3.1Z 0 Opened AOA mismatch tolerance Nov-Cot 1918

3.2-3.16 0 Incorporated i feedback in pow.r approach (PA) and PA l/2 Feb 1979
0 Added roll prefilter in Up Auto (NPR 1)

3.16-3.18 0 Added dual mode nose wheel steering Met 1979
(NpZ l)

3.16-3.19 0 Changed lateral axle In Up Auto April-May 1979
0 Added rudder toe-in
0 Modified flap blowu speed

3.19-3.23 0 Modified flap blowdown speed to 165 KCAS May 1979

3.19-321 0 Scheduled rudder toe-in with AOA July 1979
0 Added AOA feedback in PA IWv
0 Added lead-leg prefilter in PA

3.19-4.0 0 major recompile of control lawn Jan 1940
0 Increased sample rate as Fon to go Hs
0 Incorporate analog breekout in roil axis

3.21-4.1 0 Added several changes in pitch eats jes-dar 1940
0 Added R5r1 vice SRI ("Ps 111

4.1-4.3.OX 0 Maneuvering leading edge flap (1.521 In PA Aug-Oct 1980
0 Revised LEY seheduk for high AOA WNI TV)
0 ACA fail detect logic revised
0 Incorporated a 12 lb lateral feel spring

4J.0.X-4..I 0 Incorporated roll rose improvement made sep-Oct 1MC0
4.3.0.X-4.3.1 -6 Navy Special Tet

Oct 19110

4J.l.X-".2 0 Incorporated roil oete 2 mode (iLe., differential LW.) Apr 1961
Navy Speciel 7tg

4.3.2-6.0 0 Position vice force sensing coetrols in Iaogtodial/lateral NOV 1941

0 Redution in time delays%
O Iacorporates 1 oll "aohde
0 lacrporateo nmte loop modes (mitoptlotl
O Rtemoved lateral Integrate,

NOTt 11) Up Auto -gear up/nW in aubo
PA - gear donfas IuldwPA If/I - gear downs/flaps 1/2 dow
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The major drawback to the versatility, however, has this paper to show how, in addition to the handling
been the time constraints on developing a new PROM qualities ratings assigned to mission tasks, the FCS can
version from inception to actual flight testing. An also be quantified in the more classical terms of equiva-
example of the sequence of steps followed in formulating lent system frequencies and damping using parameter
a new PROM version which typifies the time constraints identification techniques.
is presented in figure 2. The contractor then completes a
verification and inspection procedure on each new PROM Table II Classical Flight Test Maneuvers
version before it is flight tested (figure 3). Despite the
time constraints required to develop a new set of control Maneuver
laws, it is still far simpler and more practical than
redesigning and incorporating corresponding changes in a Doublet

conventional FCS. The flexibility and versatility of the Pitch and Bank Attitude Captures
F/A-18A digital design provides the capability to fine Frequency Sweeps
tune the control laws to provide the best possible flying Wind-Up Turn
qualities attainable. Wind Down Turn

Sudden Pull Ups
.I - - no I I Full Deflection Rolls

0o601Me -~ftft Law aTable TM Primary Mission Tasks

sessin a emn ~vw Mission Task Performance Criteria

:o-o = ' Column Formation Maintain position (20 feet
POM IM.O 064000 TOG300 KCAS/Z g, nose-to-tall, 20 feet step-

400 KCAS/4 g down) +10 feet at 400 KCAS/
smwMV o 4 g; .5 feet at 300 KCAS/2 g.

POW , , VPNanFv Aerial Refueling Engage and maintain a
Z50 KCAS plugged position.- m -

Air-to-Air Tracking Track a stabilized target at
Figure 2 Time Constraints 300 KCAS/2 g specified flight condition.

Version 4.3 350 KCAS/3 g Maintain pipper +.2 mils on
Software Development 400 KCAS/4 g targets tailpipe while main-

taining 1500 feet nose-to-tall
aim moA PROCEDURE distance.

K D~EE Air-to-Ground Tracking Maintain pipper +2 mils on

WAwI. , TAPE 300 Dive target.
00400 LOO asmanT 450 Dive

owlA, 600 Dive
I =101 LOAME TAPE

s ILAI0 COW LOOP EVAL Advanced Flight Test/Data Analysis ApproachlV~ilSAIS~j OMPARIOI

PmOW TAM In order to solve the problem of quantifying FCS
characteristics, NAVAIRTESTCEN has utilized a new
application of a maximum likelihood parameter identifi-

EFA N A MOO@A cation computer program. 3 This application of the
141*IL 1W TEST maximum likelihood technique is to perform an equivalent

NSTA&LPlM system analysis in the time domain instead of the more
'NUT-- -- c,$nventional approach of frequency domain analysis.4

PWIINU i PPY Having decided upon this approach, flight tests were then
NIET4N TEST conducted in F/A-18 BuNo 160775 during NPE Mi in order

1 lEwT J to determine the proper flight test maneuvers. (Proper
excitation of aircraft response is essential to ensure
maximum parameter identifiability.S) Several pilot inputs

Figure 3 F/A-1 FCS Verification Procedure were tested, including step, doublet, constant
amplitude/frequency sine wave, and variable frequency

Conventional Flight Control System Testing sine. Following parameter identification analysis of these
maneuvers, it was determined that the variable frequency

Flight testing of the F/A-18A has involved both the sine wave (frequency sweep) input resulted in parameter
classical stability sad control tests1 presented in table H estimates that were meaningful from an engineering sense
sad in *a specialized frequency swep techniques that and had the best statistical characteristics. Thus the
ae described later in this article. Additionally, a major pilot generated frequency sweep was utilized to generate
espbas is placed on the definition and performance of the data for the analysis presented in this paper for both
prscise mission tasks. A lst of the mission tasks eval- the longitudinal and lateral caseL The frequency oweepe
uated dAring the full scale development flight test bracketed the frequency range of interest and generally
peagmam (especially dring NP's) is presented in table M. were about 15 -20 seconds in duration.
Th primary evaluation criteria used when evaluating the
assigned tasks is the Cooper-Harper scale. 2 During the lkiuvalent System Models
conure of the F/A-18A FCS development, handlin quali-

ties ratings migned to precisely defined closed loop tasks The modeling technique used in this analysis was the
have provided the most effective quantifying measure- classical state space formulation for both the differntial
maont of the FCS performance. It in the intent of equations of motion and the mearement system.
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i=Fx+ou+x (I) The lateral state space model was as follows:

yzHl+Du+b (2) state vector: 2 a (, p, x3 )T (15)

The conventional output to stick force transfer functions control vector: u (FLat, I)T (16)
utilized in equivalent system analysis were used in this
evaluation and then converted to state space models. In 0 1 0
the longitudinal case, the pitch rate and pitch attitude -1
longitudinal stick force transfer functions were used. F = 0 -y- Kp (17}

e-r DLong 3 K9 (s + -1a 0 0 -2
q (s)= To (3) TDLat

FLong sz +c Z s + )z

0 ( s ) I q • ( 4 G - -K 2 0 ( 8
FL-ong FLong

4 x30
The state space model was as follows: TDLat

state vector x = (6,qx 3 ,x 4 )T (S) Where x] 0 P 120, and x30 are initial conditions. The lateral
measurement equations were:

control vector u = (FLong,l)T (6)

Measurement vector: y = (0m, po)T (19)

0 1 0 0 Bias vector: b = (bo, bp)T (20)

0 -ZCW 1 Ke K 0  0 1 1Fff (7) Hal = (21)
0 - 0 0 Kat e  0

0 0 0 -2 D (0) (Z2)

TDLong Flight Test Results

0 110 The parameter identification analysis was conducted

X0 during NPE II (PROM 4.1) and NPE IV (PROM 4.3.03) in

-K8  XZ0  the fighter escort loading. Parameter identification
G (8) results for NPE IV longitudinal analysis in configurations

± X3Up Auto and PA 1/2 are presented in figure 4 (2C Y, W2,

Te0  K9, . and 1-and associated Zo confidence bounds).

-4 401 These results were then used to compute the specific
TDLon8  modal parameters of interest as shown in figure 5 (C, i,

Nz

Where X10, X20. 130P and x4O are initial conditions. The TD, -). Damping and frequency estimates in both

nwere: configurations tested were as expected with time delay
measurement equations wbracketing 100 milliseconds in configuration PA 1/2 and

Measurement vector: y a (Om, qm)T (9) ranging from 120 - 150 milliseconds in configuration Up
Auto. Normal acceleration sensitivity comparisons in

Bias vector: b = (be, bq)T (10) configuration Up Auto show good correlation between
flight test and parameter identification results. Longi-

N a ~ 0e 0 0 tudinal equivalent system time delay charecteristics are
(11) presented in figure 6. Data are presented for PROM

0 Kqm 0 0 configurations 3.16/3.18 (NPE I), 4.1.1 (NPK M), andKqm 0 4.3.03 (NPE MV with comparisons made btween ground

D u (0) (12) test results and parameter identification results. Ground
test results are based an hand measurement from strip

hi the lateral analysis, the conventional roll rate and bank charts and include only forward loop contributions to
angle to lateral stick force transfer functions were used. equivalent time delay. These round test results cannot

be compared directly with parameter Identification
results but do indicate trends in the reduction of time

a D~ts delay achieved by the airframe contractor in the diffemnt
S(s) (13) PROM configurations The parameter identification

F )t 1 results show the same trend as the pround test results and
• +1Y. indicate that, in configuration Up Auto, the equivalet

time delay was reduced from a rs"e of 120 - 160
milliseconds in PROM 4.1.1 to 100 - 140 milsconds in

A t (0) (14) PROM 4.3.03. Configuration PA 1/2 parameter identifl-
cation results show that equivalent time delay rnpa
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from 90 - 110 milliseconds. Although significant reduc- ALTN1U OnOhm T GO C OUPW . NNi
tioms in equivalent time delay have been achieved in each SYMBOL (P (LDI (%) iATISU 13t I

subsequent PROM set, additional reductions in time delay a UAW n,0 27A UP AUTO PU
need to be achieved. (Significant reductions in time delay
are scheduled to be achieved in the final FSD PROM 0 8.700 aimW IWA UP MID -ID
configuration 6.0.) Thih, is illustrated by referring to
MIL-F-8785C requirements for time delay which indicate 3.0 11 I4.5 PA Il -
that this parameter should be less than 100 milliseconds 0 361" 3ims Os. WAINi -
for level 1 flying qualities. 6  UP A UTO LIT

10,100 DATA

ALTWUOV WT OS 11. A04VA 4.2m3 PUON
*I Nm m. (iar (L02 % COUP HOUU ATION

1 3,500 53OO 37.0 UP AUTO 40
9,700 33,300 36.3 UP AUTO _.__I

* 3,00 33,300 34.5 PA I2
3 .100 31.500 36.0 PA 1/2 i1

I.I a aocoumNP~c mouri

x 9
0.1 __o 00 .

0.10

Ice 1 0,.- 90.Do

o.. .- 00 to

0.70 
31.

K/"To 0; SO 46o Wn a i i6 .doo
0.101rU 0 00 - I"NrC
o.AA E ) 1 Figure 5 Calculated Short Period
0 00 . ,Response Characteristics

0.001

10. 3t

0 0 20 4" io gO aooIOw
TwiS VILOCIT ("TIsmC

Figure 4 Longitudinal Equivalent System Parameters
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- test results and give a high level of confidence in the

ALT" WT CO 0namN.- equivalent time delay data presented. Again the ground
SYMeM. tp (LE M wse PN TON test results comparisons in figure 8 between PROM

o a0im WA 4Aj. pI configurations indicate that significant reductions in
S O,1O0 INA 4.1.1 M equivalent time delay have been achieved between PROM

S slim NA 4.1 O configurations. Parameter identification results for

A MM 27.0 W 4.36.PROM 4.3.03 show that the equivalent time delay ranges
A 9,700 29,300 20.0 NA 4.O.U PID from 120 - 170 milliseconds in configuration PA 1/2 and

100 - 160 milliseconds in configuration Up Auto. These
0 9200 3.000 &4.1 NA 4.3.3 WD values still are above the 100 millisecond requirements of
a 3,100 31,00 n.0 IVA 4.3.0.3 PIO MIL-F-8785C. 6 Significant reductions in these time

-- 3.16/3 .Gi R mOU delays are expected in the 6.0 PROM configuration.

------ W 4.1.1 GROUND

IVA 4.3.0.3 GROUNDo O ALII U NT Y o1
'-5I (P11 (NO) % COWNUUSATION

8,400 1 ,300 17.0 UP AUTO
13,400 34,100 11.0 UP AUTO

no CONFIGURATION UP AUTO 10*00 1,900 37.1 UP AUTO
10 30,700 30,300 7.0 UP AUTO

18,700 30,a00 36.6 UP AUTOS
3,700 33,000 34.4 PA 1/3

0 400 340,3000 04.0 PA /

0 W 40 18W1.I- -A- a cr ONPIOWUCX WoN

TRUE VELOCTY - F1IEC 101

i CONFIGURATION PA 1/2 a-o I I .

-- .o 1 10 -

TIME VELOCITY - T/EC /,

Figure 6 Longitudinal Equivalent 1'11
Time Delay Comparison 1.0

A similar analysis was conducted in the lateral axis KP J was
and results for configurations PA 1/2 and Up Auto a r.e
presented in figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 contains parameter 0.0-
identification results 1 Kp) and figure 8 0 O 600 0 8i 0 1,i0O

R DLa ,t' p)TmuREL Y (vuwcw

presents time delay characteristics in milliseconds. Roll
mode time constant characteristics in configurtions PA1/2 and Up Auto compare favorably with contractor flight Figure 7 Lateral-Directional EquivalentSystem Parameters

NPE IVA 4.3.0.3 PROM
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.71

sSummary
ALTWUU WT cc

3YMI. (T) al) (%) fm 500M OB APION Closed loop pilot mission related task flight testing
IV 6,400 U,4,00 6.0 VA 4.3.0.3 PO and advanced data analysis technique have been success-iV 115,400 34,10€1 =.*L rJA 4.3.0.2 Pic

V 0j800 16,000 2?.1 * VA 4.3.0.3 P1O fully used to evaluate the F/A-i8 digital FCS during its
o 0, 060 30,W00 17.0 IVA 4.3.0.3 PMO development. Classical open loop test technique such as
0 16,700 30,500 3.6 IVA 4.3.0.3 P1O doublet inputs have given little insight into the
O 3,700 2,600 144 IVA 4.3.0.3 Pm FCS/airframe interface. Parameter identication

90 2,3 34,30 24.3 WA 4.3.0.3 PlO techniques utilizing flight test data generated by variable
3.16.3I . 3ll 0ND frequency sine wave inputs have been successfully used to

13M quantify airframe stability and FCS equivalent time delay
*- II 4.1-1 OUO characteristics. The determination of the time delay

characteristics has allowed the Navy to document the
IVA 4.3.0.3 SMaN improvements made in the FCS during its development.

VWA 4.2.0.3 4a0UNO Research is currently being conducted to improve on the
Sadvanced data analysis techniques used in terms of

developing model structure determination and parameter

CONFiGURATION UP AUTO identification algorithms.
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FLIGHT TEST BASED HANDLING QUALITY ANALYSIS OF

AN AIRCRAFT WITH A HIGH-GAIN/HIGi-AUTHORITY

DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

James Vincent

System Control Technology, Incorporated
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TYPICAL PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION RESULTS

FLIGHT CONDITON 239/26 (M=-5)

PARAMETER OPEN LOOP CLOSED LOOP

EST. °EST. EST. crEST.
(% EST.) (% EST.)

czo - .25 .3 - .25 .5

Cz - 733* .733*
zU

Cz CL - 3.627 3.8 -5-597 .9

Cz  - .595 4.4 0.ZS

Cz  - 1.228 6.7 0.

Cz Fs- 362.2 3.4

Cm  .0020 3.3 .0060 1.8

Cmd .051 5.2 .051

Cma .488 2.0 - .524 .9

CmA - 3.53 2.5 -29.46 1.4

C - .628 .3 0.

C .275 2.1 0.

Cm. S  287.4 1.0

PITCH GYRO BIAS .0010 .0010

PITCH RATE T LAG - .056 1.4 .078 2.1
PITCH ATTITUDE. - .025 6.1 .106 3.6
VERTICAL ACCEL. AG - .150 1.3 - .035 7.1

ALPHA TLAG - .081 2.8 .049 5.4

L 2CLg
¢zU  lg
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LONGITUDINAL IDENTIFICATION MANEUVER

o FLIGHT CONDITION: 239/26
(M='5 ; ALT= 15,000 FT)

O CLOSED Loop MODEL (EXPLICIT PREFILTER)

o LINE CODE
MODEL

0000000 TEST DATA

qu v v v v vt

2
e i8 oL.e Z, .e

TItME (SEC)

A 0

100

., , .,, iL e i .,e.
TIME

a.00

TIME

IMWHLOGUW-
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ESTIMATED OPEN & CLOSED LOOP HANDLING QUAL.ITY CHARACTERISITCS

_______________ -SYMBOL CODE

. .......... .... .......... .. . . . .... . +f -:CLOSD LOOP

...... ....-. 0 :OPEN LOOP

lar ........ . ..... .. .... ............... .

el C. 0El. 4 11 . . OC..60 C . 70C S "0 C'E. 17,'C
A, F"PEE I (FPF

I .2 C ........... .......- - .... . ..

.......... .....................

S . .... ...... .... .C .. ... ... .... ......... ... .....

ZOO. 30e 400. 600. 700 80e. 900. 1ee0
AIRSPEED (FPS)

Z! 20.

.. ............. . ......... ...............
- S .... ....... ... .. ...... .... ..... ........ .... ...... ........... . ....

....... I SP E I .............................. P....................

oo~~ ........ .... .... ..... .i... ............ ..................
.7SO ~~~ 34 ......... . ....... .............. N..... .......... G..........

S o o - 6 - ... ...... ................ ......... ..................
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- .CL I.. ... . .... ..... .. .. ..

C ~+ i OLCLC

u-1 '
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0- U

LU 0
00
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C- LL
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..L.... ..... .... ... .. ... .. ........ ... ....

CL.J x.
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RESPONSE PREDICTION: EQUIVALENT SYSTEM WITH EXPLICIT PREFILTER

0 FLIGHT CONDITION: 239/20 (M=*5)
0 LINE CODE

MODEL

00000000 TEST DATA

9L.,

I B i

.- . -

,. p

a..48 6.66 ~.e.0
-18 __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

0

see-

"/ 4 0.--

TIME

" O - .. , o
- -

ct2.90-
.

0A
(.J

-J . 8 .8 8.8o9O.

TIME

"''343 ""HO~ w-!

- -,-.B
LL 4.6 g,;--'':'ilnm nnm u ... . . '-" . . . ... -



RESPONSE PREDICTION: EQUIVALENT SYSTEM WITH IMPLICIT PREFILTER

0 FLIGHT CONDITION: 239/20 (M='5)

0 LINE CODE
MODEL

000000000 TEST DATA

w

Sao-

-0.0 \
0. O6B TIME (CT

I .e,,

(4
- .58,

6
- - .s e,-.

.x 4 00 6!99 TIM a.01.

TIMw

,-J

2.: ~*.. T8.E

________ s'r 'I € ' 44, o .o , .
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THE IMPACT OF MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS ON THE DESIGN

OF THE F-15 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

Robert Kisslinger
McDonnell Aircraft Company
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77

APPLICATION OF HIL-F-8785C IN

DEVELOPMENT AND FLIGHT TEST

EVALUATION OF A PITCH AUGMENTATION

SYSTEM FOR A RELAXED STABILITY L-1011

Jerry Rising
Lockheed - California Company
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DEFINITION OF LEVELS THAT INCLUDE

TURBULENCE ENVIRONMENT AND TASK

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

Charles R. Chalk
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FLYING QUALITIES LEVEL DEFINITIONS

Level 1

Flying qualities such that desired (fully sufficient) task perfor-

mance for the mission Flight Phase can be achieved, with a workload that is

satisfactory to the pilot, under the set of environmental conditions (speci-

fied by the procuring activity) for which performance of the Flight Phase is

required and such that Category A Flight Phases can be terminated safely and

Category B and C Flight Phases can be completed safely x in the most diffi-

cult set of environmental conditions required by the procuring activity to

be considered in the design of the airplane.

Level 2

Flying qualities such that adequate task performance for the mis-

sion Flight Phase can be achieved, with a workload that is tolerable to the

pilot, under the set of environmental conditions (specified by the procuring

activity) for which performance of the Flight Phase is required and such that

Category A Flight Phases can be terminated safely x and Category B and C

Flight Phases can be completed safelyx in the most difficult set of environ-

mental conditions required by the procuring activity to be considered in the

design of the airplane.

Level 3

Flying qualities such that Category A Flight Phases can be terminated

safelyx and Category B and C Flight Phases can be completed safelyx in the

most difficult set of environmental conditions required by the procuring

activity to be considered in the design of the airplane.

tAdequate - Equal to what is required; suitable to the case or occasion;
barely sufficient.

*Tolerable - Endurable; capable of being borne.

XSafely - Free from danger; having escaped injury or damage; unharmed;

not hazardous; not involving risk or loss; not likely to cause
or to do harm or injury.
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* Ratings are valid only for the environment in which they are generated

and for the task definition and task performance standard used by the pilot

during the evaluation.

" Ratings can not be extrapolated to apply to other environments, other

tasks or different task performance standards.

" When performing piloted evaluations, it is necessary: to include environ-

ment factors in the experiment: to define the task: and to define task

performance standards. These must be explicitly defined for the evalua-

tion pilot and he must consistently perform the defined task and apply the

performance standards in formulating the evaluation rating.

" The proposed Level definitions permit different tasks and performance

standards to be considered for the most difficult environmental conditions

when evaluating a given configuration.. Thus, the pilot must be informed

of the environmental conditions and the corresponding task and performance

standard he is expected to apply during a given portion of the evalua-

tion process.
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COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

Sam Craig: What about those areas (conditions) we've never gotten into?

Answer: You cannot extrapolate pilot ratings into those areas.

Sam Craig: It is a good goal to shoot for knowing this.

Dave Key, US Army: What about your requirement to change configuration
from combat to approach and landing to define a Level 1 airplane?

Answer: Acknowledged--no real answer.

Rob Crombie, AFFTC: You have a good point. The performance standards
and environment should be defined by the procuring activity.

Dave Moorhouse, FDL: MIL-F-8785C has a reworked matrix. Roger Hoh has
the information. The Navy has carrier wake as most severe condition.
The problem of the specification being a strict legal document versus
a design guide makes pilot rating hard to use directly. The current
specification seems to be a workable compromise.

Dick Quinlivan, GE: Another driver may be time required. You may not
be able to complete the task in a combat environment.

Bob Woodcock, FDL: Phase B and C are the same for Level 2 and Level 3.
Is that right?

Answer: Yes.

Jerry Lockenour, Northrop: What is a Level 1 airplane?

Answer: An airplane capable of doing the job, having a Cooper-Harper
rating less than 3 2 for all aspects of the flight, i.e., mission
and Phases B and C.

Dave Key, US Army: Isn't this compatible with STI?

Answer: Not necessarily.

Jerry Lockenour, Northrop: I don't understand why pilot opinion rating
can't be used legally in place of hard requirements related to
flying quality levels.

Answer: Hard requirements, such as in Section 3 of the current specification
can be designed to and verified. Pilot ratings, either Cooper-Harper
values or Levels are subjective in nature and therefore are not hard
values. There is also the problem of resolving conflicting ratings
from different pilots.

Jack Franklin, NASA Ames: A basic distinction between Levels ratings is
performance.

John Gibson, British Aerospace: A problem seems to be getting those
conditions we want to investigate in a test situation. Even then,
you might not be able to measure it, and you may need to wait a long
time to experience that condition again.
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DELOPMENT OF CONTROLLER 1REQUIRtEENS

Folt uNCOUPLED, AIRCRAFIT MOTION

Kevin Cit urs
McDonnell Aircraft ComPaflY
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COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

Roger Hoh, STI: We don't even understand centersticks and sidesticks.
I wonder how we can get this involved with something this exotic.

More work needs to be done on the basics.

Robert Bateman, SRL: Sidestick versus centerstick controllers. You

like what you expect. How have you taken pilot expectations
into account? Must also have consistent response.

Answer: True. We have tried to in the set-up of the matrix of test
points but there aze limitations.

Jack McAllister, GD: In response to Roger Hoh, those controllers which
work to some degree should be used to identify why they are good (with
variations). It's hard to say which controllers have worked, based

on the literature.

Jerry Lockenour, Northrop: You want to concentrate on uncoupled modes.
To date, conventional controllers have not worked.

Answer: We will make changes as required.

John Schuler, Boeing: Carlson had some work which might be helpful.

Mick Van Gool, NLR: Familiarization will require a tremendous amount of
time. My experience shows pilots need a lot of time to accept
something new.

Answer: Agreed. We will have to fit simulation time to our budget.

Dave Schmidt, Purdue: How long?

Mick Van Gool, NLR: Several hours. First they assess it by conventional
means, then change.

Dick Quinlivan, GE: Motion effects are also important.
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THE IDEAL CONTROLLED ELEMENT FOR

REAL AIRPLANES IS NOT K/s

ROLL-RATCHET PHENOMENON

Charles R. Chalk
Calspan Advanced Technology Center
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THE IDEAL CONTROLLED ELEMENT

FOR REAL AIRPLANES IS NOT K/a

The early experiments performed to generate data to support develop-

ment of mathematical models of the human operator used simple controlled ele-

ment transfer functions, i.e. K, K/a and K/a2 . In these experiments, the pi-

lots were seated in a fixed chair and were required to perform a compensatory

tracking task which consisted of correcting errors displayed by lines or dots

on a CRT. This work led to the "crossover" model and the conclusion that the

ideal controlled element transfer function is K/a. This conclusion has been

so completely accepted by disciples that it is used to challenge results from

T-33 in-flight experiments which show degradation in pilot rating with in-

creased roll damping where the controlled element transfer function approaches

K/a.

= K K.. a#X) _ -when X ->
R8

When the physical system being controlled has mass and the response

state being controlled is position, the K and K/a transfer function forms are

physically impossible because infinite acceleration capability would be re-

quired for abrupt commands.

Consider:

=K -~-K ±w K
oe a *ef

t t

Step Command " *, Step Response " * Impulse Response "

Ramp Response N 0 Infinite A3plitude
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t

Sine Wave Command

Sine Wave Response Sine Wave Response Sine Wave Response
with 900 Phase Lag in Phase with 90 0 phase lead

*.- ~Amplitude -KO Amplitude x o Amplitude.
Amplitude becomes
very high a; high
frequency.

Although the K and K/s transfer function forms can be well approxi-

mated when using electron beams, they cannot be achieved in airplane systems

because control deflections require a finite time to achieve, control surfaces

can only generate finite forces, and airplane structures are not completely

rigid. Experiments in the NT-33A variable stability airplane indicate, however,

that the pilot starts to complain before the limits of the in-flight simulator

are reached when attempts are made to simulate a pure K/a transfer function for

roll angle response to commands.

The pilot comments contain reference to excessive roll acceleration

and lateral acceleration experienced in achieving desired roll rate. These

accelerations can be avoided if the pilot uses slower applications of control

input but this requires conscious effort. There are times when he reacts

instinctively and suddenly and, in these situations, a pilot-airplane closed-

loop "oscillation" takes place in roll. The "oscillation" is relatively high

frequency, 11-17 rad/sec, and is described as roll "ratchet." The time his-

tory in Figure 1 illustrates a pilot-airplane elosed-loop oscillation that

occurred during evaluation of Configuration 6-3 in Reference 3, which was

described as roll ratchet.
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The approximate transfer function for this configuration is

e-.125a_9._ = 19.2 e-1 5
F ~ Th7deg/lb

FAS (4b

where the equivalent time delay represents contributions from transfer delay

and higher order dynamic lags in the roll command channel.

The high frequency roll acceleration gain of the transfer function

is 19.2 deg/sec2-lb and the steady state roll rate is 1932 a 3.84 deg/sec-lb.5

If one hypothesizes that both the high frequency roll acceleration gain and

the steady state roll rate gain are independently important to flying qual-

ities, then constraints on the effective roll damping are implied.

Lower limit < L F  < Upper limit
L AS
LF

Lower limit < As-< Upper limit
L
p

*.Lower limit <L P < Upper limit

AS

Frequency Response

LFA

L L - increasing

p p
F A

ASS

L i easing

' . . .... .... -' =:='-. .... ! "' .... ....... ... ......... ,-r = D _ ''Ii)



LFL

p p

increasing

F LFAS L

S c o n s ta n t

FL
AAS

FL

w

L~ increasing

L PS Constant
FAS

decreasing -
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Independent constraints on control "sensitivity" and steady state

roll rate response may be important to pilot acceptance of roll flying qualities.

For classical roll transfer functions, this implies limits on roll damping.

For higher order systems, it may be best to state a requirement as a ratio of

Since the pilot-airplane system exhibits a lightly damped oscilla-

tion during roll ratchet, it should be possible to model the closed-loop dyna-

mics and to calculate parameter values that would result in zero damped com-

plex roots at the frequency observed in the flight records.

Consider first the case where the airplane transfer function is KC/a

and the pilot transfer function is a . Then Y Y - K/s and the closed-loop

dynamics are determined by the value of the loop gain K. See Figure 2 for

block diagram and Nichols diagram of the open-loop and closed-loop dynamics.

This system cannot be driven unstable by increases in loop gain.

It should be noted that in closed-loop analysis, the system dynamics

are dependent on loop gain K = K PK and there is no consideration given to

how the loop gain is partitioned between the pilot K and the airplane KC .

Experimental results indicate, however, that the pilot rating is influenced

by the partitioning of the loop gain. See Figure 3 (from Reference 1) which

shows how the pilot rating degrades when the portion of the loop gain attri-

buted to the airplane is either increased or decreased from an optimum value.

The data in Figure 3 indicates a broad tolerance (i.e., a factor of 20 between

the lowest gain and the highest gain for which the pilot rating was PR a 3.5)

by the pilot to variations in the airplane gain but it also indicates that

there are limits to the pilot's ability or willingness to compensate the loop

gain in order to achieve desired closed loop dynamic behavior.

Consider next the effect of adding time delay to the control loop.

The time delay causes increasing phase shift with increased frequency and the

closed-loop system will exhibit instability at high loop gain. Figure 4

summarizes the block diagrams and equations for three different forms of the
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0_ L- KK
*1 s

L K
0c (Bs+K)

-180 -90 0

w 0

0 d8

j
I 6 increase Lth K

ow

+

As K + - the closed loop root also - -. The system cannot be driven unstable
by increased loop gain.

Fig. 2. CLOSED LOOP DYNAMICS FOR 7 - -_
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K e- KC Y Y =Kse -8

K =1/w for a = 0
n

(2n+l)w n-odd

=12 rad/sec for = .39 sec

=?.4 K .2? sec

Cps p c

K=lf ora =0n

nil

W- n odd

w = 12 rad/sec for r = . 26 sec

=17.4 for = .18

c K-T K K e-Ts

K =wfor n =0

= (2n-l)l n . odd
2T

w= 12 rad/ee for T - .13 sec

w i7.4 for T - .09

Fig. 4. BLOCK DIAGRAMS FOR CONTROL OF *D *. * WITH
TIME DELAY IN THE LOOP
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pilot model, i.e. K e-8 , K and K e2eTa and one form of the airplane
p p p

transfer function K0/e. These simplified cases represent pilot loop closures

based on angular position, rate and acceleration. All three of these models

will exhibit closed-loop instability at the gains and frequencies indicated

on Figure 4. The values of time delay required to cause closed-loop oscilla-

tions at the frequency range, 12-17.4 rad/sec, observed in the roll ratchet

illustrated in Figure 1 for Configuration 6-3 are also noted on Figure 4.

Nichols diagrams for the cases illustrated on Figure 4 are drawn on Figure S

for the values of time delay that will cause the closed-loop system to go

unstable at w a 1S.7 rad/sec in each case.

17e-"1s e- 38

The 1/se- '  case starts at -90° and + - for low frequency. For

increasing frequency the magnitude decreases and the phase becomes increasing

negative. The curve passes through 0 dB at -1800 for w 15.7 rad/sec.

The Ke-'28 case starts at 0 dB and 0° phase for w = 0. The amplitude is inde-

pendent of frequency but the phase becomes increasingly negative as w is

increased. The curve passes through 0 dB and -180 ° for w = 15.7 rad/sec. The

Kee-*3 s case starts at +900 phase and -- dB amplitude for w - 0. For increas-

ing frequency, the amplitude increases and the phase becomes increasingly

negative. The curve passes through 0 dB and -180 ° for w = 15.7 rad/sec.

The data in Figure 3 (from Reference 1) indicates a pilot rating of

PR = 1.5 was given for a configuration with the following roll transfer func-

tion

. .438 rad/lb
P a(a+2.86)

Where the high frequency control gain L2 F .438 corresponds to the optimum

Le a AS
steady state roll rate per in, _ a .30 rad/sec-in, indicated in Figure 3.

6AS

The open-loop transfer function Y7 Y for bank angle control is
P C

K e " .438

£ P C +, a2.86)
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-- Fig. S. NICHOLS DIAGRAMS
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If a nominal time delay of T = .25 sec is assumed, this system will go unstable

at w = 3.0 rad/sec for a pilot gain KP = 28.4 lb/rad. The steady roll rate

response of the open loop s Y Y to a step error in bank angle is P8s

4.35 rad/sec/rad

= s Y Y = 28.4(.438) = 4.35 rad/sed/rad

P 8 2.86

K -.25s tg
When Y Y is idealized to - e the system will go unstable at

P C Sw 6.28 rad/sec for a loop gain K = w = 6.28. The steady state roll rate re-

sponse of the open loop s Y P Y C to a step error in bank angle is

P 8_ = 6.28 rad/sec/rad

This limiting case can be approximated by assuming the roll damping

and the control derivative of the example taken from Reference 1 are both in-

creased by a factor of 100. Then
K e- 25s43.8

P C s(s+286)

This system will go unstable at w = 6.19 rad/sec for K = 40.4 lb/rad-sec. The

steady state roll rate response of the open loop s Yp Y to a step error in

bank angle is

P8_ss 40.4(43.8)-
8 28 = 6.19 rad/sec/rad

Te 286

The pilot rating data in Figure 6 (from Reference 1) indicates that increasing

the roll damping such that TR - 0 causes a degradation in the pilot rating and

the pilot comments indicate objections to the roll accelerations experienced

when trying to obtain desired roll rate response and that a tendency to become

involved in pilot-airplane closed loop oscillations existed when the roll damp-

ing was increased. See comments in Figure 7.
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Fig. 7. PILOT COMMENTS FROM REFERENCE 1

2. Effects of 2r for a Good Base Configuration

The roll mode time constant, 2e , was varied from 0. 1 seconds to 1. 2
seconds with only a small change in pilot ratings. The highest ratings were

given for values of 4 = . 37 and . 52 seconds. There is a deterioration in

rating for higher and lower values of ' . Here again, as the task does not

put much premium on maneuverability (as contrasted with the requirements

for air-to-air combat in fighters), a wide range of variation is acceptable.

When l becomes large, the ailerons are essentially acceleration-ordering

because the pilot seldom waits long enough between aileron inputs for the roll

rate to reach its steady value (approximately three times T, when the Dutch

roll is undisturbed). The pilot generally prefers to order either roll rate or

bank angle, so he tends to fly configurations with large -e using a series of

aileron pulse inputs. These inputs produce steady roll rates initially, and

steady state changes in bank angle if he waits long enough. This type of con-

trol is generally adequate (though not desirable) in situations where there are

few, if any, external disturbances, where the pilot can devote considerable

attention to the task, and where the penalty for imprecise control is not

catastrophic.

When 2'f is reduced to very low values (around 0. 1 seconds and less)

while maintaining a constant value of / ss , the steady roll rate becomes

more and more nearly in phase with the aileron input. Hence, the roll accpl-

erations in achieving a particular roll rate are steadily increased as les i'

lowered. The roll a'ccelerations become objectionahly high around Irp = 0. 1

seconds, and to reduce these accelerations, the Wlot begins to use slow-tr

applications of aileron control. However, there are times when he reacts in-

stinctively and suddenly, and it is these situations which bring on the poorer

ratings. He reduces his roll channel gain as leg is reduce.d, but in an e.mer-

gency situation, he reverts to a higher gain and his control problem bf.comes

difficult. A pilot-airplane closed-loop oscillation takes place in roll until h ..

can eru once more.

WADD TR 61.147

1, Could imply lag compensation.

2. He may also use, or forget to use, lag compensation
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Note that in the above discussion, the loop gain that caused the closed

loop system to be neutrally stable was used. Although a lower loop gain would

likely be used by the pilot, the limiting case is useful for comparison. The

discussion and examples serve to establish that the crossover frequency and the

steady roll rate response to bank angle error is established by the loop gain,

K, in the idealized model

K eT
*E S

= K =(2n-)nC 2-r

The idealized model has no acceleration limits, i.e. the angular accel-

erations associated with this model are a result of the frequency content of

Oc during closed-loop operation and are dependent on the abruptness of pilot

control force applications in an open loop sense. To emphasize this point,

consider the initial roll acceleration resulting from a step bank angle error

for the three cases discussed above. Again, the limiting loop gain is assumed.

s 12.44 e - 2 5 8  p = 12.44 tad/sec2

P t= 0  (s+2.86) 7 t=o
= a 1?69 e - ' 2 5a . =1769

P +  (s+286) 7

s 8 6.28 e' 2 5 s a +

where-!-= 1.0 rad step inputa

The amplitude vs. phase plot of -- for the example from Reference 1 and the

idealized K/se - 8 case are plott.A in Figure 8 using the limiting loop gain

that would cause instability assuming the pilot was controlling bank angle

-' 25awith the transfer function K e-  . This plot illustrates again that the roll

acceleration response at high frequency is much higher for the idealized K/s

422
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controlled element. Note also that the j/4, magnitude reaches a maximum value-

at high frequency when the airplane transfer function has a finite value of the

roll mode root.

The amplitude-phase plots on Figure 8 are for the loop gain that

causes a zero damped closed-loop root when bank angle is being controlled by

the pilot model KC e
- 25a

The amplitude-phase plots on Figure 8 are not Nichols diagrams of the system,

i.e., the closed loop response cannot be obtained by superimposing the non-

linear closed-loop grid on the open loop j/$ amplitude-phase plot. This is

because j is not being fed back in the closed loop model. The closed loop

dynamics are obtained from the amplitude phase plot of f/4 *

Lateral-directional approach and landing flying qualities experi-

ments performed in the TIFS, References 4 and 5, have shown that lateral accel-

eration at the pilot station can become a problem during rolling maneuvers

when the pilot is located high above the roll axis and the airplane has high

roll damping. An empirical parameter was developed based on the data in

Reference 4 which correlates with the pilot rating data obtained in both

References 4 and S. The parameter is the ratio of the maximum lateral accel-

eration at the pilot station to the maximum roll rate following a step roll

controller command.

n
Pn=

423
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The pilots objected to large sharp lateral accelerations that resulted mainly

from roll angular acceleration and cockpit location above the roll axis.

z p

For a classical airplane transfer function and ignoring control servo dyna-

mics, the parameter n /p can be approximated as follows:

Yp g

Yp~ 9 9L'6
.6

max ps X R

n ,.x =-~ "L'-Z-g/tad/sec
Pmax g g

Actual measurements from time histories will yield smaller values

of the ratio than the simple equation, primarily because the maximum p is

attenuated by servo dynamics as illustrated by the following sketch.

with servo

t

The simple equation indicates that the principal airplane charac-

teristics that contribute to the empirical parameter, n /p, are roll damping
YIP

and 1wight above the roll axis (the X stability axis if the airplane rolls

without sideslip). For nominal values of roll damping, fairly large values

of Zp are required to cause a violation of the n p/p criterion illustrated on

Figure 9. This criteria was developed for large airplanes in the approach

and landing task. It is likely that significantly higher values would be
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LEVE 1  LEVEL 2 LEVE 3

Boundaries from Ref. 3
8 Degradation in Pilot Rating

7-

001

4 -I

r' - 4 ap

1 + Points from Ref. 3

a 1.0 2.0 3.0
N Step Input

Y pil M= time< 2.5 sec 'g's/rad/se

Fig. 9. PILOT RATING VS LATERAL ACCELERATION CRITERIA
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tolerated for fighter airplanes. The parameter, however, depends on the pro-

duct of roll damping and height above the roll axis and, thus, even for small

airplanes if the roll damping gets very large, the lateral acceleration response

at the pilot's head may become objectionable. In the case of the NT-33, the

evaluation pilot's head is approximately three ft above the X stability axis.

Comparison with one of the cases in Reference 5 indicates lateral accelera-

tion may becope a significant objection in the T-33 if the roll damping is

increased above XR a 14 1/sec

-Zp 36 R 3
IRef.5 T-33

TR = .071 sec

AR = 13.8 1/sec

So far, this memo has discussed the consequences of having very high

or infinite roll damping on the angular and linear accelerations that the

pilot must endure during rolling maneuvers. Also, it has discussed the effect

of roll damping, time delay and pilot model form (K, Ks, Ks2) on the closed-

loop bandwidth. The goal, however, is to develop a plausible theory and

model of the pilot-airplane system that will exhibit the closed-loop "roll

ratchet" phenomena. As a step in this quest, consider the following

7p 0

PCo +YpYo

The characteristic roots of the closed-loop system are found by

equating I + 7Y a - 0. Therefore

at the characteristic roots.
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Assume

yp = [ s2 + K a + K] e P

Yc -7 known for configuration 6-3 of Reference 3a

Evaluate Y = - at s = 0 ± jw where w is the frequency of the zero damped

roll ratchet osci lation.

- w + jwk + K

Separate Real and Imaginary parts

K - w2 K -T1 cos (180 - A Y + 57.3 w,p) (1)

" t = I sin (180 - Y + 57.3 wp) (2)

The complete transfer function Y7 for configuration 6-3 is listed

in Table 1 and la. Table 1 also has an approximation for */FAS penciled in to

aid the reader in identifying the significant dynamic factors. The .075 sec.

time delay is the pure transport delay used in the simulation that is not

accounted for by the linear model defined by the tabulated numbers. Amplitude

and phase data were calculated from the complete transfer function, Figure 9,

as a function of w and this data was used for 'iaI and 7a when solving for

K, k, K and T using equations 1 and 2. The frequency of the oscillation in

Figure 1 varies from w z 17.4 rad/sec at the beginning of the oscillation to

w : 11.2 rad/sec toward the end of the record. Equations 1 and 2 were solved

for w - 11.2, 12, 14, 16, 17.4 rad/sec and the results are plotted in Fig-
ures 10, 11 and 12. These plots indicate the infinite combinations of K, K,

and T that will cause a zero-damped closed-loop oscillation at the frequen-p
cies observed in the flight record of Figure 1.
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The results of this analysis present a very complex picture of the

pilot model parameters. This complexity is primarily a result of the frequency

variation exhibited in Figure 1. In attempting to interpret the results pre-

sented in Figures 10, 11 and 12, it is probably valid to ignore negative gains

and to restrict consideration of time delay to values of the order Tr - .15 -
P

.4 sec. The sine wave curves on Figures 10 and 11 can be viewed as cross-

sections of the wave-shaped solution surface. In any event, a model of the

form assumed for this analysis would have to have time-varying coefficients

to exhibit the frequency variation observed in Figure 1.

The pilot comments, see Figure 7,(page 16 from Reference 1) for air-

planes with high roll damping indicate that the pilots try to use slower stick

inputs to avoid abrupt responses. There are times, however, when they react

instinctively and suddenly and are likely to become involved in a pilot-

airplane closed-loop roll oscillation until they can modify their behavior,

i.e., open the loop, reduce gain, develop lag equalization, etc..

One possible model that roughly corresponds to these comments is as

follows. Assume the controlled element is and the pilot is modeled as having

developed lag equilization, X = 3, to avoid high acceleraticn responses andp
that he exhibits a nominal time delay of T = .25 sec. Then

Y= 12/s

-.25s
Y e

p s+3

A Nichols plot of Y Y is shown on Figure 13. A loop gain of
P C

K = 4.52 will result in a bandwidth of wBW = 1.8 rad/sec. If it is assumed

that the pilot forgets to use the lag equilization but tries to use the same

loop gain, the transfer function becomes

Y Y= 4.52e 
-.25s

Pc 8
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and the closed-loop system would tend to be destabilized. Figure 13 indicates

a closed-loop resonance at a frequency of w = 6.1 rad/sec.

This rather simple model tends to show the observed behavior but the

frequency of the closed-loop resonance which occurs after the lag equilization

is dropped is much lower than that observed in roll ratchet incidents.

Consider next that the full adapted pilot uses lag equilization as

above to obtain satisfactory bandwidth in controlling bank angle and to avoid

abrupt responses and high angular accelerations. Then assume tha:, as the

result of an abrupt disturbance or an abrupt change in the target motion, the

pilot becomes involved in attempting to control the roll angular acceleration.

The model would change from

Pa 8(8+A P

to

PCP

The Nichols diagram for this latter dynamic system is illustrated

in Figure S which was drawn for T. a .3 sec and exhibits instability at

w 1S.7 rad/sec for a loop gain Xm - i u1' When the perception modality

is switched from visual observation of bank angle error to perception of

angular acceleration by means of the vestibular system, neck muscle spindle

sensing and body pressure sensing, it is not obvious how the pilot's gain

would be modified but experimental evidence suggests that a high enough gain

would be adapted to cause closed-loop resonance.

The time history illustrated in Figure 14 was taken during a bank

angle tracking task performed during the in-flight evaluations to be reported

in Reference 2. The task was displayed to the pilot by means of a head-up

display so records of the error displayed, the pilot's stick force response

and the resulting roll rate are available. A number of observations can be

made after study of the closed-loop responses in Figure 14.
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* The pilot exhibits .25 - .30 sec time delay in applying stick

force following a step change in the bank angle command.

* The stick force and roll rate time histories exhibit roll ratchet

at w : 13 rad/sec.

* The roll ratchet oscillation appears in both of the two recorded

responses to step bank angle commands. The magnitude is larger

in the second response.

0 The second response exhibits a longer tail in reducing the bank
angle error to zero. This observation is consistent with the

angular acceleration model, i.e., the closed-loop system exhibits

a root that is approaching a zero at the origin. The closed-loop

system will exhibit droop.

0 In responding to the step bank angle command, it can be observed

that the pilot abruptly applies about 3.5-4 "lines" of stick

force independent of tne magnitude of the bank angle step command.

He then modifies the stick force approximately .25 - .3 sec after
start of the initial force application. The second force applica-

tion is of higher amplitude in the second record than it is in

the first record. The bank angle command was larger in the second

record. Note also that the second force application in each record

occurs when the p response starts to move, i.e., when the angular

acceleration is applied but before there is a noticeable change in

the bank angle or reduction in the *trace from the step command

initial value.

These observations tend to confirm that the pilot may be operating on

angular acceleration information (or lateral linear acceleration at his head)

in performing the bank angle tracking task. The observed time delays would

cause closed-loop instability at the observed oscillation frequency if the pilot

were closing the loop on acceleration feedback.
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The time history records in Figure 15 for Configuration 5-2 from

Reference 2 became available after this memo was drafted. Several observa-

tions can be made from study of these time histories of the pilot performing

the bank angle tracking task which consisted of random combinations (size and

sign) of step bank angle commands plus a ramp bank angle command. The traces

show the bank angle error, the pilot-applied aileron stick force and the air-

plane roll rate. The records show:

* Roll ratchet at w : 14 rad/sec.

0 The roll ratchet is more continuous or occurs more frequently

than in the example shown on Figure 14. The roll damping of

the configuration in Figure 15 was higher.

* The pilot seems to apply the same magnitude of aileron stick

force regardless of the magnitude of the bank angle command.

He then holds this force for varying lengths of time until the

bank angle error is corrected to zero. The time to zero the bank

angle is,therefore,longer for bigger commands. See data plotted

in Figure 16.

F - maximum force

AS

*e t=O - magnitude of bank angle command

At * time required to zero 0. after each command.

* In responding to the large, OC = "70°0 bank angle command at

t = 15.2 sec, the pilot initially applied 2.5 lb and then more

slowly added 1.75 lb for a total of 4.25 lb.

* The pilot's stick force response to the,c - 700 command at 45.2

sec was delayed approximately 1.4 sec.
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* The shape of the initial stick force application in each response

suggests a first order response with a time constant of T - 0.3 sec,

i.e., a first order root at X = 3.3 rad/sec.

* Between t = 28 sec and t = 38 sec, the bank angle command was a

steady ramp. During the interval t - 28-32 sec, the roll ratchet

oscillation is superimposed on the F and p time histories. The

segment from t - 32-38 contains a low frequency oscillation at

w a 2.7 rad/sec with the roll ratchet oscillation superimposed

in the FAS and P time histories.

When responding to the step commands, the pilot is not acting as a lin-

ear proportional controller. Instead, he seems to be operating as a bang-bang

controller which uses signs and thresholds of the magnitude of the bank angle

error to switch the control force between discreet levels with the control

force applied through a first order lag. Since the pilot is capable of apply-

ing more than 2.S or 5 lb of control force and the T-33 is capable of steady

roll rates in excess of the 30-50 deg/sec values used in this task, it must be

concluded that the pilot has voluntarily adopted this control strategy.

Examination of records for the same segment of the tracking task

performed for other configurations by the same and additional pilots indicates

similar b .havior for some of the records and a more proportional response for

others. Thus, the record shown in Figure 15 is not an anomaly but it does not

represent a control technique that was always used.

It is suggested that this control technique may have been adopted

because it helps to minimize the roll ratchet problem and permits the pilot to

limit the roll acceleration responses. It may be effective in minimizing the

tendency to become involved in the roll ratchet oscillation by avoiding propor-

tional closed-loop control through the substitution of sequences of open-loop

response. It may also be that this technique is just easier for the pilot to

perform although it does result in varying times to correct errors.
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Conclusions

0 The roll angular acceleration and the lateral linear accelera-

tions at the pilot station are important considerations in

flying qualities.

* The angular and linear accelerations can become objectionably

high when the roll damping is very high TR < .15 sec and the

height above the X stability axis is large.

* Roll ratchet is best explained by a model that assumes the pilot

is closing the aileron loop on angular acceleration response

cues.

K K

* The ideal roll transfer function is AS (+x)K not

This is because the angular acceleration response to pilot in-

puts becomes too large as X - -. The response becomes too

abrupt and the pilot-airplane closed-loop system is destabil-

ized by the pilot's time delay.
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COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

John Gibson, British Aerospace: We saw the same thing, but it seemed
to be more of a bobweight problem (referring to roll-ratcheting).
The actuator has been changed and will be flight tested.

Randy Bailey, Calspan: Response was related to a precise task in the
T-33; transients were abrupt. Not the same as the DIGITAC or F-16.
Seem to be different types of ratcheting.

Roger Hoh, STI: Roll acceleration seems to be the problem; looking at
.y for different configurations shows it doesn't correlate. Princeton
daia showed no effect at r =.l. This may all have more to do with
the manipulator. Force stfck versus position stick could have something
to do with this. F-18 changed from force to position manipulator.
Conflicting data shows we don't know the answer. Force stick could
have ratcheting problem; position stick less. More study is needed.

Mick Van Gool, NLR: Time delays change the whole thing. Additionally,
visual delays from on-screen motion were signifigant.

Tom Black, OSU: Previous report (Kevin Citurs from McDonnell) showed
we'll give the pilots anything. This shows you can push the pilot
too far, especially if you force him to revert to habits he learned
in basic flight training.

John Hodgkinson, McDonnell: Are you going to penalize someone we want to
push out to a high frequency in a K/s system. Pushing for performance
is OK, but K/s system will exhibit ride quality problems.

Ron Anderson, FDL: K/s is a valid component in region of crossover, based
on a well-defined target in compensatory tracking.

Dick Quinlivan, GE: Lesson learned by applying roll CAS to F-4. Simulation
with TR variable. Tried several tasks and the acceptable TR changed.

Bob Woodcock, FDC: Ralph A'Harrah showed attempt to get large accelerations
can saturate surfaces. Not specifically applicable here, but a
similar area.

Roger Hoh, STI: How much work should be done in this area? Should the
design guidance be updated to include requirements on TR?

Randy Bailey, Calspan: MIL-F-83300 has limits on TR and roll power.
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PROPOSED KEL-F-8785C REVISION
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Editors Note: A formal paper was not submitted. However, the following
comments were obtained from notes taken during Mr Rickard's
presentation.

1. STI is to be coumended for an excellent job. The task of revising
the flying qualities specification is a monumental effort, and
STI has achieved a degree of success in this project.

2. Discussions concerning any particular format is not an issue
at Douglas. Either a "by axis" or a "by controller/input" format
is acceptable. The major issue is not the organization of the
requirements but the goal of building an airplane with good flying
qualities. This highlights the trend toward tailoring of the
specification to an individual acquisition -- a coming thing with
the Standard and Handbook.

3. The application of the equivalent system approach is a good
way to look at higher-order systems and still keep a similar
perspective of classical parameters (now equivalent parameters).
Though some are using the dominant mode approach, we indorse the
AF position that this approach is unacceptable.

4. Several comments which are mentioned for thought:

a. Does the specification attempt to protect us from digital
systems? When considering this, sample rate, mismatch values,
RMS errors, etc must be included. Sample rate also has an
effect on time delay.

b. What happened to static stability requirements?

c. When considering unstable configurations, you are looking
at Level 3 according to the specification. What are the roots
to be compared with? Requirements are needed.

d. Stall speeds. There is inconsistency between what FAA
requires and what military requirements are. There may be
a need to have different values but Douglas does not agree.

e. More specifics should be included defining operation near
the ground, especially the requirements covering crosswinds
and wind magnitudes.

f. The FAA includes a recognition time delay as well as
requirements on aircraft response for specific failures.
For example, Category C requires 1 second plus recognition time,
Category B requires 3 seconds plus recognition time. Should
the military consider such an approach?

g. Several inconsistencies with NIL-F-9490 need to be resolved,
i.e., mode-switching transients and residual oscillationis along
with several others.
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h. Usage of FAA experience and data in the Handbook could
be improved. A wealth of lessons learned and past experience
is not being tapped as much as it might be.

i. wpvs n/ci boundaries don't agree with data from large
aircraft, specifically Level 2 and Level 3 boundaries. The
specifications seem to be biased toward Class IV aircraft.
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COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

Bob Meyer, Lockheed: Meeting some of the requirements of MIL-F-8785C
gives some problems for Class II aircraft, i.e., roll response,
Wsp vs n.. Any data available for other aircraft would be appreciated.

Derald Skalla, Westinghouse: A-4 didn't meet the roll requirement. It
is imperative aircraft specifications are tailored to each procurement.

Answer: Even so, the final test is the pilot's opinion.

Roger Hoh, STI: We tried to maintain requirements for static stability
plus time to doubie amplitude but noted an inconsistency Recently
settled on 6 second TD. Rate-command-attitude-hold (RCAH) is
acceptable. It all comes down to the point of will the airplane
stay hands off and respond sharply.

Jerry Lockenour, Lockheed: Is time to double amplitude with Control
Augmentation System (CAS) off? What about landing with CAS off?

Answer: You need to look at probabilities.

Roger Hoh, STI: We have data showing TD= 2 seconds is OK for full attended
flight.

Mick Van Gool, NLR: An experiment concerning TD is now in the planning
stage.

Ed Rynaski, Calspan: F-16 experience makes this less relevant. Failure
transients drive the system almost immediately.

Tom Black, OSU: Mission and task need to be accounted for.

Answer: Specification isn't all that specific for Class III.

Roger Hoh, STI: Agree to some extent. Class III airplanes are flying
below the boundary everyday.

We can now augment our airplanes to give better response to near-

touchdown gusts.

Sam Craig: Any airplane near terminal conditions, you stop controlling.
The requirements don't recognize this. Maximum frequency used for
this needs to be looked at, since you want to reduce touchdown
dispersion. You always drive it unstable.

Jerry Rising, Lockheed: You have to consider the cruise also.

John Schuler, Boeing: The 747 as a receiver (when used as a cruise
missile carrier) has pilot opinion rating of 1, but doesn't meet
specifications for Class III.
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Roger Hoh, STI: You are comparing operational versus flight test.
You are able to get around some problems by training. Again
it's task/condition-dependent. We are looking at the corners
of the specification.

John Hodgkinson, McAir: Why wouldn't you want to increase 4 for a
large airplane?

Sam Craig: There is a cost penalty.

Answer: Especially in efficiency.

Jack McAllister, GD: The criteria you need as a designer aren't there
when you need them. Case in point - the F-16. Performance sells
airplanes at the expense of flying qualities. That's the way it
seems for new airplane procurements.

Answer: Class III requirements suffer due to the form of the requirements

being more compatible with Class IV airplanes.

Dick Quinlivan, GE: Pure size and physical cues must be different in
large aircraft. Do these ideas show up in the specification?

Answer: Some work was '"ied, but it didn't work out.

John Schuler, Boeing: Didn't TIPS do something on this?

Answer: Yes. A paper is being presented covering Large Airplane Flying
Qualities research.

Ed Rynaski, Calspan: Landing in shears can be done automatically, with
direct lift, precisely. Manual control of moments cannot give
precision flight path control. Attitude is less important than

flight path.

Roger Hob, STI: What you have to design for is the critical condition,
i.e., the flying qualities "cliff."

Ed Rynaski, Calspan: Discussion on precision landing. You need to
overdrive 6 to get a, plus no one wants to push on the stick near
touchdown. Need exists for critical task, shear requirements on
landing. Also need to consider effects of excess thrust.

Dick Huff, US Navy: A a or h inner loop gives quicker response than
needed. An autopilot is three or four times faster. APC for
speed control. DLC on/off.
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REVIEW OF HIGH ANGLE-OF-ATTACK

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NIL-HANDBOOK

David Mitchell
Systems Technology, Incorporated
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OVERVIEW

* Combined-axis requirements (3.8) revised since

release of MIL Handbook

* Requirements reworded in spirit of MIL Standard

* Enhanced Guidance for Application and Lessons
Learned Sections

APPROACH

e Review philosophy on High AOA requirements

e Review modifications to High-AOA requirements

- Changes in wording/emphasis

- Rationale for changes

- Lessons learned
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HIGH-ANGLE-OF-ATTACK REQUIREMENTS

* High AOA, stalls, departures, control harmony covered

as combined axes

* Most requirements unchanged from MIL-F-8785C

* Quantitative requirements may be impractical

s First attempt at quantifying departures

* Largest areas for improvement are in design guidance
and lessons learned

- Major focus on collecting background data

- Emphasis on mission-oriented requirements
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CHANGES TO HIGH-AOA REQUIREMENTS

3. 8. 4 Flight at High Angle of Attack

a Not included in draft Handbook

* Discuss high-AOA philosophies

- Definition of high-AOA: stall approach
and above

- Using agencies advocate restraint
in specifications

- High-AOA Requirements should not:

* Dictate aircraft configuration

* Dictate FCS complexity

* Compromise primary mission
performance
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NEW H-IGH-AOA REQUIREMENT

3. 8.4. 1 Warning cues. Warning or indication of approach
to stall, loss of aircraft control, and incipient
spin shall be clear and unambiguous

Restatement of "Warning and indication" - dangerous flight
conditions

Considerations:

o Want to emphasize importance of warning cues
at high AQA

e Many warning cues marginal to inadequate
s Artificial cues should be discouraged

-Stick shakers masked by natural buffet
-Aural tones operate on cluttered pilot

information channels

* Encourage natural warning of AQA and energy state:
- Stick force (per knot or g)
- Stick position

- Buffet level
- Uncommanded airplane motion
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CHANGES TO HIGH-AOA REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

3.8.4.2.3 Stall Prevention and Recovery

Allow use of power before speed begins to increase

e Once wing is unstalled, power aids in flying out
of stall

@ Consistent with training for Class I and III
airplanes

Class III airplanes.in landing approach suggest pitch
control power for -> 0. 08 radl sec2 at stall

4

S
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77

CHANGES TO HIGH-AOA REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

3. 8.4. 2.4 One-Engine-Out-Stalls

e No change to requirement

9 Lessons learned - can produce departures and flat
spins

- F-14A

- Beechcraft Baron
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CHANGES TO HIGH-AOA REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

3. 8.4. 3. 1 Departure from Controlled Flight

* Require warning cue (3. 8.4. 1) of approach to
departure

e Aircraft must be "resistant" - not "extremely
resistant"

e First attempt at quantifying departures:

- LCDP > -0.001

- 1I/To,1 > -0.5

- Uncommanded motion '. 20 deg/ sec
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77 . ....--

DEPARTURE SUSCEPTIBILITY RATINGS VS. LCDP

REGION A. NO DEPA RTURES
SOLID STALL
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CHANGES TO HIGH-AOA REQUIREMENTS (Concluded)

3. 8.4.3. 2 Recovery from Post-Stal IGyrations and Spins

s Allow pilot to determine direction of motion for
recovery

- Consistent with existing recovery

techniques

* Recommend either turns or altitude for recovery

- Amendment 1 (8785B) altitude loss
numbers

- Altitude loss is primary pilot concern

- Different spin modes affect turn/altitude
relationship

* Oscillatory mode

* Steep mode

* Flat spin
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COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

Robert Batemen, SRL: Propulsion people should be here, since one engine
will likely stall in spin. Could you require throttle to be retarded?

Answer: There are provisions for one engine-out stalls. We have not
excluded the possibility of retarding a throttle.

Chick Chalk, Calspan: Maneuver limiting systems defeat the need for
natural warning cues. Need to encourage natural cues.

Answer: What about F-16 deep stall problem?

Rob Crombie, AFFTC: Maybe the pilot needs it more since he wouldn't
expect a problem.

Hesk Streif, Northrop: Pitch recovery from stall involves e. Shouldn't
that be changed for a stable stall? Should there be different
requirements if an airplane stalls stable or stalls unstable?

Jerry Rising, Lockheed: We wanted control power comfortable to the pilot
for recovery. Pilot used less than full power for Class III airplanes.

John Schuler, Boeing: The requirement might specify less and still be
acceptable.

Jim Chin, Grumman: Would you expect e for recovery to be different
for Class I or Class II airplanes?

Hesk Streif, Northrop: S-2 is not Class III -- look at the report.

Jerry Lockenour, Northrop: Why not say "recover before you hit the ground"
instead of requiring number of turns or altitude loss.

Jerry Gallagher, NTPS: You're relaxing the requirement by allowing the
pilot to recognize the direction of the motion in a post-stall
gyration or full spin. This is not consistent with operations.
Why eliminate direction of motion criterion?

Answer: This goes along with procedures.

Sam Craig: Spin direction must be discernable. Burden is on pilot to
figure out how to recover. If you want anti-spin, add the requirement.
Even so, the requirements must ensure airplane is recoverable.
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SOME SPECIAL CONCERNS FOR THE

FUTURE OF FLIGHT CONTROL

Ernest F. Moore, Colonel, USAF
Chief, Flight Control Division

Elight Dynamics Laboratory

(The following is an edited version of the notes presented on 3 Mar 82)

When we look at the future directions of flight control, we need

to keep our focus on the combat missions our men and machines will be

asked to perform. In the context of these missions and the emerging

threat, it seems appropriate to express some concerns I have for our

future course.

1. Are we seeking an appropriate marriage of the flight control sys-

tem with the other aircraft systems to achieve the best possible wea-

pons systems? In some instances it seems we have lost track of the

integration process and the fact that we are building weapon systems

with a designated mission. our measures of merit seem to drift and

take on a peacetime flavor.

Weapon systems should be designed to kill the enemy and survive

at a rate much more efficiently than him. we cannot afford to lose

sight of the purpose of our weapons delivery systems or the key ele-

ments that determine their effectiveness. We have a systems error

budget which constrains us. The error budget equates to miss distances

and loss of effectiveness. Flight control systems must be developed

such that they assist in minimizing this total error budget.

2. New capabilities in technology will impact the next generation of

aircraft. To survive, we may be required to fly very low and fast,

below enemy surveillance, in terrain-following/terrain-avoidance pro-

files, etc. Advancements in flight control technology will allow us

to operate effectively in this new mission mode. Runway denial needs

to be addressed as well. Can we takeoff and land on short runways?

If we cannot, we will probably suffer more than we should. In short,

requirements and new capabilities applicable to future weapons systems

must be brought into closer alignment with Air Force needs.
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3. 1 have heard discussions concerning the details of the flying qual-

ities and flight control system specifications. We are concerned about

precision attitude control and flight path control, and we should be.

However, I do not think we will achieve a harmonious marriage if you

try to combine a pitch attitude gunsight with flight path control modes.

We have several examples, measured in the high cost of flight test pro-

grams, wherein we seem to have stopped short of the problem, in a total

weapons system context. No matter how good the weapon computations

and sights, a mismatched set of flight control laws, developed indepen-

dently, can negate or override any gains promised by good sight tech-

nology. Similarly, an excellent flight control system for either pitch

rate or flight path control can be totally offset by the damping factor

in a weapons sight. And the entire picture changes at night or in

weather. I believe we need to take a broader view.

4. We need to ask, "How fast is the future becoming the present---

especially with regard to technology?" VHSIC (Very High-Speed Integrated

Circuits) may make some of today's problems moot points. We are worried

about digital delays and digital effects. Given time and focus, and new

architectures, this concern will be overcome.

5. I think we have some good projects, such as the Integrated Flight/

Fire Control (IFFC) advanced development program. We are blending

flying qualities, flight control and fire control systems to make a

killing machine. AFWAL is moving to integrate technology via the

Pave Pillar programs. In the short term, requirements will change.

The specifications will change. UNTAP puts the pilot back in the loop

and blends his skills. Specifications have to be designed to deal with

new and more sophisticated levels of system integration.

6. Sometimes, I think we are getting too close to the mathematics, and

we lose sight of what we are designing. We need to blend our 6.1, 6.2

and 6.3 efforts together with the contractors' IR & D programs to move

faster in the direction of demonstrating new, effective weapons systems.

We know flying qualities research works. We know flight control systems

work. We must continue this research and transition its rewards in an
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integrated fashion into the next generation. Are we ready for a com-

bined specification? We can pursuefhe possibilities.

7. We had the TAWDS system. It wa& the best blend of control elements

to do a mission. We went to McAir to match up control parameters in

order to get an effective weapons delivery system. A pilot model was

worked on. The results? We could get the pilot model to fly bomb

runs similar to the actual F-4 aircraft. I believe that we do too many

things over and over again.

8. Digital systems are coming along. Triplex, quadriplex, redundancy-

all key words. Multi-mode systems. Multi-function displays. The plan

is to incorporate the best blend of all weapons system control elements

into a better fighting machine. My concern is that I have not seen the

work to set the technical requirements and specifications to employ

these new capabilities. We need to define parameters which are impor-

tant to weapons system effectiveness. Perhaps a K* parameter which de-

fines the best combinations of control system elements which will accomp-

lish the kill/survive scenario of war. Pilot factors must also be in-

cluded. We need to define the important parameters better than we are

doing today.

In summary, integrated systems, greatly improved mission effective-

ness, K* --- these are the directions we must pursue if we are to main-

tain technological superiority in our future fighters and bombers.
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EVALUATING THE FLYING QUALITIES OF TODAY'S FIGHTER AIRCRAFT*

By

Rogers E. Smith
Flight Research Department

Calspan Corporation

Buffalo, New York 14225

SUMMARY

The flying qualities of today's fighter aircraft are to a large extent the
product of their advanced flight control system design. Unfortunately, the potential of
the new electronic flight control technology used in modern designs has not been realized.
New flying qualities problems have often been created in the process of solving the old
ones. The intent of this paper is to review the lessons of the recent past as a founda-
tion for the next steps toward more complex flight control designs. Typical flying
qualities problems are presented and the potential reasons for these problems are dis-
cussed from an involved test pilot/enginieer viewpoint. Suggested ways in which the
flying qualities development process might be improved are included in the discussion.

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

Modern fighter flight control systems use digital or analog computation tech-
niques in combination with'their advanced "fly-by-wire" technology to gain potential
advantages such as improved mission performance and weight/cost reduction. Examples of
moderh fighter aircraft which incorporate such advanced flight control system designs
are the F-16, YF-17, F-18 and Tornado. Unfortunately, the potential of this expanded
flight control technology has not been realized. In fact, new flying qualities problems
have often been created in the process of solving the old ones.

With the operational acceptance of full-authority electronic augmentation
systems, the designer literally has the capability to tailor the flying qualities of the
aircraft as desired for each mission task. Typically, these advanced design efforts have
produced overly complex designs characterized by "higher order" responses to the pilot's
inputs. The additional control system dynamics, or higher order effects, can potentially
cause serious flying qualities problems while performing precision tasks.

These new flying qualities problems are most often related to the time delays
which can cause dramatic degradation in flying qualities for precision tasks. The source
of these time deLays can be from the higher order complexity of the flight control system
design or, in the case of digital systems, inherent time delays. Digital flight control
systems tend to be the worst offenders since the power of the computer unfortunately
facilitates the design of very complex systems.

The flying qualities of today's fighter aircraft are to a large extent the
product of the flight control system design. Given the design power inherent in the
modern "fly-by-wire" flight control system, it is therefore not unreasonable to state
that fighter flying qualities should now be "perfect". At the very least the discussions
of the flying qualities of today's fighter aircraft should be centered around "degrees of
perfection" rather than the more typical concerns about significant degradations in fly-
ing qualities. Application of the new control system technology has clearly not reached
its potential in the context of classic fighter aircraft designs. Before the next step
is taken to enhance fiahter maneuverability by the incorporation of additional control
surfaces and attendant complexity, a review of the lessons of the recent past is in order.

The purposes of this paper are to:

Review the typical flying qualities problems associated with today's
fighter aircraft.

a Establish the case that the flying qualities development process has not
been working properly in the context of experiences related to several
recent fighter aircraft with sophisticated modern flight control systems.

* Explore the potential reasons for the problems with the flying qualities
development process.

* Suggest ways in which the ilying qualities development process can be
improved.

The major theme of the paper, in the context of this symposium on "Combat
Aircraft Maneuverability", might best be summarized in the words of the American philoso-
pher, George Santayana who noted that "those who cannot remember the past are condemned
to repeat it."

• The work from which this paper is drawn was supported under contract by the United
States Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
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VIEWPOINT

This paper is written from the author's vantage point as a test pilot/engineer
who has spent a considerable time as an observer/safety pilot in the USAF NT-33 in-flight
simulator operated under contract by Calspan (Figure 1). During this association with
the NT-33 numerous research programs have been conducted which were directed specifically
at the flying qualities of highly augmented fighter aircraft (for example. References 1
through 4). In addition, simulation programs for specific aircraft such as the YF-16,
YF-17 and F-18 were performed (References 5 and 6). Although not directly involved in
the Calspan simulations of the Space Shuttle aircraft with its complex digital flight
control system (References 7 and 8). the author was involved in supportive analytical
efforts related to these programs. While the Shuttle is obviously not a fighter air-
craft, it serves as a pertinent background example for this paper.

The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author alone and are

based on the technical exposure outlined above.

BACKGROUND

The flying qualities record for today's fighter aircraft with advanced elec-
tronic flight control systems has been generally unimpressive. In some instances the
flying qualities achieved for a fundamental task such as precision landing have been
significantly worse than for aircraft designed 25 years ago without the benefit of
today's advanced technology. Why? Clearly, there is no one simple answer to this
dilemma - the problem, as usual, is the result of many factors.

The flying qualities development process is reviewed in detail in the next
sectipns and the potential problem areas are highlighted. The purpose in this section
is to give the whole discussion credibility by establishing that indeed potentially
significant flying qualities problems can be caused by today's advanced flight control
system designs and the associated development process.

Sjecific Aircraft

The F-16, YF-17, Tornado (reference 9) and F-18 fighter aircraft and the Space
Shuttle (Reference 10) have one feature in common: all of these vehicles had serious.
and in some cases dangerous flying qualities problems, exposed well down the development
process. Rather than enhancing the aircraft flying qualities, the advanced control system
designs often unwittingly produced a dramatic degradation in flying qualities for preci-
sian tasks.

Although the development process should by nature be a period of trial and er-
ror. the significant point in these examples is that the problems were not exposed early
enough in the development process. The inability to accept the trial and error nature
oC the development process often, in fact, inhibits the entire process.

An inherent attribute of advanced flight control designs is the potential flex-
ibility of the electronic system. While this feature can certainly be used to advantage,
reliance on it to overcome major flying qualities problems late in the development proc-
ess is most often a time consuming and expensive proposition.

General Research

In general, the modern flight control system for today's fighter aircraft is
complex. In part, this additional complexity is associated with the desire to achieve
improved mission performance and enhanced flying qualities. It appears, however, that a

portion of this complexity is associated with a desire to exercise the new flight control
design capabilities. This tendency toward design complexity, coupled with a lack of
understanding of the potential damaging effects of this complexity on the flying quali-
ties of the aircraft, typically leads to problems.

The pilot is concerned with performing his mission tasks quickly and accurately
and is generally unimpressed with control system sophistication, particularly if the end
result is a degradation in flying qualities. Typically, the additional control system
dynamics introduced by the advanced control system design manifest themselves in the
form of an equivalent time delay. Additional control system dynamics in the form of
either this higher order time delay or as prefilter lag can potentially cause serious
flying qualities degradations when performing precision tasks such as tracking, air
refueling or landing.

Digital flight control systems are particularly vulnerable to higher order
flying qualities problems not only because of the inherent time delay of the digital
system but also because the digital computer invites design complexity.

The effects of the additional control system dynamics in the form of equivalent
or pure time delay are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Results of two NT-33 in-flight
simulation experiments (References 2 and 3) directed at approach and landing longitudinal
flying qualities for highly augmented fighter aircraft are presented in Figure 2. These
results are consistent with other research work; for examplb, Reference 11. The most
recent NT-33 experiment (Ref. 4) was performed to investigate the effects an fighter later-
al flying qualities of typical advanced flight control system dynamics including time delay.
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The results for the air-to-air tracking and air refueling tasks are illustrated in Figure
3 as a function of equivalent time delay and equivalent roll mode time constant.

These selected results serve to establish the point that additional higher
order flight control system dynamics can have a significant effect on fighter flying
qualities.

It is not clear, however, that advanced flight control systems must of neces-
sity be higher order. Using the NT-33 in-flight simulator, Chen in Reference 12 makes a
strong but to date largely ignored case that aircraft with excellent flying qualities
can be designed using full authority electronic augmentation without increasing the
order of the overall dynamic system.

At this point the existence of a problem with the flying qualities development
process has been established; it is evident that the process has not been working proper-
ly. The numerous potential problem areas are discussed in the next section.

FLYING QUALITIES DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

A simplified block diagram of the typical flying qualities development process
is illustrated in Figure 4. The process is by necessity iterative and involves two major
phases: the design phase and the evaluation phase. These phases can both involve simu-
lation and are closely intertwined; the evaluation phase includes the evaluation of the
actual aircraft.

Potential problem areas are discussed in the next subsections followed by an
example of how the process can produce aircraft with outstanding flying qualities when
working properly. Many of these problem areas are interrelated which makes the discus-
sion somewhat difficult. The intent is therefore to present the pertinent points; the
order of this discussion does not reflect the priority of the subjects.

Design Philosophy

The design philosophy is fundamental to the overall process. Typically, the
more complex approach is chosen which leads to an aircraft with complex higher order
response characteristics to pilot inputs. Existing background flying qualities data are
now either not used or not applicable and ground simulation is then relied upon for
flying qualities evaluation and development. This process generally leads to serious
flying qualities problems.

" A case in point would be a recent advanced fighter design. The
basic unaugmented aircraft dynamic characteristics were almost
identical to those of the venerable NT-33 aircraft in the approach
and landing flight phase. Using the latest design techniques and
the powers of an advanced electronic flight control system, the
designers created an initial system which was over 50th order.
Although judged to be satisfactor- in the ground simulator,
in-flight simulation evaluations using actual landings showed
that it did not land as well as the ancient NT-33. In fact,
potentially serious pitch PlO problems existed near the ground.

A very simple augmentation system would have done the job and
produced very fine flying qualities. Again, the examples of
Reference 12 substantiate this point. It is worth noting that
a single set of simple feedback and command gains can be used in
the variable stability NT-33 to produce outstanding longitudinal
flying qualities from landing approach to 350 KIAS.

" The simplest augmentation system design is usually the best choice.
(But typically this approach is not very satisfying to the design
engineer.)

Desian Criteria

Given that there may be valid requirements which necessitate the design of
higher order flight control systems, then applicable design criteria or specifications
must be developed.

Considerable effort has been made in recent years to gather the applicable
flying qualities data base and to develop appropriate desigr criteria and flying quali-
ties specifications. In the view of the author, it is far more important to accept a
somewhat imperfect design criterion or specification which allows the designer to elini-
nate potentially troublesome concepts early, than to wait for the creation of the per-
fect specification which covers all possible cases.

The Neal-Smith criterion for precision fighter longitudinal tasks was developed
at Calspen using a data base gathered in the NT-33 aircraft (Reference 1) and has been
used successfully as a design guide for the past 10 years. A recent study (Reference 13)
extended the criterion to the lending approach task with reasonable success.~474
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Another approach which has been used with equal success is the Equivalent
System technique developed and refined by Hodgkinson at al. (Reference 14) and included
in the criteria study of Reference 13.

The recent flying qualities study of lateral higher order systems performed in
the NT-33 (Reference 4) should provide a solid data base for development of appropriate
lateral flying qualities criteria for highly augmented fighter aircraft.

* Applicable data and criteria exist to provide the necessary guidance
to avoid the major flying qualities problems which are too often a
part of today's fighter designs. Unfortunately, they are not always
used.

* Efforts to create "perfect" flying qualities specifications should
not be allowed to dilute the effectiveness of existing criteria.
For example, the projected equivalent system approach in the suggested
revisions to U.S. military flying-qualities specification, has become
so complicated in the pursuit of technical purity that its usefulness
is potentially diminished.

Evaluation Tools

The development process for advanced fighter aircraft relies heavily on simu-
lation for evaluation and revision of the aircraft's flying qualities. Unfortunately,
these pilot evaluations are often restricted to ground simulations. Experience with
advanced fi hter aircraft has indicated that in-flight simulation has an essential role
in the development process.

* YF-16 (Reference 6): essentially designed on a ground simulator
since data for the advanced side stick controller did not exist.
Result was a near disastrous lateral PIO on first inadvertent
flight. Same problem was observed earlier during in-flight
simulations but the problem was judged to be a poor pilotl

* YF-17 (Reference 6): the final first flight design which evolved
from the use of a relatively sophisticated ground simulator
resulted in a potentially catastrophic divergaist pitch PIO when
actual landings in the NT-33 in-flight simulator were attempted.
Subsequent inclusion of in-flight simulation in the development
process resulted in an aircraft with outstanding flying qualities.

" YF-18 (Reference 7): in-flight simulation in the NT-33 exposed
initial flying qualities deficiencies which were not apparent
in sophisticated ground simulation evaluations.

" Space Shuttle (Reference 11): serious pitch PIO problems observed
in Free Flight #5 (first precision landing on a runway) were
not detected during extensive ground simulation evaluations.
Problems were clearly evident in subsequent in-flight simu-
lations using the USAF TIFS aircraft (References 7 and 8).

General research programs to investigate the effects of additional flight
control dynamics on fighter flying qualities (References 1 to 4 and Reference 11) have
consistently shown that the task and associated pilot "stress" level are critical for
proper evaluation of these aircraft with advanced control systems. The exposure of
'flying qualities cliffs", or explosive degradation in flying qualities, common to air-
craft with complex higher order responses cannot be assured (or even expected) in a ground
simulator. The results presented in Figure 5 serve to substantiate this point.

In summary,

" Both ground and in-flight simulation have essential roles .n the
development process.

" Advanced flight control systems with complex higher order responses
to pilot inputs are particularly vulnerable to inaccurate evaluations
in ground simulation, and should be evaluated in an in-flight
simulator using realistic tasks.

" Inclusion of in-flight simulation as an integral part of the develop-
ment process can significantly reduce the number of expensive design
iterations required in the actual aircraft. Better flying qualities
can be produced in a more efficient manner.

Coamication

Perhaps the most important ingredient for a successful application of the fly-
ing qualities development process is covmunication. Comunication is essential between
managers, project engineers and test pilots. For advanced aircraft whose flying quali-
ties can be dictated by full-authority augmentation systems, a "team" approach is
imperative. 475
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0 Managers/Engineers:

- The control system design team should include engineers who are
familiar with the effects of additional dynamics on flying
qualities.

- Too often those engineers who are most proficient with the
latest electronic devices, such as digital computers, are
given unilateral control of the design. The result is
typically an overly complex design with poor flying
qualities.

- Unfortunately, there is some evidence of "technical arrogance"
among those involved in the design of today's fighters; this
attitude leads to a rather insular approach to the design
process. The results of a recent survey by A'Harrah (Reference
15) on the effectiveness of the present military flying qualities
specification provodes some insight into this point. According
to the survey, the major factors contributing to the flying
qualities problems of today's aircraft were time and money
constraints. Yet the flying qualities problems associated
with the latest fighter aircraft could have been minimized if
the available technical data and expertise had been properly
utilized.

* Test Pilots:

- They must try to be "average" since the aircraft will be flown
by "average" pilots.

- To the extent possible they must "tell it like it is"; too
often those pilots who do so are "punished". The result is
a tendency to say what is least controversial. Of course,
the managers/engineers must listen to himl

- If the effects of macho and politics are not minimized in
the cockpitvalid pilot evaluations are not possible.

Without effective communication among the key players in the development team,
the flying qualities process cannot operate efficiently.

Can The Process Work?

In making the point that there are problems in the flying qualities development
process, the negative side has been emphasized. The process can work and does work after
a fashion but all too often the potential flying qualities benefits of the advances in
flight control technology are not realized.

The YF-17 development program is a positive example of the process functioning
properly.

The designers created the flight control design using their own design
guidelines (not existing design criteria) and a relatively sophisticated
ground simulator. Unfortunately, the associated visual display was less
than adequate. Even so, it is doubtful if the flying qualities problems
would have been exposed with a better display.

* As a result of the near disastrous YF-16 experience, the NT-33 in-flight
simulator was utilized for pre first-flight evaluations. These evalua-
tions (Reference 5) exposed very serious pitch PIO problems during the
final stages of landing.

• Design changes were then implemented and tested on the in-flight
simulator and dramatically better flying qualities evolved.

* The YF-17 aircraft with a relatively complex, high authority
augmentation system is an aircraft with outstanding flying
qualities and is used by the pilots who have flown it as a
reference for good flying qualities.

CONCLUDING REMAS

This paper was written in part out of the frustration of observing the flying
qualities of today's fighter aircraft fall far short of the levels potentially achieva-
ble with modern "fly-by-wire" technology. Evaluating the flying qualities of today's
fighter aircraft leads one to the conclusion that the development process is not
functioning properly; the final products are too often not as good as those produced
without the benefit of the advanced electronic control system technology. The following
sumary observations are offered.

0 The potential of advanced full-authority augmentation systems is
a fact but in practice the potential has not been achieved.
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0 For this potential to be achieved, a logical flying qualities
development process must be created which includes sound technical
communication among the managers, engineers and test pilots.

0 The evaluation process should include the ure of both ground and
in-flight simulation facilities. If only ground simulation
facilities are used in the development of aircraft with complex flight
flight control systems, there is a high risk that major flying
qualities problems will not be exposed.

Complexity should be sacrificed for simplicity every time.

The observations presented in this paper are made in the context of the poten-
tial and logical use of advanced electronic flight control systems in combination with
additional control surfaces to enhance fighter combat maneuverability. It is hoped that
this evaluation of flying qualities of today's advanced fighters and the associated de-
velopment process will ensure that the problems of the past will not be repeated.
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Figure 1: USAF VARIABLE STABILITY NT-33 AIRCRAFT OPERATED BY CALSPAN
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COMHENTS AND QUESTIONS

John Maynes, Northrop- Were there in-flight simulations before the first

of the Space Shuttle?

Answer: Yes, but the PIO didn't show 
up. After the drop test produced

the PIO, follow-on work was 
conducted.
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The Use of Equivalent System Models with
High-Speed, Highly Augmented Aircraft

by Bruce G. Powers
NASA Amnes Research Center

Dryden Flight Research Facility

The use of an equivalent, lower order system model to approximate a

higher order system provides a convenient way to apply the handling quali-

ties criteria developed in the past to the highly augmented aircraft of

the future. This paper will describe some of the problems encountered

in using lower order systems to represent high-speed, highly augmented

vehicles and indicate some of the work currently in progress in this area

at Dryden.

The lower order model is shown in figure 1. The pitch rate/pilot

input amplitude frequency response is characterized by the numerator

root 1/-r, which is approximately equal to LCand the short period frequen-

cy W n. At low speeds Lk is about the same magnitude as Wnand the amp-

lification and attenuation due to ll/z, and W n are often indistinguish-

able. As Mach number increases, L0 decreases approximately as the

inverse of speed and the short period frequency is usually augmented to

provide approximately a constant value. As a result, the numerator root

and the short period frequency become significantly separated. At M=3'

typical values of W n would be on the order of 1.0 rad/sec and La( would

be 0.1 rad/sec.

One reason for using more complex control systems is to take advan-

tage of the performance benefit that can be obtained from relaxed static stability.

This is often accomplished by using integral compensation (i.e., pitch rate

conmmand) and the effect of this type of control system is shown in figure 2.

For the conventional airplane (i.e., lower order system), the pitch rate

frequency response shows a definite breakpoint at 1,.4 and at W . This
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produces a normal acceleration frequency response that is essentially flat

out to a frequency of Wn. With the integral compensated system, the

pitch rate response is essentially flat to Wn which results in a normal

acceleration response that begins to attenuate at La as seen in figure 2.

The net result is that the frequency response of the integral com-

pensated system cannot be represented by the standard lower order equi-

valent system model. The result might imply that integral compensated

airplanes will have poor handling qualities. Hodgkins~n and others have

shown that higher order systems that cannot be satifactorily approximated

by a lower order model usually have poor handling qualities. A second

possibility suggested by STI and others is that integral compensated

systems do provide satisfactory handling qualities but the present

handling qualities data base does not apply to these aircraft. This re-

sult is not restricted to high-speed flightz however, at the lower

speeds, the separation of Lcg and W n is small eiiuugh that the problem is

usually not that apparent.

Flight data exists for five different vehicles at M=3. The YF-12,

the XB-70, and the X-15-1 are vehicles with relatively simple augmenta-

tion systems and are representative of lower-order-model systems. The

Shuttle and the X-15-3 are vehicles representative of integral compen-

sated vehicles. The frequency responses and the pilot evaluation for

these vehicles are currently being analyzed. The flight evaluations are

all for Category B tasks and it is suspected that task may be a signifi-

cant factor. As a result, a Shuttle simulation study is being conducted

to examine various levels of precise tracking to look at the task effect.

It is hoped that these studies will provide s..me insight into the nature

of the problem.
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EQUIVALENT SYSTEM MODEL PARAMETERS
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APAMRL - TR-81-39

MALE AND FEMALE STRENGTH CAPABILITIES FOR OPERATING AIRCRAFT CONTROLS

Joe W. McDaniel
Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

AFAMRL is studying the physical characteristics (size and strength) of AirI

Force men and women to determine their capabilities to operate existing
systems and equipment and to provide design criteria for developing
specifications for future systems and equipment. One of these studies is to
quantify strength and endurance characteristics available to operate
aircraft controls. The background and methodology for these pilot strength
studies are described in a previous report (3).I

The strength capabilities of women in general are less than that of men (I),
and a related study by the FAA of female civilian pilots (2) indicated that
some would not have sufficient strength to pilot aircraft under some
conditions. Since the aircraft and specifications for aircraft are based on
the physical size and strength characteristics of male pilots, there is need
to investigate the acconmmodation of future pilots.

The objectives of this study, -were (a) to measure the strength char-
acteristics of male and female subjects for operating a stick-type aileron
and elevator control and rudder pedals, (b) to determine how much increase
in control performance could be achieved by a physical training program, andj
(c) to determi ne what type of physical training is most efficient for this
purpose.

This study involved a combined effort at two research facilities. The
strength testing was performed at AFAMRL by Dr. Joe McDaniel and Lt Col

L Maureen Lof berg of the Workload and Ergonomnics Branch, together with Mr
Michael C. Jennings of the University of Dayton Research Institute. The
anthropometric measures were performed by Lt Col Lofberg (AFAMRL) and
Kathleen Robinette of Anthropology Research Project, Inc. The physical
training part of. the program was conducted at the Department of Physical
Education at the University of Dayton by Dr. Doris Drees, Dr. Robert Boyce,
Mr. David Eby, and Ms. Janet Schlabach.

Sixty-one male and 61 female subjects were selected according to the stature
and weight criteria for USAF pilots defined in AFR 160-43. With few
exceptions, the subjects routinely participated in strenuous physical
exercise.

Subjects were tested in a stick-configured cockpit instrumented with
electronic force transducers and their scores recorded via a computerized
data collection system. Subjects wore Noniex flying gloves and USAF flying
boots during the strength tests. The data reported here represent the
maximum force applied to a control during a 4-second static exertion. All
exertions on the stick were with the right hand only. Endurance measures
were also made, but will not be reported here.
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Table I shows the summary results of the baseline maximum strength data,
that is, measurements taken prior to the physical training (122 subjects).
The 50th percentile represents the median force value. The median forces
for the female were about 60 percent of the male forces. There was little
overlap of strength distributions for the stick control, the weaker males
(5th percentile) performing similar to the stronger females (95th
percentile). The notable exception was that weaker males and weaker fe-
males showed similar performance on the rudder controls. There were no
meaningfully predictive relationships between strength and anthropometric
characteristics (correlations) between 0 0.59).

TABLE 1 - MAXIMUM FORCES EXERTED ON AIRCRAFT CONTROLS (Pounds) BEFORE
PHYSICAL TRAINING

61 MEN 61 WOMEN
Control & Percentile Percentile
Direction 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th
Stick Fwd 93 123 165 46 87 109
Stick Back 64 85 106 38 52 64
Stick Left 35 52 74 17 26 35
Stick Right 22 35 43 14 19 28
Left Rudder 170 450 700 160 260 460
Right Rudder 190 450 755 180 290 530

The stick cockpit used in this study is relevant for not only small
aircraft, such as trainers; but also future transport aircraft such as the
YC-14, YC-15 and even the CX. Each aircraft has different control
resistances and failure modes. In some cases, the actual control
resistance exceeds that currently allowable in the worst case forces in
MIL-F-8785B, Flying Qualities of Piloted Aircraft. The data from this
study suggest that this specification may not be consistent with the
capabilities of pilots. Table 2 shows the percentage of subjects in this
study falling below the specified maximum control resistance. Aileron
right (adbuction) is the most difficult with 50 percent of the male
subjects and all of the female subjects failing to exceed the 35-pound
specified value.

TABLE 2 - PERCENT OF SUBJECTS WHOSE MAXIMUM FORCE WAS BELOW MIL-F-8782B
DESIGN CRITERIA

Criteria Percent Below
Control (Pounds) Criteria

MALES FEMALES
Stick Fwd 75 0% 28%
Stick Back 50 0% 40%
Stick Left 35 5% 95%
Stick Right 35 50% 100%
Left Rudder 180 7% 11%
Right Rudder 180 0% 5%
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After the baseline strength testing, subjects participated in a supervised
exercise class three times per week for nine weeks. The subjects were
split into two exercise groups: isotonic (31 males and 31 females) and
isometric (30 males and 30 females). The isotonic exercise employed
handles and pedals for raising weights by levers and cables. The equipment
is similar to that commonly found in gyms and spas. The isometric
exercises employed handles and pedals made immovable by cables attached to
fixed objects. The exercises were defined to meet two criteria: first,
the location, range, and direction of force must be similar to those of the
aircraft controls; second, the exercise equipment must be readily available.
Strength testing in the cockpit simulator was repeated after 3, 6, and 9
weeks of exercise. Of the 122 subjects beginning the study, 110 (55
males and 55 females) reported for the last test session.

Table 3 shows the effects of physical training after 0, 3, 6, and 9 weeks of
exercise. Both the -isometric and isotonic groups show similar increase in
performance indicating one type of exercise is as good as the other. For the
directions of left and right for the stick control, there was no increase
due to either type of exercise for either sex. For left and right rudder
pedals, there was a considerable increase for both sexes with both types of
exercise. Although a larger increase was expected, the exercise program
must be placed in the context of the subjects routine exercise outside of
the program. The majority of these subjects were in good-to-excel lent over-
all physical condition coming into the program. Where there were im-
provements due to exercise, males and females improved by the same amount.
Weaker subjects benefited more from the physical training than stronger
subjects.

TABLE 3. MEAN STRENGTH VALUES FOR MALE AND FEMALE SUBJECTS
AFTER 0, 3, 6, 9 WEEKS OF ISOTONIC OR ISOMETRIC EXERCISES

MALE FEMALE

TYPE OF DURATION OF PHYSICAL TRNG DURATION OF PHYSICAL TRNG
CONTROL EXERCISE 0 3 wks 6 wks 9 wks 0 3 wks 6 wks 9 wks

Stick Fwd Isometric 119 125 128 135 85 93 96 99
Isotonic 132 129 135 142 84 88 90 86

Stick Back Isometric 79 79 80 80 51 53 52 53
Isotonic 91 87 92 94 52 50 50 51

Stick Left Isometric 51 49 52 50 26 29 28 27
Isotonic 5( 54 55 56 27 28 28 28

Stick Right Isometric 33 33 35 34 19 21 20 20
Isotonic 35 35 36 38 20 21 20 22

Rudder Left Isometric 402 410 438 450 277 341 363 380
Isotonic 470 477 467 516 292 320 322 340

Rudder Right Isometric 426 448 491 503 311 353 395 407
Isotonic 486 518 489 558 320 327 348 373
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A )ESIGr CRITER!ON FOR Hv(;HI.Y

AUGME4TED FLY-BY-WIRE AIRRAFI

C.R. Abrams

U.S. Naval Air Development C,.nter

Warminster, Pa.

Abstract a multlmode triplex UFCS employing decoupled six

DOF flight path control capabilities. Primary

The introduction of fly-by-wire aircraft by flight control modes and associated control laws
both the Air Force and Navy has resulted in highly based on specific mission/weapon delivery require-

complex flight control systems with full-time ments also provides the opportunity for enhancing

augmentation. An immediate consequence is the overall mission effectiveness, while at the same
question of applicability of the existing NIL time emphasizing the pilot's role as a mission

specifications as design guidelines and assurances manager rather than a subsystem operator. In con-
that specification compliances will guarantee not sonance with this design philosophy, the following

only a satisfactory system from the Cooper-Harper basic mission tailored control modes will be imple-
viewpoint, but will produce an optimum system in mented in the AFTI-16 testbed: (a) Conventional
terms of mission performance. The situation is Normal (CN) Mode with ancillary functions for take-

further clouded by the introduction of new flight off/landing, refueling, formation, cruise and

modes featuring de-coupled systems and direct pilot relief; (b) Air-to-Air Gunnery (AaG) Mode,
force, nonlinear flight regimes, integrated control (c) Air-to-Surface Gunnery (ASG) Mode, and (d)

systems, and the need to simultaneously satisfy the Air-to-Surface Bombing (ASS) Mode. Control law/

pilot with respect to both Cooper-Harper and Pilot sensor reconfiguration schemet will also be
Induced Oscillation Ratings. An approach that employed to provide optimum flight characteristics

utilizes the principles of good feedback control based on available functioning system elements. In

systems is suggested. each of these primary modes, the flight control

system provides the necessary flight path de-
Introduction coupling, and desired vehicle response character-

istics, specifically tailored and optimized for

Fly-by-wire control systems have become the appropriate mission segment. The numerous
accepted state-of-the-art in high-performance control combinations are shown in Figure 1 for the

aircraft since the first flight of the Air Force longitudinal control axis. A similar set is also

F-lSA on 8 Dec. 1976, the world's first oper- available for the lateral-directional axes.
ational fly-by-wire aircraft. On 18 Nov. 1978, the

Navy F/A-18 demonstrated the world's first digital

fly-by-wire control system. Since then, a British S-NDR

Aerospace GR.MK.1 Jaguar has claimed the first all- N -- L 7Z J I sJ

digital fly-by-wire (no backup), and Dassault- $COMMAND OCOMMAND $COMMAND ICOMMANO
Brequet, Saab, and Israeli Aircraft Industries are

all developing digital fly-by-wire. Although all -SMOOTH .RESPONSVE PRECISE ATTITUDE *PRECSE ILT
COORDINATED MANEUVERING CONTROL PATNCONTROL

these systems are extremely complex and sophisti- FLTPATH

cated with four active channels, they are essen- C)NTROL *PRECISE ATTITUDE 0 ATTITUDE CUST
CONTROL GUST ALLEVIATION ALLEVIATION

tially electronic equivalents of mechanical
systems with additional features provided by the DECOUPLED -.. .

digital logic capabilities. The full potential of

digital control is currently being exploited in CN ARC I EZZ[1I"
the joint Air Force/Navy/NASA Advanced Fighter MANEUVER ENN MANEUVER ENH MANEUVER (NH MANEUVERINN

Technology Integration (AFTI-16) Advanced Develop- TRANSLATION ONTING POINTING DIRECT LIF

sent Program. The AFTI-16 program is directed at *PRECIS .PRECSE PRECISE PRECIS
the development, integration, and flight tet POSITION DECOUPLED DECOUPLED DECOUPLEO

CONTROL ATTITUDE ATTITUDE FiTPATH
evaluation of emerging technologies for improving CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL
fighter aircraft mission effectiveness. In *RESPONSIVE PRECISE
December 1978, General Dynamics (Fort Worth MANEUVERING DECOUPLED
Division) was contracted for the design and imple- CONTROL FLT-ATH

mentation of the AFTI-16 systems and supporting 
CT

aircraft modifications. Major development thrusts Fig. ILongitudinalContrlModel

include a Digital Flight Control System (DFCS),

Direct Force and Weapon Line Control, Pilot

Vehicle Interface and Automated Maneuvering A more detailed description of the AFTI-16
Attack System (AMAS). Develrp.ent of an advanced program and multimode control features is given in

highly reliable DFCS is s.,e core technology (1, 2).

building block for accomplishinr, tne overall AFTI-

16 objectives. I. Recent Advanced Aircraft Control Law

Design .ethodology
Application of DFCS technology provides the

opportunity to integrate these advanced concepts As previously noted, the AFTI-16 multimode

into a multi-role, high-performance fighter air- control laws are structured to provide both

craft to achieve operational versatility, improved standard conventional control and decoupled con-

overall mission effectiveness and ecreased cost zrol. The standard control characteristics are
of ownership without sacrificing system reliability tailored for maneuvering flight and target

and safety. The DFCS portion of the program encom- acquisition, and the decoupled control character-

passes the complete development and integration of istics are tailored to vernier tracking and small-
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iiplitide .(.apon del ivery ei ror teroval. High This mull imode design flexibility allows the

prrt ,-ance, uniqu< mari(uverahiIity, rapid pitch f] iht control cyatern designer to r.siablish gains,
and roll response, neutral ;peod stability, turn f(-edbacks, and compensation parameters not only as

coordination, departure prcvention, high angle-of- a frction of flight condition, but also as a

attack (AOA) pcrformrce, ard high AOA command function of the mode selected. The system per-

ilmMtirr tru major design considerations in the forrmance can then be tailored tU match the desired
development of AFTI-16 multiurode control laws. characteristics of a specific task at hand, e.g.,

Flying quality requirements such as MIL-F-8785B air-to-air combat, air-to-surface tombing, etc.

and suggested revisions thereto which have becn Besides the design flexibility obtained witn a

developed for use in the design of conventional mu]'imede system, the AFTI-16 vehicle utilizes the

aircraft control systems, were utilized by the trailing-edge flap as an additional control

AFTI vehicle in the conventional modes. Since, by surface (along with the horizontal tail) in the

use of these criteria, deficiencies have been dis- longitudinal axis to enhance its performance

covered in accurately predicting pilot ratings and capability. The flap used in conjunction with the

tracking characteristics for the high-order horizontal tail can produce changes in the lift

systems associated with highly augmented aircraft; vector without the corresponding rotation of the

additio7al criteria such as C*, D*, Neal-Smith, aircraft, characteristic of systems using only

and the newly developed step-target tracking the horizontal tail for control. The motions of

techniques were used to compare results. Six DOF both flap and tail can be coordinated by proper

simulation results will provide the final test and control system design to provide maneuver enhance-

acceptance criteria for all modes before flight ment, decoupled motions, and gust alleviation for

testing. the aircraft.

The four basic task-tailored modes signifi- While the AFTI-16 program will provide design
cantly affect the inner-loop design of the flight guidelines for circa 1990 flight control systems,

control system. The modes can also be categorized it will not provide definitive criteria to ensure

by the influence on performance of aircraft flight optimum performance for the mission-related

path, as in the CN and ASB Modes, or aircraft flight modes or for highly augmented future

attitude as in the AAG and AqG Modes. This in- aircraft.

fluence is manifested in the flight control

system design by controlling the normal acceler- I. Design of Feedback Control Systems

ation and pitch rate rgsponses of the aircraft,

respectively. A. Theoretical Feedback Considerations

The analytical method used to derive the A flight control system is fundamentally a

lngitudinal axis fhedback gains for each of the feedback control system, and is therefore subject
AFTI-16 standard modes is bsr-d on optimal control to all feedback constraints. The reasons for

theory and is referred to as linear Quadratic using feedback are discussed in (3). In ge-eral,

Synthesis (LOS). In this procedure, weighting fedback is used to:

parameters in a quadratic cost function are
selected to yield systems with desirable per- 1. Contend with uncertainty of a plant and

formance characteristics. Weighting parameters its environment.
reflect consideration of oust response, tracking

performance, phase and gain margin, short period 2. Exploit the property that the static and

frequency and oamping, transient response charac- dynamic characteristics of an element are

teristics and other relevant performance indices, altered by feedback.

A simplified lonqitudinal block diagram of the CN,
Mode is shown in Figure 2. In addition to the 3. Reduce the effect of a nonlinear element

feedback gain variabw~s, further response tailor- in the system.

ing is provided to the !yrtem through the command

path parameters, pilot galn (Kp) and pilot filter 4. Suppress the effects of unJesired inputs.
time constant (1/a). Optimum L/D flap s-heduling

is also provided. The three basic problems inherent in the de-

sign of all feedback control systems are the feed-

K TN.g Edg. back problem, the filter problem, and the control
Fo.DC..-d problem. The feedback problem or design of the

_6F loop transmission (L) to realize required in-

sensitivity to va-iations in the plant and its

environment, by linearization of nonlinearities
and precision of the output despite estimated
hounds of ignorance. The filter problem or

Co. S-0design of the closed loop transfer function
A, (C/R); if input (R) and noise (N) signals enter

N-1 A the system at the same point, it is desired

+ that the oirtput respond only to the input and
S +, + + reject the noise. The control problem or the

R.I.. "q------variety of methods available for achie,,ing a de-

sired output (C). Choice of a control law will

depend on performance requirements, plant
of 2 20 i cpacity, plant saturation levels, nonlinearities,

S,-0 ---- -- Cormld relations among multiple inputs and outputs,
interface with other systems, etc. The satis-

factory solution of a particular control problem

Fig 2 Longitudinal CN Mo& will relate to an adequate description of the
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shown in F%9ur" 3 results. Note "at the ha of pep,
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( ). while the natural frequency (we) stretches or
compresses the time scale. From Figure 3. it can be
seen that the sA-Apt of the curve is detcribed what a
by the non-dimtensinnal response paraeeters Aj. A3, i jT I
t t'. t' and t;. Since the, %hpe of th. iwcond
oroer response zs defined by the single quantity I. 1 - I
then the respons parameters are root -n4-pendent, [O is' 421At
and the specification ofne parameter (e.q. over-
11hoot) will determine all five. However. the specs- jT U Sn "  -21.
ficetion of sn will separate the non-diamnsional -u (ihs AsAa)
end dimensional parameters, Al, A3 - td. tr. tc.

t s . Evidently. for a given il.hexis's that will A plot of the mtagntude (amplitude) of T Is
yield an optimum combination of these parameters. given in Figure 1. the ghape of the aIplttude curv*
The challenge is to determine a suitable Figure of is defined by the ntndin-nsaonal closed loop fre-
Merit (FON) that will define an optimum response in quency parameters N up. or. ub. and un. Since the
the time domain. shape of the amplitude response in determined

Solely by C. it would be of anteriet to examine
2. Frequency Domain the relationships between time and frequency domain

parameters as a function of (.

Frequency domain (Bode) specifications are
convenient as a solution to the filter problte 3. Parameter Relationships
where the bandwidth is an important consideration.
In filter theory, the.bandwidth determines the From (4). the following relationships were
ability of the system to rep.oduee the shape of the extracted and are tabulated in Tble I.
input signal. For example, if a square pulse is
applied as the input to a low-pass filter with a Ill. Optimum transient Response
finite cutoff frequency (sti*. the filter output
will not be a square pulse but a distorted wave- A. Second Ordar-Ze.o Position Error
form depending on ,ic. The bandwidth is also an
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If N -Ldbi. q 1-V amp5~litude response

________________________________ f-~ut f both aides

a4m *" 61"oe ga -s w C4 of

~5U.- ~ ~ ~ w~ ____TV-ew c*. for a seond ofcder-uro" posit ion
a 64 VoM Isp low *mallowt damping ratio that

p~if to14 @waft in Ine amp II eudw response Isi.

The Important foetiwes of tOw transient ec-
qPowe a" Aj~t. q* q.an ti. For imrPoved

105 7 rtrurc-y. a digital osputr program was, used to

9 
ht* in values tot It~ e paraetr which Ore

A, _O

03P 0013 %0 M 1014 130
05" *<Il <S an 03 . ? a ?

411 cool IN is 403 741

-W. 9KMO~h-C adi, h." a I*t. %trady flat* 1CMP

-. ^. 01"'rv I~r a .- VV oIp. 041" tw
1" 4 f ..ww , f 1r ~.. -t a -,t * In a rI has beent established that an aptswi

F-fP-- ; -Mfeva.arv For the daor i n r a I C o r a second or'der rwspons a a
Jrd'-j o *.. f 1, ITO, f 14'r jh VAlUe of damping. the integralti

(04 se liad ficel arc minlsized and the aap.tude
toe r S.p0*ne 1%) Ones not exceed OWO. It is not clear.
ItS) %- ~ '-3 ,--- ~ wwr. why vhese rharact-Pristics plovide anTiS .4'Cu T .Itws there must be additional

~"aJ'~~~sJ .rilpria that are not so obvious. If Table 2 is
used as a data source to determine why I - 0. 70?

Let~i "S S vo fiCa. then significanit trents may be
coyerewd. Since the parameters given in Tablet 2

p thce coiletely identify the shape of the transient
rwsg-nse t Ihere oust he some optimum comlitne-
tion thiat produces the best overall response.

a _ Ther..fore. assume an arbitrary Figure of ftrit
v- 2p *Ithat consists of a linear combination of the

key paras-eters. Let

1 O4 At ta * r
Results of 15) indicatt that the performanct

inldicts If FOR is plotted versus f for"%*. 1.0. the
curve %sown in Figure S results. tt is evident that

- a if~i.Jv.~2 .. rcj~rs at I r 0.7(07. While the
Ieldt. l held will beminimited if C a 0-707. 9enn of 1 1%inifumvalue is not clear. it is

cIlearthat the ;M tniicance of f. 0.707 is that it
prdures a rant- s- vawlite for a combination of

An addItional significant property of I*parareters nd. not icr any single parameter.
0.70? may he obtained from the expression for
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TaM. 3. Thud O do Tnmmieat Reffost PWUuMMI

2 I _ __Nq - 0.1

0.2 0.1 3.73 OA 0 22.7 27AG

02 I. 0.70 08 i9A 22.6

0.6 0.3 1.14 132 138 W7
0.? 0.34 1.33 1.65 ,l 1M.72
1 0.22 1.64 IS0 Il. 14.

1 2 0.13 1.90 2.10 Ila 1.2=
1 a0.1 2.1? 2.8 M.8 13.16

10 0.11 2.27 2.56 60 13J
a3 0. 1 3.A9 •A9 o&M U I0.a

0.. 1.10 M .72 O3 1la 13.13

0.5 0"7 1.16 1.36 10.14 13.7
0.7 0.22 1A0 1.64 .04 11.30

5 a 02 4 O 4 1 0.12 SA3 1.92 .13 1120
5~e 2 0.013 2A2 2.36 .3 12.75

F4,5 MW40 Wl flw of Mwk 6 0.037 2.20 2.06 LS 13.52
SU 1o 0.037 2.70 2.66 6* 131

IV. Hi her Order Iffec 4 10 00 5 236 2.71 Il 3 1312

4 0.1 2.7 0.40 0.1? 11.3 1.12.

A. Third Order-Zero Position Error 0.2 1.15 0.74 0.1 9.2 11.06

CA 0.21 1.24 1.46 7*! 10.560,7 a.12 1.47 1.715 7,43 107

A third order-zero position error system may I 0.27 In 2. 3.13 6.77
be written as 00 72.13 2 3.3 6.0

S o.001 2,41 2*3 4.4o 0.64

T(S) a ma (S .0.s _ s0016 2M5 2.63 4J3 9.90

" (S +b) (S' * 2r * ') 0.0 0.1 2.13 0.32 0.0 &12 11.37
0. 0.80 0.78 0.01 6. 9.33

Let -N, vn 0. 0. I M 1..4 .L2 8.3s
Let 0.0064 1.4 2.00 3.41 p.06

ba K, wo 1 0 1.92 2.3? 4.46 8.76
2 0 2.* 2.90 16 10.93
6 0 2.99 3.23 6.00 12.01

TIS) (N, / N,) n (S + N, wn) 10 0 2.70 3 . 1 0 , 12.31

I S + N W'n) (S' + 2twn S +was) a. 01 1.70 0.14 0.62 10.2 13.12
0.7 0.63 0.0 6,46 10.64

0.1 0.016 1.11 1.67 3.3 6.79
Dividing numerator and denominator by l. 0? 0 1.64 2.31 4.J4 9.00

1 0 2.19 2.16 6.13 1107

T(S) * N IN , (S1 n 4NI) 2 0 267 3.83 7. 7 13.0
TO a 2.06 3AS 7.37 14.011

|SA n + 43) I (Sig,) + (SIn) + I1 10 0 3.05 176 | .49 14.34

Let p - i- 
_

dia.ping ratio of * 0.4 yields a particularly

(p 4 plhi) large FOM. A high-frequency zero (Ni - 10) produces
T( 0a P) 0 excellent correlation with the second order FO4 for

(I *p/N/)(I + 2rp +pM) 2>2 . but the correlation becomes extremely poor

when W2<0.. It is also interesting to note from

For a unit ate'oinput Figure 6 that at a value of M between 2 and 5, a
crossover occurs so that lower values of FON are

CIwnp) a /-n(I +p/N) obtained for f * 0.2 than t - 0.8.
p (I + p1Nj) (I + 2tp + p')

It is evident from the above diacussion that
The above transfer function "as prograimmed on the concept of damping ratio as defined for a
a igi • computer obtin asent rspoases second order-zero position error system becomes

a diatau omaputer to obtain C.trMI.anM.t respone abstract when additional pole-zero combinations

frt araeter fo rvatl of M2 n . - exist. For a limited range of pole-zero combin-

iant paraeters for a value of N2 * 0.5 are listed ations, a correlation with second order damping

in Table 3. ratio is realistic, but must be used with caution
to ensure good transient response characteristics.

The dta contained in Table 3 S plotted in A better performance index than damping ratio is
Figure 6. Nota tht the N1 * 0.5 line corresponds th IrON which may be optimized fOr a particular

to the values for a second order-zero position 
application.

error system. For low values of N1 CO.55, in-

creasing the damping ratio to f - 0.6 .ends to

lower the FON. For high values of M,1>0.6S, a V. Application of Performance Indices to

reversal of the trend begins, end for ., >1.0, a Kenned Aircraft

damping ratio of f - 0.4 appears to be Optimum.
Additional date from the digital program are A. Pilot-Airframe Considerations

plotted in Figures 7 and 6. A low-freq.ency zero

(N1 a 0.10) produces a signif'cont variation fror The performance index suggested in Section

the aecond order FON for 411 Yalues of N2 . A Ill, that is. FON a A1 * t' * t& * th while
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suitable for a positional servo or similar type
of system. would not be suitable for specifying 2-
manned airrraft maneuvering performance. It does

not consider the human performance factors as an
element in the loop. In fact, any analytical --

approach which ignores the human element is doomed
to failure, at least in correlating with pilot
opinion. The FOM approach would appear to have
considerable merit if it could be appropriately -0

modified to reflect piloting factors.

SECOND ORDER ND - 0.6

soil 1

1 _ .1 0., t 1% 2'

4.
POLE LOCATION (Pb I

Fig. 8 The Effect of Poe Loaofih and Damping Ratio om.*O

cantly different among aircraft.

0.5 5 5 u 3. Structural modes of high-performance air-
ZERO LOCATION(No craft are decreasing in both frequency and damping,

necessitating more complex compensation and further
F* i6 The Effortof Zato Location and Damping Ratioon FOM increasing the order of the airframe-SAS loop.

4. The trend toward command augmentation

MI. 0.1 (fly-by-wire) introduces additional feed-forward
shaping, increasing the emphasis on closed loop
zeros.

- 5. The increasing flight envelope has placed
severe demands on the fixed gain-compensation
system, virtually requiring some form of gain

switching.

6. M~any schemes for self-regulating adaptive
0.6 systems are nonlinear by nature, and preclude the

_______ -use of linear-oriented performance indices.

7. A second order response due to its in-
SECOND ORDER herent limitations is rarely ever optimum for a

given task.

a. The introduction of integrated control
systems using two or more simultaneous controls

S.will interject additional dynamic modes into the
POLELOCATION__ N aircraft's maneuvering response.

Fig. 7The Effect of Pole Location aid Damping Ratio on FOM The above factors indicate that a per-

fcrmance index similar to the one suggested in

Section I1, but suitably modified for aircraft
In the selection of a performance index for use, may be required as a solution to specifying

highly augmented aircraft, the following factors overall aircraft performance. A further compli-
must be considered: cation is the many missions inherent in the role

of fighter/attack aircraft, which must be'accom-
2. The augmented high-performance aircraft plished in both VFR and IFR operation. Pilot task*

does not typically resemble the second order- would include pitch attitude and altitude tracking.
zero position error system, and the significance constant attitude and altitude turns, small per-
of damping ratio and natural frequency is unknown turbation maneuvers, high "g" maneuvers, MW
for a system with arbitrary poles and zeros, flight path control. It would be desirable to

formulate a single porformance index with the
2. Artificial feel systems, actuation ability to distinguish between satisfactory ald

systems, and augmentation systems are signifi- unsatisfactory flyingquaItles forael pilottaska.
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B. The Time Response Approach v- iar-ted frnm f'vv, l juliiu data is Al1 5 .0

It has been suggested that the pilot is con- Then k1 i 1.0
cerned with the overall response of the airplane
which is manifested by the time history of the b. Delay and Cyclic Times (td and tc)

airplane's variables. A reasonable assumption
would be that the pilot's comments are in some These parameters are defined in

manner related to the shape of the transient re- Figure 3. Two different responses are plotted in

sponses for a particular input. If such is the Figure 9. From Figure 9a, it is evident that re-
case, then the problem reduces to a selection of sponse (1) will be preferred to response (2) for
the critical variables and the parameters associ- an input applied at t-O. It is not imdnediately
ated with each variable. For longitudinal control, evident which response will be preferred in

there is a vast amount of research data indicating Figure 9b if f is significant, although they will

the critical nature of the pitch rate response as probably both be unsatisfactory. An interesting
relating to pilot opinion. It is unlikely that observation from the above discussion is that the
pilot opinion could be correlated with any single ratio (td/tc) could conceivably serve as a suit-

parameter, and some are more important than able parameter.

others. While extensive research has shown the
pilot is affected by the cyclic nature of the re- Therefore, let (TRP) K,# (A3# -1.0) + 000 6
sponse, the correlation with pilot opinion has

been generally poor and confused. Evidently, the 2. Normal Acceleration Response

cyclic characteristics must act in conjunction

with other aspects of the response to be meaning- a. Overshoot (A1 )

ful. It appears reasonable to expect that for a
given cyclic characteristic, the pilot's rating The tolerable normal acceleration

will be affected by the delay time, and that for a overshoot is less than that of pitch rate. A

given delay time the pilot's rating will be reasonable value suggested by the flying quali-

affected by the cyclic characteristic, ties data is kln z  0.3

The major differences between an optimum

response for the regulator problem and manned air- b. Dead and Delay Times ( rand tfd )
craft are in the tolerance that the pilot has in

parameters such as overshoot, rise time, etc., and for a tail controlled aircraft, the

the relative importance (weighting) of these normal acceleration response is typically non-

parameters. For the regulator problem an ideal minimum phase; that is, there is a dead time until

response would be no overshoot, zero delay, and the response goes toward the commanded direction.

essentially an approximation of a step response. Since Vcontributes to td, let it be included in td,

This would be unacceptable for a manned aircraft, and select a value of td = 0.7.

If it is assumed that the shape of the transient

response can be suitably defined to reflect all Therefore, let (TRP.nn-K,(A~n 0.3)

the key variables and parameters for a particular
mission mode, then a performance index can be + K2nz (tdaz - 0.7)
constructed. The index should have the following I
form 3. Selection of Weighting Factors

Time Response Parameter (TRP) - (TRP) lq, + The weighting factors X1 . , Kirk and K2n.
(TRP) = 2 

+ 
(TRP)an, where ft n = a controlled Z

variable, must be carefully selected so as to properly

weight the influence of each term. From the data
(TRP),1 a K.., (A,., - k,.x 1)+Kv¢ (+dK-k ) given in (6). a set of non-optimum weighting

?factors was empirically determined.

+ xa(tc a - k3 x,) + "'" Let K1, - 0.08

There should be sufficient terms to ada- K, - 0.3
quately define the shape of the transient nZ

responses. K2 u 0.5
nz

C. TRP Example For Longitudinal Control Axis

For the Conventional Normal (CH) mode shown Note: (1) (td/tc) - 0 if tc -

in Figure 2, assume that the angle-of-attack input (no overshoot)

is not significant and the response is dominated (2) Only positive bracketed

by pitch rate and normal acceleration. Let terms should be included.

TRP - (TRP)i + (TRP)nX 4. selection of TRP Values

1. Pitch Rate Response For a high-performance aircraft, the values

for the transient response parameters should be

a. Overshoot (A1 ) kept small so that the response will be rapid and
well behaved. Hopefully, a trend will be observed,

A certain amount of overshoot in so that a small enough value for TRP will ensure

pitch rate can be tolerated by the pilot without a Pilot Rating (PR) of at least 2.0. Using the

significantly affecting his rating. Such a value data of (6) as a baseline, a plot of PR versus
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RP was constructed and is shown in Figure 10. 10. _ -l .... ..

The data for two pilots and two flight conditions .. a.-
shows a PH range of 2-10. The trend of PH with
TRP is.clearly evident. An exponential least mean - . .

squares curve fit of the data yields the following - -----

relationship,.

PH - 10 - 12.19e 0.3 18 TRP < ,0.~.< os<eo

From these data, a suitable value for TRIP is I r -*

determined to be < 0.23.r

B.~~~ ~~ Corelaio Wi1OhrCie

lu 0

_____-4- C

2

00.10.2 TRPL as U. O

Fi.9Iiil a.RsoIePrmtr TIME RESPONISE PARAMETER Ia

Fig. vlato ofreato TfPltRtngWta eposPosse

An ~~ ~ ~ B Covaeuation Wif severa cotrlirteraria- ~

and~ (6relaio whs resultse ware avraedfottohifer

eat logtuia conro system andiudna shows eitycpcl-in

Theho data however suCet ahs linearie fit "shownin
rather ~ ~; tha exponntia asidctdi ire 10.re13

TR.G23 the datafw ofco)anr()esloniseno-n
with~ ~ tha ofO (5),o as bohpoue w35 r

analysis~~~0 wasa aPopefrmdtodtetesh
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aTow

46 4c~dssCem

caea Inesigt 1h feto ii-rqw
Caitaton sueipseIIalw-rqec

Ca I

20ta fi Illigt cwthe sosf it of "aP Vuiet

2. Investigat muTIriteritfri fecoupthe
F0.41 CdirectflS~~i foealdrce modeswit oorepose

The~~~~~ ~~~ caeInsaedfne sflos . Dveloiat th eri ec, f speiaht~lzed
oshationsc sucprime lanias lE-fsirseple

Caegr Ap.0bl 2.0k 2 TP0 'L Inetge thP) sestvt ofTRPIde,.

It Abrei-Ai refrede Atrto troue final Concsio.

A. vetlop contter criteri for ihag
Fig CruC'esnd e iterin mter1dirlyby-ire airrf -odeenpops. ta

The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a caeoisproeieda olos .veop Tize crissin-orented per-l
III~phe ote ora ch se onane lpandings Exaple.s fr a

I'cn order-Ai andea ai o Groun VsIon. Conclusiornhs

A hypothetical high-periformaince fighter was evolved that can be adapted to a variety of
simulated for three flight conditions with TA misici phases and new flight moixdes The MR
values ranging from 0 to 0.207. The r.-aults are approach ha%. dem-onstrated definite trwnds wvithShow in ' nd al th reponss le wl both Pilot Ratings and Pilot Induced Oscillationshw nFigure 14 nll tersosssi el Rtings, and is also compatible with other tram-
within the Category 11 boundaries. The responses inreose rtri.TeUPriri c b
are also very close to meeting the Category I l epneciei.TeTPcieincnb
boundaries. Referring to Figure 1, Category Iis readily applied to high order, nonlinelar. aind

equivalent to the atr contbat modes and Category I is -multivAriable control system, and is easily
equivalent to the Conventional Normal (CM) Mode. coriputoritted for continuous evaluation of control
The significance is that TRP correlates very well system design The use of such criteria will
with C', and with slight modification can prob- pr ot thle utillatat, of military aircraft a
ably be used to specify all the Standard Modes a weapons platforme throah sore effective flight
listed in Figure 1. control design.

VII. Sugestd Frthr Research Rfrne

There are certain difficulties with the TUP . Rage J. K. and Watson. J1. M., Deig
in its present form which may be alleviated by Considerations for AFTI/Pll Digial Fill
further research. The following improvement areas Conrl System, presented at Metiny fs 46
should produce a criter ion that will yield optimasl ofSA Aerrisece Control and Cutdanee Sys"tes
control system designs for highly a. 2mentod Cornittee. 13 14ovember 1900, Ft. Worth.
aircraft. Tesxas

1. Optimize weighting factors - perhaps 2 Resalage J. - .-, Abram. C It and Watson. J NL.
variable factors as a function of d,nomic A l IDjaa lgtCnrlS tn
pressure. aOeweleo Sita. geeeeted at the 4t
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ONCWISICNS AND RECOM4 NDATIONS CF THE
WWOZP ON FUCK; TESTING TO IETF

P1IDr WOFKaDAD AND P=ID DYNAMICS

by

Robert B. CrUnbie, Captain, USAF
Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Michael L. Frazier
Air Force Flight Test Center

SPCNSORS. The Workshop on Flight Testing to Identify Pilot Workload
and Pilot Dynamics was held at the Edwards AFB Officer's Club 19-21
January 1982. The workshop was sponsored by the Air Force Flight
Test Center in conjunction with the Flight Dynamics Laboratory, NASA-
Dryden, the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and
the Human Factors Society.

NEED. This paragraph outlines the need that motivated this workshop.
Xwnces in avionics and control systems have increased the mission
capability of military and civil, fixed- and rotary-winged aircraft.
The challenge to designers of advanced aircraft system now is to make
the crewmmber 's job easier, i.e., to allow him to precisely control
the aircraft and successfully perform the mission while maintaining
adequate mental and physical reserve capacity to handle emergencies.
This design problem calls for all parties involved in the research,
development, test, and evaluation of advanced aircraft to understand
the elements that influnce the efficient interaction between the pilot
and aircraft. Fundamental to this understanding are quantitative
measures of pilot workload and performance, and descriptive models of
the pilots's dynamics. Currently such measures and models are not
mature engh for reliable use in the testing and development of ad-
vanced aircraft. A forum is needed to gather the proper expertise
in the areas of flight testing, workload measurement, pilot-in-the-loop
dynamics, and applications so that the state-of-the-art in these areas
can be understood and approaches can be recomn-ended that will develop
flight-wrthy measures of pilot workload and flight-validated models
of pilot dynamics. The present workshop, the fourth in an annual series
exploring specialized areas of flight testing, was structured to meet
this need.

CoJBCrIVE. The objective of this workship was to bring together tech-
nical exrts working with various measures of pilot workload and
performance and with various models of pilot dynamics to meet face-to-
face with the flight test and applications cumunity and together to
define:

1. The need for and applications of flight-worthy measures of
pilot wmrkload and flight-validated nodels of pilot dynamics,

2. The state-of-the-art and current problo to be ove=r e in
order to measure pilot workload or task perforance in flight or to
tailor flight tests to identify pilot dynmics, and

3. ecomunded ways to solve these technical problems.
511



AGEDA. More than 150 people from over 50 organizations attended the
R . The participants were involved in various segmnts of air-

craft research, development, test and evaluation and represented several
technical disciplines including human factors, pilot dynamics, pilot
modeling and flying qualities. The three-day agenda of workshop presen-
tations is given in the Appendix. The first day had overview papers on the
subjects of pilot workload, pilot dynamics, and flight test requirements.
Presentations that day also described the various mission enviramentsencountered by advanced aircraft and design procedures used to improve
pilot-vehicle performance capability. The seond day addressed the
quantification of pilot workload using measures of spare mental capacity,
subjective ratings and pilot physiology. The final day covered the
identification of pilot dynamics and task performance including the
measurement of pilot performance, the modeling of pilot dynamics and the
collection of flight test data. The following conclusions and reccendations
are extracted from the proceedings.

FLIGHT TE M O IDENTIFY PElDT WO)aDUAD. Workload is a multidiuen-
sional oncept in which the pilot (physiology, perceptions, technique,
training), the vehicle (dynaaics, controls, displays, subsystel), the
tasks (number, difficulty, relative importance) and the envircraent
(stress, disturbances) all play significant and interrelating roles.
Each aspect must be carefully considered in order to effectively assess
pilot workload in flight. One or several of these aspects of pilot
workload have been objectively measured in flight by Schiflett, Van
de Graaff, Rosoce, the Navy Pacific Missile Test Center and the Air
Force School Aerospace Medicine. Important measures that show near-
term promise for assessing pilot workload in flight are pilot subjective
ratings, rate of pilot control activity, heart rate, and secondary
task performance. Several other measures were proposed in the pro-
ceedings. The most promising of these for further development appears
to be the event-related brain potential described by Dcachin and Biferno.

Workload should be specifically addressed throughout the system aoqui-
sition process. Workload technology promises to become as useful in the
design, developent, test and evaluation of new system as flying qualities
technology is today. Resources should continue to be allocated to meas-
uring pilot workload because increasingly ocmplex mission dmmds oontinu
to be made of pilots and their aircraft.

FLIGHT TETIM TO ThF1TIF Y P= DYMIS AND TSK M PUWM . Tme
areas are oczipluientar to the evaluatXi of7 pilot wrkload and thus
deserve careful attention. Van de Graaff has successfully ocmbined
measures of pilot dynamics, pilot workload, and task perfalmnoe on a
helicopter in-flight experiment. Complementary measures for each of thmem
areas are listed in an annotated bibliography of "Pilot Perfoxomas"
measures authored by Mixon and Moroney.

Models of pilot dynencs are presently being used to design dyndic
characteristics of flight controls and displays. Hocemr, the useful-
ness of the models has been hapered by the lack of VkLidating flight
test data. Methods for identifying pilot dynmics have bun --xussfully
used during sinulatim, but in-flight operience is lacking. Ofte the
cues the pilot is sensing are difficult to instrument or umainz. rmlowr,
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it is still ioportant to detenine the strategy and dynmic used by
pilots during critical flying tasks to validate simlato fidelity
and aid in vehicle design.

Task perfonanoo or mission effectiveness measur axe inportant in
the design and evaluation of aircraft. They are quite semsitive to
variations in the task and initial conditions and u t be applied and

itprted wery carefully.

R~om Imam. Two~ primary technical rec E tl1 for the research
and dt omum~mity remlted from the workshop.

1. Define and introduce into " e a s taa set of Ob-
jective and subjectiv workload and task pEf- = msures and
procedures. Such a set will enaourage tiums condlvting esq;erzmnts
to plan and report findings that will be meaningful throughout the pilot
workload, pilot dynamics,* and task performance dspnes. Flight test
engineers could then adapt the masurm t set to particular experimntal
cirOJMstan-es. Not all the elemets of the set would med to be masured
in every eperiment.

2. Hold periodic confroxs to stimulate the exdwg of Wsh-
nical results aluhg the disciplines involved in the inmrimnt of pilot
workload, pilot dynomics and mission effectivums. 'flu.. arenow
will allow the lessons learned in the presemt ksdxw to be applie,
exCens, and distributed widely. Perhaps nect year's arnal Conferec
on Manual Oantrol oiulA be expande to 1et this need.

In addition, flight research projects should be undrtakm to validate
pilot workload masuremt techniques and models of pilot dynmuis. This
is needed to develop oonfidee in those mawiurmnt Ut=Wiqus md models
so that they may be effectively used by designers of advace aircraf t.

Pes. h -Proceedngs Of The xkgp On Flight Testing To Idtify
ifol kwoi And Pilot Dyn uics" is bein pjlished as AFM-TR-82-s. The

proceedings are unclassified and cleared for public release. The controlling
office is AFEF/DW, Stop 239, Bdmfrds APB, CA 93523. The volum is apprm-
iately 780 pages long. OQpies my be obtained from the National Tedhical
Infomtion Service or the Defeme Douwantaton COatr.
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w. mu cl PnDr DYNAMCS AND TSK PERW-E E

Dwvelopment of a Pilot Model for Helioopter V1C
Flight-Task Segments" - A. Phatak, M. Karmali
(Aalytical Mechanics Associates), E. Hartzell
(Army Aercmechanics Lab)

vuoa 1m2gr To nonW7 PILOr DYNAMICS AND TLSK PEMRMM

aPilot Model Determination Using Parameter Identification
Methods on Hovering VIOL Flight Data" - D. Andrisani 32,
S. amou , C. Gau (Purdue University)

-light Measrsments of Pilot Performance amd Workload

for L314-60 Siulation Validation Assessment' -
V. Clevelard (QvA-Aues), R. Heffly (STI),
D. WeOy(ry AerchIanics Lab)

"iw"d for identifying Pilot Dynamics" - W. Levison
(Blt Beranek and Newan Inc.)

-The APTI/P-16 Flight Test Prr and ORortxunties
to Identify Pilot Dynamics and Workload" -
Capt R. Crorbie (AF Flight Dynanics Lab), M. Frazier
(W Flight Test Center)
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RECENT FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
PERTAINING TO

LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES CRITERIA

Robert F. Stengel
Princeton University

Flight Research Laboratory
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Princeton, N.J. 08544

The Flight Research Laboratory (FRL) at Princeton
University is conducting experiments to determine the flying
qualities of aircraft equipped with high-order control systems,
to investigate the effects of modelling the high-order
dynamics with low-order equivalent systems, and to correlate
flight test results with candidate flying qualities criteria.
These tests make use of Princeton's variable-Response Research
Aircraft (VRA), which is equipped with a Microprocessor-based
Digital Flight Control System (Micro-DFCS). Particular
attention is directed at aircraft carrier approach and landing,
with flight paths extending through touchdown. Test pilots
fr-- the U.S. Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, MD, per-
fo .i the flight evaluations, which currently concentrate on
the aircraft's longitudinal modes.

This is a presentation of work in progress. The
research is sponsored by the U.S. Naval Air Development Center,
Warminster, PA.

*Presented at "Design Criteria for the Future of Flight
Controls", AFFDL Flying Qualities Symposium, Dayton,
March 2-5, 1982.
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EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTIVES

Twenty-nine response configurations have been defined
for flight test; to date, twenty of these have been evaluated
by two Navy pilots and FRL's chief test pilot. They have
compared the response of high-order systems to that of low-
order equivalent systems defined using two matching assumptions.
They have evaluated the effects of pure time delay for aircraft
characterized by slow and moderately fast response. They will
evaluate the effects of the distance between the pilot and the
aircraft's center of gravity in future flights. All of the
pilot opinion results will be correlated with several flying
qualities metrics to determine which of the latter is the best
indicator of pilot opinion.
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VARIABLE-RESPONSE RESEARCH AIRCRAFT (VRA)

The VRA is a six-degree-of-freedom in-flight simulator
that has been used in flying qualities research for more than
20 years in programs sponsored by the USN, USAF, NASA, FAA, and
ONERA. The VRA is equipped to conduct flight experiments of
contemporary significance. In addition to its basic analog
fly-by-wire system, it contains a flexible digital flight con-
trol system that is programmed using the PASCAL high-order
language. Its direct-force control surfaces (lift and side
force) support experimentation with advanced control concepts,
including decoupled response and CCV modes. The VRA's two-
pilot operation allows the evaluation pilot to concentrate on
experimental configurations, controlling the aircraft through
its digital/analog electronic system. Princeton's safety
pilot controls the VRA using a conventional mechanical system,
and he sets up and monitors the operation of the fly-by-wire
system.
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: I

VRA VARIABLE-STABILITY ELECTRONICS

All digital control algorithms can be coded in theMicro-DFCS using 32-bit floating-point arithmetic (64-bit
floating point and 16-bit fixed-point operations also areavailable). Well over 95 percent of the coding for the pre-
sent program used the PASCAL language; compilers for C,FORTRAN, and ADA currently exist and may be used in futureprograms. The Micro-DFCS supports multiprocessor configura-
tions and has been used recently in a demonstration of fiber-
optic data transmission.

The analog system provides an input-output inter-face between the Micro-DFCS and the VRA, and it can be used
alone for in-flight simulation.
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FUNCTIONS Or DIG ITAL A ANALO SISMU
IN Tug-CURRENT Sim?

In the present study, the evaluation plot.o Longi-
tudinal control commds are processed by the Nicro-VCS,
and his lateral-directional commands are fed directly to
the analog system. The digital system is Used to add pure
delay (for experimentation) and control stick prefIlteriag.
A sampling rate of 20 per sec has been used for all flights.
The longitudinal control computations require 16 moec. althouo
the transport lag between stick input and elevator output is
only 9 asec. Closed-loop dynamics of the VPA are modified us-
ing the analog system. E Iamples of digital closed-loop control
are reported in (1) to (4).
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ULAIONip or CASES TESTED To VATEC

POoGr families Of Conf igurations have been tested,
&ad each Is related to the Other configurations as shown in
the figure. The base configurations provide a range of
natural frequencies and lift slope sensitivities (through l/TO2 ).
Pure tim delays are added to low-frequency, low-lift
and moderat4e-frequency. high-lift configurations. First-
order prefilters are added to three configurations with varying

e~p and fixed I/To. and 4. These three prefiltered configura-
tios then are modelled by two sets of equivalent systems. In
the first soet, the value of L./V is fixed, thereby fixing I/T82,
and the NAWIT equivalent systems program is used to find the
values of wneP s .e and ID In a second-order model that best
fits the prefiltered (third-order) model. The elevator-to-
pitch rate frequency response, 6q(jw)/A6E(jw), for 0.1<w< 10
red/sec is unod as the basis for matching, i.e., the sqared-
error between second-order and third-order frequency responses
is minimlsed using parsameter optimization.

The matching process is repeated with Ofree" L ,@ i.e.,with lI/Tg considered to be a variable parameter. To
provide a common basis for comparison, it was desired that all
"froee Le cases actually have identical vaues of l/T 0 2 ; there-

fore, the prefilter break frequencies, Apt, were chosen itera-
tively to yield this result. Note that matching errors are
rsdce in the "fre L. cases. All nine cases wore simulated
in the VRA to allow the evaluation pilots to compare the actual
prefiltered versions with the equivalent systems. Time delays
wete added in integral sampling intervals. Consequently, all
six equivalent systems used the sm time delay.
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PILOT COMMENT CARD

All evaluations were conducted in Field Carrier
Landing Practice (FCLP) at PRL's Forrestal Airfield using a
Navy carrier approach mirror for guidance. Nominal approach
speed was 75 KIAS, and glide slope was -2.8 deg, resulting
in a no-flare sink rate at touchdown of 6 fps. Pilot A
(Princeton's chief test pilot) performed a standard carrier
approach through loss of "meatball" image in the mirror,
followed by a flared landing. The latter procedure is not
normally used in carrier landing, but it provided a high-stress
task for flying qualities evaluation. Pilot B (U.S. Navy test
pilot) performed conventional carrier approach and no-flare
landings. Nevertheless, he chose not to rate flight path
response, basing his opinions solely on pitch attitude response.
Pilot C (U.S. Navy test pilot) performed the same tasks and
rated flight path response. Although indicated on the card,
numerical PIO ratings were not consistently collected in the
flights due to lack of familiarity with the PIO rating scale.
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PILOT CO?F'NT CARD

Pilot: Date: Config.:

1. PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE
- initial response (delays?)
- predictability of final response
- special pilot techniques?
- PIO tendency? (hi/lo frequency?)

2. FLIGHT PATH RESPONSE
- response time
- predictability of flight path
- meatball tracking
- flare/landing

3. AIRSPEED CONTROL

4. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
- meatball
- flare/landing
- special techniques?

5. CONTROL FEEL
- forces, displacements
- pitch sensitivity, trim?

6. TURBULENCE/WIND A FACTOR?

7. LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS A FACTOR?

8. MAJOR PROBLEMS

9. PlO RATING

10. APPROACH/L'EATBALL RATING

11. FLARE/LANDING RATING

12. ADDITIONAL COV4MLNTS
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PILOT OPINIONS OF BASE CONFIGURATIONS

The separate effects of lift slope and short-period
natural frequency can be deduced from pilot handling qualities
ratings (HQR) of the base configurations. These ratings are
expressed in terms of the Cooper-Harper Scale (5), in which
better configurations are indicated by lower numbers. The
numbers represent averages of at least two and as many as six
replications. Best values of wns lie in the region from 2

to 3 rad/sec. Pilot A, whose recent flying experience centers
on light aircraft, preferred increasing I/Te2 and, therefore,

increasing lift slope. The Navy pilots (B and C), whose recent
experience has been gained with heavier aircraft, preferred low
values of 1/Te2. Ratings during the touchdown or flare (from

3 sec before touchdown to touchdown) typically are higher than
the approach ratings (from 10 sec to 3 sec) due to the increased
difficulty of the task.
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PILOT OPINIONS-OF TIME DELAY,T

Pilot ratings of pure time delay are somewhat different
for configurations whose basic pitch response could be charac-
terized as "slow" and "moderately fast". In the first case,
with a pitch rate rise time (to 100% of the "steady-state" value)
of 1.11 sec, there is a sharp degradation of ratings for
T D = 0.171 sec. For the second case, with 0.25-sec pitch rate
rise time, the ratings of Pilots A and B degrade more slowly
and do not evidence the sharp break seen in the first case.
Pilot C's poor rating of the 0.171-sec delay does not fit the
trend and may be anomalous.
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PILOT OPINIONS OF PREFILTER EFFECTS

The three high-order configurations are compared to
the base configurations in this figure. The prefilter
generally degrades pilot ratings, although there are several
examples of negligible effect. The ratings of Pilots A and
C pertain to approach and touchdown, while those of Pilot a
refer to pitch attitude response.
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PILOT OPNIOMS Or =OUWAI? SYS9TS

Pilots A, Be and C flow the three profilter configura-
tions (011 to 13) and the six equivalent systms (022 to 26) ln
the approach and landing. Ie VIA's digital and analog steme
provided in-flight simulation of each of the nine contigurations
identified earlier. The lift slope and l/TG2 were equal for the
prefilter and fixed Le case direct lift control was used to
change La in the remining three cases. Attention is directed
to the goodness of fMet of the ratings obtained by flying the
equivalent systes, as compared to the prefilter ratings. Somple
standard deviations indicate that the fixed-L* equivalent system
tend to get ratings more like those of the original (prefilter)
systems than do the free-La equivalent systems.

the deviations occur principally in the approach and
touchdow ratings of Pilots A and Cs while Pilot 8 sees little
variation In the acceptability of the pitch attitude response
characteristics. Although not shown heree simultaneous match-
Ing of pitch rate and normal acceleration frequency responses
with free Le tends to give results that are similar to matching
pitch rate response alone with fixed Lo (6). As both responses
are Important in flight path control, this could explain the
miller deviations experienced with fixed L5 matching. ror
Pilot Cos pitch attitude evaluation, the normal acceleration
response may be less significant, because fixed L. and free L4

matching results in siailar ratings.
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COMPARISON OF PREFILTER
AND EQUIVALENT SYSTEM RESPONSES

For wns p - 2 rad/sec, the Apf vhich provides the

fixed/tree comparison has a similar time scale, and neither
of the equivalent system responses is very close to the
prefilter system response. Nevertheless, the shape of the
fixed-La transient response is quite similar to the prefilter

response, and normalizing would provide a reasonable fit.
The froe-L. case possesses less damping, and while it might

not be objectionable in itself, it does not represent the
original system step response as well.
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COMPARISON OF PREFILTER

AND EQUIVALENT SYSTEM RESPONSES

For wnsp = 5 rad/sec, the X pf required for fixed/free
comparison occurs at lower frequency (1.2 rad/sec); hence, the
aircraft pitch response is faster than the prefilter's response.
Once again, the shape of the fixed-La transient is more like
the original transient, and there is a substantial difference
in steady-state responses. Stick gearing was doubled for VRA
flights with configuration #13; this leaves a factor of three
difference in steady-state responses.
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TASK DEPENDENCE OF PILOT RATINGS

Field Carrier Landing Practice

Earlier flight tests to determine the effects of pure
time delay on pilot opinions illustrate the task dependence of
pilot ratings {31. These tests used the Micro-DFCS to produce
an equivalent delay (defined here to be the pure delay plus
half the digital sampling interval) in longitudinal stick
commands. The VRA's unaugmented dynamics provided the follow-
ing short-period characteristics:

V, KIAS Wn' rad/sec I/T82 , rad/sec

75 2.60 0.77 1.28
86 2.95 0.75 1.64

105 3.54 0.71 2.00

The conventional (nonprecision) flared landings at
75 KIAS yielded satisfactory ratings for delays up to about
200 msec, and the rate of HQR degradation increased with in-
creasing delay. The rates of HQR degradation were lower for
FCLP approach and "close-in" tracking of the "meatball", but
they were biased up by the increased difficulty of the task.
It should be noted that airframe dynamics are "moderate" to
"fast", in comparison with the results shown earlier.
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TASK DEPENDENCE OF PILOT RATINGS

Tracking at Altitude

The tracking task at altitude--which consisted of
identification of an arbitrary object on the ground, roll and
dive to acquire, and 15 to 20 sec of tracking--also used
equivalent pure delay in longitudinal stick command and un-
augmented VRA dynamics (3). There was a sharp degradation of
pilot ratings at an equivalent delay of 150 =sec, with a
plateau beyond 200 msec.
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CONTROL ANTICIPATION PARAMETER (CAP)

The control anticipation parameter, originally defined
in (7), provides the principal short-period flying qualities
criterion. The.CAP hypothesis is that the initial pitching
acceleration (Aq(o)) sensed by the pilot'e inner ear should be
a 0harmonious" predictor of the aircraft's steady-state normal
acceleration (6n:). Constant values of CAP should be equally
acceptable to the pilot over a wide range of pitch accelerations
and normal accelerations. A parameter-centered definition of
CAP, based upon simplifying assumptions, is used in NIL-P-I7SC.
This definition gives rise to the independent oonsideration of
short-period natural frequency (wng P ) and normal acceleration

sensitivity to angle of attack (na/) an flying qualities

parameters which may or may not be related to the original values
of CAP.

I _ _ _ _ _ _
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P' U rATE 3SS3 TIM .,ING OULITres ciTERon

The CAP boundaries of HIL-r-8785C are eleantly and
*emply epressed in tomse of pitch rate rise time (9). For
& conventional lotg-talled aircraft, Atq* is merely a function
of airspeed. For aircraft with significant lift-due-to-elevator,
high angle of attack, direct lift control, or significant
pilot - c.. offset, Atq. is presented as a function of the
ratio of steady-state normal acceleration and pitch rateresponses.
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APPLICATION Ofr atq* CRITERION TO DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL

rS9cm delay times are of particular concern for air-€CrAtt wi~t digital contro--sma~, the at q* criterion appears
well-Saited to the analysis of these aircraft's flying qualities.

AtUOe" simply adding the various delays as shown here in
p~eobblynal the best use of the criterion, the result does
led to provide a oonslstent trend in pilot ratings of 3.5
10 o t Level I - Level 2 boundary) for the data presented
to ) ia . Further evidence for the use of pitch rate rise
time , a good correlator of pilot opinions is offered in (10).
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CONCLUS ION

After briefly describing experimental systems, the
results of flight testing were presented. Proceeding to
touchdown in the landing task is found to produce a more
challenging task than pulling up at 10 to 20 feet above the
runway; however, the distinction between requirements on the
pilot in "flare* and "no-flare" landings is significant.
When flying a mirror-guided approach, the pilot normally
does not flare, keeping the "meatball" in his scan pattern
as long as possible in order to touch down at the optimum
position between second and third arresting wires. Forcing
the pilot to break his attention from the "meatball" to flare
the aircraft causes him to fly the aircraft in an unnatural
fashion. It is a general conclusion of the Navy test pilots
who have flown this program that actually touching the ground
is not a factor in their ratings.

Pure delay effects on pilot ratings are functions of
basic airframe dynamics and piloting task. The opinion de-
gradation with increasing time delay is more pronounced for
slow airframes than fast, although the latter configurations
(long delay, fast aircraft) may be more PI0-prone.

For the approach and landing, equivalent systems based
on fixed-L amatching of pitch rate response provide pilot

opinions that are closer to those for the original high-order
system than are the ratings of equivalent systems based on
free L a. This is true even though the free-L a frequency responses

have a better fit to the original frequency response. This tends
to confirm the previous finding that fitting both pitch rate and
normal acceleration is more realistic for tasks requiring path
control, as dual matching tends to fix the modelled Laat

original aircraft values. The difference in matching assumptions
appears negligible for a pitch control task.

Future work includes the replication of test flights with
the configurations described above, plus testing of nine con-
figurations in which pilot-c.g. offsets of -10 to +30 feet are
simulated using direct-lift control. All of these results will
be analyzed using existing and new flying qualities criteria.
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FAILURES IN ADVANCED FLIGHT COTROL SYSTEMS

4Y MF*C. VAN GOOL
4ATIONAL AEROSPACC LABORATORY NLR
ANTHONY FOKKERVCG 2
1059CN AHSTEROAN. THE NETHERLANOS

THE NATIONAL AEROSPACC LABORATORY NLR IS PREPARING AN
EXPERIMENT ON A MOVIN6-,ASC FLIGHT SIMULATOR 0IRCTED AT FLYING
QUALITIES OF TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED WITH AOVANCED FLIG4T CONTQOL
SYSTEMS OF THE RATE.COMAND/ATTITUD-HOL0 TYPE. SEVERAL ASPETS Of
FAILURES IN THE PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM ON PILOT OPINION WILL
SE STUDIED* THE PILOTING TASK WILL CONSIST OF TERMINAL MANOEUVRING
fTAKE.OlVF IF* APPROACH* LANOIG)*
THE BASELINE AIRCRAFT HAS REDUCED STATIC STABILITY AND SITUATIONS WITH
UNSTARLE PITCH CONTROL AFTER FAILURE WILL C INVtSTIGATCOo
ASPECTS THAT WILL B INCORPORATED IN THE INVESTIGATION INCLUDES
I* TZME TO DOUBLE PITCH ATTITUDE
2. THE MOMENT OF THE FAILURE
3o AUTOTHROTTLC ON OR 0F
'# TURBULENCE INTENSITY
So CROSSWIND LANOIMS
Go FAILURE TRANSIENTS

THE RATIONALE BEHIND THE CONFIGURATION SELECTION WILL KE DESCRISCO AND
COMMENTARY IS REQUESTED FROM T"E AUDIENCE ON THE EXPERIMENT DCSIfN.
VALUARLE SUGGESTIONS CAN BE IMIPLMENTED th TE E PEQRCNTS VTs

to BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE AIUCRAFT/FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
to FAILURE INTROOUCTION
So PILOTING TASK
%, ROOT LOCUS PITCH ATTITUDE FEEDBACK
So ROOT LOCUS PITCH ATTITUO'PITCU RATE FtED0ACK

Go ROOT LOCUS PITCH RATE FEEDBACK tFAILURCI
7. EOUIVALENT STSTEM BEFORE FAILURE
S. EQUIVALENT SYSTEM AFTER FAILURE
9, RESPONS TO SLOCKoTYPE PITCH INPUT BEFORE FAILURE
10,RESPONSt TO SLOCK.TTPt PITC4 INPUT AFTER FAILURE
11,RCSPONSt TO ANGLE Of ATTACK OFFSET 0FORE FAILURE
12 RCSPONC TO ANwLe OF ATTACK OFISET AFTER FAILURE
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CONFIGURATION 1F

40.00-

PURDUE PILOT(OCM)

20.00-

M

CD
cr

-20.00-

-40.00....................

02 10-1 1o0 10 1 10I
W( RAD/SEC)

-0.0-

-M-0 -.
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-00 - - JRCRAFT(O.L)

AIRCRAFT PLUS FILOT(C.L)
RIRCRqFT PLUS FILOTIC.L)

20.00--

Do-

-2.00-

-20 .00

W( RPO/SEC)
BANDWIDTH1= 2.66 RAD/SEC

-. 0 PILOT COMFENSRTION= 33.3I BEG
RESONANCE PEAK 5.03 08
DROOP - .47 08

4M6.0

0 1-1 ( oI l

W(A/SC
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CONFIGURRTIUJN IG

'ID.00-

PURDUE PILOTIOCM)

20.00-

.00-

CC

-20.00-

-40.00-*
100 o- 100I 10o 12

Wt RRD/SEC)

-. 04



CONFJGURRTIGN 1G

40.00-
AIRCRAFTLO.L)
AIRCRAFT PLUS PILOT(O.L)
AIRCRAFT PLUS PILDTrC.L)

20.00-\

0

CD\2
OZ-

-20.00-

-40.00-

W( RPD/SEC)
BANDWIDTH= 2.31 RAD/SEC

-. 0 PILOT MPENSRTIMN 50.51 DEG
RESONANCE PEAK 4.69 08

DROOP .01 08B

-40.0-
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CO)NFIGURATION 20

'10.00

PURDUE PILOT(DCM)

20.00-

CD
X:

-20.00-

-'10.00-'

10-2 i01 o 0 10) 1 10 2
Wf RRD/SEC)

-. 06

- 7



CONFIGURRTION 2D

RlIRCRAFT(O0.L I
AIRCRAFT PLUS PILOTIO.L)
AIRCRAFT PLUS PILOT(C.LJ

20.00-

0

Cc

-20.00-

-qo0.00-
10-2 1- 00 10 1 10* e

H( RAD/SEC)
ORNDWIDMh 3.16 RAO/SC
PILOY CCiPR45TIDN= -55.67 BEG
RESONANCE PEAK( 1.24 DS
DROOP -. 60 o
DAMN -. 83 DO
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CONFIGURFIHN 2G

10 .00-

PURDUE PILOT(OCM)

20.00-

C

CD

CC:

-20.00-

10-2 10-1 10 0 101 02
W( RRD/SEC)
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CONFIGURFITION 2G

40.00--ARRF11
AIRCRAFTI OPLUSPLTO
AIRCRAFT PLUS PILOTIO.L)

20.00-

Do-

cr

-20.00-

-40.00-

W( RROISEC)
BANDWIDTH= 3.30 RRD/SEC

-. 0 PILOT COMPENSATION= -22.28 DEG
RESONANCE PEAK( 9.25 DO
DROOP - .60 DB
GAIN= 1.7308B

4M.0-

10-2 10-1. 100 1 lo a0
W( RAD/SEC)
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CONFIGURRiTION 3R

40.00-

PURDUE PILOT(OCM)

20.00-

0
- .00-

CDcc

-20.00-

-'40.00-

10-2 10-1 10 0 lo I l 02
Wi RRO/SEC)

00.0-

40.10



CONFIGURRTION 3R

40.00-- 
. IRCRRFT(O.L)

RIRCRRFT PLUS PILOTIO.LI
AIRCRAFT PLUS PILOTIC.L)

20.00 -S-

CD

-20.00-

-40.00-

10 -2 10-1 lOo O 101 0 2
W( RAD/SEC)

BANDWIDTH= 3.65 RAD/SEC
.- PILOT COMPENSAT]ON= -89.29 DEG

RESONANCE PERK .68 08

DROOP -.60 08
AM, GRIN= .70 DB

-I.0 -

-1W0.0-

0010 0 10 1 10 2
W( RRD/SEC)
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CONFIGURRiTION 8R

'10.00-

PURDUE PILOT(OCM)

20.00-

.00-
CD
cr

-20.00-

-410.00-
10-2 to0' 10 0 10'1 10 2

W( RRO/SEC)

-5.0-

C3

4M.0

-111.0-

-390.0-

10-2 to, 10 0 o 10 ' 0
W( RRD/SEC)
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CONFIGURRTION 8Ri

40.00--
I]RCRRFT(O.L)
AIRCRRFT PLUS PILOTIO.LI

-AIRCRAFT PLUS PILOTIC.Ll

20.00 -

(.o \\

.00 -i
CD

-20.00 -x

-40.00-

W I RAO/SEC I
BRN0WIDTH= 3.05 RAD/SEC
PILOT COMPENSRTION= -78.93 DEG

RESONANCE PERK .65 DB
DROOP -.60 DB

GAIN= -1.980B

-90.0-- ---- --

Q -'45.0 -

W-0.

-auo.O-

-126.0-

1l-2 10- lOo aO o 10 10 2O

W( RRD/SEC)
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A MODERN tPROACH TO PILOT/VEHICLE ANALYSIS

AID THE NEAL-SMITH CRITERIA

B.J. Bacon
D.K. Schmidt

Purdue University

West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

Abstract focusing on the possibility of implementing the
optimal control pilot model (0CM) in the analysis.

In 1970. Neal and Smith presented a pilot-in- We next address synthesizing the tracking task
the-loop analysis technique for evaluating the using the OCM. Finally, we present the proposed
attitude dynamics of highly augmented aircraft. OCM analysih and discuss the results of re-
Unfortunately, the methodology requires a priori evaluating some of the Neal and Smith aircraft
selection of system bandwidth, and suffers the configurations.
inherent problem of selecting the appropriate
pilot model parameters. The goal of this paper is The Neal Smith Methodology
to merge the approach of Neal and Smith with the
advances in pilot modelling via optimal control The Neal and Smith's investigation of the
techniques. While confirming the findings of Neal early 70's had a two-fold objective: to provide
and Smith, this paper develops a methodology that data on the effects of Flight Control System (FCS)
explicitly includes the pilot's objective in atti- dynamics and to develop a design criterion capable
tude tracking. More importantly, the method yields of pinpointing pilot problem areas encountered in
the required system bandwidth along with a better performing a given task.
pilot model directly applicable to closed-loop
analysis of systems in any order. To meet the first objective, a total of 51

basic FCS/short period configurations were flight
Introduction tested. An overall pilot rating (Cooper-Harper)

representing a numerical summary of an aircraft's
In the past, the longitudinal handling quali- suitability to perform a given task was assigned

ties of an aircraft were Jetermined almost entire- to each configuration. Preliminary results con-
ly by the modal characteristics of the classical cluded that the addition of FCS dynamics "can
rigid body modes (short period and phugoid). drastically alter the airplane's short period
These modes dominate the conventional aircraft's response."
dynamics and their modal parameters (i.e. damping
and natural frequency) exhibit a definite correla- Moreover, difficulties of using existing
tion with pilot opinion ratings. Unfortunately, open-loop criterion to explain all the results
beyond the realm of conventional aircraft, criter- of this experiment lead to the development of an
ia based on these parameters alone are inadequate, alternate approach: the "pilot-in-the-loop" anal-
The addition of other modes, whether they be due ysis. Based on the assumption that most of the
to structural dynamics or to augmentation has been pilot's rating is determined on how precisely the
shown to seriously affect pilot opinion rating. pilot could control pitch attitude, the analysis

was conducted using the compensatory tracking
In the early 70's. Neal and Smith ["I hypoth- model of Figure [1].

esized that "pilot rating is a strong function of
the pilot's compensation required to achieve good PILOT W)
low frequency performance and the plot/vehicle
oscillatory tendencies that resulted." Equating
good tracking performance with closed-loop Bode .... I' , ~rn
characteristics, they devised a "pilot-in-the- . '

loop" analysis capable of pinpointing pilot pro-
blem areas in pitch attitude tracking. Unfortu-
nately, the method has one drawback centered on
selecting the appropriate parameters for their
pilot model structure.

The goal of this paper, then. is a better
pilot modelling technique via optimal control
theory, and still conceptually approach the pilot
rating problem in a manner similar to the Neal
and Smith method. This paper is structured such Figure 1 Classical model structure.
that we first review the Neal and Smith method,

This diagram represents a compensatory track-
ing task where the pilot operates an the differ-
ence between the aircraft's attitude and the
commanded attitude. The pilot is modelled as a
simple lc.' :..g filter with a tine delay and gaifl.
The pilori' iole delay (0.3 sec) includes the
effects uf 1'., ptual delays and neuromuscular
lags asi,... with most manual control systems.
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To aid in the coming discussion the following frequency at which the closed-loop phase angle of
terminology should be noted: (2-_) is -90 degrees. Neal and Smith continued the

(1) " is the open-loop transfer function of the C
T icat lsFS interpretation of this phrase by correlating theSaircraft plus FCS. desire "to minimize oscillation" with minimizing

(2) 2 is the open-loop transfer function of the the closed loop resonant peak [c-1 They noted8e aircraft plus FCS plus pilot. € max

(3) a- is the closed-loop transfer function of typically that pilot strategy was a trade-off be-
the aircraft plus FCS plus pilot, which tween striving for acceptable low frequency per-formance and eliminating the accompanying

is related to - by oscillations.

The Neal-Smith investigation concluded that
e "pilot rating is a function of the compensation

S erequired to achieve good low frequency performance
e and the oscillatory tendencies that result." Pilot

ac 1 + i- compensation was taken as

a /Tpls + IN

With the u.ltimate goal of evaluating the pilot and pc ~ T~~
the aircraft engaged in a tracking task, Neal and / - Bw
Smith translated the pilot's objective of tracking
into closed-loop, frequency response specifica- from their pilot model. It is frequently inter-
tions. (see Fig. 2). preted as the pilot's physical and mental work-

load" required.

,Mrt-; f Therefore. the objective of the analysis ws

FPL,';JCY to determine the pilot model parameters (Kp, T

T ) such that the following enumerated performance
p2

0 standards were met

(1) Bandwidth was set at 3.5 rad/sec."I PIT ,'A ,[ COI'P(1SAI05

- 0 (ae/ c ) ?.-90* at a - 3.5

u;i . ar (2) A maximum low-frequency droop of -3dB

eV -3dB for w Bw
C

and the form of the compensation (or the ratio of
TO,, I Tp IT )--ed to a minimum velue of resonant peak

In Figure (3], Neal and Smith correlated
C,0,1^1 tIfE!-L pilot rating with the resulting pilot compensation

I.1 -C

L the

Figure 2 Neal-Smith Analysis 
4 6 1

Clearly. the pilot wants to acquire the tar- 1
get quickly and predictably, with a minimum of
overshoot and oscillation. The analysis inter- '
preted the phrase "To acquire the target quickly a
and oredictably" as meaning the pilot wants to
atta a a certain bandwidth, and below this fre- - A*_.

quency. keep the magnitude of(&.) relatively -. •
€~~V 1141 l e m.

c Ok mWwt lmm-
close to dO. Bandwidth (Ow) is defined as the Figure 3 Neal-nmith results
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and magnitude of resonance peak. The diagram Overall, the results of this analysis were encour-

divides the pilot ratings into the three levels of aging, however, problens inherent to pilot para-
handling qualities meter identification made this method cumbersome.

Cooper-Harper One of the biggest problems centered on band-
Rating width selection. Bandwidth is dependent on task.

flight conditions and how aggressive the pilot

Level 1 1.0 - 3.5 good feels he must be to satisfy the task's objectives.
In their analysis. fNeal and Smith said, *BW ws

Level 2 3.5 - 6.5 fair determined by trying a few values of BW in the
evaluation of a cross-section of configurations

Level 3 6.5 -10.0 poor until the resulting values of 1! 1  correlated

The following transfer function represents the c max
vehicle dynamics of selected aircraft analyzed. qualitatively with pilot comments concerning PIO
(More were evaluated in Ref. 1). tendencies." This fact makes the analysis some-

what impractical as a predictive tool. In addi-
tion, the determination of the pilot representation

KO((,l+)(T.2s+)) has always been difficult. Thus an alternate

- s2 2 method is desird. We will accomplish this via
s 2r.3 s

2  an optimal-control pilot model.
2s+)(-- + S+1)(-2 - s1)

('3 w3 Wsp -sp The Optimal Control Model (OCM)

Parameters classified according to the 
In 1970, Kleinman, Baron and Levinson(2

1

Table 1. published a mathematical model of human response
configuration number are listed Il e using optimal-control and estimation theory. This

optimal-control model (OCM) of the pilot assumes

that the well-trained, well motivated human opera-
tor chooses his control input u subject to human

Conf. l/,[) 1kT 1/12 Wsc~ /. 3  limitations such that the folloting objective
1  2 P function is minimized

A 0.5 1.25 2 2.2/.69 J vE (1i T f ' v + +
18 2.0 5.0 T-o 0

lC 2.0 5.0 16./.75
where g is selected to obtain a chosen neuonuscu-

ID m lar lag time constant TN  The pilot'.. .,3uc is

1E 5.0 expressed as

IF 2.0 p-K X"M

G 0.5p

2A 2.0 5.0 4.91.70 Figure [4] gives a qualitative representation of
the overall pilot model. A detailed discussion of

25 2.0 5.0 16.1.75 the model can be found in Reference (2].

2C 5.0 12.0

20 - - i

2E 12.0 • IWI if. _w v4

2F 5.0

2G 5.0

2H 2.0

21 2.0 16./.75

2J 0.5 16.1.75 [ , L.. 1Z .. YD

3A "+ 9.7/.63 -'"

4A 5.0/.28 +,.
SAI -&'L - -- --5A 5.1/.18 L---- ----

S6C 2.4 3.4/.67 01.," 1-%--:

7C 7.3/.173 so Wi+,I(

SA 16.5/.69 Figure 4 Optimal control model

As a simple review, the pilot model considers
Table I Configuration summary te., pilot's observations i(t), to consist of

delayed state observations corrupted by white
measurement noise, or
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Yt) = C x t-1) + Vp (t-T) (2) The system's representation in a tracking
P P task.

The state estimation is accomplished via a Kalman (3) A definition of the cormnand signal to be
Filter cascaded with a least-mean-square predictor. tracked.
The optimal control gains are determined from the
minimization of the cost function JP, which repre- In this discussion, specific attention wll be

sents the pilots strategy. As stated before, the given to adapting the 0CM transfer functions to
first order lag (r.,s+l) "

1 associated with the the simplified compensatory tracking task model of
pilots neuromotor 'dynamics results naturally from Neal and Smith. But first, the appropriate objec-
including control rate 6p in the cost function Jp. tive function must be selected.

Consider now the minimization of tracking The optimal control model's control input is
error ((c - a) in J as a preview of the following selected to minimize the following objective

c p functionsections. This would result in a control strategy

that would minimize the mean squared value of I T g derror, which can be expressed as Jp E (lim T 0j + u gu t

T - 0op
2.I I I i_ 2 S(.) d.
E =T 0 a c c subject to human limitations. The weighting

matrix, Q = diag [q,. q2, ... qm) 0, where m is
where S01 is the spectral density of the commanded the dimension of the observation vector y; the

c weightings on control and control rate, (scalars
signal. Minimizing the above expression forces in this analysis) r > 0 and g > 0; plus the ele-

the closed-loop frequency response (2-) to tend to ments of must all le determined t quantify the
task.

unity over the frequency range of the command e
witn the lowest bound being attained by the per- Obviously, the most critical parameter is the

tracking error c; the difference between the com-
fect tracker with ea l = OdB and 0 ( ) 0 manded attitude e and the aircraft's attitude 0.

c c c
across all (weighted) frequencies. Thus, the OCM Observation of attitude itself is also required If
can be considered to be "automatically" minimizing the task is one of pursuit rather than compensatofy
the droop and resonance peak of the frequency in nature. (A compensatory task is defined such
response of e/a . More importantly, it will auto- that only error il observed). In addition to £

c and 0, studies UJ have shown that the human con-
matically determine the bandwidth required to troller can also extract rate as well as positlon
achieve the pilot's objective within the abilities from a single display, thereby expanding y we have

of the vehicle!

The realization of the perfect tracker is
unrealistic since it implies an instantaneous
transfer of energy between input and output. But, The next step in quantifying the pilot's con-
a tracker that attempts to be ideal across the trol objective is selecting the cost function
frequency band of the conmmanded Tsnal is realiz- weightings. Fortunately, research has begun to
able. This, in fact, is a product of optimal- shed some light on thec itical task of weight
control theory, the basis for the alternate selection. One study L- attempted to identify
approach. the weighting matrix Q by correlating pilot opin-

ion ratings, the objective cost Jp, and performance
In the terms of Neal-Smith, the pilot is

trying to achieve good low frequency performance statistics with simulation results. The Investi-
(a reasonable bandwidth with a minimum of low gation concluded that over a wide range of track-
frequency droop) plus good high frequency stability ing tasks and flight conditions the following

(1 /vcm as small as possible). This statement weights on c, i and Fstick
cmax

is in fact a frequency domain representation of q 1
the pilot's objective to minimize the error 16 % qFs ' 0

between the commanded attitude and the aircraft's
attitude, would accurately reflect the pilot's control objec-

tives. The weighting, along with zero weighting
In the next sections we will develop and on e and e defines Q and r in the following analy-

apply the optimal control model as an alternate sis. It should be noted that this Q emphasizes
to the "pilot-in-the-loop" analysis of Neal and the pilots primary goal of minimizing error with
Smith. some constraint on how fast the error may fluctu-

ate. To complete the definition of J * the
&_'thesis of the Tracking Task via OCM weightings on control rate must be set.

Three key elements concerning appllcaticn of " The weighting g on the control rate p is
the pilot model must be established: constrained by physiological limits. These limits

(1) The pilot's observations and objective func- are linked with the neuromuscular dynamics assoc-
tion to be minimized. iated with the human controll-, modelled as a
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first order lag. The associated lag time constant
TN is expressed in the context of the pilot (model)
control law, Observation Vector, T = [:, , e, ]

-K - Up + v Objective Function Weights, Q - [16, 1. 0, 0]

For a given set of weights on j and up (r - 0 RF S

usually), adjusting g in the cost function deter- T 0

mines T . Finally, for aggressive control action, Observation Thresholds, Tc -e 0.05 deg.

the low~r limit on TN has been determined to be

near 0.1 seconds, based on experimental, man- T. = Ti = 0.18 deg./sec.
machine data.

The vehicle dynamics to be controlled must be Observation Noise Ratio, = -20 db
represented by the linear time-invariant equations
of motion: Fractional Attention, f1  0.5 all observedvariables

i(t) - Ax(t) + Bu(t) + N(t)
Observation Delay, T - 0.2 sec.

To model the tracking task, the vehicle states Neuromuscular Lag, Y 0.1 sec.
must be augmented with the command signal states. N

The augmented system is structured as follows:
Motor Noise Variances, -25 dB

ic = [A 1 o I 
e

x Control Input, Fs(stick force)

S. 
Avt ehJ cv i x Leh Table 2 Baseline pilot model

l -[ _ . .. cl + To obtain the closed-loop frequency response.

0 j 1we expand the coherent part of the pilot's controlin the frequency domain:

where the vehicle states are defined as x = (e,
u, c, etc.), the command signal states jT [e c Up (s) =HC(s) + Hi(i(s) + e(slos) +
5c, and I indicatesthe identity matrix of H-(s)o(s)

appropriate dimension, where

In our analysis the commanded attitude is j(s) = [H (s). H (s), H,(st• H'(s)]
gener'ted by a second order filter driven with p H

white noise, orr2
is obtained from the relation C2]

ec +  ".25c +  sec = .25w(t) "s * , tdelay

where w - N(O, 64). This commanded signal approxi- 
) 'NS-I exp(s-A)

mates the tracking experiment performed in the
Neal and Smith investigation. The statistics on s-. -I
ec  and c: (sI 'A1 +  b lte  +  sl-A + blIet ]

a2 .l6deg
2  c 2 .4deg

2/sec
2  " 1 CT Vy_ I

indicate a reasonable, yet sufficiently challeng- with te ' Kx 0 pilot gains

ing task to test pitch attitude tracking. Defin-
ing the commanded signal completes the objectives b a col [0, . .O/ N

of this section. Table [2] sunmmarizes the result- N

ing pilot model parameters.
A sytmmtie

The MethodologyB
Th Mtp.dloyA 1 - -... ; system matrices

We turn now to the acquisition of those
parameters required for the analysis technique.
The ability to obtain the pilot's transfer func-

tion matrix H p(J,) and vehicle transfer function and

H (J,d) in the frequency domain from the OCM is
the key to this method. C1 .(C 0] observatio matrix.
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The steady-state estimation error covariance 1is identical to the Neal 'nd Smith's compensatory

that for the Kalwdn Filter, Vy is the covariance tracking model.

associated with the pilot's observation noise, Also, one final difference is to be noted.
and A is defined as In addition to the command process 0c , the motor

A CIO Vy-C noise and observation noises, ignored by Neal andA1  l C y I Smith by not including any pilot remnant, are also

included in the calculation of i(s) of the OCM.
all defined in the OCM modeling approach. The However, this caused no problem in application as
previous expression for the pilot's control input we will see.
may be rewritten as

So now the closed loop frequency response

u (s) = (HCs) + sil(s)), (s)+{g..(s)+sWI(s)),(s) (s = j, ) is reduced to algebraically manipulating
p t the elements of H p(j4), along with the vehicle's

where the bracketed terms are the true transfer Ha(jw)"
functions relating tracking error and attitude One approach to validate the model In ques-
angle to pilot input, respectively. Given the On isptoc th e peldensit esf
aircraft attitude transfer function as tion is to construct the spectral densities of the

system's variables ec' C, up, and e using the

8(s) H (s) u (s) simpler model structure. The area under thea p spectral density is related to the respective mean

and C(s) c(s) - 0(s) , squared value by the relation

the desired closed loop transfer function is a2 I F SX(.)d.
simply ax r~ j0

_j_ Ha (s)[H + sH.) if x is zero mean process. Since 6c' c, up, and

cTs7X(HlsH ) (H+s e are zero mean processes. the above integration
2 2 2o will yield the system variances 0ec2 aE, U

A block diagram of this - transfer function is C u p
and a. . These variances may then be compared to

presented in Figure (5]. their counterparts obtained from the OCM's state
PILIT EICL S Er;1CS covariance matrix. A comparison of the two results

should indicate the agreement between the model-
ling approaches.

S 11 One method of calculating the needed spectral
rF-1 densities, assuming e as the only source (i.e.

-- : ignoring remnant), prbceeds as follows:

S w() a ow

So ( -) = I H(J.)12 S WW

S I - 0 ) I So W
S() c c

Iss()) = Io (ji)12 s ( );S u W- SC W

p p

Figure 5 Model schematic comparison where w 2 is the intensity of the white noise
In the compensatory tracking model used by driving the e process with HI(s) the shapingNeal and Smith, howeverthe inner loop (H0 + lid c)

0  filter's transfer function. Once the spectral

is not considered. The contribution to the densities are evaluated over a sufficient band
pilot's compensation is thereby assumed small. () the integration can be performed numerically
(Since the task was actually one of pursuit, this to obtain the desired variances. A sample of
is clearly an approximation.) If then the pilot these variances and their OCM-derived counterparts
transfer function is taken simply as Hp (s) ' are presented in Table L3].

H + sHl, the approximate closed loop transfer
Surprisinglyc the effect of cancelling the

function is. of course inner attitude loop, and neqlecting the controller
Ha (s) noises made little impact on the system's var-

0(S a. 0 ances here. Thus, the simpler closed-loop
a Is I +H (s76structure is a close approximation to this part of
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Reduced System Actual (OCM) P1J!DU. PILOTIC}

o (deg) 3.943 4.000
c 1o.o

le (deg) 0.824 0.8081

aF (Ibs) 2.289 2.496

o(deg) 3.670 3.840

Table 3 RMS Comparison for configuration 2A

the OCM. Conversely, the OCH's format is now a
valid model for the Neal and Smith's "pilot-In- -- - r-. .-

the-loop" analysis. It remains to identify those O-& to- , 0 10
required parameters deemed critical to pilot WiRAlIS/EC)
vehicle analysis.

Since the Bode characteristics of both the
open-loop OCM pilot and the closed-loop OCM
pilot/vehicle system are available, the following
measures are obtained directly from their frequen-
cy response plots: bandwidth, pilot phase com-
pensation, resonance peak. As an example,
consider Figures (6 and 7], results obtained from
analysis of Neal-Smith's configuration 20. MO rotWu O.

Bandwidth, recall, is defined as the frequen- . .1
cy at which the closed-loop phase () 6/ec is -90,.

Unlike the Neal and Smith study, bandwidth Is
now a variable, dependent on task, vehicle, and
human factors. Clearly, neuromuscular lag TN

effects all four elements of the pilot transfer
vector Ap (s): Hc(s), Hi(s). He(s)', and H6(s).

Although TN's effect on tie pilot's characteris-
tics is self-evident, it is the not-so-self- .0- ..0 • . 10
evident effect on closed-loop bandwidth (speed of 1 -  10"  WRAO0/SECN
response) that is of interest. As tN increases, Or)owiDm

the closed-loop bandwidth decreases. Therefore,
"relaxed" pilot behavior, or large TN- is assoc- Figure 6 Pilot frequency response

iated with a closed-loop system exhibiting slow
response characteristics. Conversely, aggressive where PC corresponds to the Meal and Smith's
pilot behavior, or a low tN' produces a higher interpretation of pilot compensation. For the

bandwidth, producing a more responsive and more purpose of correlation, Neal and Smith could have
aggressive pilot/aircraft combination. Since, included their (constant) effective time delay
then, the minimum TN is usually accepted to be as part of the pilot compensation. And since

their bandwidth was fixed, this would simply
0.1 sec for aggressive tracking, setting this slide the phase compensation scale (see Fig. 3)
value in the OCM determines the maximum achievable lower by a fixed angle for all aircraft configura-
bandwidth for the system. tions.

The second measure is the pilot phase com- The last measure, magnitude of resonance
pensation. The total pilot phase compensation
from the OCM is the phase angle of the pilot's peak, 10-1 is available from the closed-loop Bode
frequency response evaluated at the system band- ac
width frequency (, - Ow). This compensation, plot, and we'll discuss this further below. Hence
nowever, includes the effects of neuromuscular all the quantities are obtainable through the
lag I1N and the perceptual time delay tdelay' OCK modeling process presented in this section.

These effects may be corrected for via the fol- Results
lowing expression

Application of the method to several aircraft
)p W" 4 57.3 t ,+tan( i )  configurations evaluated by Neal and Smith result-
)pc delay O'N573)ed In the bandwidth/pilot rating results shown

w6SW
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" Figure 8 Rults ofnoptima cotrrlaai

inFiu]. Ths rsls eea redo

thitas. Pio oI"t1enina nblt t rqec dop"wt h io' cownnt. h

ir

10 to-, In1 0 to I X0 I V,
1(EM, /sEC' . a --

[IMUllJM Plie M WKN %,,I

t ions 7G System 2 frean inc supo e aFigure 9 Results of optimal control analysis
in Figure [8]. These results reveal a trend of
degraded pilot opinion with decreased closed-loop any excessive resonance in the system. This state-
barndwidth, particularly where w 3 rad/sec in ment is justified by correlating maximu low-
this task. Pilot coments mention an inability to frequency "droop" with the pilots comments. The
track without several PIO problems in configura- cases found to exhibit a lower droop automatically
tions IG, F, 21, and 2G in support of the above had higher error ms value and pilot corets
results. Pilots also complained that these air- indicating some overshoot and PO problems. Thiscraft were "real sleepers", that is, they had "delicate" strategy of avoiding highly damped

laie inital response delays, another indicationne clatin (or P mO's) will always be the results
coinsuffcent bandwidth, obtained from the OCM due to the guaranteedstability of this optimal solution -- or it will

The question of how to expose poor handling always use the "best" aloting strategy. Alter-
when a sufficient bandwidth is present is answered natively, one could argue that PIO's are result
by the results show b n Figure [9] in dech pilot of a sub-optimal piloting strategy. and in prt -
rating is shown to deoend on closed-loop resonance cular, this usually means that the pilot's gainand pilot's phase compensation. With sufficient is too high (above the "Optimal").
closed-loop bandwidth. large time delays of the
initial responses are no longer te problem. The On the hypothesis that the optimal (O(C)
problem. which appears in the rms tracking errors, pilot is sacrificing low frequency performance.
is rooted in the trade between errors due to low- suppose an additional gain is added in the
frequency versus high frequency performance. The "forward path" for xample. to raise the closed-

pilot appears to "back off" and sacrifice low loop droop to try to achieve a higher level of
frequency performance to minimize rint error due to tracking performance. Typically, the droop of the
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configurations analyzed, ranged from -.3 to -1.0 Conclusion
dB. Adjusting the additional forward path gain
to achieve Thus we have shown that the optimal control

model not only provides a viable alternative to

the classic Neal and Smith "pilot-in-the-loop-
-.6 dB for w < Bw analysis", but actually offers some distinct

"c advantages. Among these, the OCM has the capacity
to better represent complex pilot compensation

produced resonant peaks comparable to those In likely to be pretent in the control of high-order
Neal-Smith and therefore exposed those PlO prone dynamics, in contrast to being restricted to only
configurations with this parameter. This procedure lead-lag compensation. Also, use of the OCM

may sound reminiscent of the original approach, reflects more correctly the actual experimental
but only one degree of freedom exists -- that of situation, incorporating important effects of
"DC" gain adjustment. This was accomplished as an human factors in actually modeling the tracking
integral part of the computer-based analysis in task. More importantly, the method eliminates the
the following way. critical task of pre-selectinq important limita-

tions, such as bandwidth, in favor of selecting
1) Scan the magnitude of the closed-loop droop the more fundamental physiological limitations

in min [ - ;o m 
< Bw for "ran (fre- such as neuromotor lag. Finally, the method elim-

q c at tinates the task of graphically determining pilot
€WN quency at the droop) model parameters (K p , T . TP2 ). yet yielding

what is considered a better pilot model.

2) At wmin record the open loop 1 (s) pilot Ackowledgment

frequency response as the complex number
t + 1B This research was supported by NASA Grant

INAG4-1, through the Dryden Flight Research Facility,
3) Find additional pilot gain K to produce Ames Research Center. Mr. Donald T. Berry is

-.6dB droop at wmin technical monitor. This support is gratefully
appreciated.

4) Add K to the open loop frequency response
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Helicopter Handling Qualities Specifications

Status and Plans

David L. Key

Chief, Flight Control Division

Aeromechanics Laboratory

US Army Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM)

The paper provides an assessment of current helicopter specifica-

tions and describes the plans that the US Army AVRADCOM has for a major

effort to develop a new specification providing mission-oriented re-

requirements.

The current specification MIL-H-8501A, Helicopter and Ground

Handling Qualities' is a 1961 revision of a 1952 document. It gave good

guidance in its early years, but by the late 1960's had many obvious

deficiencies. MIL-H-8501A is still used by AEFA, to some extent, as a

yardstick for flight-test evaluation, but for procurement of the UTTAS

and AAH, the Army Aviation Research and Development Command (AVRADCOM)

developed a new set of handling qualities specifications and incorpor-

ated them into the Prime Item Development Specification (PIDS). The

Navy used essentially the same requirements for the LAMPS-III. For the

Army Helicopter Improvement Program (AHIP) the handling quality require-

ments referred to MIL-H-8501A and provided some guidance on control

sensitivity and rate damping.

There have been several formal attempts to revise MIL-H-8501A - a B

version was proposed in 1968 but never developed and adopted. The

V/STOL specification MIL-F-83300 was the culmination of a major effort

by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory under the sponsorship of the Air

Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. It incorporated all the data avail-

able at the time and followed closely the structure and format of the

Presented at AWAL..Joint Flying Qualities/Flight Concrol Symposium, Dayton,

OH, March 1982.
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recently revised specification for conventional aircraft - MIL-F-8785B.

The data and rationale for the requirements were presented in a back-

ground information and users guide (BIUG) which were modeled after the

equivalent BUIG for MIL-F-8785B. MIL-F-83300 attempted tb include

helicopters and, in fact, was adopted for helicopter application by the

USAF. However, the U.S. Navy and Army chose not to adopt it for heli-

copter application. In an attempt to overcome the perceived short-

comings of MIL-F-83300, the Army and Navy jointly sponsored Pacer Sys-

tems, Inc., to draft a revision to MIL-H-8501A. This effort adopted

some of the concepts and structure used in MIL-F-8785B and 83300 and

many of the new requirements were innovative, though they lacked data

for substantiation. The preliminary report of this effort was submitted

in March 1973, it had limited distribution, and was never finally

published.

Experience in previous efforts to revise MIL-H-8501A showed that

the primary obstacle to developing new requirements was a lack of sys-

tematic data from which new criteria could be developed and used for

substantiation. In the last ten years several sources have contributed

towards enlarging this technical data base: significant experience has

been gained in procurement of three Army projects the UTTAS (UH-60A

Blackhawk), the AAR (AH-64 Apache), and the AHIP Near-Term Scout Heli-

copter (NTSH); the Navy has procured the LAMPS III (Seahawk), which is

based on the Blackhawk; experimental research work specifically oriented

at building the flying qualities data base has been underway by the Army

and NASA at the Ames Research Center; significant strides have been made

by the fixed-wing community towards developing techniques for analysis

and understanding of flying qualities, particularly techniques to handle

fly-by-wire digital control systems, and tailored responses for the

integration of flight control and weapon aelivery maneuver exploiting

features such as direct force control. This body of experience will

form a reasonable basis for mounting a major revision effort.
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With this in mind, the Army and Navy have initiated a systematic

effort to develop a new general specification for the handling qualities

of military rotorcraft. The effort will build upon the ideas, tech-

niques and technology developed by the fixed-wing community as well as

utilize the available experience with current helicopter specifications
and V/STOL criteria. The existing data base will be used to the maximum

extent possible, and supplemented by new data obtained under the aus-

pices of this and related projects. Specific programs developing new

data base for this purpose are being performed by the Army Aeromechanics

Laboratory and by NASA at the Ames Research Center and by the Navy at

RADC Warminster. The primary effort of developing the specification

revision will be performed under contract. The RFP has been issued and

a contract award is planned for September 1982.

Rotorcraft to be covered must include conventional single and

tandum-rotor-helicopters and, to the maximum extent possible, high speed

rotorcraft such as compound (e.g., Lockheed AH-56A) and novel configura-

tions such as the Bell XV-15 Tilt Rotor and the Sikorsky Xt-59A ABC.

This is a joint Army/Navy program the resulting specification must

address the mission requirements of both services. The contracted

effort will be directed by the Army Aviation Research and Development

Command (AVRADCOM), technical responsibility being shared between the

Aeromechanics (AL) (Research and Technology Laboratories) and the Di-

rectorate for Development and Qualification (D and Q). Contributions to

the program will also be made by NASA, the USAF and, the FAA, and a

Technical Committee has been formed to coordinate all these inputs.

Contractor efforts will consist of analysis and evaluation. Access

will be provided to Army/Navy (Marine) aviation users for mission task

analysis and possibly flight test and simulation demonstration and

evaluation.

The contracted effort will be divided into two Phases:

Phase 1 will involve developing a specification structure, incorporating
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existing data base/criteria into that structure and defining critical

gap* and possible ways for addressing these Saps.
Phase 2 will extend the effort by finalizing the structure, incorpo-

rating any new data and criteria, and producing a proposed specification

and background document. This will then be distributed for government

and industry review, and the comments will be reworked into a final. HIL-

SPEC and BIUG that can be submitted for adoption.
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SUMMARY COMMENTS

FLYING QUALITIES REVISION
DAVID J. MOORHOUSE

FLIGHT DYNAMICS LABORATORY

These summary comments are taken primarily from the last working

session of the symposium devoted to the flying qualities discussions.

It was chaired by David Moorhouse of the Flight Dynamics Laboratory

and Roger Hoh of Systems Technology, Incorporated.

This last session was devoted to a quick review of the major

differences between the proposed MIL-Standard and MIL-F-8785C. The

intent was to uncover any potential major objections to material in

the Standard or Handbook. The discussion centered on few topics,

as follows.

Format: Sam Craig stated that partitioning of modes complicates

its use as a design guide, e.g. the optimum wsp and T could be

different for the heave and pitch axes. Chick Chalk felt that both

by-axis and by-controller organizations are awkward for conventional

aircraft. He suggested that we should organize the requirements

to facilitate their use for 90% of aircraft, which are conventional.

Tom Cord said that about 20 questionnaires had been received so

far - split about even between MIL-F-8785C and axis formats, with

one suggestion to provide a cross-reference to other formats. As

indicated elsewhere in the proceedings, the final tally includes

votes for the by-controller format as well, but still no clear

preference. Taken with the discussion in other sessions, we

interpret this to indicate that the format is of less importance

than the content and no effort will be expended to reformat the

draft Standard and Handbook.

Levels/Cooper-Harper Scale: John Schuler felt that Level defini-

tions include a landing requirement, while a Cooper-Harper rating

applies only to one specified task. This comment is also related

to the results presented in Schuler's paper elsewhere in the

proceedings. Sam Craig suggested checking the legal consequenses

of use of the Cooper-Harper scale as a requirement. This refers to

a long-standing discussion as to whether a subjective opinion could

form a contractual requirement. Moorhouse pointed out the factors
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that went into the organization of the MIL-F-8785C with both

"Levels of flying qualities" and "Qualitative degrees of suita-

bility" in order to differentiate between numerical design require-
ments and factors that influence pilot rating. In particuler,
the STI proposal is very similar to the original Air Force proposal

for MIL-F-8785C. This proposal received a lot more objections

at the 1978 symposium that the current proposal is apparently

generating.
Pitch Response to Pitch Controller: Bill Rickard stated the need

for more options, especially the Neal-Smith criterion. Ed Rynaski
suggested the need for a time domain criterion since he felt that

most airplanes are designed to one. Sam Craig stated that all

forms of requirement are related, ideally, and suggested including
a discussion showing their equivalence. It is noted that all these

comments reflect the direction that we are taking - the Handbook
was intended to present alternative criteria stressing the similar-

ities rather than any competing aspects.

PIO Requirements: John Gibson, Randy Bailey and Chick Chalk all

expressed doubt about Ralph Smith's PIO requirement, stating

that it has correlated PIOs in the past (especially for the LAHOS
configurations). Bill Rickard considered the criterion OK for

design guidance, but a qualitative requirement was preferred. Dave

Bischoff said that the Navy did not want a quantitative PIO cri-

terion. These comments are in line with MIL-F-8785C, where the
requirement is qualitative but the numerical criterion is discussed

in the Background Information and User Guide.
Control Forces/Deflections: Bill Rickard suggested developing a

requirement on minimum force to reach nL (there is only an indirect
requirement noV, through Fs/n). John Gibson stated that the

British specification used to specify force to reach nL but now

used F s/n as in MIL-F-8785C.

Lateral/Directional Requirements: There were no comments.

Departures/Spins: Ed Rynaski suggested the need to address control

power more. Roger Burton stated that'the F-18 is an example of a

very maneuverable, departure-resistant airplane. NASA has also

developed an F-14 FCS for similar results. He also stated that

many Navy airplanes are lost due to asymmetric thrust and believes
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it has more severe consequences than whatever the pilot does.

Atmospheric Disturbances: Sam Craig stated that wind shear require-

ments can have a big influence on design. He cited a trainer

design that failed the Navy specification on one-engine-out climb

because of drag. Bill Rickard stated that transport designers would

ignore wind shear requirements assuming the pilot would always go

around (even though this certainly does not happen in commercial

airline operations). Both of these comments seem to indicate the

need to enforce the requirements, rather than the reverse. Ed

Rynaski stated that the intent of the requirement looks useful,

i.e. study a corner of the flight envelope and expose critical

areas. This last comment does reflect our philosophy with MIL-F-

8785C - use the disturbance requirements to identify critical

failures and critical flight conditions. Dave Schmidt added that

there is a need to add task and performance definitions as well.

This discussion (taken as a whole with discussions in other

sessions) indicated that the draft NIL-Standard and Handbook does

not contain anything that is completely unacceptable. There were

many personal opinions stated, but also the feeling that the

development of the material from MIL-F-8785C is reasonable, in

general. We have every expectation, therefore, that when the NIL-

Standard is finalized, it will be used, misused, abused and ignored

in the same way that the previous documents have been.
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Evard H. Flinn, Branch Chief
Control Syst:es Development Branch

Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

In our sessions we had concerning MIL-F-9490, basically, we covered

several topics and had good discussions on many of them. I think our areas

of concern were very similar to what was discussed in the MIL-F-8785 workshops.

Trying to summarize any one topic and gain a consensus was next to impossible

because many different ideas and thoughts surfaced.

Generally, the MIL-Prime format is accepted as far as MIL-F-9490D is

concerned. The biggest concern was over the loss of critical detail design

item and we tossed this issue around substantially. They'll appear in an

appendix to the Handbook, but that appendix will be limited as far as time

goes. These items could eventually disappear so we looked at some other way

to get these item incorporated so that people could use them. Maybe the

design handbooks would be a useful location. However, no definitive conclu-

sions were reached.
The next area was the concern over present dated material which really

wouldn't address anything in a future system. How are we going to include

that in the specification? Again, this is a concern expressed and we in the

Air Force will take it under advisement and see how we can get it incorporated.

Personally, I feel that this is an excellent document to put new technology

out and get it into the transition process.

We couldn't arrive at any consensus on combining the flying qualities

with the flight control specification as far as the flight control system
coumity ifs concerned, I think 'nost of us felt that we still need both

Specifications, though different in character, and we'll leave it at that

point. It was felt, howevr, that the flight control system specification

could beacom a tr-service specification. The Air Force has MIL-F-9490, the

Navy has their specification, and are trying to revise it after about 15 years

since it was issued. The Army needs to go back and see if it wants to put

the rotary wing details into MIL-F-9490. There are a lot of things in 9490

which apply to rotary wing aircraft as opposed to "fixed-wing" aircraft; no

wing is 100% fixed anymore. We'll have to discuss this. I feel that this

suomer the Services will get together and take a look at this issue. I think

from the Air Force/Navy standpoint, we could ombdine the specifications to-

gether pretty easily and make it a lot easier for us to keep the combined
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document up to date. If we had all three services behind us, we could

probably use that weight to go up the chain and get the necessary funding

to keep this a more active document than we have in the past.

The next area was the "lessons learned" area. I think most people,

when they first hear about this area, picture it as trying to document all

the horror stories and all the problem. There may be a problem doing that,

but ny an view on this matter is that we need to think positive. We need

to look at all the good things and try to put as nuch of that together as

deals with lessons learned across the board. There is an Air Force Regulation

that governs the information and they now have a data base that has all this

information in it. So, when you want to get lessons learned, just write to

AFALD/PTL, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio and request the lessons learned for

your particular subject area and they'll send the information they have.

This applies to industry requests as well as military requests. We in the
Control System Development Branch are going to go down soon and try to

get a nuch better interface with them established so that we can at lease

make sure that the lessons learned in the Flight Control Systems area get

transitioned into their data base and are then accessible. I think that

this specification (the draft) will be a useful tool to help accomplish this.

Updating the specification. The big thing here is that we need to be

more consistent then we have been in the past. I really don't see any problem

in conducting research ained at trying to improve the specification. The

L beggest problem we've always had in the past is trying to get the funding

for doing the actual specification work and getting the manpowoer set aside

to do it. We're always faced with people setting priorities on us and it
turns out this work is a pretty low priority in the minds of sce of the

research managers in the Laboratory Structure, the Air Force System Command

Structure and the Air Force in general. I think the other services face

the same thing. If all the services can get together, we may be able to be

a little bit more active in this area. Hopefully, the products division

people can lend some emphasis to the research community with regard to

the inportance of keeping specification work active. I 'm not sure the

Laboratory managenmt understands this fully yet.

We discussed the organization of the material in the specification and
there was some concern ovr it. We've taken down those details and will work
those problems. I nentioned the rotary wing problem and I think that when

we talk with Dave Key and the other AnV people, this can be worked. It's
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just going to take some time and we are planning to start on it this summer.

A general conclusion has been that the specification has had very little

effect on some contractors. They deal with the prime contractors and this

specification is between the procuring activity and the prime contractor.

Still, I think that this has been a very productive meeting. Just getting

together the flight control systems people and the flying qualities people,

having them sit down and listen to each other and start cmmunicating is a

nmumental effort. I don't really ever remnber having a session like this

before where we've brought all of these comminities together. In gereral,

it was either the 9490 crummty or the 8785 people but not a mix. I would

like to see this activity continue. I don't believe the conferences need

to be institutionalized, but they should continue on a fairly frequent basis.

I think that it is very inportant to have this type of interaction if

we are going to make these documents usable from both the Air Force stand-

point and the standpoint of the contractor. They have to be living docu ents.

They can't be done, put on the shelf and forgotten. My own philosophy is

that these specifications are the primary transition tools of technology

from the laboratories into the product divisions which buy new hardqare

for the services. The laboratories are constantly being pushed to be

innovative and go way out in the future. Yet the details of today's problems

keep coming back and we have to put enphasis on that. It appears to me now

that today's problems are overwhelming, especially when looking at the

resources that we have to look out in the future.

My history points out that when I look at the research that is going on,

it takes about 15 years from the time when we first start doing research

in a particular area until you see something get into a product that is

being fielded. That's an awfully long time. If you keep the activity going

that you have to market, at least in the research laboratory area, it would

help. Characteristically, we have not been good marketers, so we have had

a lot of stops and starts. My career has been primarily an aerodynamic

background associated with STOL and VSTOL since about 1953 and it's been

starting and stopping all along the way. VSTOL comes up and people get hot

about it. It goes on for about 4 or 5 years and then it cools off and sML-

thing else bec.es hot. As a consequence, I think we can see the inpact on

at least the specifications. It is only during the time period when the

activity was real high that we had any work dme. Sometimes it got incorporated,
sometimes it didn't. And when the work died off, well the work in the
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secificatio died off too. It was just stagneted at that point. 71Ie n

gt~ w11 Oc1ms on to deelap a roW waPo system is Strxk with how far the

specificatin was dewlCaed. I think it is up to us to try to take and

keep the activity a little mrie constant. We need to try to oyercm the

yo-yO effect that YOU see in the fuMding and eoqhasis whid we'e had in

the past.
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FLYING QUALITIES
SUMMARY COMMENTS
Ronald 0. Anderson

Control Dynamics Branch
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

The following is a slightly edited transcript of a verbal summary
that was presented on a semi-impromptu basis at the workshop.

I've been asked to provide a general summary of the flying

qualities aspects of the workshop. After three and a half days,

to summarize it all in a few words is not easy. Figure 1 contains

a general outline of my summary. It will have a heavy personal

bias, I'm sure, but hopefully will represent the general tone of

the workshop.

As far as the specification going to a Standard form, I

think from the flying qualities standpoint, that the format per se

had some opposition. Ray Siewert, as you remember, said that he

wasn't too fond of the Standard-Handbook combination and expressed

this in a comment about 25 pages of specifications on "white shorts."

He stated that the Handbook could become a huge compendium, getting

ever bigger and ever bigger to cover all situations. As a result

we might have a nightmare. This camte up a little bit this morning.

I don't know whether Roger Hoh recognized it or not, but he said,

"We can throw in some alternates, whichever ones we want. We just

toss them in and let somebody else pick them out of the Handbook."

I think that is exactly what Ray was concerned about. Therefore,

as a warning, I think we have to consider this possibility as we

are conducting the second round of revisions and evaluation. Maybe

industry should give this some serious thought also.

From another iegative side, our ASD friends tell me that the

Standard-Handbook format forces them into the position of picking

the right values out of the Handbook for a specific research and

development package. Now normally that's great if they have a

year and a half or so to do it. In some cases they do; the CX is

a good case in point. But many times they're told to "do it this

afternoon .or such-and-such a mission." In turn, many times they

have to hand the job to a relatively junior engineer, and he's got
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to take it from there. In fact, this happens to be one of the

reasons why the current specification, MIL-F-8785C, has ALL blanks

filled in. I argued vigorously, back in the "B" days, not to fill

in some of the "blanks", but rather to leave them up to the

procuring agency. I was more or less shot down with heavy inputs

from ASD, which I respect for just the above reasons. So, in

reality, we may have two Standards. One Standard, which has the

values already filled in, will be for quick reaction. Warning:

it could be 8785C!

During the proposed format discussions, on an axis-by-axis

basis, I didn't catch anything super serious. It sounded to me

like the problems that were brouaht un are those of deficiencies

in 8785C and not necessarily deficiencies in the revision per se.

I heard several comments that people felt STI did a good job, for

the most Dart, in putting it together.

The next item "Problems," (Figure 1) is the topic that had

the most activity and it's not related to today's specification.

It is related to the specifications of the future. The first of

these was the problem of higher-order systems which is a popular

subject to kick around. In fact, things finally got to the point

where Dave Moorhouse said, "We won't talk about equivalent systems

anymore as a flvinq qualities topic and that's the end of that."

Ed Rynaski made the point, "Why do we have higher-order systems

in the first place?". That was a good one and should be the

practice here. I'll talk about that a little bit more later on.

But, number one is to get rid of the high-order effects. In

fact, if you love optimal control theory, you can prove that a

lower-order system gives better dynamic performance tendencies

with just about any performance index you pick. So why high-order?

However, if the system has to be high-order, then the question is

how to handle the situation and equivalent systems are, of course,

the method most discussed. I think that you have to put a little

historic perspective on this also. Our good o1' specification is

based on airplanes flying like Orville and Wilbur's, and of course

the new ones don't. So the equivalent systems approach is simply

a way of trying to use our old data base and extrapolate it to

new airplanes. As also brought out by John Hodgkinson, it was

also a quick way to point out some of the problems that we see
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with our modern systems. One sideline aspect that I didn't know

before the workshop. It turns out that John Hodgkinson sells his

McFits to everybody but he really has good, better and best programs

just like Sears Roebuck. However, only the *best" one works.

Another approach is to look at a step response which is, I

guess, epitomized by C*. If you go back to C*, the original report

by Tobie from Boeing said "Boy wouldn't it be great if we had

something like this", and everybody picked it up and used it.

The Cooper ratings came to us the same way, incidentally. There

has been some successes in this area and some failures. Colonel

Moore, whom you've heard before, headed our AFTI office before

he went to Washington. When he left I gave him a badge that

said "AFTI is a C*C*V". That was because AFTI was partially

evaluated using C* even though the flying qualities people don't

like it very well.

Another approach to the higher order problem is pilot modeling.

This morning we covered it a little in the pilot modeling applica-

tion area. It is unfortunate but we seem to spend a great deal

of time picking on one form or another of the pilot models when

they are basically the same. It turns out that it's the similarities

that you really ought to think about, and not the differences.

That goes for Neal-Smith, the crossover models, the optimal

control model you heard about today (Dave Schmidt is getting

close -- paper pilot will ride again). The point is, basically,

they're all a family of the same thing and we do a great deal

of nit-picking, I'm afraid. To the casual observer, and I think

this was also brought out by Ed Rynaski, it sounds like there is

more confusion in the local community than anywhere else. Well,

it turns out, that's just from watching a group of people very

much involved in that field have at it. About two or three years
ago, at an AIAA meeting, I spent one whole day listening to the

parameter identification people. When I got out of there, I

said to myself "Forqet iti" So the same thing holds. In short we

have to qet our act in order in terms of similarities and not

differences.
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The bottom line to all of the above is why not all of the
above? There are are a bunch of different ways to skin a cat,
and we talked about that just briefly this morning. But I think

the nicest example was John Gibson's presentation yesterday when,
on one figure, he showed us a number of criteria and how they fit

together. I think that's really what we're talking about. Dave

Moorhouse has said the same words in terms of intent -- "don't
play with the numbers. Get at what you're really trvini to do."
And I think we all need some iabbinq in that direction.

As far as multiole approaches, I certainly won't recommend

anybody use just the stochastic representation of gusts and forget
the discrete, especially if you're applying that type of thing

to terrain-following. The stochastic approach will handle the

up-and-down terrain, but it sure doesn't recognize a water tower.
I think of some of Ray Siewert's comments on the same point.
Remember when he said, "Judgement -- judgement is the bottom line?"

I think many are saying the same thing - put it all together and
keep it as simple as we can.

Our next problem area was disturbances, and I'm not going to
get into this in any great depth at all. We've had probably more

discussion and arguments on the disturbance section of the specifi-

cation, both the C and the B version, than any other area. One

thought came to me last night as I was trying to put some of this

summary together. I don't know if the disturbance problem is due

to a lack of data or a problem of a firm definition of required

task performance. I'll let that one sink in for a little while,
because I think this may be the case where the performance aspects

are really starting to catch up with us, and we are not ready for

it like we should be.

The next problem I brought up, and even though it still

doesn't seem to bother anybody but me, T'll bring it up again.

The problem is the application, or misapplication, of the Level

concept in the specification. For example, you heard about the
F-IS from Bob Kisslinger. It was designed by intent so that the
unaugmented aircraft would meet Level 2. The result was a fair

amount of complexity in the control system. on the other hand,
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with the B-i, as Carl Crothers mentioned it in his ride control

paper, the assumption was made that it would be Level 1 with

all systems operating. With everythinq out, it will be Level 3.

I don't know if they have every had "everything out" and been

down to Level 3, but I hope not! The data in the specification
are essentially partial derivatives. That is, everything "good"

but one parameter. With .everything at Level 3, I don't know what

you've got. Be careful with this one.

The next problem (Figure 1) is a very interesting one indeed.
That's the challenge that MIL-F-8785 is not task, performance, or

mission-oriented. Well, like many challenges, this one has no

single answer. The challenge is wrong to a certain extent. Colonel

Moore brought the subject up initially in respect to overall

weapon system performance. Pilot opinion rating is the heart of

the specification. However, the specification doesn't handle this
directly and pilot opinion rating is very much task-dependent.

So we are talking about very specific tasks and very specific

performance associated with those tasks. But we, the flying

qualities community, have trouble remembering that once in a while,
and I'll say more about that later. Mission flight phases are

defined (e.g. Category B, C) in the specification, again very much

task - and mission-dependent.

Finally, what constitutes a good system from a control

standpoint? From a pilot modeling-like approach many, many

requirements in the specification are really closed-loop-oriented

and that means performance-oriented in terms of minimum RMS

tracking error, etc. So in terms of both basic control theory and

performance measures (that's all the way from rise time to whatever)

it's all in there. But it's not in there very explicitly. So in

some respects, that challenge is wrong.

In some respects, that challenge is "maybe." For example,

Ray Siewert asked the question, "Do we have the criteria to handle

the six-degree-of-freedom mode-type operation?" Well, the answer

is "maybe." We did finish a contract with STI and the report is
out. In fact, a part of the bandwidth activity came from that

effort. Their work showed that if you again define the task

(which is pipper error to stick deflection, for example, not pitch,
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not attitude, not angle-of-attack), to keep the sight on the target

and make the effective dynamics K/s-like, you probably have a

good airplane. But again, you have to define the task, and I

really think we need more data in this area. Maybe our AFTI

airplane will provide some. AFTI, unfortunately, does not have the

flexibility of a variable stability airplane to do the kinds of

things I'd like to have done. So in some respects the challenae

is "maybe."

In many other respects, I think the challenge is "right."

For example, take "super-augmented" aircraft (I think McRuer

coined that word). An example of super-augmented is the forward

swept wing aircraft with a 35% static instability. I still don't

know exactly what is going to happen with that beast, but it's

a whole new region for us and there are some strange dynamic modes

with this aircraft, and I'm not sure that we are ready to handle

them. But you can carry this problem across to STOL, reduced

radar cross-section aircraft, that were mentioned this morning,etc.

I don't think we've prepared in this area at all. Also, what about

semi-automatic-type modes? Bob Kisslinqer mentioned this problem

to me, and it's a qood one in the IFFC. Here's the case where the

pilot handles the low frequency activities in closed-loop fashion,

and the high-frequency activities are taken over by the airplane.

What do we do as far as -8785 "X" is concerned for this one?

I don't know. There's a whole family of these problems in terms of

night-all-weather, incidently. When TAC decided to fly a two-seat

A-10, the SPO came to us and said, "OK, we are going to fly at

night with an A-10. We're going to do everything that we do during

the day. What do we do to the flying qualities specification to

take care of this situation." And of course our response was,

"Damned if I know."

Other sub-systems were mentioned in several cases. Colonel

Moore and Jerry Lockenour, both made a hard point that when we

talk about dynamics, we ought to be thinking a little bigger.

Maybe the dynamics in the equivalent systems, or however else you

want to play it, should include the fire control system, the

propulsion system, and the flight control system. If we can do it
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(apply equivalent systems) on one, I think we can do it on all.

I think that theme was a good one and we should listen to it.

But there's other systems involved. We mentioned fire control

and propulsion. I guess we should also consider a category of
"other important aspects" (which gets back to Sam Craig's wings).

When all is said and done, maybe a little stability and control in

all of this, and a little preliminary design at an early date are

pretty nice things to have! Finally, probability of kill is the

name of the game for sales these days in the Department of Defense.

I don't think we're doing a very good job of "sales" in this

respect at all.

A feedback comment from Jack McAllister concerned yesterday's
challenge of preliminary design aspects of flight control. That

is, we're not doing it very well. One of his comments was that he

knows some of the operations analysis people already assume

the flight control per se is perfect. Of course the simplest

example is the point mass consideration of the vehicle for air-to-

air, anqle-of-attack analysis, etc. So we are already logged in

as "perfect." The bottom line of all this, in the area of perfor-

mance orientation, 1,s education and sales. The people in flying

qualities who are reall_ intimate with the area have to get across

to everyone else exactly what is in the specification and what's

not.

This brings us to the next point, and that's the -8785/9490

relationship. The general consensus of opinion in the groups

that I have been in, was that puttingr the specifications toqether

(i.e. stapling them together with a great big staple) is, "Who

cares?!" No further comment is needed in this regard.

What is interesting, though, is an apparent communication

problem and that was brought up pretty well by both flying quality

people and control system types. In fact if was mentioned a couple

of times already this morning that everybody in this room is a flight

control person so our division into flying qualities and flight

control is really wrong in the first place. This triggered back on

some comments that were made yesterday in terms of the deficien-

cies in current aircraft. There are two points to this. One, I

don't think that we want to stand around and slash our wrists

about how bad things are with existing airplanes because they are
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not all that bad. We've really made some big strides in flight
control in the past few years and we've got some good airplanes.

on the other hand, in respect to the experts that we have here,
I think that we are all dedicated to locating problems and solving

them, to produce the best aircraft we can. The bad news side

is that those problems do exist. An open challenge came to the

f lying qualities discipline from the flight control system people.

It was a coffee break comment to the people who have indicated

that there are problems with existing systems. In short, the flight

control gang would like to know what they are. They were very

up-tight about the whole thing. So that's telling me something

very dramatic, and that is that we're not talking to each other.

What we as flying qualities people think we know is not known, in

a practical way,.by the hardware guys and vice versa. So this

supports Ev Flinn's comment and adds an even more important reason,

in my mind, to have all of us get together with more of these types
of meetings. You may want to comment further on thi's later on.

Communications seem to be the "biggee" in this area. As for

some quick examples, I already mentioned the comments that 8785

was not mission-oriented. I said that was wrong, and the myth is

partly my fault. On the other side of the fence, we heard some

words from the flying qualities people saying that digital, by

definition, is "damn-digital", but we also heard several times that

this is not true. In fact, system time delays are not due to "digital

aspects", but rather to higher-order effects and I'm not sure

where they come from.

In regard to more joint activity, it was suggested last night

that a "joint math model" may be of value -- something that would

be put together by the hardware as well as the flying qualities

community and could be used for the design of systems. We actually

tried that some years back with a contract with Honeywell. We

cam up with what turns out to be a meat grinder-like approach

that led to synthesizing control systems that give you good flying

qualities. it's been used by Honeywell ever since. Bob Woodcock

has the document over there. We're selling these for a buck and a

half, John Hodgkinuon, if you want one. We can take a look at

that again. When was that, Bob, about ten years ago? (February, 1972)
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So my memory is not too bad. So if anyone wants to take a look at

it, there it is. One thing, however, it did not have higher-order

effects. It was airplanes flying like airplanes. As a result, it

may not have been picked up, since there were other ways to look

at these systems.

Another suggestion which is now becoming obvious to me. Ev

Flinn doesn't know this but he'll help pay for this next suggestion,

so we're open for ideas. "Why did we get to where we are?" Given

that there are some flying qualities deficiencies in some of our

modern aircraft, how did they get there? We heard everybody yester-

day talking about prefilters. In fact, years ago I remember the

Navy finding a prefilter in their F-8 airplane which implies some-

body lost the thing. Why do we have prefilters? Why do we have

these higher-order effects? Back to Ed Rynaski -- why are those

things there in the first place? I, for one, don't know! I got

involved in our AFTI-F-16, which has a prefilter that had a quarter

of a radian break and said, "Miy God, what are you doing?" Later on,

it came back that we gave you the wrong information. That's

supposed to be 4 radians (one over t versus t kind of thing).

I don't know. There is a challenge for people looking for money.

I think we need a joint look at the user/buyer/seller combi-

nation a little bit heavier. I don't know if there is any more we

can do in the 8785 area. We have sponsored workshops, etc, aimed

at bringing the flying qualities community together, and this has

been going on for years. I hope it's a big help. I think the flying

qualities community has attempted to contribute data to the pool

hoping they will get back more than they put in. I'm very grateful

for that. I think we have had a very good relationship with all

of them. I'm not too sure that's happened heavily in the 9490 area.

Maybe that's because of the basic hardware nature.

Which leads to one quick story. On December 6th, 1941, there

was a paper presented at a conference the day before Pearl Harbor

and it described a new control system called "Pre-act." Pre-act

was a patented devrice,and some results were shown on how wonderful

this system was in certain cases, for certain particular control

elements. It was also shown how utterly terrible it was in other

situations. It turns out that Pre-act was rate feedback around an
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attitude control loop. That was patented in 1941. But the inter-

esting part is, one of the authors of that paper was Nichols, of

James, Nichols and Phillips, authors of a famous book after the war.

His name remains on the "Nichols charts" which we've been talking

about all through the workshop. So the hardware/analysis side can

be bridged. Maybe that patentable aspect (i.e. that the hardware

is sellable) means the hardware side will always play their cards

close to the table. I don't know.

Quickly, on the nitty-gritty aspect. I don't have much.

I just want to give a couple warnings there again. Back to the

flying qualities people. Don't forget history. I was very pleased,

again with John Gibson. He went back as far as Ian Hall. There's

a lot back there; let's use it. Secondly, don't forget the task

aspect. Boy, we preach the Cooper-Harper ratings and task-dependency

and yet we get up there in the air and do dumb things that have no

relation to task at all. In fact, for Dave Key's benefit and 83300.

another quick story. I got involved in the 83300 committee when the

Army, Navy and the Air Force got together and sat around the table

with the final document in front of them and voted as to whether it

should apply to helicopters. Just think about that. Now that's

flat task- dependency!

Overall, that's the summary. I've tried to give credit where

credit is due. If I've missed a few people and their comments, I'm

sorry. The bottom line of it all, I think its been a great workshop.

Maybe we can talk about some of the joint activities a little more

this afternoon. As far as 8785 goes and the new format, STI has

done a good job. We welcome any further comments you may have.
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The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory has organized a symposium entitled

"Design Criteria for the Future of Flight Controls". The symposium was con-

ducted to offer government agencies, contractors, industry personnel, foreign

government representatives and Flight Dynamics personal a forum for the

iiscussion of new formats of the Military Specification for the flying

qualities of piloted airplanes and of the Air Force flight controls specifi-

cation.

The existing specification MIL-F-8785 C for flying qualities has been reformatted

under contract by Systems Technology Inc. and McDonnell Aircraft Co into a

proposed MIL STANDARD and a MIL HANDBOOK for Handling Qualities of Piloted

Airplanes.

Likewise the existing specification MIL-F-9490 D for flight controls has been

revised under contract by the Northrop Corporation.

The reason for a joint symposium was to promote exchange of views between

individuals representing the flying qualities community and the flight controls

community which is important ,considering the implication of the characteristics

of flight control systems on the handling qualities of many current and
certainly of most future aircraft designs.

NLR has carried out a great deal of work in this area and the invitation to

attend the symposium was therefore appreciated very much. Mr. M.F.C. van Gool

has attended the symposium and he has presented an informal paper in the

flying qualities workshop under the title "Failures in Advanced Flight

Control Systems".

The NLR participation in the workshop was sponsored partly by the United States

Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFSC).

2 ORGANIZATION

A large number of organizations responded to the invitation resulting in a

participant list of 200 individuals. (See Appendix 1).

The European participation was limited to England (British Aerospace), Germany

(DFVLR) and the Netherlands (N R).
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The symposium was organized in the form of joint sessions in which formal

papers were presented directed at subjects related to both flying qualities-

and flight control systems spec.revisions. In addition workshops

were held, mostly seperately for flying qualities and flight controls, in

which more informal presentations were given and more time was reserved for

discussion.

This set-up proved to be very efficient, the formal and informal papers in

many cases raised controversial issues that could be discussed extensively

in the workshops.

Being interested mostly in the flying qualities spec. revision, the NLR

representative has concentrated on the Flying Qualities workshop sessions

which implicates that the discussion in the separate Flight Controls workshop

is not covered in this memorandum and only the final conclusions,as presented

in the joint meeting on the last day,are presented.

The presentations and a summary of the discussions will be published by the

Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory within a reasonable period of time.

3 FORMAL PRESENTATIONS

3.1 Specification revision and validation

New directions in flight control requirements

Merle Hewett, Northrop Corporation

An overview of the proposed MIL-STANDARD and HANDBOOK

Roger Hoh, Systems Technology, Inc.

An assessment of military flying qualities: A look at design criteria for

the future .

Stanley G. Fuller, Captain, USAF, Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Flight control to satisfy flying qualities

Edward Rynaski, Calspan Advanced Research Center

The authors of the proposed revisions (M. Hewett and R. Hoh ) explained the

nature of the change of the existing specifications MIL-F-9490 D and MIL-F7T85C
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into the format of a STAIDARD, containing the specificatiors with blanks at

positiors where contractors are supposed to fill in numbers for a specific

airplane/flight control system design, and an accompanying HANDBOOK, containing

background information to be used as guidance for selecting the numbers

for the blanks.

The proposed STANDARD for flight controls basically uses the same sections

as IL-F-9490D. The proposed STANDARD for Flying Qualities has a different

organization than MIL-F-8785C in that specifications are presented by axis

rather than by control mode.

In both cases one of the reasons for the revision is that the specifications

become more simple to use and that they should give design guidance for

highly augmented aircraft. Both authors of the proposed revisions made it

clear that the information they would get out of this symposium would be

incorporated where appropriate in the final documents.

S. Fuller, as Air Force representative, indicated that he had high expectations

of the results of this symposium. He urged the participants to see the criteria

as complementary rather than competitive. An Air Force initiated handling

qualities evaluation program will be started for criteria evaluation in the

near future.

E. Rynasky urged control system designers to avoid increasing the system order

and to place poles and zeros directly linked to the flying qualities criteria.

In his views time domain parameter identification is preferable over frequency

domain identification because transport lags are better defined and in his

opinion the equivalent systems approach,which is defined in the frequency domain,

is not the final solution.

3.2 High technology interface with the specifications

Equivalent systems criteria for the MIL-STANDARD

John Hodgkinson, McDonnell Aircraft Company

How design criteria have caused poor flying qualities for landing - C* and

pitch rate envelope criteria applied to the space shuttle

Charles R. Chalk, Calspan Advanced Research Center
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Guidance for use of equivalent systems with MIL-F-8785C

Thomas A. Gentry, Flight Dynamics Laboratory

New flying qualities criteria for relaxed static stability

John Schuler, Boeing Military Airplane Company

Correlation of longitudinal flying quality criteria

Dave Bischoff, Naval Air Development Center

Experience in applying lateral-directional equivalent systems

Bob Palmer, Naval Air Development Center

Dave Bischoff, Naval Air Development Center

A large part of the papers and the following discussions were directed at the

use of criteria for so called "equivalent systems" which are low-order

approximations of high-order systems.

The concept is generally accepted now.

J. Hodgkinson, the originator of the idea, proposed a number of refinements

that may even increase the validity. The discussions concentrated on the need

to free or fix the numerator parameter of the low-order pitch rate transfer

function in the matching proces. No consensus could be reached, indications

are that when simultaneously fitting the pitch rate and normal acceleration

transfer functions, both methods lead to the same results.

C. Chalk showed that in the Space Shuttle design the wish to reduce pitch rate

overshoot,as required by criteria using the pitch rate response and the C*

response,caused time delays that resulted in handling qualities problems.

T. Gentry indicated that in applying the equivalent systems approach it is

important to exclude the phugoid mode from the computation by selecting the

lover bound of the frequency region of fit at an appropriate value. He

emphasi zed that it is important to take into account all filters (even the

structual filters) when determining the equivalent system.

J. Schuler reported an investigation on relaxed static stability that is of

the utmost importance for the design of the current handling qualities

experiments on the NLR flight simulator. It indicated that in unstable
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aircraft time to double pitch attitude is not the dominant parameter for

handling qualities, and that the relative position of the other roots are

equally important. A copy of the paper was obtained and the author promised

to send NL? an extended version of the paper shortly.

D. Bischoff compared the criteria for equivalent systems and bandwidth for the

F-14 pitch response in category A flight phases. He indicated once again that

fixing or freeing the numerator parameter leads to a different value ofna
and thus to a different value of the control anticipation paramneter (CAP).

Using a modified definition of CAP,he shoved that there are inconsistencies in

the boundaries defined in the proposed handbook.

B. Palmer used the equivalent systems approach to compare the handling qualities

of the A-6 with a stability augmentation system on and off. By simultaneously

matching the 0 and 0 transfer functions it was possible to get good results,

however, it proved to be necessary to fix parameters and he indicated a need

for further research in this area.

3.3 Flight testing and related experience

Lateral-directional flying qualities of highly augmented fighter aircraft

Rogers Smith, Calspan Advanced Research Center

In-flight investigation of large airplane flying qualities for approach and

landing

Charles R. Chalk, Calspan Advanced Research Center

F-18 Flight control system development and test and equivalent systems analysis

Roger Burton, Naval Air Training Command

James Vincent, Systems Control Technology, Inc.

Impact of military specifications on design of the F-15 flight control system

Bob Kisslinger. McDonnell Aircraft Company

Application of MIL-F-8785C in development and flight test of a pitch augmentation

system for a relaxed stability L-1011

Jerry Rising, Lockheed-California Company
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R. Bailey represented R. Smith in a presentation of the LATHOS (Lateral

High-Order Systems) program on the USAF/Calspan variable stability NT33.

Parameters varied included roll mode time constant, roll control authority

and roll time delay. The task consisted of tracking, air refuelling, approach

and landing and HUD tracking of heading and bank angle.

The results indicate that the sensitivity for time delays was the lowest when

roll mode time constant was close to 0.6s. For very low values of roll mode

time constant a phenomenondescribed as roll ratcheting (low amplitude high

frequency pilot induced oscillation) was observed. A full report on these

experiments will be published shortly.

C. Chalk presented a report on the large &rplane flying qualities experiments

performed in the USAF/Calspan Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS) shortly before

the NLR experiments were carried out on this aircraft.

In this investigation a statically unstable million pound airplane was

simulated and parameters varied included:

- level of augmentation using pitch rate or angle of attack feedback

- pilot location relative to the center of gravity

- lags and time delays in the comand path

The results indicated that low equivalent short period frequencies and relatively

long time delays can be tolerated . In analyzing the ratings for pilot position

shift, the altitude loop bandwidth showed good correlation with pilot opinion.

A complete preliminary report of these experiments, which are of very high

importance for the NLR investigations in this area, was obtained through AFFDL.

A report on the development of the F-18 flight control system was given by

R. Burton.

This digital full-authority fly-by-wire system has gone through a number of

stages and they succeeded in getting equivalent time delays to very low levels

of O.05s.

The system identification is carried out in the time domain and an equivalent

system is determined. Good agreement with frequency dmain methods were

obtained, however it was necessary to free the pitch rate numerator term to fit

the effect of the high lift surfaces.

It is planned to repeat the analysis for another aircraft, possibly the

AFTI-F-16.
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was emphasized that :.aL-F-785 B had given good guidance in system develop-

ment.

B. Kisslinger presented the development of the F-15 flight control system.

The system was designed such that the augmented performance was within level 1

limits of MTL-F-8785 A and the mechanical back-up control was level 2 in

MIL-F-8785 A terms.

He described the piloting task in such a control system as the low frequency

task whereas the automatic system takes care of the high frequency part of the

task. Guidance was solicited for the break frequency between these two areas.

J. Rising presented the application of MIL-F-8785 B in the development of the

relaxed-stability L 1011.

Using a reduced horizontal tail surface area and specific c.g. locations, the

static margin was reduced from 10 % to 5 %.

Interesting to note is that the stick force per g reverses sign in the transonic

flight regime which is considered unacceptable. He mentioned that this probably

is the case for all wide body aircraft in which weight and thrust have been

increased without paying sufficient attention to the column forces.

Simulations both ground-based and in-flight indicated that it was necessary

to increase the short period frequency using the augmentation system, to improve

the pilot ratings for aft c.g. positions.

He indicated that these results will probably be the last for the time being

since the NASA Energy Efficiency program has come to an end.

4 WORKSHOPS

4.1 Informal papers

Definition of levels that include turbulence environment & task performance

standards.

Charles R. Chalk, Calspan Advanced Research Center

Development of controller requirements for uncoupled aircraft motion

Kevin Citurs, McDonnell Aircraft Company
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Roll-ratchet phenomena and k/s controlled element

Charles R. Chalk, Calspan Advanced Research Center

Douglas position paper on the proposed MIL-F-8785C revision

William W. Rickard, Douglas Aircraft Company

Review of high angle-of-attack requirements for the MIL-handbook

David Mitchell, Systems Technology, Inc.

Some special concerns for the future of flight control

Ernest F. Moore, Colonel, USAF, Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Evaluating todays fighter aircraft

Rogers E. Smith, Calspan Advanced Research Center

Use of equivalent systems with high-speed, highly augmented aircraft

Joe Gera, NASA-Ames Research Center

Bruce Powers, NASA-Ames Research Center

Integrating a pilot into a crevstation

Joe McDaniel, Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory

Design criteria for highly augmented fly-by-wire aircraft

Charles Abrams, Naval Air Development Center

B-1 ride qualities

Carl Crothers, Rockwell International

Flight testing to identify pilot workload and pilot dynamics

Robert P. Crombie, Captain, USAF, NASA-Dryden Flight Research Facility

Flight testing of equivalent systems

Professor Robert F. Stengel, Princeton University

Comparison of handling qualities criteria

John Gibson, British Aerospace

Failures in advanced flight control systems

MXF.C. van Gool, NLR, Netherlands

Modern approaches to handling qualities research

Professor David K. Schmidt, Purdue University

The helicopter flying qualities specification - status & plans

David L. Key, US Army Aeromchanics Laboratory
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A few remarks on the contents of each paper will be given next:

C. Chalk emphasized that ratings are only valid for the specific task definition

and performance standard used by the pilot. Therefore it is mandatory to define

all aspects specifically.

He suggested that it would be better to define levels of flying qualities

based on the most severe environmental condition to be specified by the

contractor, rather than letting the level I definition slide as a function of

turbulence intensity, as proposed in the revision. In practise, however, application

of this concept seems questionable,certainly for approach and landing flight

tests.

K. Citurs reported on a literature investigation carried out under sub-

contract for STI into requirements for controllers for uncoupled 6 degrees of

freedom aircraft motion.

An ambitious experiment is desigred toinvestigate aspects like break-out forces,

force-deflection gradients, hysteresis, position accuracy, time lags, control

harmony and crosstalk between different modes.

C. Chalk elaborated on the "roll ratchet" phenomenon observed in the in-flight

experiments carried out by Calspan. In his opinion this is caused by the bad

effects of a pure k/s control system combined with a time delay at high

frequencies.

In the discussion it appeared that another explanation for the roll ratcheting

may be the lateral accelerations in abrupt roll manoeuvres when a pilot sits

above the c.g.

W. Rickard expressed the views of a commercial airplane company (Douglas)

towards the MIL-878r revision. He agreed with the organization in axes and he

liked the equivalent systems approachhowever some points were unclear

- Digital systems were not mentioned specifically

- Static stability is not mentioned specifically

- Which stall speed is meant in the spec, military stall speed is defined

differently than the FAA stall speed.

- The time to bank boundary is still in the current revision although the C5A

experience showed a need for change
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As a general conment he indicated that Class III airplanes (large and heavy)

are not covered adequately.

D. :,itchell, who is an important co-author of the MIL-F-8785C revision, indi-

cated that the high angle of attack requirements were modified again slightly

from the proposed revision in that high angle of attack stalls were covered

as combined axes requirements and some specifications were made more precise.

E. Moore urged the flying qualities and flight control community to be more

concerned about the aircraft mission than with the aircraft handling as such.

Weapon system effectiveness was the key word in his views.

R. Bailey presented the paper by R. Smith on today's fighter aircraft. In most

of the recent aircraft designs, F16, F17, F18, Space Shuttle, problems occurred

in test flights that were not predicted before in the analysis and ground tests.

A movie on the inadvertant take-off of F16, and the pilot-induced oscillations

in an F18 and in the Space Shuttle illustrated this point.

A strong plea for valid in-flight simulation was made.

B. Powerspresented another paper on the use of equivalent systems in which

free or fixed numerator time constant was an issue.

Simultaneously matching pitch rate and normal acceleration did not lead to

satisfactory results in this case.

J. McDaniel presented information on biomechanics for crewstation design. Issues

as reach, strength and endurance of males and females were investigated for

different positions of the control handles in an aircraft. He showed that a

large percentage of female pilots were unable to exert the NIL 8785B-specified

maximum forces for more than 4 seconds.

Especially stick forces to the right (35 lbs, 1 hand) were too high for 50 %

of the men and for 100 % of the women. In the specification for the Next

Generation Trainer the requirements have been changed and he advised to change

the numbers in the MIL STANDARD accordingly.
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.-Azrams made a very controversial presentation indicating that he did

nc. use ':L-F-8785 at all and that he developed his own time response parameter

criteron consisting of a weighted sum of rise time, overshoot, settling time

of Ditch rate and normal acceleration.

C. Crothers indicated that the BI ride qualities showed that the criteria in

MIL-F-9L90D were too strict in the low frequency area.

R. Crombie gave a summary of the results of the AIAA workshop on pilot

dynamics and workload at Edwards AFB 19-21 Jan. 1982. That workshop was

attended by Mr. R.C. van de Graaff of NLR who wrote a tripreport:

NLR Memorandum VS-82-OOh L.

R. Stengel presented the results of flight tests of equivalent systems on the

Navion variable response research aircraft of Princeton University.

Rise time of the pitch rate response to a step input in combination with

time delay were considered to be the most important handling qualities

parameters. For configurations with large rise time, additional time delay

had a large effect on pilot opinion and for configurations with low rise time

the effect of additional time delay was low.

J. Gibson produced a comprehensive study of several handling qualities criteria

using Nichols diagrams to present a common presentation format. Using a number

of Calspan studies he showed that it is possible to present boundaries that

explain a large deal of the experime tal results.

He is in the process of publishing thi study and he has promised to send NLR

a copy as soon as he is finished.

M. van Gool presented the intended design of experiments on the flight

simulator of NLR directed at the influence of failures in an advanced flight

control system on transport aircraft handling qualities.

A summary of his presentation and a copy of the viewgraphs is presented in

Appendix 2.
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.Schmidt tried to bridge the gap between frequency domain and time domain

by applying the Nleal Smith analysis with the optimal control pilot model.

Using a cost function including pitch attitude, pitch rate and control rate

he obtained good correspondence between this time domain approach and the

original frequency domain results.

D. Key presented the history of the helicopters flying qualities specification

8501 which became MIIL-F-833O0 in 1970 but which was mainly an Air Force

V/STOL specification. In 1973 a revision of 8501 was published mainly directed

at helicopters which contained many unsubstantiated criteria and at present

it is proposed to have a new update to 8501B which should be completed by

1955.

4~.2 General discussions

Many of the papers and certainly those in the workshop gave rise to extensive

comzentary.

A selection of important subjects is given next:

1. Organization of the ML standard for handling qualities in axes instead of

control modes is generally accepted ,but problems are foreseen in some

combined axes 'cases.

2. Equivalent systems

Generally accepted. The problem of fixing or freeing numerator time

constant is not solved.

3. Using pilot opinion ratings for flying qualities level definition and

sliding the scale with turbulence.

It was stressed many times that defining the task and required performance

very explicitly was of the utmost importance in obtaining pilot opinion

ratings. A surprising aspect was that there are legal problems to define

handling qualities by subjective pilot ratings which then slide with

turbulence intensity.

14. Failures

This item did not receive as much attention as the author would have

wished. The idea of generic failures analysis (identify all failures and

treat them as if they have a probability of 1 to happen) did not give rise
to extensive discussions in the flying qualities workshops.
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5.Rela-.:cn be'ween different pitch response criteria.

it was recognized that different criteria that are proposed or that are

deleted from the MIL standard have a tight relation in many cases. In each

criterion a certain aspect is displayed most clearly so rather than compe-

titive the different criteria should be regared as complementary.

6Force-deflection relationships for sidestick controllers

This is not considered to be critical when a pilot gets time to adapt.

7. In determining maximum forces to be applied at centerstick controllers it

is considered to be important to take into account female pilots.

8. Combining the specifications for flying qualities and flight control

No consensus was reached on this topic.

It was stated several times that it is extremely important to have a good

understanding between flying qualities and flight control departments but

actually tying the specifications was considered to be not worth the effort.

9. Finally it was mentioned that it is essential to use the documents to its

basic intentions rather than to argue about the exact numbers to be used in

criteria, to avoid the situation in which contractors or government would

disregard the specifications because the people that ought to use them do

not agree among themselves.

5 CONCLUDING RE14ARKS

From the discussions it is concluded that the symposium has been extremely

valuable to most participants. The papers given were of a very high level,

the discussions were lively bringing up many more issues of interest. The

organization was very smooth and provided everyone ample time to express

his opinions.

In iriew of future developments it is important that more information exchange

between flying qualities and flight control organizations take place and

probably this symposium will have a follow-up in the not too distant future.

As for the NLR participation it is felt that the exchange of ideas has been very
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wcrthwile. The STI representatives responsible for the Flying Qualities Spec.

revision were very interested in the results of the NLR investigations and

decided to study the NLR reports more thorougly.

The communications with many participants concerning the proposed NLR investi-

gations on failures provided new ideas that will possibly influence the design

of the experiment.

As always the personal contact with engineers from other research institutes

was very stimulating for new ideas.

Summarizing a very sucessful symposiuml
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CaTFN QUSTIONNAIRES SLHWRIES

one of the best ways feedback fran participants of the conference was

cbtained was through the use of both the flying qualities and the flight

control systems questionnaires distributed to all attendees. All attendees

had access to both sets of questions. Numerous forms were returned with

many valid and pertinent comnents. 1hese will be useful in the preparation

of the new MIL-Prime documents. In addition, the information gives insight

and ideas into the use and interpretation of the present requirements in

the field and highlights areas of possible future research and analysis.

7he format of this section is as follows: Example questionnaires are

included, with nurber of responses in the blocks marked and comments listed

where they were given. General conclusions and amments then follow, first

for the flying qualities questionnaire and then for the flight control system

questionnaire.

L!
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ELWM C"TIM LkE

Please help the Flying Qualities Group of the Flight Dynamics Laboratory
by filling out the following questionnaire. Your candid responses will help us
in finalizing the Military Flying Qualities STANDARD and HANDBOOK. Please add
any coments that you deem appropriate while filling out the questionnaire.
Use the back of the sheets if you need to. We realize that filling out this
questionnaire will take several minutes of your time, but feel that it will be
very valuable to us in obtaining input to make a better and more useful flying
qualities specification.

Thank you. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

NAME & CC4PADN (Optional)

BACKGROUND

Flying Qualities 31 Flight Control Systems 18

Line Engineering 20 Management 10

1. How familiar are you with MIL-F-8785? B Revision C Revision
(1969) (1980)

Intimately 15 10
Moderately 17 12
Vaguely 1 6
Not at all 0 2

2. a) Did you receive a copy of the proposed MIL-STANDA) & HANDBOOK?

.i Yes ___No

b) How nuch of a review and critique were you personally able to cmplete?

4 In-depth 8 Read-thru 13 Overview/Skim ,.L.Little

c) If you concentrated on any particular sections, please specify

Pitch Axis 5 Turbulence 1

General Requirements 2 Lateral-Directional Requirements 2

Departures/Spins 2
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3. How extensively do you see the military flying qualities specification be-
ing used? How extensively should it be used? Rank High (H), Mdium (), Low
(L) or Nil (N):

Is used Should be used
a. As a firm specification to best assure satis-
factory flying qualities for military aircraft 14 18
b. As guidance during design and development 19 23
c. In providing guidance for the control laws of
the flight control system 8 18
d. During development flight test

(1) As a guide for flight test planning 18 21
(2) As an aid in problem definition 10 17
(3) As an aid in defining solution alternatives 6 13
(4) As a basis for coimunicating deficiencies 15 20

e. As a communication aid between goverrment and
contractor flying qualities engineers 15 21
f. As a flying qualities status check list for
program management 11 19
g. As a focus for coordination and cooperation be-
tween flying qualities and flight controls engineers 7 21

4. Fran your experience, what are the most inportant factors inhibiting
satisfactory flying qualities in aircraft? Rank High (H), Medium (M), Low (L),
and Nil (N) :

-u-NJF-8785 inadequacies
__Yoor recognition of MKL-F-8785 by contractor managment
_.j oor recognition of NIL-F-8785 by govermnent management

'41Inadequacies in criteria separate from MIL-F-8785
... _Use of design criteria which are inconsistent with the intent of 8785
_..L-Poor working relationship between flying qualities and flight controls

engineers

__!_Poor inplementation of specification by procuring agency
lUi Inaccurate data (aerodynamic, structural, etc.)
it; Umnaeqzte groun-based flight simulation during design

.. a...nherent drawbacks of ground-based simulation
. Inadequate ground-based flight simulation facilities
&...Inadequate use of in-flight simulation

_5...rent drawbacks of In-flight simulation
..- cessive conmitment of funds to simulation, as opposed to analysis

Additional Comments:

-Not enough mission variety -Inadequate synthesis techniques

*Poor communication (Industry - Government - Pilots) Lack of research

Lack of Competitive environment *Choice of requirements over flight test

-Poor understanding o' :equirements intent by Flight Controls people

*Reluctance to use MIL-F-8785 as design guidance
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5. What are the negative results of utilizing MIL-7-8785C in a military
procurement? Check appropriate responses and add to the list:

2 s not set aircraft configuration
___zYeeting requiirements at moderate (15-30) degrees angle of attack drives

configurations to impractical extremes
___5_High alpha and beta not adequately covered
_ y not satisfy pilot
___!_Tendency of flight control system designers to keep flying qualities

characteristics invariant in center of acceptance region
_..JANot task oriented

L.Autcmatic flight control system relief modes not included
_A__-Not enough detailed design criteria
____Results in overdesign or too restrictive an approach
_*.JJesign to meet specification at the expense of cost effectiveness-

tradeoffs discouraged
__7!__Cookbook-leading to acceptable but not excellent flying qualities
_ILBlind confidence that meeting MIL-F-8785 will give good flying qualities
-2._Insistence on strict compliance
__jExcessive requirements
_._9_Requirements not ranked in order to focus on those most important

2_..Inappropriate test requirements
____Cost and time involved in showing copliance with secondary details early

in development
_.__Proliferation of criteria, configurations, aircraft states, etc. puts

more ephasis on generating data than understanding results
_._jLpecification does not allow enough alternate criteria or methods of

assuring good flying qualities
L QUncertainties of qualitative requirements

__9_ased on esoteric flying qualities experiments with which flight control
designers cannot be expected to becme familiar

_JgIf minimum values of all specification parameters were met, aircraft
would probably be unacceptable

j_.4_Criteria addressing the airframe/control combination can obscure
deficiencies in the separate system

_jjInability to meaningfully interpret the specification for high tech-
nology aircraft

_LPirect force controllers are not adequately addressed
_J.IIL--8785C lags flying qualities and control technology and tends to

inhibit advances
_JQ__Spcification draws too heavily on fighter aircraft experience
_jA__Suffers frum a lack of research into large aircraft requirements

Additional Comments:

*Lack of understanding of human controller

-Some boundaries not backed by data

-Too much emphasis on frequency domain
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6. What are the positive results of utilizing MIL-F-8785C in a military

procurement? Check appropriate responses and add to the list:

22 Useful for preliminary design
1 3 Motly provides early guidance prior to simulation

25 Couron method for describing flying qualities
15 Starting point for detail specification
12 A standard by which to judge competing contractors
__._Standard for all aircraft to be used in design
11 .Contractor knows what is expected
1J5LQuidance for flight test planning

Assures satisfactory flying qualities
4_12__Generally __!__Often LSometimes _ORarely

_1-_Relates pilot perceived flying qualities to quantitative data
6 Imoses performance and safety requirements
3 Useful as a guide for high technology aircraft design
9 Quideline for system synthesis

J.LLRequires specific analysis of important flying qualities areas
.l._._Assures adequate flying qualities at least for general flying

Additional Comments:

None

7. How would you improve MIL-F-8785C? Check appropriate comments. Further
comments are welcomed.

L_provide more task-oriented requirements
_ZLtedce the amount of detail in the overall specification
_.___Provide more options
j.__Specify pilot-in-the-loop performance as an alternative
_._...Specify pilot rating as an alternative
._Give criteria for excellent flying qualities
5 -Remove hard limits - let simulation prove acceptability

._.Restrict requirement parameters to those which can be measured in flight
..2__Make requirements quantitative in mid-ADA (15 < ADA < 30) range
_a0_Delete or quantify all qualitative requirements
ALUdate for large aircraft
.2M requirements for integrated flight/fire control, display interface
.A...A requirements for attitude-stabilized, flight-path-stabilized and

speed-stabilized modes
.. _LCoordinate thoroughly with flight control system, structural

specifications
-1.aJeplace probabilistic requirements for Airplane Failure States with a

list of generic failures
4 -Clarify requirements

Additional Comments:

-Separate performance and workload -Define Key tasks

oRelate frequency domain to time domain

-Coordinate with human factors and propulsion

-Address highly augmented systems without using equivalent system
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S. Rate the priority of the following areas of flying qualities research. Rank
High (H), Medium (K), Low (L):

imit of performance regimes, such as high angle of attack, V=
linear flight regimes, such as large-anplitude maneuvering

.i_3ffects of nonlinear flight control system elements
_ ffects of control deflections, rate limits

_ Lu Effcts of higher-order flight control systems
Equivalent systems: Low 4 Medium/High 27

-11 etermination -l-j_ liction, including limits of validity
12_Desired effective vehicle dynamic characteristics, such as bandwidth,

5 or 6 degrees of freedom in roll or high angle of attack, hands-on
vs. hands-off stability requirements (Underline or comuent on the most
important)

2._Task or mission-phase dependent dynamic characteristics
2.__Flying qualities requirements/criteria stated in closed-loop (pilot in

the loop) terms
Ji__anipulator characteristics
2.L/_Criteria for interfacing the pilot with display and other elements of

the control system
_.1L.Improved appreciation of harmony of multi-axis requirements and near-

level boundaries
.igImrpact of digital software
_.la.Effects of atmospheric disturbances (List specifics in conment section)
.. g .. Julti-task control, both continuous and discrete, with emphasis on pilot

workload
...._Crew role in total mission concept
n.2 1.Integration with weapons delivery, automatic terrain-following/terrain-

avoidance, etc.
Direct force control:
.. L_.Normal force _WLSide force

Additional Comments:
*Time domain - frequency domain relationship

9. The basic flying quality Level definitions in MIL-F-8785C are unchanged
from MIL-F-8785B. However, for disturbances of moderate intensity, at ay
given Level a degradation in subjective flying qualities (i.e., Cooper- Harper
rating) is allowed. In Severe disturbances, the given Level allows a further
subjective deterioration, and flying qualities requirements are only
qualitative. Did you notice these changes in MIL-P-8785C? _"__Yes ..L__o. Do
you understand them? 14 Yes _._Jbo. Are these changes acceptable? AIYes
... J-_o. How should the specification treat amospheric disturbance effect ?

Additional Coments:
-It's perfect now

I
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10. Is it acceptable to state qualitative flying qualities reguirmts in
term of pilot ratings (i.e., Cooper-Harper scale)? _215Yes Would
that be an inprovement over subjective term# such aa, *not objection- able"#
wadequatew, etc.? _.l4.Yes .3..M

Comments:

No difference in the two means noted. A C-H rating is a number attacd
to a subjective term.

Number of pilots and quality of pilots needs consideration.
Pilot ratings are a good netric as long as there is no pressure on
the pilot to produce good or bad ratings. If requirements are stated
as C-H ratings - company pilot will be unable to count numbers above 3,
government pilot will think the number system starts with 4.
Pilots background and eperience should be taken into account when weighing
or averaging pilot ratings.

If you have the procuring activity define the envirorment and desired
task performance and workload margin so that the test pilot can calibrate
himself.

Cooper-Harper ratings may -very well be the (ELY valid criteria. It
certainly is the basis for all of the so-called quantitative criteria.

It's good to have a quantitative way of rating, but there are plenty of
times when "unobjectionable" is descriptive enough.

We should inplement standard tasks on sinulators and in-flight simulators
and test the test pilots for consistency and accuracy prior to their use
on new tasks/aircraft.

To obtain statistically significant C-H ratings takes pilot training,
familiarity, several pilots and repeat runs. Program managers will
want to fund a mininun necessary verification test program and will be
reluctant to pay for a program three or four times as large.
C-H scale has been essentially used to define flying qualities limits;
hence, it should be used in the specification.

Use the Cooper-Harper scale plus pilot comments.

Provided adequate sample size of ratings are available and with assurance
the rating scale was understood.

Acceptance of the C-H rating system is fairly general now.
Judgement is difficult to define and often relative in nature'

Leave pilot ratings qualitative. Tasks are too hard to define without
losing trac of dssions requ ments.

This is a way of stating that a characteristic is or is not adequate.
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11. The specification has few requiremants aimed at specific tasks. For
example, the Category C -, vs. n/. boundaries aRly for landing a given class
of airplane in all conditions (long rumwy--day, Wit to carrier deck--night,
IR) One possible change would be to allow €cupliance via aomnstraticn of
closod-loop performance and workload (pilot rating) for certain well-defined
mission phases and tasks. Would you support such a requireent as an alter-
native? 27 "!es . . As a replacement for sme requirmnts?
_.L.yes 10 _ .

oxuments:

Ouinge the requirement boundaries.
It shotld be recognized that wsP vs n/a is, at best, a sizplification that
becnes less good as aircraft beome more omplex. However, quantitative
criteria should be the result of intensiv research and not potentially
uncertain cxipliance tests. In any case, requitrwints should be task-specific.
Sane problem as Question #10. Do need further breakdow on tasks. For
example, the last part of landing (short final, flare, touhdom) are muchmre
demanding than approach - also true for LAPES.
This is true tailoring. This is the way development decisions are Tmde in
the flight test ase. Define each phase of the mssion and how well you
want it done and how much disturbance or emergency workload you want to
tolerate.
Support if that task was the primary mission of the aircraft.
Closed-loop pilot performance information should be used only as a guide.
Reason is that the task will most likely be performed on a simulator of
questionable validity.
Allow compliance via demonstration of closed-loop perforzmnce tasks.
Be careful! It is possible to get bit on accepting an aircraft based on one
task-oriented test. The task must be very clear and identical to what is needed.
Where short period is not classic, talk initial response and oscillations in
a mission task - that's the heart of the matter, anyway. But forget about
handling quality ratings in the reguiruients.
Such could always be written in as an amended requirement when necessary.
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12. With regard to question # 11, would you suport ccupliance via
demonstration in simulators which meet certain specified standards derived for
each specific requirement: Generally? _L_Yes J1jJb. For certain
requirements? ..JLYes . _-J. What level of simulation validation would be
required?

Comments:
The level of simulation should be a very good representation of the aircraft
dynamics and representative tasks of the required missions.

cK for level 3.
Fixed-base ground simulator with visual scene for some requirements. In-
flight sinulation for a very limited number of requirements (e.g., short final,
flare, tnuo wn ).
Sinmulators and simulations are very useful in design but should never be
used to determine specification compliance or mission suitability. An
extrapolation of flight data into the "difficult" areas would be preferred.
With simulators you've got to know what you're doing. on AFTI/F-16, the
simulator will be used for mission effectiveness demonstration compliance.
Cn AMFI/F-UlI, the contractor's simulation had bo be validated filter by
filter and piece by piece. This is extreme unless you don't have a warm
feeling for the contractor's ability. This should be negotiated with each
competing contractor. Therefore simulator standards should be up front in
the specification.
Simulation may be used as experimental guidance and verification of an
analytic concept. Demonstration in a simulator does NOT show that the
AIcAF will have acceptable flying qualities. Sinatuion may be OK as a
step in test and evaluation. It does not replace flight test.

Parameter ID type to verify derivatives and system adequacy as far as time
representation. Also possibly frequency analysis of system.

Simlation responses will have to match flight test very closely for a range
of flight ccnditions, e.g., loading, and configuration. Could be used to
fill in "holes" in the flight test results.

In-flight sinulation could be used in areas not handled by ground-based simulators.

Cowpliance by simulator is OK for some requirements - not for saue others.

Correlation between different real aircraft handling qualities with simulation
results to establish validity will be required.
Pilot opinion should be correlated between flight test and simulator for selected
onditions for critical piloting tasks during less extreme enviroments. More

extreme envirnmental conditions can then be demostrated with the use of simuilation.
Moving base, with visual cues, also large amplitude motion.

Quantitiv RcMcariuon (e.g., tile response) as well as pilot evaluations.
Need work to define this. Important research area for new mission-oriented

Vehicle and control dynamics sp cificatin; validation of motion system
whiere aplicable; display characteristics validated where inportant to task.
Thm. generally validated by flight test.
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Question 12
Cmwents, catinued

Be careful that simulation is totally adequate. Very task-dependent.

validation should be for task objectives only.

You need to test the article to meet requirements. Satifactory simulators
wn't satisfy the custaer.

Should require agreement with known flight ratings of existing aircraft.
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13. The current ML-F-8785C specification requires the calculation of failure
mode probabilities. Are such calculations meaningful? 10 Yes .LJ~ o
-2-iftybe. Do they add much expense? 7 Yes -.2_M __LJ ybe. Are they

worth the cost? _.._Yes _JW _12_Idaybe. Do you propose alter- natives?
__.2.Yes __L._No.

Ccments and Alternatives:

Use generic failure approad.

Generic failures provide a more direct way. I've never seen any data that
shows predicted failures probability and actual failure results crmpared.

Probabilities are CK, but what they refer to should be more specific.

Need to make more meaningful. Should combine failure and atmosperic
envirormental probabilities.

Handling Qualities experts lack the expertise to perform reliable failure
mode probabilities. Therefore they will tend to reject this technique,
regardless of its merits.

You need same way of recognizing failures, and a way to distinguish between
more likely ones and the criticality of them. However, probabilities as
such are overworked and misleading.

Use generic failure approach by assuming 100% probability of failure and
requiring certain resulting characteristics. Should be done in conjunction
with the flight control/electrical system failure modes and effects analysis
(mEA) and circuit analysis.

Assume probability of failure = 1.0.
Don't know another solution besides probability!

I think gereric failure analysis is a better way to go.

Generic failure analysis except in extremely remote cases.

Generic failure analysis.

We certainly need to continue to upgrade the capability to do this well.
Maybe in the past, it may not have been too useful to some. MDre important
as control systems become more cmplex and integrated.

Failure mode calculations make the pilot feel better. They're still no
comfort when the failure occurs. Maybe we should concentrate on the reliability
requirements, and not try to design airplanes for failure states. After all,
we want to buy the full system. Why spend Ircney to ensure a certain level
of performance for deraded systems? Penalize the contractor for full-system
reliability problems (regardless of the cximonent involved).

Generic failure analysis preferable.
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14. Do you feel that using lower-order equivalent systes, is a useful way to
specify requirements for highly augmented airplanes? 15 Yes 9 No 3 maybe.
If not, why not? What alternatives, if any, would you-suggest?

Comments:

We don't understand what mismatch really means.

Use equivalent system to try and understand the higher order system.
Suggest mission-oriented performance parameters be specified.

Equivalent systems are an unnecessary and uncert-n intermediate step.
They should be eliminated entirely.
As long as a good match of LOW and HCS is obtained, then it's OK. Should
not be used if match is poor. Example: if 8 and nz are matched with
L CF E, and L = L , then OK. Otherwise, no good. Need velocity

too. Equivalent systems won't work for highly augnented aircraft (e.g. rate-
oamnaattitude-hold).

It is one way - not the only way (as in MIL-F-8785C).
Lack of successful dnmonstration. Lack of accuracy. loopholes.
Allows use of present data base. Time delay plus pole/zero location is
a mixed time and frequency domain definition. Perhaps an equivalent
first-order lag for touchdown and higher-order effects would be more
consistent.
Effort spent trying to understand equivalent systems approach oould be
better spent understanding how to handle the higher-order modes tbenselves.
Use of equivalent systems is a necessary exercise for the designer of
today's aircraft, but for specification purposes, it may be awkward.
Equivalent system do not give unique representations. Process is not
reversible, i.e., what causes tive delay? Digital oontrol, lags, etc.
This can't be obtained from equivalent systems match. Also, it gives
no information on what control system parameters to change to meet
specification requirements.

You are restricted to a pre-defined format. HOS may not fall into this
format. Flight control systems with bobweights which feedbac to stick
forces may cause problems with this aproach. Further, different flight
modes may demand different types of responses. The lower-order equivalent
systems is probably good for nominal 'up and away flight.

Wrong answers are obtained.

Extreme caution is warrented since LOES does not always work and som-
tines leads to ambiguous results. LOES is not the whole --ilution.
Can miss ooupling and non-linear effects of higher-order systems.
Dynamic stability might be different.
As long as we keep track of the inplications of what we are doing.

Time respose is much better.
If you prove that the equivalent 2nl-order system is 0K, you really haven't
said anything about the real airplan.
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Question 14
comments, continued

This is a hopeful development if adequate correlation is dmonstrated.
Nbre to the point; if HOS cannot be reduced to a I , it probably
should be suspect.

Pecommended Alternatives t

Simnlation - ground and in flight.

Time-bnain parameters seem nore appropriate.
Response-centered criteria using the beat models, simulations and flight
test results that are available. Frequency response and time response
are both apropriate and O1mpleentary. Each is better for certain
problem ..... frequency response for basically oscillatory problems,
e.g., PIO and Stability, time response for non-linear, large amplitude
and transient problem.

Neal-Smith closo-loop frequency-dmain approach needs to be expanded
to include nz, h, z; subsequently, V. Need criteria for each control,
separately, if possible, in combination if necessary. Get moving on
Neal-Smith multi-variable approach.

lcw order CLAW synthesis using full state feedback.
The Handbook should give the contractor options to neet the intent of
the specification.

Time - domain analysis.

Quantitative response.
Need to define if an airplane-like dynamics are really acceptable or not.
use frequency response criteria to specify acceptable characteristics
in the pilot's frequency range of interest, say, .1 to 20 rad/sec and
don't be concerned with 're" labels like short period, etc.

Use all applicable techniques such as time/frequncy domin characteristics
for HOS.
Neal-Smith type criteria. It is more fundamental and easier to apply
and presented in control system terms.
If possible, a bound defined in the time domain, in conjunction with
stability nurgin requiremnts, my be nore meaningful.
Any alternative which is acceptable to the pilot.

Simulation with higher-order system.
I aw strongly in favor of closed-loop pilot/vehicle analysis and task-
priented r---ir--sts.
Can use equivalent systems during preliminary design and analysis.
Still need to demmustrate full-order systm.

Time response.
Standard open- and closed-loop maneuvers. Ntch traces of certain
variables to acceptable envelopes.
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15. Should the MIL-HANDBOOt include additional criteria as des£ip guidance,
beyond those recomede as possible requirments? 18es JN.

Comments:

Just hope that the procuring activity doesn't just pile them on as
additional r

Especially in areas where criteria are tentative or not copletely
substantiated.

Keep it simple.

Standard and Handbook is bad for flying qualities. Need Standard as is.
Need Handbook as ooncise and brief as possible. Need guide (Handbook
appendix, BIUG). Include rationale, supporting data, additional criteria.
guidance for application. Handbook is wnwieldy - it will get worse.
Mve as =mxf as possible to BIG.
It's too vollmOus now. No one document can be all encc passing.

Publish a TR that relates FO requirements to term a flight control
designer can use such as Abrams' Time Response criterion.
The Neal-Smith criterion should be included, even as a requirement. It
is much more intuitive than the bandwidth criterion.

There has to be a cut-off somewhere.

Supplemental information which is not directly relevant to the specifica-
tion should be placed in Volume III.

I would give references as to where to find alternate criteria.

Specification should include requirements for v large aircraft.
I disagree with those who complain about the Handbook size. I think it
should be a cmpendium of all the guidance we can provide.

Whenever such criteria are known.

Should have as much "lessons learned" as possible.
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16. Do you have any general camients on areas we should consider in inprov-
ing the Proposed Draft of the MIL-SLANDIAR and HAMBC?

Comments:

The "lessons learned" sections should be very brief or in a summary
table since in time, the Handbook could get quite large.

change format to By Controller! Industry designs by controller. The
airplane responds by controller. 'Te pilot flies by controller.

ML-Standard cK. Handbook - too volumious. Just too muxh detail and in
many areas, format leads to many repetitive phrases.

Needs to be PIO reguirement. There should be no tendency to PIO. Make
it qualitative and make the contractor comply by analysis or flight test.

Needs departure/spin section improved. Determining direction of mtion
(pilot) should be a procuring activity call. Influences motions and
displays. I agree with others that departure resistance is good for
low-level.

(ombine yaw and roll axis response. In aircraft such as we build, they
are inseparable.

Stalls and spins nmust be addressed as controllable flight regimes.
Pilots should be able to enter and leave these regimes at will as
normal occurances.

Handbooc appears to be growing too large and unanageable.

In one of the two specifications, we need to establish guidance for total
aircraft dynamics including unpiloted modes.

Make sure that all quantitative requiremnts can reasonably easily be
verified by flight test. That is, does a flight test task or maneuver
and data reduction technique exist that provides good results?

Have someone review tha '4hole" thing, since many areas are contradicted
by later sections; that is, data to support one requirerent refutes a
previous requiremnt.

Define soe "critical tasks" that represent important mission elevents,
and are "handling qualities -critical or -sensitive."

Improve the effects of turbulence section.

I think that it is a mistake to go to a "fill-in-the-blanks" Standard.
Better to modify the carrent specification to meet particular cases and
requirennts.
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17. Much discussion concerning the general organizational format of the Flying
Qualities Specification has taken place. Several formats have been sugvgeed.
Which do you prefer?

11_Rsponse by control axis (as is proposed draft)
L- esponse by controller/input
1 Grouped by aircraft systems

... kJML-F-8785C format

Other:

I don't think it really matters- If forced to pick, I would choose
"by axis," since I think it's a more general approach.
As it is now, by response axis, it's a ness. In fact, it isn't even
by response axis because it's impossible to do. LCES for pitch has
Nz/6 transfer function in it, for example.

Change to "By controller/input."
Response by axis, but have only two of them: pitch and lateral-directional.
Lateral-divctional together and longitudianl (pitch, wartical, and speed)
together. Both of these have sub-paragraphs by controller. Haxe a
test and evaluation index or checklist to help guide the compliance
demonstration process.

Either MIL-F-8785C or "by controller/input."
Controller/input especially for de-coupled systes. Handling is a
pilot's opinion. Pilots see performance as response to inputs. It
might be acceptable to use control axis format during initial design
stages.

This is not such a critical issue. Suggest picking an approach and then
provide a cross-reference matrix of paragraph numbers to convert to
other structuxes as desired by the users of the Standard.
The format is relatively irrelevant. Any format, if well written,
will eventually be accepted by all.
Onisider "by controller/input" if substantial simplification would
result. Otherwise stick with control axis.
In terms of pilot needs, overall aircraft response is more meaningful.
Both the "by controller/input" and "by control axis" are acceptable,
but I would prefer the formal.
Controller/input allows for coupled, decoupled and task-related requirements.
Any organization will have problems; any organization can work.
I am oumfortable with M[L-F-8785C format. Unless there is difficulty
worth the change, I would prefer not to change. Possible the new
integrated system call for a change.
Any of these formats can be used, and none will be ranked first by all.
But flying qualities are the motions of the airplane from the perspec-
tive of the pilot, and he sees the coupled modes. Further, it is
disruptive to keep changing fran one format to another. It is difficult
for me to accept the axis format is really better for heavily aug-
inted aircraft. If augmentation changes rem se drastically frma
rwnl nodes, we probably won't have satisfactory flying qualities, anyhow.
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PLYM gAITITES QMTIONAI

SLMMA C RESPONSES

Flying qualities questionnaires were distributed to all participants
of the symposium. Responses were received from approxmiately 30% of those
who indicated affiliation with the flying qualities discipline. Principally,
those who responded considered themselves line engineers and closely inmolved
with the application and interpretation of the specification. It is to be
noted that these comments reflect the views and caments expressed by those
attending the conference and do not necessarily reflect current or projected
Department of Defense priorities or viewpoints.

1. Almst all responses indicated at least a moderate familiarity with both
MIL-F-8785B and ML-F-8785C.

2. Most participants had received opies of the proposed MI-Standard and
Handbook and had spent same tine reviewing the documents. Some emphasis
was spent on several specific sections.

3. 7he flying qualities specification is used quite extensively in some
areas and should be used mre in several other areas. Specifically

A. 7he specification is used highly as a guide during design and
development. Most indicated it should be used more.

B. More interface with flight control system engineers is needed.
The intent of the individual requirements needs to be highlighted.

C. Overwhelming response was obtained concerning use of the specifica-
tion durinq develpmetital flight test: for planning, problem definition and
discussing deficiencies. Less felt the specification offered nuch in the
way of solution alternatives.

D. Flight control system personnel, both mangement and line engineering
levels, need to be nrre cognizant of the flying quality requirmsents and
their intent.
4. Several factors were annotated which inhibit the achievement of satis-

factory flying qualities in aircraft.

A. Inadequacies in the specification.
B. Inadequate use of both ground and in-flight simulations/simulators.

Part of this is due to poor facilities.

C. A poor working relationship with little or no crosstalk between
flight control systems personnel and flying qualities engineers is a major
factor.

D. Other criteria to aid the flying qualities picture are also considered
inadequate.

5. Military cur nt are negatively affected by ML-F-8785C.
A. Qompliance with the e- ts my not necessarily produce a

vehicle which will satisfy the pilot.
B. Task-orientation is vague and not definitized.
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C. Tradeoffs between efficiency and cost-effectiveness tend to be
discouraged. There is a blind requirement to meet the specification, no
matter what the outcome in performance.

D. Belief from the military that the specification will produce good
flying qualities. Tbo much blind coufidenoe in the requirennts.

E. The specification suffers frum too few alternate criteria.

F. Dated. Iaquirevents based on past data base and do not deal
effectively with today's airplanes (highly augnented, large size, etc).

6. Similarly, the flying qualities requirements are beneficial in a military
acquisition.

A. The specification offers nuh guidance, especially during the
preliminary design stage; acts as starting point for the detailed system
specification, flight test planning, simulation, etc.

B. The specification is a good baseline. It's the comnon ground for
engineering use across the board. All know of MIL-F-8785.

7. ML-F-8785C has much roam for improvement.

A. Requirements should be nre task-oriented.

B. There need to be pilot-in-the-loop requirements, especially with
display dynamics, integrated flight control, integrated propulsion, etc.
Upgrade with high technology issues.

C. Large aircraft flying qualities requirements are not substantiated
by data and are in general, lacking.

D. The requirements would be nuch nore valid if more coordination was
achieved with other disciplines -- structures, flight control, weapons,
propulsion, etc.

8. Flying qualities research needs to be undertaken in the following areas:

A. Specialized operations limits - high AOA, STL, etc.
B. Effect- of higher-order systems

C. Task and mission-dependent dynamics
D. Non-linear flight control elements

E. Autamtic nodes of flight, including pilot-in-the-loop considerations,
displays, etc.

F. Time dauain criteria

9. lbst responses indicated a liking to the way MEL-F-8785C handles
atmospheric disturbances, using subjective degradation of ratings due to
increasing intensity.

10. The Cooper-Harper rating was assessed generally to be a good mtric for
rating an aircraft. However, a more strict utilization of the scale will
force the buyer to give a specific definition of task and mission and may
extend sinulation and flight test matrices during acquisition, thus increasing
tine and cost.
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11. Most responses indicated attendees favored going to closed-loop
compliance by demonstration of certain specific tasks. To do so means
tasks and environment would have to be carefully defined. A matrix of
related tasks should also be evaluated to keep from accepting an aircraft
based on one parameter/one task. It's the overall performance which needs
to be assessed. Such a procedure is the definition of tailoring -- the
goal of the new MEL-Standard and Handbook.

12. Some requirements, with regard to question #11 could be validated
using simulators. However, the majority deemed ompliance via deunsutra-
tion using simulators a risky means. There are too many variables. In-
flight simulations need to be ezr asized. Simulator fidelity, in general,
is a constraint which must be taken into account.

13. Most considered the use of failure mode prcbabilities as a useful, but
cos%.ly tool. As an alternative, almost all indicated they would rather use
the generic failure approach. Probability analysis could be used in con-
junction with generic analysis to further assess the aircraft and give
confidence to engineers. The goal of a more reliable aircraft ought to
be emphasized.

14. The use of lower-order equivalent system to analyze higher-order air-
craft continues to be a highly controversial issue. The aqnitude and varietv
of cuiments and suaqested alternatives attest to that fact. No sinqle idea
or conclusion is attainable. More effort is needed to understand the effects
of hicrher-order system and the techniques for evaluating such system.
Equivalent parameters are one way. Many suggested greater use of simulators.
But again, simulator fidelity is a factor. So are non-linear term. Another
alternative suggested frequently was the use of time-doanin analysis.
Criteria have been suggested in the past and have not had the needed support.
Nor have they correlated well with data. At best, this area needs to be
looked at further in light of an aircrafts task and mission objectives.

15. Inclusion of alternate criteria in the MIL-Handook was generally
supported. Caution was expressed, however, that 1) the Hendbook not get
too large, and 2) that the alternate criteria are not viewed as additional
requirements by the buyer.

16. Several general coments were given. They are too varied to summarize.

17. Format of the specification requirements was split about 50/50 between
the control axis organization and a proposed controller/input organization.
Serveral desired the current MIL-P-8785C organization. Overall, this issue
was not considered crucial and most felt any format could be used.
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FLIGHT CONTROLS CUESTIONNAIRE

BACKGROUND

Flying qualities, Flight controls, both FC 7, FC/FQ 6

Line engineer, management, etc. System Management, Supervisors, Professor,

Staff Engineers

1. How familiar are you with MIL-F-9490? D Revision
(1975)

Intimately 4 2
Moderately 6
Vaguely 1 1
Not at all 2 1

2. a) Did you receive a copy of the proposed MIL-Specification & HANDBOOK?

10 Yes 3 No

b) How much of a review and critique were you personally able to complete?

1 In-depth 8 Read-thru 1 Overview/Skim 1 Little

c) If you concentrated on any particular sections, please specify.

(1) Section 3.2 related to Flight Control Actuation components.
(2) Sections 3.8 and 3.9
(3) Loss of critical design type and mission standardization

requirements. Section 3s requirements.

3. How extensively do you see the military flight control system specifi-
cation being used? How extensively should it be used? Rank High (H),
Medium (M), Low (L); give specific comments:

Is used Should be used

H M L H X L

a) As a firm specification to best
assure satisfactory flight controls
for military aircraft 5 4 2 6 3 2

b) As guidance during design and
development 5 1 5 7 4 1

c) In providing guidance for the detail
specifications of the flight control
system 4 3 4 6 5
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Is used Should be used

H M L H M L

d) During the development testing

(1) As a guide for test planining 3 5 1 6 3 2

(2) As an aid in problem definition 5 3 1 6 2

(3) As an aid in defining solution
alternatives 2 5 2 3 5

(4) As a basis for communicating
deficiencies 1 5 3 4 4 3

e) As a communication aid between
Government and contractor flight
control engineers 2 5 4 4 5

f) As a flight controls status check
list for program management 1 4 5 2 6 3

g) As a focus for coordination and
cooperation between flying qualities
and flight controls engineers 1 3 4 7 3 1
(Don't split the comamunity.)

4. From your experience, what are the most important factors affecting flight
control systems in aircraft? Rank High (H), Medium (M), Low (L), and give
specific comments:

H H L

a) XIL-F-9490 inadequacies 2 2 6

b) Inadequacies in criteria separate from MIL-F-9490 3 3 5

c) Use of design criteria which are inconsistent with
the intent of 9490 3 2 3

d) Poor working relationship between flying qualities
and flight controls engineers 3 6 3

a) Poor implementation of specification by
procuring agency 2 9 1

f) Inaccurate data (aerodynamic, structural, etc.) 7 3 2

g) Inadequate ground-based flight simulation
during design 2 4 5
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h) Inadequate techniques for designing flight
control systems 2 4 5

i) Inadequate technology to interface the numerous
elements of the flight control system 3 3 4

Comments:

(1) Blindly following guidance of specification after test
indicates inadequacies.

(2) 9490 too restrictive of new technology.

(3) There are no software quality standards in the same sense
as is specified for hardware (1 in 10).

(4) Too design oriented - should be performance, function
oriented.

(5) Cannot adequately address non-linear systems.

(6) Inadequacies of personnel experience.

5. What are the negative results of utilizing MIL-F-9490 in a military
procurement? Check appropriate responses, give specific coments, and
add to the list:

1 Requirements inconsistent

2 Rationale mistated/not clear
(Many of the procurement rules are inconsistent, making the use of a
ail-prime-std by the numbers hard to adapt.)

4 Guidance inadequate/not specific

4 Not task oriented
(Generic requirements cannot be satisfied for all unique flight
conditions, operations, etc.)

4 Not enough detailed design criteria
(Cannot get it because there are no means for feedback or exchange
with industry.)

4 Design to meet specification at the expense of cost effectiveness-
tradeoffs descouraged
(1. Drives up equipment cost.)
(2. Once locked in to contract, difficult to provide incentive to
do it better. It costs contractor in up-front money.)

1 Cookbook inhibits innovation or design freedom
(1. Too restrictive in design of FCS components, Interfacing
subsystems.)
(2. Just write a Note of Zxception (M0).)
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4 Blind confidence that meeting MIL-7-9490 will give results
(It Is impossible for any specification to anticipate aUl problems
relating to detail design.)

3 Insistence on strict compliance
(Hard data for strict compliance is seldom of fered.

2 Excessive requirements
(Detail design of a system or component is too often "legislated."

3 Inappropriate test requirements

4 Cost and time involved In showing compliance with secondary details
early In development
(It would be good to give AP visibility without contractual data
submittal which are priced and require approval. Major contractor has
to be the secondary level work right to get this job done anyway.

2 Proliferation of criteria, configurations, aircraft states, etc.
puts more emphasis on generating data than understanding results

4 Uncertainties of qualitative requirements

5 If maxim=m tolerance of all specification parameters were met aircraft
would probably be unacceptable

4 Criteria addressing the airframe/control combination can obscure
deficiencies in the separate systems
(System integration is upon use, but the :interface methods are not.)

4 Inability to meaningfully interpret the specification for high technology
aircraft
(Integrated FCS functions cannot be designed or demonstrated piece meal.
Especially true for high performance fighters.)

2 IMIL-F-9490 lags control technology flying qualities and tends to
iibit advances

4 Specification draws too heavily on fighter aircraft experience
(1. Too big plane oriented.)
(2. In flying qualities area for heavy transport.)

4 Suffers from a lack of research Into large aircraft requirements
(In flying qualities area.)

Other coments:

(1) New nil-prime does not ref lect weapon system/mission requirement
breakdown into flight control functional requirements.

(2) The Air Force should specify functions and performance: let the
contractor and subcontractors determine the mechanization and a

(3) Looks like business as usual; i.e., still requires a spee negotia-
tion phase" and a definitive straieman may not exist at start!! Therefore$
negotiation phase could be more costly -especially in time.
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6. Vat are the positive results of utilizing MIL-7-9490 in a military
procurement? Check appropriate responses, give specific coImet, and
add to the list:

8 Useful for preliminary design - give corporate knowledge of good
design practices requirements.

4 Mostly provides early guidance prior to simulation - unless spec
is continuously updated.

11 Coon method for describing flight control system - usual problem of
trying to get a requirement to cover everything, become too general
to mean anything.

8 Starting point for detail specification - the AF and industry need
this. To maintain technical competence the AF has to generate
initial requirements.

7 A standard by which to judge competing contractors.
(1) Definitely
(2) How if contractors filled in own requirements?
(3) Needed by both the AF and industry.

3 Performance specification to be used in design of all aircraft FCS
- Should be

5 Contractor knows what is expected - agreement on job is basic to
designing a flight control system which will meet AF needs.

5 Guidance for test planning and agreement. The requirement for detail
verification of each requirement will Improve with ail-prime.

Assures satisfactory and sufficient testing:

1 Generally 3 Often 6 Sometime Rarely

6 Imposes performance and safety requirements - should be 9490's function.

4 Useful as a guide for high technology aircraft design - Spec and handbook
usually lag technology. Most R&D is now being accomplished on production
work schedule development.

2 Guideline for system synthesis - not yet, needs work.

4 Requires specific analysis of Important safety of flight areas -
no, a better mans is needed to do this.

7. How would you improve NIL-7-9490? Check appropriate cmments. Further
comments are velcomed.

5 Provide more task-orimlted requIrsnts - either In 9490 or In 8765.

... 0 . Reduce the mount of detail In the overall specoailation.



4 Provide more options - allow freer application of nytechnology.
Do not limit power requirement to hydraulic as Indicated in
3.2.13.5 (User's guide).

7 Give criteria for achieving performance specified

4 Remove hard limits - let simulation prove acceptability
If hard limits don't exist, little effort will be expended to establish
the correct acceptable limits.

3 Quantify all qualitative requirements - good concept and continuous
effort should be expended.

6 Add requirements for integrated functions such as flight/fire control-
Define interface hardness.

7 Coordinate thoroughly with flying qualities structural specifications
and reliability, safety, hydraulic, electrical power, crew stations, etc.

2 Clarify requirements - where required.

Other (Please specify) - Relate requirements to specific tasks/flight
control functions. This requires aking some requirements less generic/
more applicable to vehicle/mission phase.

Other (Please specify) - Hake sure vehicle RIP use of 9490 in the
procurement includes explicitly the AF FCS functional requirements.
Then subcontractors don't guess at proposing what they think the AF
wants.
Don't make minimum requirements - that is what AF will receive.

8. Rate the priority of the following areas of flight control system
research. Rank High (H),, Medium (1), Low (L), give specific comments:

H M L

a) Effects of nonlinear flight control systems elements 6 5

b) Effects of control deflections, rate limits 6 2 3

c) Effects of higher-order flight control systems 8 4

d) Desired effective vehicle dynamic characteristics,
such as bandwidth, 5 or 6 degrees of freedom In roll
or high angle of attack, hands-on vs hands-off
stability requirements (Underline or coinsnt on
the most important) - All - pilot protection
and warning - pasive active 7 1

a) Task or aission-pbase dependent dynamic charac-
teristics,- coordinate with flying qualities 9
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f) Flying qualities requirements/criteria stated in closed
loop (pilot in the loop) terms - should prove or
disprove applicability 5 4

g) Criteria for interfacing the pilot with display
and other elements of the control system 6 3

h) Impact of digital software - not an effective
way to spend one's research money. 7 4

i) Effects of atmospheric disturbances (List specifics
in comment section) 4 7 2
(1) Disturbance inputs to actuation system through

control surfaces.
(2) Is this really a problem?

J) Multivariable control, both continuous and discrete 5 6
More important to understand the problems of the
technique than the technique.

k) Integration with weapons delivery, automatic terrain-
following/terrain-avoidance, etc. 5 5

Direct force control:

5 Normal force 4 Side force

Other (Please specify)

(1) We need research to define the advantages of direct force controls
before they can be used effectively.

(2) Control surface duty cycle requirement specification.
(3) Acceptability of non-redundant load paths in critical FCS

applications (actuators).
(4) Electromechanical actuation for primary flight controls.
(5) The AF should identify preferred fault tolerant architecture,

frame sync, and voting planes. Suggest you start with the F-18s, it works.

i) Highly relaxed static stability aircraft 6 2 1
Applicability of full state/reduced state feedback
design techniques and computer aided design tool
used in realizing the multivariable control laws.

m) Hultivariable control law design techniques, using 7 3 1
computer aided design tools for direct digital control
design. These techniques exist; they just aren't used
or used properly, some of the claims being made for
new multivariable techniques are nonsense.
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n) Validation and verification methods and tools f or 6 3 1
digital FCSs - 'Iuch overworked. You just test it
until you're sure it does what it is supposed to
do. The same papers have be-n delivered again and
again for the past 15 years on this topic.

o) Reliability of microprocessors, fiber optics, analytic

redundancy vs equipment redundancy. 8 2 1

p) Fault tolerant software - A jungle 5 2 2

q) Distributed system/data base architecture 1

Comments: Any assistance in the new technology must
result in evaluation procedures - even though these will be changed
as experience improves.

9. Are functional requirement complete, i.e. stated properly?
(1) Lots of confusion.
(2) No, they are usually too closely linked to FCS detail design

requirements.
(3) No. Classes of faults and specific faults to be tolerated need

to be included. Priorities of functions for each flight phase
should be defined. Crews' role in each function should be
considered.

(4) No - a list of functions does not specify A/C use or operation.
This, of course, allows major contractor to develop the vehicle
flight operational capability.

10. Are the definitions sufficient, descriptive, or outdated? Are new ones
needed? List changes as needed.

(1) The contractor should define all terminology used in the FCS
specification. This would mitigate the problem of dated nomen-
clature.

(2) Outdated - they should be changed to agree with rest of the world.
(3) All need to be more closely related to task/flight phase.

11. Does the numbering sequence of the major ilities topics meet mission
requirement priorities?

(1) No
(2) First, revise the ilities. Get the non ilities out.
(3) Second, put the most important first-Safety. The mission

reliability requirements, then maintenance, etc.

12. Should the MIL-HANDBOOK include additional criteria as design guidance,
beyond those recotmmended as possible requirements?

COMMENTS:
(1) A mixlimum/minimuu set of numbers should be required unless theI particular vehicle needs a more stringent requirement.
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(2) Problems is that, we can't keep updated what we already have.
(3) The AF should develop a formal means of documenting and exchanging

this type of information.
(4) The MIL-HANDBOOK should include everything the AF wants in it as a

system, and all items needed for a competitive evaluation. Airframe
manufacturer designs the FCS to much more stringent/exacting requirements
than the 9490 type spec. Reference McAir/GE spec.

(5) Major advances are being made in advanced samarium colbalt brushless
motor and solid state motor control. This specification should not preclude
their use as noted on page 238 of user's guide.

13. Do you have any general commwents on areas we should consider in
improving the Proposed Draft of the MIL-Specification and HANDBOOK?

COMMENTS:
(1) Address integrated FCS functions and engine control functions.
(2) Reorganize along lines to assist in use of various stages of design

and development. Use current material; i.e., TF section is 20
years old.

(3) Passive/active pilot protection/warning techniques.
(4) Requirements and parametrics of crash and maintenance recorders.
(5) Displays that tell pilot what is wrong, law to determine what to

do and his options.
(6) Mil-prime specification once it has been completed and is made a

part of the contract must stand alone; i.e., HANDBOOK must not be
needed to define requirements.

(7) Dynamic requirements for unpiloted models need to be in a
specification.
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SUMMARY

In general the questionnaires indicate that the NIL-PRIME format used
for the specification is the proper direction to go. Performance and
functional requirements are the criteria to be satisfied for a successful
component on FCS design; not detail design restrictions.

However, the NIL-PRIME doesn't reflect weapon system/mission require-
ment breakdown into flight control functional requirements. The Air Force
should specify functions and performance. Let the contractor and subcon-
tractors determine the mechanization and design.

On the negative side, it looks like business as usual; i.e., still
requires a "spec negotiation phase" and a definitive strawman may not exist
at the start! Therefore, negotiation phase could be more costly--
especially in time. To utilize the MIL-PRIME FCS specification in a
procurement, the Air Force should provide a detail specification as a
starting point in order to maintain technical competence. By making sure
that the vehicle RFP use of 9490 in the procurement includes explicitly the
FCS functional requirements then subcontractors don't guess at proposing
what they think the Air Force wants. Most important, specify maximum
requirements. If less is required, that is what the Air Force will receive
in the FCS.

The survey shows that high priority should be given to Research and
Development in many areas; i.e., effects of nonlinear flight control
systems, control deflection, rate limits, and higher-order flight control
systems. Others are mission-phase dependent dynamic characteristics,
impact of digital software, highly relaxed static stability aircraft,
multivariable control law design techniques and reliability of micro-
processors, fiber optics.

Due to the present wording of 9490D (and the new draft) only hydraulic
actuation is permitted in primary flight control applications. This
restriction should be removed, and the contractor allowed to specify the
type of control surface actuation used. Existing hydraulic actuation
systems pose serious drawbacks in terms of maintainability, particular
failure modes, and life cycle cost. They form a significant percentage of
the nonrecurring and recurring cost of the total FCS. NIL-F-9490 (or its
successor) should be modified to allow the investigation and use of alternate
actuation concepts. Also, applicable component specifications for alternate
actuation concepts should be drafted.
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE FUTURE
OF FLIGHT CONTROLS

STOUFFER'S DAYTON PLAZA HOTEL
MARCH2-5, 1982

LIST OF ATTENDEES

NAME AFFILIATION

Charles Abrams Naval Air Development Center

William H. Agnew Naval Air Systems Command

Ronald 0. Anderson AFWAL/FIGC

Richard M. Andres Parks College, St. Louis

William H. Ashbaugh ASD/ENFTC

Nilss Aune Aeromedical Laboratories

Randall E. Bailey Arvin/Calspan Corporation

Lieutenant W. Allen Ballenger AFWAL/FIGC

Edward B. Balsink ASD/ENFTC

Colenel Robert C. Barlow AFWAL/FI

Robert P. Bateman Systems Research Laboratories, Inc

Tony Belland Northrop Corporation

William Bihrle Bihrle Research Company

David Bischoff Naval Air Deielopment Center

G. Thomas Black Ohio State University

J.D. Blair Boeing Military Aircraft

Bruce Blake Boeing Vertol Company

Greg Bochnak Plessey Dynamics

Mike Bogumill ASD

Jean Boudreau Grumman Aircraft Corporation

Walter 0. Breuhaus Institute of Defense Associates

Michael Breza ASD

Melvin Bricker Fairchild Republic Company

Fred Bronstein Simmonds Precision

John T. Browne ASD/ENFTC

Sam Bruner Beech Aircraft Company

Martin Brunner United Technology - Hamilton Standard

Roger Burton Naval Air Test Center

Charles R. Chalk Arvin/Calspan Corporation

Curt Chenoweth Boeing Military Aircraft

Jim Chin Grumman Aircraft Corporation
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D.K. Choo Northrop Corporation

Dan Cichy Rockwell International

Kevin Citurs McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Charles H. Clawson AFALD/PTEA

Thomas J. Cord AFWAL/FIGC

Samuel J. Craig Manudyne Systems

Captain Robert P. Crombie Air Force Flight Test Center

Carl Crothers Rockwell Interantional

John Davison AFWAL/FIGL

G.R. DeMarsico Northrop Corporation

P.O. Elgcrona SAAB-Scania Aerospace

Lieutenant Holly L. Emrick A}WAL/FIGC

Patrick Eng Naval Air Systems Command

Lieutenant John M. Evans AFWAL/FIGC

J.E. Fairchild University of Texas

Evard H. Flinn AFWAL/FIGL

Jack Flynn Northrop Corporation

Robert L. Fortenbaugh Vought Corporation

James A. Franklin NASA-Ames Research Center

Alan Friedman Lear Siegler-Santa Monica

W.R. Fuchs General Dynamics Corporation

Captain Stanley G. Fuller AFWAL/FIGC

Robert Gadbois Lear Siegler

Ken Gallagher Naval Test Pilot School

Thomas A. Gentry AFWAL/FIGC

Frank L. George AFWAL/FIGC

John C. Gibson British Aerospace

Dave Glock AFLC

James Goodhart Garrett Air Research

M.F.C. van Gool National Aerospace Laboratory NLR

Bill Grantham NASA - Langley Research Center

W. Earl Hall, Jr Systems Control Technology, Inc.

Steve Haupt Systems Control Technology, Inc

Doug Hazelwood Cessna Aircraft Company

Charles B. Heath AFWAL/FIGC

John Hess National Waterlift

Marle Hewett Northrop Aircraft Corporation

Ellis Hitt Battelle Columbus Laboratories
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John Hodgkinson McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Vernon 0. Hoehne AFWAL/FIGC

Roger Hoh Systems Technology, Incorporated

Dick Huff Naval Air Test Center

Art Jacobs Rockwell International

Gavin Jenney Dynamic Control, Incorporated

Jerry Jones Air Force Flight Test Center
Dave Jordan Fairchild Republic Company

Richard Kammerer ASD

Jack Kelly United Technology-Hamilton Standard

David L. Key U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory

John Kidwell Bell Helicopter

Robert L. Kisslinger McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

John Knox Lockheed-Georgia Company

Dick Kogler ASD/YPEF

Brian Kowal ASD/ENF

Richard Kuhn

William E. Lamar SRI, International (DARPA)

Frank Langham Calspan-Arnold Engineering Center

Captain John T. Lawrence Naval Air Systems Command
Captain Joeeph A. Lawrenc AFWAL/FIGC

Robert Lee Air Force Flight Test Center

Lieutenant David P. Leggett AFWAL/FIGC

Robert Lembel U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratories

Christian Ligensa ASD
Jerry Lockenour Northrop Aircraft Corporation

Jabe Luttrell United Technology-Hamilton Standard

John M. Malloy General Electric Company

Steve Markman AFWAL/FIGD

Kathie Marsh AFWAL

Derek Marshall Marconi Avionics

Mike Maurice Sperry Systems
J.D. McAllister General Dynamics

Joe McDaniel AFAMRL

James McDowell APWAL/FIGL

Duane MoRuer Systems Technology, Incorporated

Klaus Mayer AYWAL/FIGL
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Robert Meyer Lockheed-Georgia Company

George Miller Princeton University

Ron Miller Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

David Mitchell Systems Technology, Incorporated

Colonel Ernest F. Moore AFWAL/FIG

David J. Moorhouse AFWAL/FIGC

John Moynes Northrop Corporation

Dieter Multhopp AFWAL/FIGC

Major Jochen Nagel ASD/GLO

Barry Nixon Princeton University

Randy Olsen ASD/ENFTC

Morris A. Ostgaard AFWAL/FIG

A. Ostheimer United Technolgy-Hamilton Standard

Robert Palmer Naval Air Development Center

Mark Paulson AFWAL

Captain James Payne AFIT/ENY

Frederick S. Pierce Naval Air Systems Command

Captain David W. Potts AFWAL/FIGL

Bruce Powers NASA-Ames Research Center

Dick Quinlivan General Electric Company

David Quam University of Dayton

Elisha Rackovisky AFWAL

Colonel Robert R. Rankine, Jr AFWAL/CC

Forest Randall General Electric Company

James M. Rebel Naval Air Systems Command

Herman Rediess NASA-OAST

Gary Reid Lear-Siegler Flight Systems

Dirk Renselaer Rockwell International

William R. Rickard Douglas Aircraft Company

Jerry Rising Lockheed-California Company

Janice E. Robinson AFWAL/FIGC

Robert Rooney Lockheed-California Company

Major Donald E. Ross USAP Safety

Steve Rowe Garrett Air Research

Duane P. Rubertus AWAL/FIGL

Arnold Rubin Tairchild Republic Company

Edward G. Rynaski Arvin/Calspan Corporation

Don Saettel ASD
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Grady Saunders Calspan-Arnold Engineering Center

Dieter Schafranek DFVLR

David K. Schmidt Purdue University

Vernon Schmitt Dynamic Control, Incorporated

Harry Schreadley Dynamic Control, Incorporated

John Schuler Boeing Military Aircraft Company

Roland Scott Swedish Embassy

Lieutenant Daniel G. Sharpes AFWAL/FIGC

Lieutenant Thomas B. Shinn AFWAL/FIGL

L.P. Shoaf Lockheed-Georgia Company

Raymond F. Siewert The Pentagon

Captain James Silverthorn AFIT/ENY

Tom Sizlo Douglas Aircraft Company

Derald Skalla Westinghouse Corporation

Everet Smith ASD/ENFZ

John W. Smith ASD

Vanita Smith ASD/ENF

Captain James Smolka Air Force Flight Test Center

Robert Stengel Princeton University

J.T. Stewart, Lt Gen tRet) Former SD/CC
John Stiver AFALD

Donald Stovine ASD/ENFR

Gunner Strang SAAU-Scania Aerospace Division

Hesk Streif Northrop Corporation

Charles F. Suchomel AFWAL/FIGC

Richard Sylvester

Eero Tae Colt Industries, Canada

Frederick Taylor AFWAL/XRPP

David A. Tiedeman Rockwell Collins Avionics

Richard Travassos Integrated Systems, Incorporated

Yen Tu Air Force Armament Laboratories

H.A. Valery Lockheed-Georgia Company

Captain F. Veldman ASD/AFNT

James Vincent Systems Control Technology, Inc
Thomas Welsh Cessna Aircraft Company

V Don West Boeing Military Aircraft
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Charles Westbrook Systems Control, Incorporated

Joel Williams AFWAL/FIGL

Carl Wilkins Lockheed-Georgia Company

Ralph Wittman Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Robert J. Woodcock AFWAL/FIGC

Lieutenant Chris Worsowicz AFWAL/FIGL

Captain David G. Young AFWAL/FIGL
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